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THE NURSING HOME REFORM ACT TURNS
TWENTY: WHAT HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED,
AND WHAT CHALLENGES REMAIN?.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 2007

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:28. a.m., in room

628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Herb Kohl (chairman- of -
the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Kohl and McCaskill.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HERB KOHL, CHAIRMAN-
The C.HAIRmAN. Hello. At this time, we will call this hearing to

order. We welcome-all of our guests- and witnesses who are present..
Back in January, as Chairman of the Committee, I promised that

we would take a close- look at nursing--homes to .see if our seniors
are getting the safest,. highest-quality care. Today, we are going to
do exactly that.

We know that the vast majority of nursing horme providers care
deeply about their residents, and are doing their very best to pro-
vide the best possible care. But as we will hear today, many prob-
lems still exist in some of our Nation's nursing homes.

The Nursing Home Reform Act.-became law 20 years ago. Better
known as OBRA 1987, this law set Federal standards for the qual-
ity of services for staffing and for inspection and oversight of long-
term care facilities.

Without question, it has improved nursing home care. For exam-
ple, OBRA 1987 led to a sharp drop in unnecessary physical and
chemical restraints of residents. Other accomplishments and events
are on the posters on- this podium-.

We will hear today- from GAO that, in 2006, nearly one in five
nursing homes nationwide-were cited for poor care that caused ac-
tual harm to residents.. Among a -group of facilities studied in 1998
and 1999 that provided poor.care, -the agency found that nearly
half have made no progress between that time and now. Now, this
is unacceptable, and it raises questions about how and why our en-
forcement system is not getting the job done.

From CMS, we will hear about the challenges facing State in-
spection agencies in overseeing nursing homes. Surveys do the
tough work of visiting facilities, documenting the conditions and
deficiencies they find, and recommending sanctions. But it is trou-
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bling that fines and sanctions are often not levied, even when in-
spectors find violations that leave residents suffering.

For facilities that continually slip in and out of compliance, regu-
lators need to take much swifter action. Bad apples give the nurs-
ing home industry a black eye, and they should not be in this busi-
ness.

This Committee has a long history of closely scrutinizing the
quality of nursing home care, and we intend to reaffirm that com-
mitment. We need to regularly monitor the nursing home industry
and the performance of Federal and State regulators to make sure
quality standards are met.

As a first step, we will follow this hearing with a written request
to CMS to brief us every 2 months on progress made to implement
the recommendations and GAO's testimony that come out of this
hearing. We will continue to press the Administration to tighten up
the enforcement system and make sanctions stick.

We will work with advocates, the industry and regulators on pro-
posals to tighten the enforcement process, so that the bad actors
no longer escape sanctions.

We will also be requesting ideas for improving public information
about the quality of nursing homes. When consumers look at CMS's
Nursing Home Compare Web site, they should be better able to tell
immediately which facilities are providing good care and which are
providing substandard care.

We also want to make sure that the nursing home workforce is
the best it can be by establishing a nationwide system of back-
ground checks for workers in long-term care facilities.

Today, we will hear about groundbreaking work being done in
the State of Michigan. They have successfully organized a stream-
lined, cost-effective system of background checks for people who
apply for jobs in long-term care facilities.

Michigan's program is being conducted as part of a pilot program
that was started in 2003. This program is producing impressive re-
sults in other States as well, including my own State of Wisconsin,
and I believe it is time to expand it nationwide.

The vast majority of long-term care workers do an excellent job
at taking care of our family members. But individuals who have a
record of criminal abuse obviously should not care for the most vul-
nerable in our society. To that end, I plan to introduce legislation
that is modeled on Michigan's background check program.

We look forward to joining with all of our colleagues on this Com-
mittee and in the Congress to ensure that all nursing home resi-
dents are safe and receive the highest quality of care. Clearly, our
Nation's families deserve nothing else.

At this time, I would like to welcome our first panel to come for-
ward.

Our first witness will be Kathryn Allen, who is director of Health
Care for the U.S. Government Accountability Office. Ms. Allen has
extensive expertise in Medicaid, children's health issues and long-
term care issues, including nursing homes. Ms. Allen has had a
long and distinguished career at GAO, also directing studies on pri-
vate health insurance issues, medical malpractice and access to
care.
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Also on this panel we have Dr. James Randolph Farris of the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, CMS. Dr. Farris has
served as the regional administrator of the Dallas office since 1998.
In this capacity, Dr. Farris has responsibility for Medicare, Med-
icaid, the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act, and State Chil-
dren's Health Insurance Programs in the States of Texas, Okla-
homa, New Mexico, Arkansas and Louisiana. He also serves as the
lead CMS Regional Administrator for rural health issues'and for-
the survey and certification program.

We thank you very much for being with us.
At this time, Ms. Allen, we would like to hear your testimony.

STATEMENT OF KATHRYN. ALLEN, DIRECTOR OF HEALTH
CARE, U.S. GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. ALLEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be here

today as the Committee acknowledges the 20th: anniversary of the
passage of OBRA 1987, which, as you have already mentioned, con-
tained very important nursing home reform provisions.

The Nation's 1.5 million nursing home residents are a very vul-
nerable population of elderly and disabled individuals for whom re-
maining at home is no longer feasible. This population is also ex-
pected to increase dramatically in future years, along with the cost
of their care, with the aging of the baby-boomer population.

The public investment is large. Combined Medicare and Medicaid
payments for nursine home services were almost $73 billion in
2005, including a Federal share of about $49 billion.

In 1986, the Institute of Medicine reported, among other things,
the quality of care in many nursing homes was not satisfactory.-In
1987, GAO issued a report that recommended consistent with that
report, that Congress pass legislation to strengthen enforcement of
Federal nursing home requirements.

Subsequent to these reports, Congress enacted the nursing home
provisions of OBRA 1987, which changed the focus-of quality stand-
ards from inputs in a home's capability to provide care to its actual
delivery of care and the outcomes of that care.

Since this Committee subsequently asked GAO to investigate the
quality of care in California nursing homes in 1997, we have re-
ported to and testified before the Congress many, times on these -
issues, identifying issues and problems in Federal and State activi-
ties that have been designed to detect and correct quality problems.
We have made numerous recommendations to improve enforcement
and oversight.

CMS has taken many actions in response to our recommenda-
tions, and has also -undertaken its own initiatives to address these
and other issues. As a result of OBRA and these other more recent
efforts, much has transpired over the last 20 years in terms of as-
sessing, overseeing and improving the quality of nursing home
care.

My remarks today will focus on progress made and some of the
challenges that remain in three specific areas: evaluating the qual-
ity of nursing home. care and the enforcement and oversight func-
tions intended to ensure high-quality care. My statement will be
based on our prior work.
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First, OBRA 1987's reforms and subsequent efforts by CMS and
the nursing home industry to improve the quality of care have in-
deed focused on resident outcomes, as was intended.

However, as you have already pointed out, a small but significant
share of nursing homes nationwide continue to experience quality-
of-care problems. In last fiscal year 2006, almost one in five nurs-
ing homes nationwide was cited for serious deficiencies-those that
caused actual harm or placed residents in immediate jeopardy.

Now, while this rate has varied over the last 7 years, we have
regularly found persistently wide variation across the States in
terms of the rate at which they cite serious deficiencies, which indi-
cates inconsistency in how they assess quality of care. We have also
found understatement in the severity of reported deficiencies in
States where we have reviewed this in more depth.

My second point: CMS has indeed strengthened its enforcement
capabilities since OBRA 1987 to better ensure that nursing homes
achieve and maintain high-quality care. For example, the agency
has implemented additional sanctions authorized in the legislation,
such as civil monetary penalties. It has established an immediate
sanctions policy for nursing homes found to repeatedly harm resi-
dents, and it has developed a new enforcement management sys-
tem. However, several important initiatives require refinement.

We recently reported that the deterrent effect of CMPs, civil
monetary penalties, was diluted for a sample of homes that we re-
viewed with a history of serious deficiencies, because CMS often
imposed penalties at the lower end of the allowable range. Signifi-
cant time, sometimes years, could pass between the citation of defi-
ciencies on a survey and a home's payment because they are al-
lowed to appeal, and the penalty is not required to be paid while
it is under appeal.

We also found that CMS's immediate sanctions policy is complex
and appears to induce only temporary compliance for homes with
a history of noncompliance. Moreover, CMS's new enforcement data
system are not well-integrated, and the national reporting capabili-
ties are incomplete, which hinders the agency's ability to track and
monitor enforcement.

Third, CMS has increased its oversight of nursing home quality
and State surveys since the passage of OBRA 1987. But certain ini-
tiatives continue to compete for staff and financial resources.

In recent years, CMS has focused its resources on prompt inves-
tigation of complaints and allegations of abuse. It has conducted
more frequent and many more Federal comparative surveys. It has
strengthened its fire safety standards and has upgraded its data
systems.

But CMS's intensified oversight efforts, coupled with an increase
in the number of Medicare-Medicaid providers, has produced great-
er demands on its resources, which has led to delays in certain
very important activities. For example, the implementation of new
survey methodology has been in process for 8 years, and resource
constraints threaten the planned expansion of this methodology be-
yond the initial demonstration sites.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, significant attention from this
Committee, the Congress, the Institute of Medicine and others
served as a very important catalyst to focus national attention on
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nursing home quality issues that culminated in the nursing home
reform provisions of OBRA 1987.

Most would agree that many significant reforms and measures
have jbeen initiated and implemented since that time to improve
the quality of nursing home care. But the task is not complete. It
is imperative to continue to focus national attention on and to en-
sure public accountability for nursing homes to provide high-qual-
ity care for all residents.

With such ongoing efforts, the momentum of earlier initiatives
can be sustained and perhaps even enhanced, so that quality of
care for all nursing home residents can be secured, as surely was
intended by the Congress when it passed this legislation.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Allen follows:]
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A G A O. NURSING HOME REFORM

Hlighights Continued Attention Is Needed to
Hv4arfT a AO-07-704T, aOrye Improve Quality of Care in Small butU.S5Sen Significant Share of Homes

Why GAO Dld This Study
With the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act d 1987
(OBRA '87), Congress responded to
growing concerns about the quality
of care that nursing home residents
received by requiring reforms in
the federal certification and
oversight of nursing homes. These
reforms included revising care
requirements that homes must
meet to participate in the Medicare
or Medicaid programs, modifying
the survey process for certifying a
home's compliance with federal
standards, and introducing
additional sanctions and
decertification procedures for
noncompliant homes.

GAO's testimony addresses its
work in evaluating the quality of
nursing home care and the
enforcement and oversight
fuactions intended to ensure high-

--re, {he pregres r mt in
each of these areas since the
passage of OBRA '87, and the
challenges that remain.

GAO's testimony is based on its
prior work analysis of data from
the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services' (CMS) On-Line
Survey, Certification, and
Reporting system (OSCAR), which
compiles the results of state
nursing home surveys; and
evaluation of federal comparative
surveys for selected states (2005-
2007). Federal comparative surveys
are conducted at nursing homes
recently surveyed by each state to
assess the adequacy of the state's
surveys.

a.gao.gevri-tbSretptlGAO-07-754T.

To ite the tS product. knttdeg Om scope
and rnthodoeoy, clack sthe link aose.
For nsre Inforration erheao Kahryn G.
Alen at 1202) 512-7118 or afenkegao.gov.

What GAO Found
The reforms of OBRA '87 and subsequent efforts by CMS and the nursing
home industry to improve the quality of nursing home care have focused on
resident outcomes, yet a small but significant share of nursing homes
nationwide continue to experience quality-of-care problems. In fiscal year
2006, almost one in five nursing homes was cited for serious deficiencies
those that caused actual harm or placed residents in immediate jeopardy.
While this rate has fluctuated over the last 7 years, GAO has found persistent
variation in the proportion of homes with serious deficiencies across states.
In addition, although the understatement of serious deficiencies-that is,
when federal surveyors identified deficiencies that were missed by state
surveyors-has declined since 2004 in states GAO reviewed, it has continued
at varying levels.

CMS has strengthened Its enforcement capabilities since OBRA '87 in order
to better ensure that nursing homes achieve and maintain high-quality care,
but several key inrtiatives require refinement CMS has implemented
additional sanctions authorized in the legislation, established an immediate
sanctions policy for homes found to repeatedly harm residents, and
developed a new enforcement management data system. However, the
immediate sanctions policy is complex and appears to have induced only
temporary compliance in some homes with a history of repeated
noncompliance. Furthermore, CMS's new data system's components are not
irtrr-etd and national reporting capabilities are incomplete, which hamper
CMS's ability to track and monitor enforcement

CMS oversight of nursing home quality has increased significantly, but CMS
initiatives continue to compete for staff and financial resources. Attention to
oversight has led to greater demand on limited resources, and to queues and
delays in certain key initiatives. For example, a new survey methodology has
been in development for over 8 years and resource constraints threaten the
planned expansion of this methodology beyond the initial demonstration
states.

Significant attention from the Special Committee on Aging, the Institute of
Medicine, and others served as a catalyst to focus national attention on
nursing home quality issues, culminating in the nursing home reform
provisions of OBRA '87. In response to many GAO recommendations and at
its own initiative, CMS has taken many Important steps; however, the task of
ensuring high-quality nursing home care for all residents is not complete. In
order to guarantee that all nursing home residents receive high-quality care,
it is important to maintain the momentum begun by the reforms of OBRA '87
and continue to focus national attention on those homes that cause actual
harm to vulnerable residents.

*_ _ _Uniled Staegs Oonsl Aeeorlabilty Offies



Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to be here today as you acknowledge the 20th anniversary of
the passage of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (OBRA '87),
which contained nursing home reform provisions. In March 1986, the
National Academy of Sciences' Institute of Medicine (TOM) released a
report concluding that quality of care and quality of life in many nursing
homes were not satisfactory, despite the existence of government
regulation, and that more effective government regulation could
substantially improve nursing home quality.' In July 1987, we issued a
report recommending that Congress pass legislation that would strengthen
enforcement of federal nursing home requirements, consistent with the
IOM's recommendations.' Largely in response to these reports, Congress
passed the nursing home reform provisions of OBRA '87, which was
significant in that it changed the focus of quality standards from a home's
capability to provide care to its actual delivery of care and resident
outcomes. OBRA '87 directed the Health Care Financing Administration,
now known as the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), to
reform its certification and oversight of nursing homes for Medicare and
Medicaid, which includes surveys to ensure the quality of resident care,
complaint investigations, and remedies and penalties for nursing homes
not in compliance with federal standards.'

The nation's 1.5 million nursing home residents are a highly vulnerable
population of elderly and disabled individuals for whom remaining at
home is no longer feasible. With the aging of the baby boom generation,
the number of individuals needing nursing home care and the associated
costs are expected to increase dramatically. Combined Medicare and
Medicaid payments for nursing home services were about $72.7 billion in
2006, including a federal share of about $49 billion. The federal

'See Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences. Impanvingr the Quatity ofCare
in Nursing Homes (Washington. D.C.: March 1986)

'GAO, Medicare and Med icaiS Stronger Erorncen of Nursing Home Requirrna
Need, GAOtIRD-87-113 (Washington, D.C.: July 22,1987).

'Prnor to July 2001, CMS was known as the Health Care Firnancing Adminisitation.
Throughout this testimony, se refer to the agency an CMS, even when describing initlatives
traken prior to its name change. Medrcare rs the federal health care program for elderly and
disabled people. Medicare may cover up to 150 days of silled nursing home care following
a hospital stay. Medicaid is the joint federal-etat health care financing program for certain
categories of low-income individuals. Medicaid also pays for long-term care services,
including nursing home care.

GAO-07-794T
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government plays a key role in ensuring that nursing home residents
receive appropriate care by setting quality-of-care, quality-of-life, and life
safety requirements that nursing homes must meet to participate in the
Medicare and Medicaid programs and by contracting with states to -
routinely inspect homes and conduct complaint investigations.' To
encourage compliance with these requirements, Congress has authorized
certain enforcement actions.

Since this Committee requested us to investigate California nursing homes.
in 1997, we have reported to Congress and testified numerous times on the
quality of resident care, identified significant weaknesses in federal and
state activities designed to detect and correct quality problems in nursing
homes, and made many recommendations to improve the survey process
and federal oversight of nursing home quality.' In response to our
recommendations as well as needed improvements CMS identified in its
own self-assessment in 1998, CMS announced a set of initiatives intended
to address many of these wealnesses. Over time, CMS has refined and
expanded these initiatives in order to continue to improve nursing home
quality.

My remarks today will focus on GAO's work in evaluating the quality of
nursing home care and the enforcement and oversight functions intended
to ensure high-quality care.' I will address the progress made in these three
areas since OBRA '87, as well as the challenges that remain. This

staerment i based p-i m ' y on prior GAO w.ork In T.dditinn. we
interviewed CMS officials; analyzed data from CMS's On-Line Survey,
Certification, and Reporting system (OSCAR), which compiles the results
of state nursing home surveys; and evaluated the results of federal
comparative surveys for selected states for the period January 2005
through March 2007. Federal comparative surveys are conducted at
nursing homes recently surveyed by each state to assess the adequacy of
the state's surveys. We considered these data sufficiently reliable for our
purposes. We discussed the highlights of this statement-including our new

'in this report, we use the term states to include the 50 states and the District of Colunbla.

Related GAO products are included at the end of this statement See appendix I for
recommendatons GAO has made, related CK5 initiatives, and the implementation status of
these initlatives

'OBA '87 included other requirements pertaining to nursing homes such as staffing,
services, and specific rights of residents, Including privacy, restricted use ophysica or
chenical renfraints, and voicing of grievances. but GAO has not examined these issues.

GeAO07-794T
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analyses with CMS officials, and they provided us additional information,
which we incorporated as appropriate. We conducted our work from
March through April 2007 in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards.

In summary, despite the reforms of OBRA '87 and subsequent efforts by
CMS and the nursing home industry to improve the quality of nursing
home care, a small but significant share of nursing homes nationwide
continues to experience quality-of-care problems. In 2006, one in five
nursing homes nationwide was cited for serious deficiencies-those
deficiencies that cause actual harm or place residents in immediate
jeopardy. While this rate has fluctuated over the last 7 years, we have
regularly found (1) significant variation across states in their citation of
serious deficiencies, indicating inconsistencies in states' assessments of
quality of care and (2) understatement of these deficiencies-when
deficiencies are found on federal comparative surveys but not cited on
corresponding state surveys. Among the five large states we reviewed-
California, Florida, New York, Ohio, and Texas-understatement of
serious deficiencies has declined from 18 percent prior to December 2004
to 11 percent for the most recent time period ending in March 2007, but
understatement has continued at varying levels.

Since the passage of OBRA '87, CMS has strengthened its enforcement
capabilities-for example, by implementing sanctions authorized in the
legislation, establishing an immediate sanctions policy for nursing homes
found to repeatedly harm residents, and developing a new enforcement
management data system-but several key initiatives require refinement.
The immediate sanctions policy is complex and appears to have induced
only temporary compliance in certain nursing homes with histories of
repeated noncompliance. In addition, the term 'immediate sanctions'
policy is misleading because it requires only that homes be notified
immediately of CMS's intent to implement sanctions, not that sanctions be
implemented immediately. Furthermore, when a sanction, such as a denial
of payment for new admissions (DPNA), is implemented, there is a lag
time between when the deficiency citation occurs and the effective date of
the sanction. Finally, although CMS has developed a new data system, the
system's components are not integrated and the national reporting
capabilities are incomplete, hampering the agency's ability to track and
monitor enforcement.

CMS oversight of nursing home quality and state surveys has increased
since OBRA 87, but certain key initiatives continue to compete for
resources. To increase its oversight of quality of care in nursing homes,

GAO-07-794T
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CMS has focused its resources and attention in areas such as prompt
investigation of complaints and allegations of abuse, more frequent federal
comparative surveys, stronger fire safety standards, and upgrades to data
systems. However, this increased emphasis on nursing home oversight
coupled with growth in the number of Medicare and Medicaid providers
has caused greater demand on limited resources, which, in turn, has led to
queues and delays in certain key initiatives. For example, the
implementation of a new survey methodology, the Quality Indicator
Survey (QIS), has been in development for over 8 years and resource
constraints threaten the planned expansion of this methodology beyond
the initial five demonstration states.

Significant attention from the Special Committee on Aging, the Institute of
Medicine, and others served as a catalyst to focus national attention on
nursing home quality issues, culminating in the nursing home reform
provisions of OBRA '87. Since then, in response to many GAO
recommendations and at its own initiative, CMS has taken many important
steps to respond in a timelier, more rigorous, more consistent manner to
identified problems. Nevertheless, the task of ensuring high-quality
nursing home care is still not complete. To guarantee that all nursing home
residents receive high-quality care, it is important to maintain the
momentum begun by the reforms of OBRA 87 and continue to focus
national attention on those homes that cause actual harm to vulnerable
residents.

Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act establish minimum
requirements that all nursing homes must meet to participate in the
Medicare and Medicaid programs, respectively. With the passage of OBRA
*87, Congress responded to growing concerns about the quality of care that
nursing home residents received by requiring major reforms in the federal
regulation of nursing homes. Among other things, these reforms revised
care requirements that facilities must meet to participate in the Medicare
or Medicaid programs, modified the survey process for certifying a home's
compliance with federal standards, and introduced additional sanctions
and decertification procedures for homes that fail to meet federal
standards. Following OBRA 87, CMS published a series of regulations and
transmittals to implement the changes. Key implementation actions have
included the following: In October 1990, CMS implemented new survey
standards; in July 1995, it established enforcement actions for nursing
homes found to be out of compliance; and it enhanced oversight through
more rigorous federal monitoring surveys beginning in October 1998 and
annual state performance reviews in fiscal year 2001. CMS has continued

GAO-07.754r
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to revise and refine many of these actions since their initial
implementation.

Survey Process' Every nursing home receiving Medicare or Medicaid payment must
undergo a standard survey not less than once every 15 months, and the
statewide average interval for these surveys must not exceed 12 months.'
During a standard survey, separate teams of surveyors conduct a
comprehensive assessment of federal quality-of-care and life safety
requirements. In contrast, complaint investigations, also conducted by
surveyors, generally focus on a specific allegation regarding resident care
or safety.'

The quality-of-care component of a survey focuses on determining
whether (1) the care and services provided meet the assessed needs of the
residents and (2) the home is providing adequate quality care, including
preventing avoidable pressure sores, weight loss, and accidents. Nursing
homes that participate in Medicare and Medicaid are required to
penodically assess residents' care needs in 17 areas, such as mood and
behavior, physical functioning, and skin conditions, in order to develop an
appropriate plan of care. Such resident assessment data are known as the
minimum data set (MDS). To assess the care provided by a nursing home,
surveyors select a sample of residents and (I) review data derived from
the residents' MDS assessments and medical records; (2) interview nursing
home staff, residents, and family members; and (3) observe care provided
to residents during the course of the survey. CMS establishes specific
investigative protocols for state survey teams-generally consisting of
registered nurses, social workers, dieticians, and other specialists-to use
in conducting surveys. These procedural instructions are intended to make
the on-site surveys thorough and consistent across states.

'CMS generaly interprets these requirements to permit a stateide average interval or
12.9 months and a maximum interval of 15.9 months for each hoe. In addition to nursing
homes, CMS and stale survey agencies are responsible for oversight of other Medicare and
Medicaid providers such as home health agencies, intermediate care facities for the
mentally retarded, accredited and nonaccredlted hospitals, end-stage renal dialysis
facilities, anmbulatory surgical centers, runiral health cinics, outpatient physical therapy
centers, hospices, ponable x-ray suppliers, comprehensive outpatient rehabilitation
facilities, and Community Menial Health Centers.

iCMS contracts with state survey agencies to conduct surveys and complaint
investigations.

GAo.47-794T
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The life safety component of a survey focuses on a home's compliance
with federal fire safety requirements for health care facilities.' The fire
safety requirements cover 18 categories, ranging from building
construction to furnishings. Most states use fire safety specialists within
the same department as the state survey agency to conduct fire safety
inspections, but some states contract with their state fire marshal's office.

Complaint investigations provide an opportunity for state surveyors to
intervene promptly if problems arise between standard surveys.
Complaints may be filed against a home by a resident, the resident's
family, or a nursing home employee either verbally, via a complaint
hotline, or in writing. Surveyors generally follow state procedures when
investigating complaints but must comply with certain federal guidelines
and time frames. In cases involving resident abuse, such as pushing,
slapping, beating, or otherwise assaulting a resident by individuals to
whom their care has been entrusted, state survey agencies may notify state
or local law enforcement agencies that can initiate criminal investigations.
States must maintain a registry of qualified nurse aides, the primary
caregivers in nursing homes, that includes any findings that an aide has
been responsible for abuse, neglect, or theft of a resident's property. The
inclusion of such a finding constitutes a ban on nursing home
employment.

Effective July 1995, CMS established a classification system for
deficiencies tdenified during either standard surveys or rotupiaiia
investigations. Deficiencies are classified in I of 12 categories according to
their scope (i.e., the number of residents potentially or actually affected)
and their severity. An A-level deficiency is the least serious and is isolated
in scope, while an L-level deficiency is the most serious and is considered
to be widespread in the nursing home (see table 1). States are required to
enter information about surveys and complaint investigations, including
the scope and severity of deficiencies identified, in CMS's OSCAR
database.

GAO-07.794T

'CMS requires nursing homes to meet applicable provisions of the fire safety standards
developed by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), of which CMS is a member.
NFPA is a nonprofit membership organization that develops and advocates sientircally
based consernsus standards on fire, building and electrical safety.
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Table 1: Scope end Severity of Deficeneias Identified during Nursing Home
Surveys

Scope

Severity Isolated Pattern Widespread

Immediate jeoPardy J K L

Actual harm G H I

Potential for more than minimal harm D E F

Potential for minimal harm A 8 C

so: CMs.

'Actual or potential for deatlVseaAi inuwY.

*Nuarg htoms i considered to he in srhstantlat coroanto.

Enforcement In an effort to better ensure that nursing homes achieve and maintain

compliance with the new survey standards, OBRA '87 expanded the range

of enforcement sanctions. Prior to OBRA '87, the only sanctions available

were terminations from Medicare or Medicaid or, under certain

circumstances, DPNAs. OBRA 87 added several new alternative sanctions,

such as civil money penalties (CMP) and requiring training for staff

providing care to residents, and expanded the types of deficiencies that

could result in DPNAs. To implement OBRA '87, CMS published

enforcement regulations, effective July 1995. According to these

regulations, the scope and severity of a deficiency determine the

applicable sanctions. CMS imposes sanctions on homes with Medicare or

dual Medicare and Medicaid certification on the basis of state referrals.'

CMS normally accepts a state's recommendation for sanctions but can

modify it

Effective January 2000, CMS required states to refer for immediate

sanction homes found to have harmed one or a small number of residents

or to have a pattern of harming or exposing residents to actual harm or

potential death or serious injury (G4evel or higher deficiencies on the

agency's scope and severity grid) on successive surveys. This is known as

the double G immediate sanctions policy. Additionally, in January 1999,

'Etsuring that documented deficensces are corrected is a shared federal-State
responsbitrty. Staten are responsible for enforcing standards I homes withMedicaldony :
certification-about 14 percentof homes. They may use the federal sanctions or rely on
their orm state licensure authority and nursing home sanctions.

GAO-07.794T
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CMS launched the Special Focus Facility program. This initiative was
intended to increase the oversight of homes with a history of providing
poor care. When CMS established this program, it instructed each state to
select two homes for enhanced monitoring. For these homes, states are to
conduct surveys at 6-month intervals rather than annually. In December
2004, CMS expanded this program to require immediate sanctions for
those homes that fail to significantly improve their performance from one
survey to the next and termination for homes with no significant
improvement after three surveys over an 18-month period."

Unlike other sanctions, CMPs do not require a notification period before
they go into effect However, if a nursing home appeals the deficiency, by
statute, payment of the CMP-whether received directly from the home or
withheld from the home's Medicare and Medicaid payments-is deferred
until the appeal is resolved." In contrast to CMPs, other sanctions,
including DPNAs, cannot go into effect until homes have been provided a
notice period of at least 15 days, according to CMS regulations; the notice
period is shortened to 2 days in the case of immediate jeopardy. Although
nursing homes can be terminated involuntarily from participation in
Medicare and Medicaid, which can result in a home's closure, termination
is used infrequently."

Oversight CMS is responsible for overseeing each state survey agency's performance
- nC S'gqza V- of c-- A narn horn._ pani pamn e i--e o~r

Medicaid. Its primary oversight tools are (1) statutorily required federal
monitoring surveys and (2) annual state performance reviews. Pursuant to
OBRA 87, CMS is required to conduct annual monitoring surveys in at
least 5 percent of the state-surveyed Medicare and Medicaid nursing
homes in each state, with a minimum of five facilities in each state. These
federal monitoring surveys can be either comparative or observational. A

"As of December 2004, Alaska is not required to select Special Foeus Facilities, because
there were fewer than 21 nursing homes in the state at that ume

"If efforts to collect the CMP direcily from the home fail, Medicare end Medicaid payments
are withheld.

"Homes also can choose to close voluntarily, but we do not consider voluntary closure to
be asanction. When a home is terminated, it loses any income from Medicare and
Medicaid, which accounted for about 40 percent of nursing home payments in 2004.
Residents who receive support through Medicare or Medicaid must be moved to other
facilities. However, a terminated home generally can apply for reinstatement if it corrects
its deficiencies.

GAO-07.794T
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comparative survey involves a federal survey team conducting a complete,
independent survey of a home within 2 months of the completion of a
state's survey in order to compare and contrast the findings. In an
observational survey, one or more federal surveyors accompany a state
survey team to a nursing home to observe the team's performance. State

performance reviews measure state survey agency compliance with seven
standards: timeliness of the survey, documentation of survey results,
quality of state agency investigations and decision making, timeliness of
enforcement actions, budget analysis, timeliness and quality of complaint
investigations, and timeliness and accuracy of data entry. These reviews
replaced state self-reporting of their compliance with federal
requirements.

Quality of Care
Remains a Problem
for a Small but
Significant Proportion
of Nursing Homes
Nationwide

A small but significant proportion of nursing homes nationwide continue
to experience quality-of-care problems-as evidenced by the almost I in 5
nursing homes nationwide that were cited for serious deficiencies in
2006-despite the reforms of OBRA '87 and subsequent efforts by CMS
and the nursing home industry to improve the quality of nursing home.
care. Although there has been an overall decline.in the numbers of nursing
homes found to have serious deficiencies since fiscal year 2000, variation
among states in the proportion of homes with serious deficiencies
indicates state survey agencies are not consistently conducting surveys.
Challenges associated with the recruitment and retention of state
surveyors, combined with increased surveyor worldoads, can affect survey
consistency. In addition, federal comparative surveys conducted after -
state surveys found more serious quality-of-care problems than were cited
by state surveyors Although understatement of serious deficiencies
identified by federal surveyors in five states has declined since 2004,
understatement continues at varying levels across these states.

CMS data indicate an overall decline in reported serious deficiencies from
fiscal year 2000 through 2006. The proportion of nursing homes
nationwide cited with serious deficiencies declined from 28 percent in
fiscal year 2000 to a low of 16 percent in 2004, and then increased to
19 percent in fiscal year 2006 (see fig. 1).

GAO0-W.75T
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FIgure 1: Perernage of Nursig Homes Nationwide with Serious Defticnces,
Fical Years 2000-2006
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Despite this national trend, significant interstate variation in the
Prpardono of hornes -*.U sirn deficiencies indi eter :stht -at-
conduct surveys inconsistently. (App. H shows the percentage of homes,
by state, cited for serious deficiencies in standard surveys across a 7-year
period.). In fiscal year 2006, 6 states identified serious deficiencies in
30 percent or more of homes surveyed, 16 states found such deficiencies
in 20 to 30 percent of homes, 22 found these deficiencies in 10 to
19 percent of homes, and 7 found these deficiencies in less than 10 percent
of homes. For example, in fiscal year 2006, the percentage of nursing
homes cited for serious deficiencies ranged from a low of approximately
2 percent in one state to a high of almost 51 percent in another state.

The inconsistency of state survey findings may reflect challenges in
recruiting and retaining state surveyors and increasing state surveyor
workloads. We reported in 2005 that, according to state survey agency
officials, it is difficult to retain surveyors and fill vacancies because state

GAO-07-794T
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survey agency salaries are rarely competitive with the private sector."
Moreover, the first year for a new surveyor is essentially a training period
with low productivity. It can take as long as 3 years for a surveyor to gain
sufficient knowledge, experience, and confidence to perform the job well.
We also reported that limited experience levels of state surveyors resulting
from high turnover rates was a contributing factor to (1) variability in

citing actual harm or higher-level deficiencies and (2) understatement of
such deficiencies. In addition, the implementation of CMS's nursing home
initiatives has increased state survey agencies' workload. States are now
required to conduct on-site revisits to ensure serious deficiencies have
been corrected, promptly investigate complaints alleging actual harm on-
site, and initiate off-hour standard surveys in addition to quality-of-care
surveys. As a result, surveyor presence in nursing homes has increased
and surveyor work hours have effectively been expanded to weekends,
evenings, and early mornings.

In addition, data from federal comparative surveys indicate that quality-of-
care problems remain for a significant proportion of nursing homes. In
fiscal year 2006, 28 percent of federal comparative surveys found more
serious deficiencies than did state quality-of-care surveys. Since 2002,
federal surveyors have found serious deficiencies in 21 percent or more of
comparative surveys that were not cited in corresponding state quality-of-
care surveys (see fig. 2). However, some serious deficiencies found by
federal, but not state surveyors, may not have existed at the time the state
survey occurred."

"GAO, Nursing H e: Dmpi Uncsed O iegh. Caneas Reain in lEssunrg
HigehQuality Cam and ResiaSafey, GAO-O61 17 (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 28, 2005).

'For example, a deficiency noted In a federal survey could involve a resident sho was not
in the nursing home at the time of the state survey.

GAO-07-794T
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FIguure 2 reatageof F1ederai Comparatie Sues" That Noted Serious
ridetemmcla Not Identified In State Surveys
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In December 2005, we reported on understatement of serious deficiencies
in five states-California, Florida, New York, Ohio, and Texas-from
March 2002 through December 2004." We selected these states for our
analysis because the percentage of their state surveys that cited serious
deficiencies decreased significantly from January 1999 through January
2005.' Our analysis of more recent data from these states showed that
understatement of serious deficiencies continues at varying levels.
Altogether, we examined 139 federal comparative surveys conducted from
March 2002 through March 2007 in the five states. Understatement of
serious deficiencies decreased from 18 percent for federal comparative
surveys during the original time period to 11 percent for federal
comparative surveys during the period January 2005 through March 2007.

"GAO-Ml 17. CMS requires Its federal surveyors to speclfically Identify which definienies
state surveyors missed duoing the state suvey

ese declines in serious deficiencies were 143 percentage pomits for Texas,
15.4 percentage points for Florlda, 17.4 percentage points for Ohio, 22.8 percentage points
for Catiformns, and 23.0 percentage points for New York.

GAO.07-794T
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Federal comparative surveys for Florida and Ohio for this most recent
time period found that state surveys had not missed any serious
deficiencies; however, since 2004 all five states experienced increases in
the percentage of homes cited with serious deficiencies on state surveys
(see app. II). Understatement of serious deficiencies varied across these
five states, as the percentage of serious missed deficiencies ranged from a
low of 4 percent in Ohio to a high of 26 percent in New York during the 5-

year period March 2002 to March 2007. Figure 3 summarizes our analysis
by state, from March 2002 through March 2007.

GA.07-7%4T
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Figure 3: Federal ComnParative Surveys In Five States That kientifed Serious
Oeflcencles Missed by Slate Surveys, March 2002-March 2007
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CMS Has
Strengthened Its
Enforcement
Capabilities, although
Key Initiatives Still
Need Refinement

Despite Changes in
Federal Enforcement
Policy, Immediate
Sanctions Do Not Always
Deter Noncompliance and
Often Are Not Immediate

CMS has strengthened its enforcement capabilities since OBRA '87 by, for
example, implementing additional sanctions and an immediate sanctions
policy for nursing homes found to repeatedly harm residents and
developing a new enforcement management data system; however, several
key initiatives require refinement The immediate sanctions policy is
complex and appears to have induced only temporary compliance in
certain nursing homes with histories of repeated noncompliance. The term
'immediate sanctions' is misleading because the policy requires only that
homes be notified immediately of CMS's intent to implement sanctions,
not that sanctions must be implemented immediately. Furthermore, when
a sanction is implemented, there is a lag time between when the deficiency
citation occurs and the sanction's effective date. In addition to the
immediate sanctions policy, CMS has taken other steps that are intended
to address enforcement weaknesses, but their effectiveness remains
unclear. Finally, although CMS has developed a new data system, the
system's components are not integrated and the national reporting
capabilities are incomplete, hampering the agency's ability to track and

monitor enforcement.

Despite CMS's efforts to strengthen federal enforcement policy, it has not
deterred some homes from repeatedly harming residents. Effective
January 2000, CMS implemented its double G immediate sanctions policy.
The policy is complex and does not always appear to deter
noncompliance, nor are the sanctions always implemented immediately.
We recently reported that the immediate sanctions policy's complex rules,
and the exceptions they include, allowed homes to escape immediate
sanctions even if they repeatedly harmed residents." CMS acknowledged
that the complexity of the policy may be an inherent limitation and
indicated that it intends to either strengthen the policy or replace it with a
policy that achieves similar goals through alternative methods.

In addition to the complexity of the policy, it does not appear to always
deter noncompliance. We recently reported that our review of 63 homes
with prior serious quality problems in four states indicated that sanctions
may have induced only temporary compliance in these homes because
surveyors found that many of the homes with implemented sanctions were

"GAO, Nursing Homes: Effors to Strmethe. Federal foreemmu Have Not Detered
Sonme Hoaefim Reeatedly Harming Residents, GAO-07-241 (Washington, D.C.:
Mar. 26,2007)
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again out of compliance on subsequent surveys.' From fiscal year 2000
through 2006, 31 of these 63 homes cycled in and out of compliance more
than once, harming residents, even after sanctions had been implemented,
including 8 homes that did so seven times or more. During this same time
period, 27 of the 63 homes were cited 69 times for deficiencies that
warranted immediate sanctions, but 15 of these cases did not result in
immediate sanctions.'

We also recently reported that the term 'immediate sanctions' is
misleading because the policy is silent on how quickly sanctions should be
implemented and there is a lag time between the state's identification of
deficiencies during the survey and when the sanction (i.e., a CMP or
DPNA) is implemented (i.e., when it goes into effect). The immediate
sanctions policy requires that sanctions be imposed immediately. A
sanction is considered imposed when a home is notified of CMSs intent to
implement a sanction-15 days from the date of the notice. If during the
15day notice period the nursing home corrects the deficiencies, no
sanction is implemented. Thus, nursing homes have a de facto grace
period. In addition, there is a lag time between the state's identification of
deficiencies and the implementation of a sanction. CMS implemented
about 68 percent of the DPNAs for double Gs among the homes we
reviewed during fiscal year 2000 through 2005 more than 30 days after the
survey." In contrast, CMPs can go into effect as early as the first day the
home was out of compliance, even if that date is prior to the survey date
because, unlike DPNAs, CMPs do not require a notice period. About
98 percent of CMPs imposed for double Gs took effect on or before the
survey date. However, the deterrent effect of CMPs was diluted because
CMS imposed CMPs at the lower end of the allowable range for the homes
we reviewed. For example, the median per day CMP amount imposed for

"GAO.07-241. in this report1 we analyzed federal sanctions from fscal year 2000 through2005 against 63 nursmg homes with a history of harming residents and whose priorcompliance and enforcement historses formed the basis for the conclusions In our March
1999 report The homes wre located in California, Michigan, Pennsylania, and Texas.
'in 2003, we reported that we found over 760 cases that should hawe been referred forimmediate sanctions but were not, from January 2000 through March 2002. See GAO,
Nusiig Haoie Quald:y Pee ce f Serious Problems, Whie Delining, Reinforces
Importance of Enhanced Oversighl, GAO.03-561 (Washington, D.C.: July 15, 2003).
`CMPs and DPNAs accounted for 50 percent of federal sanctions from fiscal year 2000
through 2006.7Te majority of federal sanctions implemented duiang this time period-
about 54 percent-were CMPs During this time penod, DPNAs and terminations
accounted for about 26 percent and less than I percent of federal sanctions, respectively.

GAO.07-794`
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deficiencies that do not cause immediate jeopardy to residents was $500 in
fiscal year 2000 through 2002 and S350 in fiscal year 2003 through 2005; the

allowable range is $50 to $3,000 per day.

Although CMPs can be Implemented closer to the date of survey than
DPNAs, the immediacy and the effect of CMPs may be diminished by
(1) the significant time that can pass between the citation of deficiencies
on a survey and the home's payment of the CMP and (2) the low amounts
imposed, as described earlier. By statute, payment of CMPs is delayed

until appeals are exhausted. For example, one home we reviewed did not

pay its CMP of $21,600 until more than 2 years after a February 2003
survey had cited a G-level deficiency. This citation was a repeat deficiency.
less than a month earlier, the home had received another G-level
deficiency in the same quality-of-care area. This finding is consistent with

a 2005 report from the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS)
Office of Inspector General that found that the collection of CMPs in

appealed cases takes an average of 420 days-a 110 percent increase in
time over nonappealed cases-and 'consequently, nursing homes are

insulated from the repercussions of enforcement by well over a year.n

CMS has taken additional steps intended to improve enforcement of
nursing home quality requirements; however, the extent to which-or
when-these initiatives will address enforcement weaknesses remains

unclear. First, to ensure greater consistency in CMP amounts proposed by

states and imposed by regions, CMS, in conjunction with state survey
agencies, developed a grid that provides guidance for states and regions.
The CMP grid lists ranges for minimum CMP amounts while allowing for
flexibility to adjust the penalties for factors such as the deficiency's scope
and severity, the care areas where the deficiency was cited, and a home's

past history of noncompliance. In August 2006, CMS completed the
regional office pilot of its CMP grid but had not completed its analysis of
the pilot as of April 2007. CMS plans to disseminate the final grid to states
soon.' Second, in December 2004, CMS expanded the Special Focus
Facility program from about 100 homes to include about 135 homes. CMS

also modified the program by requiring immediate sanctions for those
homes that failed to significantly improve their performance from one

'See HHS, Office of Inspector General, Nsinerg Heno RforemenL 7he Use ofCivil
Money Penances, OEIAW,00720 (April 20l).
5

Use of the CMP grid would be optional to provide sgates nexdbility to tailor sanctions to

spefic circumntaSces.
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survey to the next and by requiring termination for homes with no
significant improvement after three surveys over an 18-month period.
According to CMS, 1I Special Focus Facilities were terminated in fiscal
year 2005 and 7 were terminated in fiscal year 2006. Despite the expansion
of the program, many homes that could benefit from enhanced oversight
and enforcement are still excluded from the program. For example, of the
63 homes with prior serious quality problems that we recently reviewed,
only 2 were designated Special Focus Facilities in 2005, and the number
increased to 4 in 2006.

While CMS Collects
Valuable Enforcement
Data, Its Enforcement
Monitoring Data Systems
Need Improvement

In March 1999, we reported that CMS lacked a system for effectively
integrating enforcement data nationwide and that the lack of such a
system weakened oversight Since 1999, CMS has made progress
developing such a system-ASPEN Enforcement Manager (AEM)-.and,
since October 1, 2004, CMS has used AEM to collect state and regional.
data on sanctions and improve communications between state survey
agencies and CMS regional offices. CMS expects that the data collected in
AEM will enable states, CMS regional offices, and the CMS central office
to more easily track and evaluate sanctions against nursing homes as well
as respond to emerging issues. Developed by CMS's central office
primarily for use by states and regions, AEM is one of many modules of a
broader data collection system called ASPEN. However, the ASPEN
modules-and other data systems related to enforcement such as the
f nen-W ma nagement sast m foraking CMP colleonsare
fragmented and lack automated interfaces with each other. As a result,
enforcement officials must pull discrete bits of data from the various
systems and manually combine the data to develop a full enforcement
picture.

Furthermore, CMS has not defined a plan for using the AEM data to inform
the tracking and monitoring of enforcement through national enforcement
reports. While CMS is developing a few such reports, it has not developed
a concrete plan and timeline for producing a full set of reports that use the
AEM data to help assess the effectiveness of sanctions and its
enforcement policies. In addition, while the full complement of
enforcement data being recorded by the states and regional offices in AEM
is now being uploaded to CMS's national system, CMS does not intend to
upload any historical data, which could greatly enhance enforcement
monitoring efforts. Finally, AEM has quality control weaknesses, such as
the lack of systematic quality control mechanisms to ensure accuracy of
data entry.

GAO.47-794T
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CMS officials told us they will continue to develop and implement
enhancements to AEM to expand its capabilities over the next several
years. However, until CMS develops a plan for integrating the fragmented

systems and for using AEM data-along with other data the agency
collects-efficient and effective tracking and monitoring of enforcement
will continue to be hampered. As a result, GMS will have difficulty
assessing the effectiveness of sanctions and its enforcement policies.>

CMS Has
Strengthened
Oversight, although
Competing Priorities
Impede Certain Key
Initiatives

Intensity of Federal Efforts
Has Increased Significantly

Complaint Investigations

CMS oversight of nursing home quality and state surveys has increased
significantly through several efforts, but CMS initiatives for nursing home

quality oversight continue to compete with each other, as well as with
other CMS programs, for staff and financial resources. Since OBRA '87
required CMS to annually conduct federal monitoring surveys for a sample

of nursing homes to test the adequacy of state surveys, CMS has developed
a number of initiatives to strengthen its oversight These initiatives have
increased federal surveyors' workload and the demand for resources.
Greater demand on limited resources has led to queues and delays in
certain key initiatives. In particular, the implementation of three key
initiatives-the new Quality Indicator Survey (QIS), investigative protocols
for quality-of-care problems, and an increase in the number of federal
quality-of-care comparative surveys-was delayed because they compete
for priority with other GMS projects.

GMS has used both federal monitoring surveys and annual state
performance reviews to increase its oversight of quality of care in nursing
homes. Through these two mechanisms it has focused its resources and
attention on (1) prompt investigation of complaints and allegations of
abuse, (2) more frequent and timely federal comparative surveys,
(3) stronger fire safety standards, and (4) upgrades to data systems.

To ensure that complaints and allegations of abuse are investigated and.
addressed in accordance with OBRA '87, CMS has issued guidance and
taken other steps. CMS guidance issued since 1999 has helped strengthen
state procedures for investigating complaints. For example, CMS
instructed states to investigate complaints alleging harm to a resident

'We recently recommended that the Admlnisttor of CMS undrake a ber of steps to
strengthen enforcement capabilites CMS generally concurred with our reconurendations,
although it pointed out some resource constraints to implementing certain ones. See
GAO-07 24 1.
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within 10 workdays; previously states could establish their own time
frames for complaints at this level of severity. In addition, CMS guidance
to states in 2002 and 2004 clarified policies on reporting abuse, Including
requiring notification of local law enforcement and Medicaid Fraud
Control Units, establishing time frames, and citing abuse on surveys.

CMS has taken three additional steps to improve its oversight of state
complaint investigations, including allegations of abuse. First, in its annual
state performance reviews implemented in 2002, it required that federal
surveyors review a sample of complaints in each stated These reviews
were done to determine whether states (1) properlycategorized
complaints in terms of how quickly they should be investigated,
(2) investigated complaints within the time specified, and (3) properly
inciuded the results of the investigations in CMS's database. Second, in
January 2004, CMS implemented a new national automated complaint
tracking system, the ASPEN Complaints and Incidents Tracking System.
The lack of a national complaint reporting system had hindered CMS's and
states' ability to adequately track the status of complaint investigations
and CMS's ability to maintain a full compliance history on each nursing
home. Third, in November 2004, CMS requested state survey agency
directors to self-assess their states' compliance with federal requirements
for maintaining and operating nurse aide registries. CMS has not issued a
formal report of findings from these assessments, but in 2005 we reported
that CMS officials noted that resource constraints have impeded states'
.r, pli wit; i e -Wtuh c .. Led l .er rents.

0
As a pan of tus eff G. .,

CMS is also conducting a Background Check Pilot Prograrm. The pilot
program will test the effectiveness of state and national fingerprint-based
background checks on employees of long-term care facilities, including
nursing homes."

Federal Comparative Surveys CMS has increased the number of federal comparative surveys for both
quality of care and fire safety and decreased the time between the end of
the state survey and the start of the federal comparative surveys. These
improvements allow CMS to better distinguish between serious problems

Annusal state performnsce reviews were established in fiscal year 2001 and flly
implemented in fiscal year 2002.

"GAO06l 17.

"Pil msolgramts have been phased in from fall 200throh September 2007 In sevenstes-Aaska, Idaho, nojaods, Michigan. Nevada New Medco, and Wsconsin. An
independent evauation Is epected in speing 20&
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missed by state surveyors and changes in the home that occurred after the

state survey. The number of comparative quality-of-care surveys

nationwide per year increased from about 10 surveys a year during the

24-month penod prior to October 1998 to about 160 per year for fiscal

years 2005 and 2006.1 The number of fire safety comparative surveys

increased as well from 40 in fiscal year 2003 to 536 in fiscal year 2006. In

addition, the average elapsed time between state and comparative quality-.

of-care surveys has decreased from 33 calendar days for the 64

comparative surveys we reviewed in 1999 to 26 days for all federal
comparative surveys completed through fiscal year 2006.

Fire Safety Standards

Upgrades to Data Systems

In addition to conducting more frequent federal comparative surveys for

fire safety, CMS has strengthened fire safety standards. In response to a

recommendation in our July 2004 report to strengthen fire safety
standards,' CMS issued a final rule in September 2006 requiring
nonsprinidered nursing homes to install battery-powered smoke detectors

in resident rooms and common areas. In addition, CMS has issued a

proposed rule that would require ail nursing homes to be equipped with

sprinkler systems and, after reviewing public comment, intends to publish
a final version of the rule and stipulate an effective date for ail homes to

comply.,

CMS has pursued important upgrades to data systems, expanded
dissemination of data and information, and addressed accuracy issues in

the MDS in addition to implementing complaint and enforcement systems.

One such upgrade increased state and federal surveyors' access to OSCAR

datam CS now uses OSCAR data to produce periodic reports to monitor
both state and federal survey performance. Some reports, such as survey
timeliness, are used during state performance reviews, while others are

intended to help identify problems or inconsistencies in state survey

'As of Ina year 2006, there were about 16,D00 nursing homes which Eodd require over
900 federal monitoring surveys. Since 1992 when all federal moonioring surveys ,ere
comparative, CMS has begun to rely mom hevdy on observational suveys, Ouhch require
s ainller number of federal surveyors. In fiscal year 206, roughly 77 percent of federal
monitoring surveys were observational.

'GAO, Nuring Horne FiA Sayl Recenl Finre Highligut Weknns in Fnugl
Staurds and Otroight., GAO.04-60 (fWasington D.C.: July 16, 2904).

m7t Fed. Res 5e226 (Sept 22,2006) (codified in pertinent part at42 C.F.R §48170). CMS
began surveying nursing homes' compliance with the new requirement in May 2006

n71 Fed. Reg. 62297 (Oct. 27, 2006) (to be codified at 42 CH.P p52.70).
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activities and the need for intervention. In addition, CMS created a Web-
accessible software program cafled Providing Data Quickly (PDQ) that
allows regional offices and state survey agencies easier access to standard
OSCAR reports, including one that identifies the homes that have
repeatedly harmed residents and meet the criteria for imposition of
immediate sanctions.

Since launching its Nursing Home Compare Web site in 1998, CMS has
expanded its dissemination of information to the public on individual
nursing homes participating in Medicare or Medicaid.' In addition to data
on any deficiencies identified during standard surveys, the Web site now
includes data on the results of complaint investigations, information on
nursing home staffing levels, and quality measures, such as the percentage
of residents with pressure sores. On the basis of our recommendations,
CMS is now reporting fire safety deficiencies on the Web site, including
information on whether a home has automatic sprinklers to suppress a
fire, and may include information on impending sanctions in the future.
However, CMS continues to address ongoing problems with the accuracy
and reliability of some of the underlying data. For example, CMS has
evaluated the validity of quality measures and staffing information it
makes available on the Web, and it has removed or excluded questionable
data.

In addition to building the quality measures reported on Nursing Home
Compare, tihe MDS data are Lie basis for pasen; care plans, aUjusting
Medicare nursing home payments as well as Medicaid payments in some
states, and assisting with quality oversight. Thus the accuracy of the MDS
has implications for the identification of quality problems and the level of
nursing home payments. OBRA '87 required nursing homes that participate
in the Medicare and Medicaid programs to perform periodic resident
assessments; these resident assessments are known as the MDS. In
Febniary 2002, we assessed federal government efforts to ensure the
accuracy of the MDS data.' We reported that on-site reviews of MDS data
that compared the MDS to supporting documentation were a very effective
method of assessing the accuracy of the data. However, CMS's efforts to
ensure the accuracy of the underlying MDS data were too reliant on off-
site reviews, which were limited to documentation reviews or data

ahupvA-ww.medkare.gov/NHCompare/home asp.

'GAO, Numieg Hanmm: Fdeml Effats to Mi0etor Resident Assessment Date Should
Complement State AciitUies, GA042-279 (Washington, D.C.: Feb. I5, 2002).
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analysis. To ensure the accuracy of the MDS, CMS signed a new contract
for on-site reviews in September 2005; these reviews are ongoing.

Competing Priorities
Impede Certain Key CMS
Initiatives

CMS initiatives for nursing home quality oversight continue to compete
with each other, as well as with other CMS programs, for staff and
financial resources. Greater nursing home oversight and growth in the
number of Medicare and Medicaid providers has created increased
demand for staff and financial resources. Greater demand on limited
resources has led to queues and delays in key initiatives. Three key
initiatives-the new Quality Indicator Survey (QIS), investigative protocols
for quality-of-care problems, and an increase in the number of federal
quality-of-care comparative surveys-were delayed because they compete
for priority with other CMS projects.

The implementation of the QIS, in process for over 8 years, continues to
encounter delays because of a lack of resources. The QIS is a two-stage,
data-driven, structured survey process intended to systematically target
potential problems at nursing homes by using an expanded sample and
structured interviews to help surveyors better assess the scope of any
identified deficiencies. CMS is currently concluding a five-state
demonstration of the QIS system. A preliminary evaluation by CMS
indicates that surveyors have spent less time in homes that are performing
well, deficiency citations were linked to more defensible documentation,
and serious deficiencies were more frequently cited in some
demonstration states. However, CMS officials recently reported that
resource constraints in fiscal year 2007 threaten the planned expansion of
this process beyond the five demonstration states. Although 13 states
applied to transition to QIS, resource limitations may prevent this
expansion. In addition, at least $2 million is needed over 2 years to develop
a production quality software package for the QIS.

Since hiring a contractor in 2001 to facilitate convening expert panels for
the development and review of new investigative protocols, CMS has
implemented eight sets of investigative protocols. In December 2005, we
reported that these investigative protocols provided surveyors with
detailed interpretive guidance and ensured greater rigor in on-site
investigations of specific quality-of-care areas, such as pressure sores,
incontinence, and medical director qualifications. However, the issuance
of additional protocols was slowed because of lengthy consultation with
experts and prolonged delays related to internal disagreement over the
structure of the process. Instead, it has returned to the traditional revision
process even though agency staff believes that the expert panel process
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produced a high-quality product. Since issuing several protocols in 2006,
CMS has plans to issue two additional protocols.

Although CMS hired a contractor in 2003 to further incriase the number of
federal quality-of-care comparative surveys, it stopped funding this
initiative in fiscal year 2006. The agency reallocated the funds to help state
survey agencies meet the increased workload resulting from growth in the
number of other Medicare providers.

Concluding
Observations

About 20 years ago, significant attention from the Special Committee on
Aging, the institute of Medicine, and others served as a catalyst to focus
national attention on nursing home quality issues, culminating in the
nursing home reform provisions of OBRA 87. Beginning in 1998, the
Committee again served as a catalyst to focus national attention on the
fact that the task was not complete; through a series of hearings, it held
the various stakeholders publicly accountable for the substandard care
reported in a small but significant share of nursing homes nationwide.
Since then, in response to many GAO recommendations and on its own
initiative, CMS has taken many important steps and invested resources to
respond in a timelier, more rigorous, and more consistent manner to
identified problems and improve its oversight process for the care of
vulnerable nursing home residents. This is admittedly no small
undertaking, given the large number and diversity of stakeholders and
ear-"er nvo.e at the fedeoas, state, and prmvld - I--]s Ne-ftheless,
despite the passage of time and the level of investment and effort, the
work begun after OBRA '87 is still not complete. It is important to continue
to focus national attention on and ensure public accountability for homes
that harm residents. With these ongoing efforts, the momentum of earlier
initiatives can be sustained and perhaps even enhanced and the quality of
care for nursing home residents can be secured, as intended by Congress
when it passed this legislation.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I would be pleased to
respond to any questions that you or other Members of the Committee
may have.
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Appendix I: Prior GAO Recommendations,
Related CMS Initiatives, and Implementation
Status

Table 2 summarizes our recommendations from 11 reports on nursing
home quality and safety, issued from July 1998 through March 2007; CMS's
actions to address weaknesses we identified; and the implementation
status of CMS's initiatives as of April 2007. The recommendations are
grouped into four categories-surveys, complaints, enforcement, and
oversight If a report contained recommendations related to more than one
category, the report appears more than once in the table. For each report,
the first two numbers identify the fiscal year in which the report was
issued. For example, HEHS-98-202 was released in 1998. The Related GAO
Products section at the end of this statement contains the full citation for
each report. Of our 42 recommendations, CMS has fully implemented 18,
implemented only parts of 7, is taking steps to implement 10, and declined
to implement 7.

Table 2: Implementation Status of ClS' InItIatives Responding to GAO's Nursing Home Quality and Safety
RecommendatIons, July1998 through April 2007.

GAO report Implementation
number GAO recommendation CMS Initiative status
Surveys
GAO/HEHS-98-202 1. Stagger or otherwise vary the scheduling of CMS took several steps to reduce survey 0

standard surveys to efectively reduce the predictability, but some state surveys remain
predctuablity of surveyors' visits. The predictable.
variation could include segmenting the .In 1999, CsVS Instructed state survey
standard survey Into more than one review agencies to (1) conductO peren
thrv"','"""' 2-o &-not br~d agendas or,0(t) g conduct prcent o
which would provide more opportunities for (2) vary the sequencing of surveys in a
surveyors to observe problematic homes geographical area to avoid alerting other
and initiate broader reviews when homes that the surveyors are in the area,
warranted. (3) vary the scheduling of surveys by day of

the week, and (4) avoid scheduling surveys
for the same month as a home's prior
survey.
In 2004, CMS provided states with an
automated scheduling and tradung system
(AST) to assist in scheduling surveys. CMS
otirdials told us that AST can be used to -
address survey predictability States
appeared to be unaware of this feature and
use of AST is ophonal.
CMS disagreed with and did not implement
the recommendaton to segment the
standard survey Into more than one review
throughout the 12- to 15-month period.
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GAO report Implementation

number GAO recommendation CMS Initiative status

2. Revise federal survey procedures to CMS has been developing a revised survey 0

instruct surveyors to take stratified randomr methodology since 1998. A piklt test of the

samples of resident cases and review new methodology began in the falt of 2005.

sufficient numbers and types of resident Implementaston could begin in mid-2007.
cases so that surveyors can better detect
problems and assess their prevalence.

GAO-03-561 3. Finalize the development, testing, and See CMS action in response to 0
Implementation of a more rigorous survey recommendation to revise federal survey

methodology, Induding investigative procedures (recommendation #2 above).

protocols that provide guidance to CIMS began revising surveyors investigative
surveyors In documenting dbWiciencies at prtocols in October 2000. Eight protocols
the appropriate scope and seventy level, have been issued. and two additional

protocols are under development Due to
issues with interpretation, CMS In no longer
planning to Issue delfnitions of actual harm
and immediate jeopardy outside of the
regulations.

4. Require states to have a quality assurance CMS has no plans to implement this O

process that Includes, at a minimum, a recommendation, Indicating that regular,
review oe a sample ot survey reports below wodrioad and pronties take precedence over

the level ol actual harm to assess the it.
approprIateness of the scope and severity
cited and to help reduce instances of
understated qgusty-of-care probeims.

GAO-05-78 5. Hold homes accountable for all past CMS revised its definton of past 0

noncompliance resulting In harm to noncompliance. Whie CMS has not ruled out
residenta, not just care problems deemed ptacing entorcement information on Its

to be egregious, and develop an appwach Nursing Home Compare Web site in the
for idling such past noncompliance in a future, CMS officials told us that resource

manner that dearly identifies the specific constrainta limit the agency's abifity to do so
nature of the care problem both in the at the current time.
OSCAR database and on CMS's Nursing
Home Compare Web site.

Complaints

GAOlHEHS-99-80 6. Develop additional standards for the In October 1999, CMS Issued a policy letter 0
prompt investigabon or senous compbaints satinqg that complaints alleging harm must be
alleging situations that may harm resident investigated within 10 days.

but are categorized as less than immedtate In January 2004, CMS provided detailed
jeopardy. These standards should Include direction and guidance lo slates for managing
maximum allowable time frames for complaint invesigatbons for numerous types

invesigathig serious comptaints and for of providers. Including nursing homes.
complaints that may be deterred until the
nerd scheduled annual survey. Stales may In June 2004, CMIS made avilable updated
continue to set priority levels and time guidance on the Intervet that consolidates

frames that are more stringent than these complaint Investigation procedures for

federal standards. numerous types of providers.
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GAO report Implementation
number GAO recommendetion CM!S Initiative status

7. Strengthen federal oversight of state . In 2000, CMS began requiring its regional 0
comptaint investigations, including offices to perform yearny assessments of
monitonng states practices regarding states complaint investigations as pan of
prtonty-setting, on-site Investigation, and annual state pertoinance reviews.
timely reporting of serous health and safety
complaints.

GAO-03-561 8. Finatize the development of guidance to In January 2004, CMS provided detailed 0
states for their complaint investigation direction and guidance to states for managing
processes and ensure thal f addresses key complaint investigations for numerous types
weaknesses, Including the prioritization of of providers, including nursing homes.
complaints for invastigaton. particulaly In June 2004, CiUS made available updated
those alleging henm to residents; the guidance on the Intemnet that consolidates
handling of facility sell-reported incidents-, complaint Investigation procedures for
end the one of appropriate complaint nmeros types of pv rs.
Investigation practices. nmru ye fpoies

GAO-02-312 9. Ensure that state survey agencies In 2002, CMS issued a memorandum to the 0
immediately notify local law enforcement regional offices and state survey agencies.
agencies or Medicaid Fraud Contro Units. emphasizing His poiicy for preventing abuse in
when nursing homes repoe allegations of nursing homes and for promptly reporing d to
resident physical or sexual abuse or when the approprate agencies when i occurs.
the survey agency has coanfirmed CMS datermined it dons not have the leal
complaints of alleged abuse, authority to require state survey agencies to

report suspected physical and sexual abuse
of nursing home residents.

IO. Accelerate the agercs education In 2002, CMS released a memorandum to O
campaign on reporting nursing home abuse regional ohices and state agencies that
by (1) distributing its new poster with dearny addresses displaying complaint telephone

…d…p…a'yed … omp'…in nhne n. rbewrs aumh .rs.- CMfS asked all state agencies to
-and (2) nequiring state survey agencies to review how their telephone number a isted in
ensure thai these numbers are prominently the local directory and asked them to ensure
listed in scat telephone directones. that their complaint telephone numbers are

prominently listed.
In 2007, CMS officials tls us that l has not
and is not likely to release the poster.

11. Systematically assess atate policis and CMS Is conducting a Bacikground Check PilOt a
practices tor complying with the foderai Program in several states, as required by the
requirement to prohibit employment of Medicare Prescriptbin Drug, Improvement,
individualb convicted of abusing nursing and Modemeation Act of 2003. The pilot in
home residents and, df necessary- devetop expected.to run through September 2007 and
more specilic guidance to ensure will be followed by an independent evaluation.
compliance. The final study Is targeted lor submission by

spring of 2008.
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GAO report Implemntadtion
number GAO recommendation CMS Initiative status

12Z Clarity the detinition of abuse and In 2002, CMS released a memorandum to its 0
otherwise ensure that states apply that regional otfices and state survey agency
detinitlon consistently and appropriatety. director cdarifying its definihion of abuse and

instructing them to report suspected abuse to
taw enrorcement autrotles and, t
appropriate, to the state's Medicaid Fraud
Control UnW.

13. Shorten the state survey agendes' time CMS inlormed GAO that tederal regulations O
trnes tor determining whether to inctude specity that it an Investigation tinds an
tindings of abuse in nure aide registry individuat has neglected or abused a resident
Fils. or misappropriated resident property, the state

must report the brdings in writing within 10
working days to the nurse aide registry.
However, CMS stated i does not spadciy a
sime trame for completion of such
investigations due io concerts that a time int
could comprotise complaint invessgations in
some Instances.

Enforcement
GAOflHEHS-98-202 14. Require that torproblem homes with In 1998, CMS issued guidance io regional

recurring serious violations, state surveyors offices and state survey agencies
substantiate, by means of an on-site revisit. strerngthening its revisit poitcy by requiring on.
every report to CMS of a home's resumed site revisits untit all serious deftciendes are
corrptiance status. corrected. Homes are no longer permitted to

set-report resumed compliance.

I 5. Eliminate the grace period tor homes cited CMS phased in irpiementation ol its double 0
tor repeated serious vidatlons and impose G policy tromn September 1998 through
sanctions promptly, as permited under January 2000.
existing reguiations.

GAOfHEHS-99-46 16. Improve the effectiveness ot clvi As requested by HHS, Congress approved
monetary penatties: The Administrator Increased tunding and staffing leveis tro the
should continue to take those steps Departmental Appeals Bfoard in fiscat years
necessary to shorten the delay in 1999 and 2000.
adjudicaiting appeais, Incduding monitoring
progress made In reducing the bacidog of
appeals.

17. Strengthen the use and effect o0 f
termination:

- Continue Medicare and Medicaid payments CMS conducted a study and condcuded that It
beyond the termination date only it the was not practical to establish rules to address
home and state Medicaid agency are this problem.
making reasonable efforts to transfer
residents to other homes or alemative
modes of car.
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GAO report Implementation
number GAO recommendation CMS Initlative status

* Ensure thet reasonable assurance periods CMS added examples to tht reasonable
associated with reinstating terminated assurance guidance In 2000, but debined to
homes are of sufticient duration to lengthen the reasonable assurance period.
ettectively demonstrate that the reason tor
termination has been resolved and will not
recur.

. Strengthen the use and effect ot In 2000. CMS revised Its guidance so that
termination: Revise existing policies so that pretenmination history of a home is considered
the pretermination history ot a home is in taking subsequent entorcement actions.
considered In taking a subsequent
entorcement action.

18. Improve the reterral process: The In 2000. CMS revised its guidance to require 0
Administrator should revise CMS guidance states to reter homes hr possible sanction it
so that states refer homes to CMS tor they had been cited for a deticiency that
possible sanction (such as cmIl monetary contributed to a resident's death.
penalties) It they have been cited tor a
deticiency that contributed to a resident's
death.

GAO-07-24t 19. Reassess and revise the immediate CMS acknowledged that the complenity of its 0
sanctions policy to ensure that it immediate sanctions policy may be an
accompisshes the Ftollowing: inherent rmitation and indicated that it Intends

to either strengthen the policy or replace it
with a policy that achieves similar goais
through attemnative methods.

. Reduce the lag time between citation of a CMS agreed to reduce the lag time between
double G and the implementation of a citation and implementation o0 a double G
sanction. immediate sancion by limiting the prospective

effective date for DPNAs to no more than 30
to 60 days.

. Prevent nursing homes that repeatedly CMS indicated t will remove the limitation in
harm residents or place them in immediate the double G policy on applying an additional
jeopardy trom escaping sanctions. sanction simply because a nursing home has

not completed corrections to a dehiciency that
gave rise to a previous sanction.

. Hold states accountable for reporting In CMS agreed to collect additional intormation
federal data systems serious deticiencies on complaints tor which data are not reported
identitied dunng complaint nvestigations so in fedaral data systems.
that all complaint findings are considered in
determining when immediate sanctions are
warranted.

20. Strengthen the deterrent effect o0 0
avaitabtl sanctions and ensure that
sanctions are used to their tullest potential:

. Ensure the consistency of CMPs by issuing CMS agreed to issue a CMP analytic toot, or
guidance, such as the standardized CMP gnd, and to provide states with turther
grid pilated dunng 2006. guidance on discretionary DPNAs and

terminations.
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GAO report Imptemrentation
number GAO recommendation CMS initiative status

tncrease use of discretionary DPNAs to CMS indicated i edt issue further guidance tar
help ensure the speedier Implementation of slates on tactors to be considered in
appropriate sanctions. determining whether a discretionary DPNA is

imposed or a termination date is set earlier
than the time perods required by law

Strengthen the cnteria tor terminating CMS stated It will work with states, consumer
homes with a history ot serious, repeated organizations, stakeholders, and others to
noncompliance by limiting the extension ot design proposats for a better combination ot
termination dates, Increasing the use ot enforcement actions tor homes with repeated
discretionary terminations, and expiornng quality-ot-care deficiencies.
alternative thresholds tor termination, such
as the cumulative duration ot
noncompliance.

21. Develop an administrative process under CMS agreed to seek legislative authority to 0
which CMPs would be patd-or Medicare collect CMPs prisor to the exhaustion ot
and Medicaid payments in equivalent appeals.
amounts would be withheld-prior to
exhaustion of appeals and seek legislation
tor the implementation of this process, as
appropriate.

22. Further expand the Special Focus Facility CMS agreed with the concept of expanding 0
program with enhanced enforcement the Special Focus Facility program to include
requirements to include all homes that all homes that meet a threshold qualitying
meet a threshold to quality as poorly them es poorly performing homes, but said it
periorming homes. lacks the resources needed tor this

expansron CMS also identiibed other
Initiatives d will implement to improve the
program.

23. Improve the effectiveness oa the new 0
enlorcement data system:

. Develop tho entorcement-related data CMS agreed to study the teasibilaty ot liking
systems' abilities to interlace with each the separate data systems used tar
other in order to improve the tracking and enforcemrent; however, it ineicated that
monitoring ot entorcement available resources may limit tanher action.

* Expedite the development ot national CMS agreed to study the feasibility ot
enlorcement reports and a concrete plan developing national standard enforcement
for using the reports. reports, but stated that lurther action on these

reports may be limited by resource avalability.

* Develop and Institute a system oa quality CMS agreed to develop and implement a
checks to ensure the accuracy and integnty system ot quality checks to ensure the
ot AEM data. accuracy ot its data systems, including AEM.

24. Expand CMS's Nursing Home Compare CMS proposed reporting implemented
Web site to include implemented sanctions sanctions only tor poorly pertorming homes
and homes subjected to immediate that meet an undeftined threshold-this Is not
sanctons. tully responsive to our recommendation.
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GAO report ~ Implementation
number GAO recommendation CMS initiative status
Oversight
GAOIHEHS-99-46 25. Develop better management Information CMS has implemented new national 0

systems. The AdminIstrator should enforcement and complaint tracking systems
enhance OSCAR or develop some other but has delayed its replacement of the
information system that can be used by OSCAR data system unbi 2009 as a result ot
both by the states and CMS to integrate the lunding cuts and CMS locus on other
resuls of complaint invesutigaions track the initiatives.
status and history o0 defoencies, and
monitor enlorcement actions.

GAO/HEHS-99-80 26. Require that the substanbiated results of In January 2004, CMS's new ASPEN 0
complaint investigations be included in Complaint Tracking system was implemented
federal data systems or be accessible by nationwide.
tederal olicials.

GAOHEHS-00-6 27. Improve the scope and rgor o0 CMS's 0
oversight process:
Increase the proportion o1 tederal CMS has signlifcantly Increased the number
monitoring surveys conducted as of quality-of-care comparative surveys. In
comparative surveys to ensure that a fiscat year 2006, however, the agency will no
sufticient number are completed in each longer contract tor additional quality-ot-care
state to assess whether the state compamanve surveys because ot funding
appropriately identities serious deticiencles. constraints.
Ensure that comparative surveys are To better ensure that conditions in a nursing
initiated closer to the time the state agency home have not changed since the state
completes the home's annual standard survey, CMS regional offices reduced the
survey. everage time between the state survey and

the Initiation of a tederal compnartive survey
from 33 days in 1999 to 26 days by 2004.

. Require regions to provide moe timely CMS Instructed the regions to report the
writen feedback to the states alter the results of federal monitoring surveys to states
completion o0 federat monitoring surveys. on a monthly basis.

. Improve the data system tor observational CMS developed a separate database
surveys so that it is an eilective accessible to ari regional offices that includes
management tool tor CMS to properly the results ot observational surveys.
assess the ttndings o0 observational Beginning in ftscal year 2002 CMS added
surveys. data on the resuts o1 comparative surveys.

28. Improve the consistency in how CMS O)
holds state survey agenoas accountable by
standardizing procedures tor selecting state
surveys and conducting lederal monitoring
surveys:

. Ensure that the regions target surveys for CMS did not Implement our recommendation
review that will provide a comprehensive to select individual state surveys for federal
assessment of stale surveyor performance. review in a manner that ensures its regional

oftices observe as many state surveyors as
possible.
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GAO report Implementation

number GAO recommendation CMS Initiative status

Require tederat surveyors to incdude as In October 2tio2 CMS instructed federat
many of the same residents as possible In surveyors to select at least halt of those
their comparative survey sample as the residents setected by the state surveyors tor
state included in its sampte (vwhere CMS their resident sample.
surveyors have determined that the state
sample selection process was appropisate).

29. Further exptore the teasibility os in December 1999, CMS adopted new state

approprIate altemative remedies or sanctons. In tiscal year 2005, CMS began to
sanctions tor those states that prove unable be survey agency funding increases to the

or unwilting to meet CMS's perfortance timely conduct of standard surveys, a step

standards. that we believe olfers a strong incentive hr
improved compliance.

GAO/HEHS-02-279 30. Review the adequacy of current state CMS disagreed wtth and did not implement 0
efforts to ensure the accuracy of minimum this recommendation.
data set (MDS) data, and provide, where
necessary, additional guidance, training,
and technical assistance.

31. Monitor the adequacy of state MDS CMS disagreed with and did not imptement 0
accuracy activities on an ongoing basis, this recommendation.
such as through the use of the established
federat compamative survey process.

32. Provide guidance to state agencies and CMS disagreed with and dd not implement 0
nursing homes that sufficient evidentlary this recommendation.
documentation to support the full MDS
assessment be included in residents'
medical records.

GAO-03-187 33. Delay the implementation of nationwide CMS disagreed with and did not Implement @
reporting of quatty indicators until there is this recommendation.
greater assurance that the quality
indicators are appropriate for public
reporting-including the validlty of the
indicators selected and the use elan
appropriate isk-aedustment methodology-
based on input from the National Quality
Forum and other experts and, It necessary,
additional analysis and testing.

34. Delay the tImplemenation of nationwide CMS disagreed with and did ndt implement 0
reporting of quality Indicators until a more this recommendation.
thorough evaluation of the pitot is
completed to help improve the initiative's
effectiveness, Including an assessment of
the presentation of Intommation on the Web
site and the resources needed to assist
consumers use of the information.
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GAO report Impiementation
number GAO recommendation CMS initiative Status
GAO-03-561 35. Further refine annual state performance CMS did not implement this recommendation O

reviews so that they (1) consistently because It believes that the state performance
distinguish between systemic problems and standards take Into acount statutory and
less serious Issues regarding state nonstatutory perdonmance standards. -
performance, (2) analyze trends in the
proportion of homes that ham residents,
(3) assess state comprlance with the
immediate sanctions policy tor homes with
a pattem of harming residents, and (4)
analyze the predictabirty of state surveys.

GAO-04-660 36. Ensure that CMS regionai otfices fully CMS's evaluation of state surveyors' 0
comply wath the statutory requirement to pertormance now routinety includes fire safety
conduct annual tederal monitoritng surveys as part of the statutory requirement to
by Inctuding an assessment of the tire annually conduct tedemaI monitoning surveys
safety component of states standard in aleast 5 percent of surveyed nursing
surveys, with an emphasis on homes in each state.
unsprinklered homes.

37. Ensure that data on sptinkier coverage in CMS now obtains the sprinkler status of over 0
nursing homes are consistently obtained 99 percent of nursing homes during routine
and rettected in the CMS database. surveys and inputs this information into

OSCAR.;
3a Unbil spdnkter coverage data are routinely See CMS action in response to 0

available in CMS's database, work with recommendation for ensuring that data on
state survey agencies to identity the extent sprnkder coverage in nursing homes ame
to which each nursing home is sprintiered consistently obtained (recommendation fl37
or not sprinktered. above).

39. On an expedited basis, review ell waivers CMS has compieted reviews of ali waiver 0
and Fire Saieiy Eviuaiion Sysiem (FSES) re .ue.i. end FSES essessiir'i l eivimid
assessments for homes that are not fully that the number ot homes using FSES
sprinkdered to determine their dropped significantly as a result of the review.
appropriateness.

40, Make information on fire safety This information was made availabie on the 0
deficencies avaliable to the public via the Nursing Home Compare Web site as of
Nursing Home Compare Web sie, October 2006.
including information on whether a home
has automatic sprinklers.

41. Work with the National Fire Protection CMS issued regulations effective May 24, 0
Association to strengthen tire safety 2005, requiring nursing tacilities to instalt
standards for unsprinklered nursing homes, smoke detectors in resident rooms and pubtic
such as requiring smoke detectors In areas if they do not have a sprinkter system
resident rooms, exploring the feasibitity of installed throughout the facility or e hard-wired
requiring spdnkiers in all nursing homes, smoke detection system in those areas.
and developing a strategy for financing Facilities were given I year, until May 24,
such requirements. 2006, to cmply with this requirement. In

addhtion, the National Fire Protection
Association approved a revision to the 2006
Lite Safety Code which requires the
installaton of automatic spdnnder systems mn
all existing facilies.

GAO-07.794T
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GAO report Implementation
number GAO recommendation CMS initiative status

42. Ensure that thorough irvestigations are CMS developed and issued a standardized O
conducted totlowing multiple-death nursing procedure to ensure that both state survey
home tires so that tire safety standards can agencies and its own staff take appropriate
be reevatuated and modified where action to investigate tires that resun in serious
appropitate. injury or death.

01 Fualy Implemented ear recrtrenndation

j() Implemented only pair of our econstiadation and en lather aeps e planned

(0) Taking rteps to iroplarant our rucomnsendation

t0) iDid nst implment et recomendation
sorS5* sepe wa. stees ere rS v

hrn 1 tN9. 0S had required the use oa an Inestigative protocol on ebuse prohibition drdng every
standard un~evy The pptooors objectrve is to detndte.* I the facility has developed and
prta-ndraed prehoeT and procedue that proiobit nuse. sglect. involunrary seclusrin. and

misoappropration of resident property.

*As an aitematie to ertectirm or receiving a waiver for deticlencies idontilled at a standard swurey, a
hose may undergo as asuanmestaung w the Fire Safety Evaluation Ssytair. The system provides a
wears to, amga tsotes to meet Ste ha safary objectives ot C5S's stiandads without neaidy
-ate in nh comspliarnce with every standard.
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Appendix II: Percentage of Nursing Homes
Cited for Actual Harm or Immediate
Jeopardy during Standard Surveys

In order to identify trends in the percentage of nursing homes cited with
actual harm or immediate jeopardy deficiencies, we analyzed data from
CMS's OSCAR database for fiscal years 2000 through 2006 (see table 3).
Because surveys are conducted at least every 15 months (with a required
12-month statewide average), it is possible that a home was surveyed
twice in any time period. To avoid double counting of homes, we included
only homes' most recent survey from each period.

Table 3: Percentage of Nursing Homee Cited for Actual H.are or Immediate .Jeopardy, by State, Fiscal Yeaoe 2000-2006-

Fiscal year
Number of

State Ithomes 2006 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
Alabama 231 35.5 23.0 12.7 18.1 15.6 231 24.2
Alaska is 28.6 26.7 26.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 26.7
Arizona 135 24.2 12.6 .7.3 - 6.6 9.4 9.9 24.8
Arkansas 245 38.1 27.7 22.3 24.7 19.5 15.9 14.5
California 1,304 24.1 10.9 5.1 3.7 6.1 8.0 14.1
Colorado 215 20.4 26.4 32.7 20.9 25.9 40.4 44.8
Connecticut 245 41.9 51.6 45.8 43.1 54.4 44.2 50.8
Delaware 44 47.5 14.6 10.8 5.3 15.0 35.7 36.8
DistnctofColumbia 20 17.7 28.6 30.0 41.2 40.0 30.0 25.0
Florida 688 . 22.8 20.2 14.9 10.2 7.8 4.2 9.1
Georgia 371 19.5 21.0 23.7 24.6 16.6 18.0 15.9
Hawaii 48 23.8 14.3 21.2 12.1 22.9 2.8 2.1
Idaho so 51.4 29.7 25.2 31.8 27.3 38.4 47.8
Illinois 816 28.4 19.2 15.3 18.3 15.1 15.7 21.7
Indiana 526 45.0 29.4 23.2 19.7 24.1 28.3 * 33.4
Iowa 466 14.7 lao 8.0 9.1 11.8 11.2 11.7
Kansas 361 37.9 30.7 32.9 26.5 30.3 34.9 38.3
Kentu"y 298 26.8 291 23.2 26.1 14.6 77 11.4
Louisiana 307 21.8 29.9 21.7 16.2 12.0 15.4 15.8
Maine 114 11.1 13.9 6.6 11.1 12.8 7.0 9.8
Maryland 235 22.4 16.5 26.1 15.4 17.8 7.6 7.6
Massachusetts 456 29.1 24.4 24.6 25.9 16.7 22.6 20.9
Michigan 429 42.8 24.5 29.7 26.9 22.9 22.9 29.7
Minnesota 404 30.4 17.3 22.3 18.3 14.3 14.4 18.8
Missiippi 207 33.0 19.8 18.7 16.0 18.9 18.1 9.4
Misscun 526 19.8 13.0 15.6 12.5 11.7 15.4 15.6

GAO.07-794T
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Montana 97 33.3 29.7 12.0 20.0 18.0 17.9 16.7

Nebraska 229 19.2 21.1 20.1 14.8 15.3 14.4 25.7

-- ^ 47 34.8 14.6 11.9 9.1 17.5 19.6 21.3

New Hampshire 83 37.8 31.1 29.4 24.1 25.6 26.3 22.9

NewJersey 383 25.5 27.8 18.8 10.5 13.5 18.2 15.5

New Mexico 75 23.7 16.9 14.9 21.3 24.3 29.4 25.0

New York 658 33.8 37.1 34.2 15.2 11.0 14.0 18.5

North Carolina 424 43.6 35.8 25.6 29.0 21.1 18.5 17.2

North Dakota 83 25.9 28.7 17.9 12.4 13.6 17.7 21.7

Ohio 980 26.6 27.3 25.4 19.1 11.4 13.8 14.6

Oklahoma 359 19.3 21.3 22.0 26.3 13.9 23.2 20.1

Oregon 142 45.5 32.6 23.7 20.3 15.9 19.8 18.6

Pennsylvania 724 30.3 19.2 13.5 17.2 19.5 15.2 13.6

Rhode Island 0 14.3 12.9 5.6 6.7 9.3 9.5 4.5

Sowlh Carolina 178 26.4 1 l Y.Y oo .. ' I

South Dakota 11 27.1 26.7 26.8 32.1 21.6 12.8 21.7

--------- q .
9A3 20.2 20.7 21.8 22.9 17.3 12.5

ITen..-.e °-C -ah-

Texas 1,175 29.7 30.5 22.4 18.0 12.0 16.2 18.3

Utah 93 19.5 14.1 25.6 19.0 11.1 8.4 17.9

41 22.5 18.2 15.0 10.0 19.5 23.7 13.5

28 19.2 14.3 11.6 13.7 10.2 15.5 15.8

Washington 247 46.9 38.3 37.0 30.9 28.1 27.2 24.1

WeasVirginia 132 12.1 17.7 20.4 12.7 9.8 15.0 9.7

Wisconsin 403 15.8 15.6 11.2 10.9 13.1 18.2 23.0

Wyorning 39 52.8 32.4 25.0 22.9 17.1 11.8 16.2

Nation 16,172 2&4 23.3 20.2 17.8 15.7 16.8 18.9
5040. 5*0 .wmtd O5OA~~~~~~~~~~~~~rxPO~~~~d.*~.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. That is a very fine statement.
Dr. Farris.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES RANDOLPH FARRIS, M.D.,
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR, DALLAS OFFICE, CENTERS FOR
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID SERVICES (CMS), DALLAS, TX

Dr. FARRIS. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I would like to thank
you and the committee for inviting me to discuss the quality of care
provided by nursing homes across our Nation upon the 20th anni-
versary of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987.

This sweeping legislation ushered in a series of landmark nurs-
ing home reform initiatives designed to significantly improve qual-
ity of care.

More than 3 million elderly and disabled Americans will receive
care in nearly 16,000 Medicare and Medicaid certified nursing
homes this year. About 1.5 million Americans reside in these nurs-
ing homes on any given day.

Our Nation is aging. It is a reality that shapes the public dis-
course, looms large in our imaginations, and affects our everyday
lives.

As families struggle to care for aging parents and other relatives
who are living longer but often with coexisting and chronic health
conditions and increasingly complex medical needs, and as more
members of the baby-boom generation age into seniority, the need
for high-quality nursing home care will grow exponentially.

We have come a long way since OBRA. Nursing home quality,
safety, oversight and enforcement have advanced significantly since
the reforms were implemented in 1990.

Today, we face a changed and, in fact, much improved landscape
that is vastly different from the one that existed even 10 years ago.
To that end, CMS is grateful for the support and assistance of cur-
rent and past members of the Senate Special Committee on Aging
who have demonstrated their tireless commitment to these issues.

My statement before you now, as well as my written testimony,
will describe some of our most significant and successful initiatives.

At the outset, however, I must express my deep concern for the
future of CMS's nursing-home survey, certification and quality im-
provement efforts. Without appropriate funding. and adequate re-
sources, the agency will not be able to sustain, let alone strengthen
and expand, the programs and initiatives that have yielded positive
results thus far.

The high priority that CMS has afforded to meeting and exceed-
ing its statutory requirements in these areas has indeed paid off.
99.9 percent of all Medicare and Medicaid certified nursing homes
are surveyed every 15 months or less.

In the coming years, however, to our regret, we may need to shift
our limited resources and rethink our priorities. The Medicare
budget for survey and certification has remained flat for the last
3 years. Should this trend persist, we anticipate a $25 million
shortfall by the middle of fiscal year 2008.

Under such a scenario, it is inevitable that our efforts will sput-
ter and slow. Already, our implementation of systems improve-
ments has wound down to a crawl.
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Finally, we face the possibility of less frequent surveys of facili-
ties, diluted oversight of accreditation and compromised progress
on the critical front of quality measures, in particular the rollout
of a key national demonstration project.

For several years now, improving the safety and quality of nurs-
ing home care has been the focus of much Congressional and regu-
latory attention. For CMS and its partners, it has meant massive
effort and unprecedented activity.

Currently, CMS is evaluating the complexity of its immediate
sanctions policy in an effort to strengthen it and make it more ef-
fective, preparing to issue a civil money penalty analytic tool to
help States to monitor enforcement actions and to improve national
consistency, planning to seek legislative authority to collect civil
money penalties during appeals, planning to analyze the feasibility
and costs of systems modifications to improve the interface between
complaint and enforcement data systems, and continuing to re-
spond to nursing home complaints in a timely manner.

Nearly 12,000 more complaint investigations were conducted by
the agency and the States in 2005 than in 1999. Additionally, since
1990, CMS has been posting nursing home characteristics, survey
results and information about facility-specific complaint investiga-
tions on its publicly searchable Nursing Home Compare Web site.

For the past few years, nursing homes with the worst quality-of-
care track records, dubbed "special focus facilities," have been sub-
ject to more frequent surveys and decisive punitive actions if sig-
nificant improvements are not achieved and sustained. AR a result
many nursing homes have been induced to operate within Federal
requirements. Clearly, such a program requires considerable re-
sources.

In 2005, the last time Congress increased the Medicare budget
for survey and certification, CMS expanded the number of special
focus facilities by 35 percent. To the extent that Congress supports
the President's 2008 proposed budget for survey and certification,
CMS will embark on a highly recommended special focus facility
program expansion.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify on the
quality of care in our Nation's nursing homes. With our combined
efforts, continued vigilance and adequate resources, I am confident
that we will see continued improvement on this front.

I look forward to answering your questions.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Farris follows:]
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Chairman Kohl, Senator Smith and distinguished Members of the Committee, thank you for

inviting me to discuss the quality of care provided by nursing homes across our nation upon the

20th anniversary of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1987. This sweeping

legislation ushered in a series of landmark nursing home reform initiatives designed to

significantly improve quality of care, a high priority for the Administration, the Department of

Health and Human Services, and the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). In

2?0, about 3 miinelderly arid di-sabl1ed A me-;icarts v.11! receive Colre in nexa-!y 16,W

Medicare- and Medicaid-certified nursing homes. About 1.4 million Americans.reside in the

nation's 16,000 nursing homes on any given day. And, more than 3 million Americans rely on

services provided by a nursing home at some point during the year.

Our nation is aging. This reality shapes the public discourse, looms large in our public

imagination, and affects our everyday lives-as families struggle to care for aging parents and

other relatives who are living longer, but often with co-existing and chronic health conditions

and increasingly complex medical needs. As increasing numbers of our nation's baby boom

generation retire, the need for high-quality nursing home care will grow precipitously.

According to the National Health Statistics Group in the CMS Office of the Actuary, State and

Federal governments paid roughly 62.3 percent of total nursing home care costs in calendar year

(CY) 2005, the latest period for which complete data are available. Among the larger nursing
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home companies, Medicare beneficiaries typically account for 14 percent of a given facility's

population, while Medicaid beneficiaries typically account for 65 percent of residents. CMS is

committed to working with its sister agencies, other departments and Congress to ensure that

America's elderly and disabled receive the high quality care they need and deserve.

Today, twenty years after OBRA '87, 1 would like to briefly review where we have been on the

nursing home quality front; to describe in greater detail how we have progressed since the

reforms' 1990 implementation - especially in terms of reporting, oversight and enforcement -

and finally, to highlight our plan of action for 2007 and beyond.

QUALITY AND SAFETY COMPLIANCE UNDER OBRA '87

Improving the safety and quality of nursing home care has been the focus of considerable

legislative and regulatory attention. Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act established

minimum statutory requirements with regard to resident health and safety, which all nursing

homes participating in Medicare and Medicaid, respectively, must meet. In OBRA '87,

Congress articulated additional requirements to protect residents against problems like

preventable pressure sores, weight loss and accidents. To help ensure compliance with these

new federal requirements, OBRA '87 required Congress to issue a range of sanctions for

underperforming nursing homes. These included civil money penalties (CMPs) and denials of

paymentfor new admissions (DPNAs), which accounted for 80 percent of federal sanctions

between fiscal years 2000 and 2005. Other sanctions short of termination - for example,

directed plans of correction or in-service training, state monitoring and temporary management -

can provide incentives for maintaining compliance, impact a facility's revenues, and even

compel closure.

More than 4,000 Federal and state surveyors conduct routine inspections of nursing homes to

assess whether they are consistently meeting federal quality and safety requirements. By law,

these 'standard surveys' occur no less than once every 15 months, and on average, every twelve

months. Complaint investigations, conversely, focus on specific allegations regarding resident

care or safety and may stem from complaints lodged by residents, family members, or nursing
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home employees. Deficiencies are defined as the gap between the nursing home requirements

and a nursing home's actual practice. They are categorized according to severity - from minimal

harm to immediate jeopardy - and scope - from isolated to widespread. When state surveyors

identify deficiencies, facilities are required to prepare a plan of action to correct the problem or

problems. State surveyors document how effectively facilities follow-through with their plan of

correction through review of acceptable evidence or an on-site visit. Nursing homes are

considered 'noncompliant' until they either achieve substantial compliance by correcting the

deficiencies or are terminated from Medicare and Medicaid participation.

Since 1998, CMS has been posting the survey results for standard surveys as well as complaint

investigations for individual nursing homes, on its publicly searchable Nursing Home Compare

website. In addition, Nursing Home Compare offers pertinent information on facility

characteristics to help consumers make informed decisions. State survey agencies enter the

relevant information into CMS' Online Survey, Certification, and Reporting (OSCAR) database

and provide updates, as appropriate. The data on the Web site pertaining to quality measures

originate from clinical data submitted electronically by the individual nursing homes as part of

the Minimum Data Set (MDS). The MDS is collected at regular intervals for every resident in a

Medicare- or Medicaid-certified nursing home and addresses factors like residents' health,

physical functioning, mental status and general well-being. Regulations require that an MDS

assessment be performed at admission, quarterly, annually and whenever the resident

experiences a significant change in status. While every attempt is made to assure the accuracy

and timeliness of the posted information, the Agency advises consumers to supplement the data

with information from the ombudsman's office, state agencies, and other public sources.

To address underperformance among individual nursing homes, CMS may level a CMP or

DPNA. Agency regulations specify two types of civil money penalties. A per-day CMP can

range from $50 to $10,000, depending on whether a case is of the 'non-immediate jeopardy' or

'immediate jeopardy' variety. A per-instance CMP can range from $ 1,000 to $10,000 per

episode of non-compliance. Denials of payment for new admissions (DPNAs) make up a

substantial number of federal remedies. CMS is permitted by statute to deny payment for

existing nursing home residents, as well; however, this type of payment denial is far less
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common. CMS regulations require that nursing homes be notified at least 15 days in advance of

the imposition of all sanctions, except CMPs. The requirement for advance notice is shortened

to two days in cases where deficiencies have been judged to pose immediate jeopardy to the

health and safety of residents. If a nursing home can correct the cited deficiencies during the

advance-notice period, a DPNA is not imposed. If the facility chooses to appeal the imposition

of a DPNA, denial of payment is not deferred until such appeals are resolved. CMS is also

authorized to impose discretionary DPNAs and terminations in situations not explicitly cited, so

long as facilities are given the appropriate notice.

CMS takes four factors into account when imposing sanctions on a nursing home: (1) the scope

and severity of the deficiency, (2) prior compliance history, (3) desired corrective action and

long-term compliance, and (4) the number and severity of deficiencies overall. In general, the

severity of the sanction increases with the severity of the deficiency. For example, in cases of

'immediate jeopardy,' temporary management, termination or both are required and CMPs

permitted. For deficiencies falling in the middle of CMS' scope and severity scale - at the level

of 'actual harm' - temporary management, a DPNA, a CMP, or a combination thereof, is

required. DPNAs are imposed when nursing homes fail to comply with program participation

regulations within three months of the noncompliance finding. Termination from the program is

the result when nursing homes fail to achieve compliance within six months of the

noncompliance finding. Significantly, the statute stipulates that CMS act on deficiencies in a

way that minimizes the time between identification and imposition of the sanctions.

Finally, the Federal government and the states share responsibility for enforcement of nursing

home quality-of-care requirements. In general, sanctions are initially proposed by state

surveyors based on cited deficiencies; then reviewed, imposed, and ultimately put into effect by

CMS regional offices.

The most effective approach to ensuring quality is one that mobilizes all available tools and

CMS INITIATIVES TO ENSURE NURSING HOME OUALITY
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aligns them in a comprehensive strategy. CMS' action plan for 2007 and beyond consists of five

inter-related and coordinated approaches:

Consumer Awareness and Assistance-The elderly, disabled and their friends and families

must be active, informed participants in ensuring the quality of their care in any healthcare

system. The availability of relevant, timely information is critical because it sets the stage for

holding the healthcare system accountable for the quality of services it provides. To that end,
CMS is committed to continually updating and expanding the resources and information

provided on www.Medicare.gov and Nursing Home Compare. The Agency is exploring options
for the refinement of a nurse-staffing quality measure to better account for case-mix and risk-

adjustment. Currently, each nursing home is required to report its nursing staff hours to the state

survey agency. CMS uses the data to report total nursing staff hours per resident, per day;
drilling down further to identify per-resident, per-day staff hours by Registered Nurse (RN),

Licensed Practical and Vocational Nurse (LPNILVN) and Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA).

While instructive, these figures do not necessarily reflect the number of nursing staff present at
any given time or the amount of care given to any one resident. While at present, there is no

Federal standard for specific levels of nurse staffing in a nursing home, CMS requires nursing
homes to employ sufficient staff to adequately care for all residents.

Survey, Standards, and Enforcement Processes-This year, CMS is rolling out numerous
initiatives to improve the effectiveness of surveys and the management and follow-through of

complaint investigations. Since problems may occur between routine surveys, complaint
investigations allow surveyors and CMS to assess whether nursing homes are consistently
promoting and protecting the health, safety, and welfare of residents. CMS continues to require
that State survey agencies use a national, electronic tracking system that monitors the processing
and investigation of complaints from intake to resolution. Outcome data is now available across
provider and supplier types. CMS prioritizes the concerns of nursing home residents and family
members, and is committed to responding to them in a timely manner. Nearly 12,000 more
complaint investigations were conducted by the Agency and the States in 2005 than were
conducted in 1999.
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For the last few years, nursing homes with the worst quality-of-care track records - dubbed

'Special Focus Facilities' (SFFs) - have been subject to more frequent surveys and decisive

punitive action if significant improvements are not achieved and sustained. As a result of this

program, many nursing homes have been induced to operate within federal requirements.: In

2005 CMS expanded the number of 'Special Focus Facilities' by 35 percent. The President's

proposed budget for survey and certification in 2008 will enable CMS to explore expanding the

program as it applies to nursing homes and improving on the quality care they offer the nation's

most vulnerable populations.

CMS has also taken great care in updating its interpretive guidance for nursing home surveyors,

focusing first on requirements that relate to quality of care and quality of life. This updated

guidance supports a nationally consistent application of the survey process in evaluating facilities

for compliance with nursing home requirements, based on current standards of practice and

investigative protocols.

Lastly, CMS continues to make improvements to its survey process. Since the inception of

OBRA'87 there have been several improvements, including using national quality data in

focusing on quality problems. CMS is in the midst of a pilot of the QIS survey process - a

computer assisted survey system that shows promise in increasing consistency and more

objective documentation. However, expansion of this survey process will largely rely on

increased resources to implement this program nationally.

Quality Improvement-CMS continues to zero-in on reducing the use of restraints and the

incidence of pressure sores, which compromise the health and well-being of a significant number

of nursing home residents. The Agency also acknowledges the current 'culture change'

movement and echoes OBRA principles of knowing and respecting each nursing home resident

to better provide individualized care and enhance quality of life. The concept of 'culture change'

encourages facilities to change outdated practices allows residents more input in and control

over their own care, and encourages staff to be more responsive to individual resident needs.

Further, by requiring nursing homes to offer residents influenza and pneumococcal vaccine, the

Agency is helping to ensure the health of residents while setting the stage to report facility-level
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immunization rates and immunization measures for compliance and quality comparison.

Quality Through Partnerships-CMS' Quality Improvement Organizations (QIOs), state

survey agencies, non-governmental organizations and others are committed to strengthening

their partnership and continuing to coordinate their education and enforcement activities to

achieve lasting improvements in nursing home care. CMS is part of a national nursing home

quality campaign - Advancing Excellence in America's Nursing Homes. This campaign brings

together 18 national organizations representing consumers, nurse clinicians, medical directors,

provider organizations, unions, foundations, and Quality Improvement Organizations. Nursing

homes, consumers, and organizations can sign up to work on eight goals ranging from reducing

pressure sores to reducing unnecessary restraints. To date nearly 3,500 nursing homes have

signed up. Also, this year, CMS will translate national goals regarding restraint use and pressure

sore incidence into their regional equivalents; improve its follow-up with States, and analyze the

relevant data to generate state- and facility-specific rates.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify on the quality of care in our nation's

nursing homes. With our combined efforts and continued vigilance, I am confident we will

continue to see improvements on this critical front. I look forward to answering your questions.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Farris.
Ms. Allen, your March report suggests that penalties applied by

CMS against the worst-performing homes appear to be ineffective,
since many of these homes continue to cycle in and out of compli-
ance.

Why do you think that the penalties are ineffective? How much
of this problem occurs at the State level, and how much of it is at-
tributable to CMS?

Ms. ALLEN. It begins at the State level. It is up to the State to
decide to what extent that they will use their own authority. States
do have their own authority to impose penalties, and some choose
to do that. Then, they can decide if they want to refer to CMS to
impose penalties. Some choose to do that. Then, CMS makes the
decision to what extent that it will provide notice, and then there
is an opportunity for appeals.

With civil monetary penalties, as I said earlier, while it is under
appeal, they do not have to pay it. So there is a combination of fac-
tors that depend on the timeliness and the effectiveness of it.

One of the reasons that CMS advised us that they tend to go
with the lower end of the range is because they are concerned that,
by taking resources away from the home, that that will interfere
with their ability to provide the care that needs to be. So they see
that that could be really counter to the intent for putting money
toward direct care.

The CHAIRMAN. Are these penalties that are meted out almost al-
ways appealed?

Ms. ALLEN. They are often appealed, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That takes time?
Ms. ALLEN. Yes, it does. That was one of the recommendations,

though, that we made in our report, and CMS agreed that it would
seek the authority that it needs to try to have the penalty paid up
front when it is imposed. Then, if it is overturned at a later time,
that it is refunded or something, with perhaps even interest. There
is precedent for that in other Federal programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Would that be a significant improvement, or
cause, in your opinion, a significant improvement in these homes
that are being sanctioned, if they were required to pay the penalty
up front pending the appeal?

Ms. ALLEN. We think it could be more of a deterrent effect, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What about you, Dr. Farris? Do you think that

would help?
Dr. FARRIs. I think it would. As my colleague has said, we are

certainly pursuing establishment of escrow accounts that will allow
us to be able to collect those penalties in advance, up front, and
be able to refund them if necessary. But because of the fact that
the appellate process does take a while, it would send a strong
message if we were able to make these collections early on.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Allen, your testimony cites concerns that
CMS's double-G immediate sanctions policy, in which homes cited
for actual harm in successive inspections are immediately notified
by CMS that a sanction will be implemented, is not working as in-
tended.
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Should CMS consider scrapping the 15-day notification interval
during which homes can correct the deficiencies and escape the
proposed penalty? What else might we do?

Ms. ALLEN. We did not recommend that they scrap the 15-day
notice, because the home deserves to have notice. But what we do
recommend is that CMS simplify the policy, because the immediate
sanctions policy is a complicated policy. It is even very complicated
to explain about with all the requirements and how it works.

Again, we made some recommendations to CMS about how it
could simplify it and remove some of the barriers that get in the
way of even imposing the penalties. Again, CMS has agreed that
the complexity has been a hindrance to its implementation, and
they are working to do that.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Farris, you want to comment on that?
Dr. FARRIS. Yes. We agree on those comments. It is important for

us to take a look at the reasons why some homes do conform, some
homes do correct the deficiencies that they have, and some homes
don't.

Certainly, we agree that there is some complexity to the double-
G policy, and we are re-evaluating that policy. We are going to look
at it and see if it would make sense to significantly change it.

The period of time that facilities have for their notice is a re-
quired period of time, so we really can't scrap that. But we can look
at ways that we can more efficiently and more effectively give them
notification that they are out of compliance and that we do plan to
imposeAC penalties.~

We certainly are looking at revamping that policy and simpli-
fying it to make it more workable and more effective.

The CHAIRMAN. How important is it, in your opinions, that we
really do come up with a system that more effectively does sanction
those facilities successfully that are not in compliance and require
them'to get in compliance or go out of business?

Is this something that you would say is a really, really high pri-
ority in this industry, that we do a much better job of ferreting out
those institutions that are not providing the kind of quality care?
That we have a system to not only identify them, but insist that
there be quick compliance or that they be fined or even put out of
business?

What is your sense of priority on this, Ms. Allen?
Ms. ALLEN. GAO would suggest that there needs to be some

mechanism to deal with the homes that repeatedly are out of com-
pliance on a continuous basis. We had multiple examples of that
in our most recent report that was just released.

When so many Federal dollars are going into these homes and
there are vulnerable residents who are experiencing significant ne-
glect from the care, it is difficult to explain how those homes can
be allowed to continue to participate in the Federal programs.

Now, as CMS responded in its comments to our report, and we
would agree, that sometimes it takes a combination of factors.
Sometimes it is not sanctions alone, monetary sanctions, because,
again, that could be taking money out of the system.

But there are other ways. There is denial of payment for new ad-
missions. There are temporary managers that can go in. Perhaps
if the home is a member of a chain, there can be ways to have the
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chains hold them accountable for bringing in additional resources.
There can be alternatives.

One of the concerns about terminating a home is, that what hap-
pens with the residents? There is the concern about transfer trau-
ma. Where do the residents go? That is a difficult issue.

But at the same time, which is worse: staying in a home where
a person is receiving very poor and negligent care, or moving to a
facility where they may receive better care? It is a very difficult di-
lemma.

But again, it seems like that, for the homes that are providing
very poor care on a continuous basis, there really is a question
whether they should be allowed to continue in the Federal pro-
gram.

The CHAiRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Farris, what are your thoughts?
Dr. FARRIS. We think that there is definitely a great need to

prioritize, making certain that homes that do participate in the
Medicare and Medicaid programs provide good-quality care. There
are a number of mechanisms that can be implemented to ensure
this short of termination.

I think Ms. Allen is entirely correct in mentioning entities such
as transfer trauma. We know that transfer trauma is a real prob-
lem for some residents of long-term care facilities, particularly
those who are cognitively impaired.

We also know that, in the part of the world where I live, there
are access problems. There are times when closing a facility may
mean that the next closest facility is anywhere from 60 to 200
miles away. This imposes a hardship on families who would like to
go and visit their relatives.

So we are looking, No. 1, as I said earlier, to try to find a way
to find out why some homes will improve and implement sustain-
able corrections and why others will not.

The special focus facilities that I mentioned earlier would be one
example. We started out in 1999 with 100 of those facilities. We ex-
panded it in 2005 to 135. We are looking very closely at what we
can do to improve the quality of care in these facilities, which are
considered the worst of the worst.

There are a number of different modalities that are available, as
I said and as Ms. Allen mentioned, in addition to the civil mone-
tary penalties we have, denial of payment for new admissions, but
we also have the ability to go in and provide them with directed
plans of care and directed plans of correction.

We are also looking not to penalize the residents of these homes,
who are really helpless in this situation and very vulnerable. So we
are looking at ways that we can work with the boards of directors
of these homes, and particularly in cases where they are parts of
national chains. We want to make certain that, if the owners are
not the operators, we make the owners aware of the fact that poor
care is being rendered in these facilities.

So we are applying a multi-pronged approach to try to bring
these facilities along, and we are studying what works and what
does not over the course of time. I think that we will be able to
come up with some measures and some mechanisms that will allow
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us to ensure high-quality care and terminate only when it is abso-
lutely necessary.

The CHAIRMAN. This is, I think fairly obviously, but I think we
need to highlight it and discuss it a bit. We are talking about, in
every case almost, management, right? It is people who are in
charge of the facility or their immediate bosses.

I have found, in my experience, where you have good manage-
ment, inevitably you have a well-operated business, whether it be
nursing homes or anything else. Where you have poor managers,
that is where you run into trouble;

Isn't it true, or is it not true, that in these problem facilities, if
you could replace management with a different management, you
would almost be certain to expect improvement? Would you make
that judgment?

Ms. Allen.
Ms. ALLEN. It is management. It is leadership. It is also re-

sources. It is a matter of the resources that are going into- the
home, in terms of nursing level, the nurse aid. level, as well as nu-
trition and a number of things. So it is not only the leadership, but
it is also the financial resources, as well.

The CHAIRMAN. I am sure that is true.
Dr. Farris.
Dr. FARRIS. Ms. Allen is absolutely right. It is multi-factorial. We

think that the resource constraints that some facilities have would
need to be addressed in order to allow them to provide better care,
working with the leadership, and again, particularly if the owner-
ship is different from the management of the facilities.-

It is important to make sure that that board of directors that is
in charge, or the owners of the facilities, are made aware of the fact
that there are problems there that need to be addressed. In some
instances, perhaps in many instances, those boards or that leader-
ship can actually bring to bear some of the other parameters that
will allow us to make corrections, such as infusing more resources
into it.

The CHAIRMAN. We have, what, about 16,000 nursing homes
across the country, and the estimate is that perhaps 20 percent are
on that list of having to need great improvement, so that is like
3,000.

Is that somewhere in the ballpark, without trying to be too
arithmatic? Because obviously even the other 80 percent, many of
those can improve. But in terms of really needing direct attention,
would you say that there may be 20 percent out of the 16,000 that
you might estimate that would be on that list?

Ms. Allen.
Ms. ALLEN. Yes, that is correct. But may I just add a comment

to that, or another perspective?
One of the things that I mentioned in my remarks is that there

is great variation across the States with that number. It ranges
from about 2 percent in one State that reports on nursing homes
that are cited for actual deficiencies to a high of almost 50 percent
of homes in another State.

We don't believe that the actual quality really varies that much.
What we believe, rather, is that it shows differences in terms of
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how quality is assessed. That is one of the reasons-and at the
same time, we also have found that there is understatement.

So there could be understatement across the States across the
board. So we continue to be concerned about what the data are tell-
ing us.

That is one of the reasons, though, that we would like to suggest
it is so important that some of the measures that CMS is working
on, for example its survey methodology, is so very important, be-
cause we need to know what is going on in the homes. There needs
to be more consistency in terms of how the level of care and quality
of care is being assessed.

So I just wanted to make that remark. We are confident that
about 20 percent of the homes are being cited for deficiency of care,
but it does vary across the States very significantly. We need to
pay attention to that variation, as well.

The CHAIRMAN. That is a good comment.
Dr. Farris.
Dr. FARRIS. I think that that variation is key to this discussion.

We are working with State survey agencies. We have begun to im-
plement training for the State survey agencies to make certain that
we take out any differential that may be there on a State-by-State
basis to make sure that the protocols are implemented consistently
across the country.

In terms of the numbers of facilities, again, as we said, we have
already identified 135 of the worst of the worst facilities. Certainly
we think that that number could be expanded. I wouldn't go so far
as to say it could be expanded to 20 percent based upon the vari-
ation and the variability that we just talked about, but it can cer-
tainly be expanded beyond 135.

To the extent that the resources are infused into the survey and
certification budget, we can expand that number, just as we did in
2005 where we increased it by 35 percent, to be able to look at a
larger number of the worst of the worst and to begin to work with
them to bring them into compliance.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you say that, if you had sufficient re-
sources, an increase in the resources that you have now, that you
could make a quick and significant improvement in these troubled
homes?

Dr. FARRIS. We can certainly begin to effectuate improvements
and to find ways to not only implement these improvements but to
also ensure that they are sustainable, to work with these homes on
an ongoing basis and to work with our State survey agencies,
again, to achieve consistency.

But also to work with the homes through the various modalities
that we talked about, applying not only sanctions but also manage-
ment, different management to come in, and directed plans of care,
to ensure that they do come into compliance and continue or begin
to provide good quality of care on a sustainable basis.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Allen, is it a question of resources?
Ms. ALLEN. I think that there is no doubt that additional re-

sources would be helpful.
The CHAIRMAN. OK.
We have with us the very fine Senator from Missouri, Claire

McCaskill.
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Would you make some comments, ask some questions?
Senator MCCASKILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One of the issues I think, having done a number of audits on

nursing home care as the State auditor in Missouri, and looking at
what I think those of us who have spent some time on this issue
call the roller-coaster syndrome, that is the right-to-cure problem.

There is this incredible tension between the inspectors on the
ground in terms of keeping that facility open and penalizing appro-
priately to mandate that the care improves.

Reality: You have a small nursing home in a small community,
and they are getting cited and curing, getting cited and curing,
and, frankly, were it not for the reality of where would those people
go, I think they might be tougher and, frankly, appropriately
tougher on some of the nursing homes.

But I think what happens to the inspectors on the ground that
are doing the surveys is, one, they develop relationships with the
administrators. They see some administrators that are trying to do
good but are having difficulty, whether it is-I know we are going
to talk about the nursing shortage, but there is a real shortage in
terms of qualified health care professionals, especially at the level
of pay that some of these nursing homes can give.

I guess, has there been any efforts to look at having a mandatory
plan in place in every State that would allow for the transferal of
patients on an immediate basis so that tension is relieved?

In other words, having so many beds being required to be avail-
able in facilities that haven't had Class T vihaitinn that havPn't
had the history of problems, and that-because I think if you really
began to have some dramatic penalties, like, "Hey, you are done,
we are shutting the door," I think you would have more of a deter-
rent effect on some of the other consistently problematic homes.

Have there been any States that you are aware of that have al-
ways had kind of a plan in place to transfer nursing home resi-
dents, long-term care residents, to other facilities?

Ms. ALLEN. GAO has not specifically looked at that systemati-
cally.

We do know that one of the more effective penalties has been de-
nial of payment for new admissions. In other words, if there are
problems, to simply say we are not going to allow any more to~come
in until you correct that. In other words, if there-is something to
affect the income stream, that can-be a powerful incentive to cor-
rect.

One of the other issues, though, in some respects, the occupancy
rate of nursing homes has been coming down. So in some commu-
nities, it may be possible to transfer residents to another nearby
facility. There may be other beds. If there are Medicaid. beds avail-
able-and that is typically the population we are talking about,
Medicaid beds-there may not be a Medicaid-certified bed avail-
able, so that is an issue of availability.

There may also be, though, the issue of, in the smaller commu-
nity, more rural community, is there an available facility for them
to go to? That is one of the very difficult issues. Are there alter-
natives for that?

There is the issue of transfer trauma that is a very difficult issue
as well. So we acknowledge it is a very difficult issue about what
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do we do at that point where there is a tradeoff between poor care
being delivered, particularly for those that is chronically poor care,
cycling in and out of compliance, the roller-coaster effect.

If you care about the resident, which is better or worse: moving
the resident someplace else out of that facility, which is more com-
passionate, or to leave them in that facility, where they may con-
tinue to get-

Senator MCCASKILL. Less-than-great care.
Ms. ALLEN. Less-than-quality care.
Dr. FARRIS. Well, Senator, you raise a very important point that

actually revolves around the issue of access. As we begin to look
at imposing sanctions against a nursing home, and particularly if
we are considering strongly the termination of the provider agree-
ment for that nursing home, we begin to work in conjunction with
the State to find places where there is adequate capacity for pa-
tients to be moved.

Aside from the conversation about the transfer trauma, which is
a real entity, we have found that there are circumstances in which
it is very difficult to move patients from one facility to another.

In some instances it will be imposed by geographic constraints.
There may not be another home within 60 to 100 miles, where a
number of patients could be transferred, and this imposes a hard-
ship on the families that would want to visit those patients.

We also have to look at special needs that some patients may
have. Some facilities have a particular expertise in taking care of
certain types of patients. One of the ones that we recently dealt
with had to do with ventilator patients. There is not a lot of capac-
ity if you need to move patients from a home where there are ven-
tilator-dependent patients. There are some homes that have large
populations of pediatric patients, which require some special care,
and you cannot put those into every particular situation.

So access becomes very important as we start to look at where
we can move people. We always work with the States to allow them
to tell us where that capacity is, or if it is not there.

So, yes, you are absolutely right. There are instances in which
we are not able to move forward with termination because of access
issues or because of real strong concerns about transfer trauma.

But there are other modalities that we can implement, short of
termination, such as bringing in new managers, different man-
agers, imposing directed plans of care, that we will force them to
implement. These modalities have been shown to actually bring
them back into compliance.

But as we have said, one of the things that we are looking for
is to find sustainable corrections.

Senator MCCASKILL. Right.
I have so many areas I would like to cover in this because of the

work that we did on this in Missouri. But one of the things that
is troubling me about the future of nursing home care is that there
is a trend in my State to begin to use nursing homes as an alter-
native to mental health facilities by public administrators.

In the urban areas of our State, there are mental health facilities
that the courts can use to place people that they believe must be
put in a facility. But as you probably are aware, in our country, we
began trying to de-institutionalize our mental health patients by
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moving them "out into the community." Well, in some instances,
that meant to a homeless shelter. In rural areas, where you don't
have any kind of safety net for the homeless population, many
times they end up in a probate court as a ward of the court, and
the court determines they must be placed somewhere.

Well, if you are in a relatively rural area, where are you going
to place these people that may be schizophrenic or psychopaths?
Well, they are being placed in nursing homes.

So you have two types of populations in the same nursing home.
You have an elderly geriatric population that, frankly, with what
is changing in our health care spectrum, where we are going all the
way from assisted living, home health care, and we have the wide
spectrum that we didn't have-people's notion that people are
going into nursing homes to play checkers and maybe stay a while
and go back home, that is not what the reality is in nursing homes
now in terms of acuity.

We have a much larger population. It is non-ambulatory. You
have people that have much more aggressive needs in terms of day-
to-day care because they are only there because the hospital is not
letting them stay in the hospital anymore, and they are going there
to die because they can't be cared for in their home with hospice,
or whatever. Many of them are.

Then, you have the juxtaposition of a mental health population
under the same roof, with two separate requirements in terms of
regulation. You may have a probate judge telling that. nursing

1UhILL, "Yu must, Lkeep this populatio1UJ i 1101-1 warldluviri aiy-wrVVLe.
They must be in lockdown." Then, you have the requirement for
the nursing home population that you put them in the least restric-
tive environment, that you can't use restraints -or, you are not al-
lowed to. use restraints because that, in fact,l-would be sanctioned
if you were inappropriately using restraints on the geriatric popu-
lation. Well, then inspectors come in to- do surveys, and they see
a mental health patient that is being used with restraints, and
they are getting, cited -.

So, what steps.has CMS taken to acknowledge these- two- dif-
ferent types of population?.

If it is happening in my State, I anm sure it is happening in other.
States, this juxtaposition between-and kind of the gray area in
the middle. is the Alzheimer's. What is happening is a lot of these
mental health -patients are ending up in Alzheimer's units. So, that
is completely inappropriate. - . :

By the way, a lot of these staff don't have a requirement to-even-
train their people on the mental -health issues, how to deal with. the
mental health population. So you have -people -who have been
trained to deal with somebody who is non-ambulatory and geriatric
that is now dealing with a sociopath or a schizophrenic. It is just
not good.

I am curious what, if anything, is going on in your agency to ac-
knowledge that this is happening in our country, and taking steps
to make sure that we have the appropriate regulations, inspections
and training in place.

Dr. FARRIS. Yes, Senator. You, again, raise a very important
point. This has been recognized, and it is something that is being
addressed by the leadership at CMS.
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The long-term care team that has been put together across the
agency, across CMS, where we have input from a number of dif-
ferent sources, is taking this sort of situation under advisement. It
has been recognized.

If I may change hats for just one second and go back to my
former life as a public health official, the de-institutionalizing of
the mentally ill that took place back in the 1980's has really caused
a number of problems not only in this particular setting, but-

Senator MCCASKILL. Don't even get me started on the group
homes that have nobody doing surveys. I mean, there are no sur-
veys going on in these mental health group homes.

What is going on in terms of abusive practices and wrong medi-
cation, the top of my head can blow off if I start thinking about
what is going on to these poor people in some of these group homes
across our country.

Dr. FARRIS. Let me just say that, during the time that I was the
Dallas County health director in Texas, the largest mental health
institution in Dallas was the Dallas County Jail.

Senator MCCASKILL. Right.
Dr. FARRIS. Until we are able to address the appropriate place-

ment of patients with mental illnesses, actually through the system
of jurisprudence, we tried to implement a system where there were
diversion programs to keep people out of the criminal justice sys-
tem who had mental illnesses.

I think we need to begin to look at this problem from the same
perspective as it relates to nursing home patients, because many
of the patients who go into the nursing homes are not going be-
cause they want to; they are being sent there. So it has to be ad-
dressed at a different level.

Senator MCCASKELL. I am worried about the families of the elder-
ly. I mean, what I worry about is we are not doing full disclosure.
If you are about to place a loved one in a nursing home, do we have
an obligation to tell them that they have a half a dozen sociopaths
that have been committed to that facility?

We are talking about young people. We are talking about people,
many of whom have tendencies to act out, sexually and aggres-
sively, and in terms of assaultive behavior, and they are being
heavily medicated in order to deal with that.

Do we have an obligation to make sure that consumers that are
going to use a nursing home are aware that there are these people
in the nursing home? Do we need specific regulations requiring
that nursing homes that have these dual populations, that there is
two standards of training and that States should have two sets of
regs, making sure that there is the appropriate oversight in both
areas?

Dr. FARRIS. Well, Senator, I think as the group that I mentioned,
our long-term care team at CMS, begins to delve more deeply into
these issues, we will be more than happy to get back with you to
let you know where our thinking is going on this and how we plan
to address this issue.

Senator MCCASKILL. I would appreciate that, because, at the
same time, we do have a problem of census in terms of these
homes. So homes are looking at ways to fill the beds, so they are
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turning to this issue. Now, some are doing it responsibly, with
training. Some of them aren't.

I think getting a handle on this is really important because, as
these nursing homes deal with struggling census-and census is
the bottom-line determinator as to whether or not they can afford
to pay the people who work there to give the care that is necessary.

I don't want to shut off the availability of bed space to -mentally
ill people who need it, and it may be that we need to take a role
as government in designating facilities as those- that. are. appro-
priate to receive these types of patients when we are confident that
we have the appropriate amount of training and oversight in place.

Dr. FARRIS. We will be very happy to get back with you on that..
Senator MCCASKILL. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you .very much, Senator McCaskill. Those

were really insightful comments based on your experience -and
questions, and made a real contribution.

We thank you both for being here this morning. You have been
excellent witnesses, and I think you have shed a lot of light on this
issue. Thank you so much.

Dr. FARRIS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our first witness on our second panel will be

Charlene Harrington, who is a professor of sociology and nursing
at the University 'of California in San Francisco. Professor Har-
rington's research focuses on quality, access, utilization and nurs-
ing hnm PYnpenditures, hnme and eomminitv-hnqed care, as well a
personal care services. She has been a leader in nursing home care-
reform efforts for the past 3 decades. She has served- on the Insti-
tute of Medicine's panel, whose 1986 report led to the passage of
the Nursing Home Reform Act of 1987.

The second witness will be Alice Hedt, executive director of the
National Citizens Coalition for Nur'sing Home Reform; which is an
advocacy organization that provides information and leadership
and Federal and State regulatory legislative policy development to
improve care and life for residents of nursing homes and other
long-term care facilities. Ms. Hedt. will -testify that conditions in
many nursing homes are still unacceptable, and provide the Com-
mittee with recommendations of creating a stronger enforcement
system.

Our third witness will be Mary Ousley. Ms. Ousley is the-presi-
dent of Ousley & Associates, former chair of the American
Healthcare Association, which is the largest trade organization rep-.
resenting long-term care. Since 1988, she has acted as an advisor,
provider representative on the policy and regulatory'development
of OBRA 1987, on survey and final certification, as well as on en-
forcement.

Our last witness will be Orlene Christie, who is director of the
Legislative and Statutory Compliance Office for the Michigan De-
partment of Community Health. Ms. Christie will discuss how
Michigan has designed and implemented its background check pro-
gram, which excludes individuals with certain criminal histories
and records of abuse from working in nursing homes.

So we welcome you all here.
We would start with your testimony, Ms.' Harrington.
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STATEMENT OF MS. CHARLENE HARRINGTON, PROFESSOR OF
SOCIOLOGY AND NURSING, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Ms. HARRINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I first became aware of the serious quality problems in nursing

homes in 1976, when I was the director of the California Licensing
and Certification Program. At that time, about one-third of Cali-
fornia nursing homes were providing substandard care.

Today, over 30 years later and 20 years after the adoption of
OBRA 1987, still a very large percent of nursing homes offer poor
care, resulting in harm, jeopardy and death to residents. Literally
dozens of studies, including those by the GAO and the OIG and re-
searchers, have documented these persistent quality problems.

I am going to argue today that three areas need to be improved
in order to ensure high-quality care: first, the enforcement of exist-
ing laws; second, adequate nurse staffing levels; and third, finan-
cial accountability for government funding.

The GAO should be commended for its new report and its rec-
ommendations, which I certainly endorse. CMS should revise its
enforcement procedures and practices to streamline them, to in-
crease the size of penalties, and take swift action against poor per-
forming nursing homes.

In addition, our studies of the wide variation in enforcement
practices across States have found that the States that do a better
job of enforcement are those that receive higher survey and certifi-
cation funds from CMS. This shows the need for increased Federal
funding for State survey agencies.

Moving to the underlying issue of poor quality in nursing homes,
I really think there is no mystery about it. The basic problem is
that we have inadequate nurse staffing levels in nursing homes.

The positive relationship between high nurse staffing levels, es-
pecially R.N. staffing, and the quality of care in nursing homes has
been shown in numerous studies. A study by Abt Associates for
CMS in 2001 reported that a minimum of 4.1 hours per resident
per day, including .75 R.N. hours, are needed to prevent harm to
residents with long stays in nursing homes. Two IOM reports have
recommended increased minimum Federal staffing standards for
nursing homes.

Unfortunately, the total nurse staffing levels across the country
have remained flat for the last 10 years, well below the rec-
ommended levels, and some nursing homes have dangerously low
staffing. Shockingly, R.N. staffing hours have declined by 25 per-
cent across the Nation since the year 2000 alone.

The decline is directly related to the implementation of the Medi-
care Prospective Payment System, because nursing homes no
longer need to provide the level of nursing care that is paid for in
the Medicare rate. Recognizing the low staffing, some States have
begun to set their own minimum staffing levels, and Florida has
recently established a 3.9 total nurse staffing level.

Studies have shown that nursing homes will increase staffing if
the Medicaid reimbursement rates are increased. This encourages
nursing homes to add more staff. But a new study that I have just
done shows that high State minimum licensed staffing standards
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are the most effective policy that you can use to get the staffing
levels up.

The nursing turnover rates continue to be high, and those reduce
the continuity and the quality of care, and they increase the cost
of nursing homes. Turnover rates are directly related to the heavy
workloads that nurses have and the low wages and benefits and
poor working conditions.

Now, government is paying 61 percent of the Nation's nursing
home expenditures, so it has focused most of its efforts on cost con-
tainment. The majority of State Medicaid programs have adopted
prospective payment systems, and nursing homes respond by cut-
ting their staff and cutting their quality to stay under those rates.

In 1998, when Medicare adopted prospective payment, it was es-
tablished, but with very little or no accountability. One way to
make nursing homes more financially accountable under prospec-
tive payment is to establish cost centers.

Four cost centers should be set up: one for direct care, like nurs-
ing and therapy; one for indirect care, like housekeeping and die-
tary; three, for capital costs; and four, for administrative costs.

After the rates are determined for each cost center, the nursing
home should be prevented from shifting funds away from the nurs-
ing and the direct care to pay for administrative costs for capital
or profits. Retrospective audits should be conducted to collect funds
that were not expended on the direct and indirect care that it was
allocated for, and penalties should be issued for diverting funds
away from direct care.

In summary, we need to improve the enforcement, the staffing
levels and the financial accountability if we are ever going to solve
these intractable quality problems.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Harrington follows:]
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The quality of nursing homes continues to be a major problem in the US. I first became

aware of the serious quality problems in 1976 when I was the Director of the California Licensing

and Certification program. At that time, the program determined that about one-third of California

nursing homes were providing substandard care. Today, over thirty-years later, California and the

rest of the nation continue to have many nursing homes that offer substandard care resulting in

harm, jeopardy, and even death to residents every year.

Literally dozens of studies by researchers, the US Government Accountability Office, the

US Inspector General for Health and Human Services, and others have documented the persistent

quality problems in a sizable subset of the nation's nursing homes since the US Senate Committee

on Aging first began holding hearings on nursing homes.14. Even though some nursing homes

offer high quality of care, the persistent quality problems continue to shock and dismay us.

I am going to argue that three areas need to be improved to ensure high quality nursing

home care. These are: (I) the enforcement of existing laws, (2) adequate nurse staffing levels in

nursing homes; and (3) financial accountability for government funding of nursing homes.

ENFORCEMENT

The most recent GAO (2007) report found that the number of serious deficiencies and

sanctions declined in four states between 2000 and 2005 and that this decline is related to

weaknesses in the survey system and the use of sanctions.5 Often quality problems are not detected
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and when they are, the scope and severity of problems are underrated. Nursing homes with serious

quality problems continued to cycle in and out of compliance, causing harm to residents. The report

recommended similar findings to previous GAO reports24 in that CMS should: (1) improve the

immediate sanctions policy, (2) strengthen the deterrent effect of certain sanctions, (3) expand the

enhanced enforcement for homes with a history of noncompliance, and (4) improve the

effectiveness of the agency data reporting systems on enforcement.

Failure to Improve Quality and Enforcement Since the 1970s. The new GAO report is

very similar to reports identified by the Institute of Medicine (IOM) Committee on Improving the

Quality of Nursing Home Care in 1986.6 As a member of the IOM committee that issued the 1986

report on widespread quality problems in nursing homes, we recommended stronger enforcement

federal regulations by using intermediate sanctions of civil money penalties, holds on admissions,

and temporary management/receiverships to force poor nursing homes to come into compliance.'

These recommendations were adopted by Congress in passing a major reform of nursing facility

regulation in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987 (OBRA, 1987).7 OBRA (1987)

required changes to strengthen the quality standards, the survey process, and the enforcement

mechanisms for nursing facility regulation. OBRA (1987) and its subsequent regulations also

mandated uniform comprehensive assessments for all nursing home residents and required the

survey process to focus on resident outcomes.

Declining Sanctions Imposed Since 2000. Unfortunately, the bureaucratic nursing home

enforcement procedures and the poor survey process overseen by the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services result in few deficiencies being issued (7.1 per facility in 2005) and a decline in

deficiencies issued for harm of jeopardy (from 30.6 in 1999 to 16.9 in 2005).' Moreover, few civil

money penalties (CMPs), holds on admission, and temporary management/receiverships, are issued

for serious violations of federal regulations.'912 In 2004, 41 states collected 3,057 CMPs worth $21
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million, but CMPs were given for only two percent of deficiencies issued. 12 As the new GAO

report pointed out, few nursing homes are decertified from the Medicare and Medicaid programs or

closed. 5

State Survey Agency Problems. The weak survey process is related to a number of factors

including poorly trained surveyors, shortages of survey staff, high survey agency staff turnover

related to poor salaries, the lack of timely surveys, the lack of timely complaint investigations, the

predictability of surveys, and other problems.3 5 These problems are sometimes compounded by the

negative attitudes of federal and state survey officials to enforcement activities.' 11 2 Some state

officials have reported that they are opposed to federal enforcement actions and they either do not

implement the federal requirements (like CMPs) or only implement sanctions for the worse

facilities."l 3 Others report federal officials sometimes overrule state sanction recommendations

which also results in weak enforcement. 1

Interviews with state survey agency officials have identified their strong frustration with the

CMS regulatory process. Some states described the federal enforcement system as an

administrative nightmare and most prefer their own state procedures for CMPs."1" 3 One state

(Maryland) issues and collects state CMPs fines immediately and puts the fines in a special account

until the final adjudication process is complete in order to make the penalties more timely.' 2 This

approach could be taken by CMS. Most states (73 percent) reported inadequate federal funds to

carry out their regulatory activities, while about half reported inadequate state funds for regulatory

activities. 11.13

CMS should revise its enforcement procedures and practices to increase the size of the

penalties and to take swift action against poor performing nursing homes. Those nursing homes

with repeated serious violations should be forced out of business using receiverships and temporary

management procedures so that new high-quality owners can be found without having to close
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nursing homes. Implementation of the recommendations by the GAO (2007)5 is of critical

importance.

State Enforcement Variation. Our studies have examined the wide variations in

enforcement procedures across the US. Studies have found that states that taken more enforcement

actions and issue more CM~s are those that have higher state survey agency budgets from CMS.

1'a4 State survey agencies with more staff and resources to implement the federal requirements can

be more effective with the enforcement process, which can be time consuming and expensive. We

conclude that the state variations in enforcement practices could be addressed in part by increased

funding for state survey agencies; at the same time that other improvements are made in the

enforcement policies.

STAFFING ISSUES

Relationship of Nurse Staffing and Quality

Nursing home quality rests entirely in the hands of nurses, nursing assistants, and other

providers who deliver formal care and assistance. Nursing homes are labor intensive and require

nursing staff that are well educated, with experience and compassion. The processes of care

include assistance with activities of daily living.(such asbathingand.dressing) and special nursing

services such as wound care, nutrition and incontinence management, medication and behavioral

management, chronic disease management, and other complex care processes.

The positive relationship-between nurse staffing and quality of care in nursing homes has=

been shown in a number of studies reported by the Institute of Medicine.1"' 6 Higher staffing hours

per resident, particularly Registered Nursing (RN). hours, have been consistently and significantly

associated with overall quality of care including: improved resident survival ratesfunctional status,

and incontinence care; fewer pressure sores and infections; less physical restraint, catheter and

antibiotic use; less weight loss and dehydration; less electrolyte imbalance; improved nutritional
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status; lower hospitalization rates, improved activity participation rates, and a higher likelihood of

discharge to home. 15-19 Better staffing is associated with lower worker injuy rates and less

litigation actions. Studies have also found that gerontological nurse specialists and geriatric nurse

practitioners contribute to improved quality outcomes in nursing homes and lower risk-adjusted

hospitalization rates.

Safe Staffing Levels

A study by Abt Associates for CMS (2001) reported that a minimum of 4.1 hours per

resident day were needed to prevent harm to residents with long stays (90 days or more) in nursing

homes.'7 Of this total, .75 RN hours per resident day, .55 LVN hours per resident day, and 2.8 NA

hours per resident day were reported to be needed to protect residents.'7 The report was clear that

residents in homes without adequate nurse staffing levels faced substantial harm and jeopardy. In

order to meet the total 4.1 hours per resident day, 97% of homes would need to add some additional

nursing staff. 17 A study of nursing homes in California also confirmed the threshold for nurse

staffing hours needed to ensure high quality; the study found no differences in measurable

outcomes until staffing was at 4.1 hours per resident day or higher. " Nursing homes with high

staffing (4.1 hours per resident day or higher) performed significantly better on 12 of 16 care

processes (such as feeding assistance) compared to lower staffed homes.'"

Two IOM reports have recommended increased federal minimum staffing standards for

nursing homes because the federal standards are so low (one RN on duty 8 hours a day for seven

days a week and a licensed practical nurse on duty on evenings and nights per nursing home). 15,16

In 2003, an IOM committee report on Keeping Patients Safe recommended that CMS adopt the

minimum staffing levels from the Abt study for all nursing homes in the US, along with 24 hour RN

coverage.""J The IOM report identified the strong relationship between higher resident casemix
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(acuity) and the need for higher nurse staffing levels and greater nursing expertise when residents

have higher acuity.

Nursing Home Staffing Levels

In spite of recent efforts to increase nurse staffing levels in nursing homes, the total average

staffing has remained flat, at 3.6 to 3.7 hours per resident day (hprd) rsince 1997, and well below

the recommended levels.8 Staffing levels vary widely across nursing homes, and some homes have

dangerously low staffing levels.8

The shocking situation is that the RN staffing hours per patient in US nursing homes have

declined by 25 percent since 2000.' The decline in staffing levels is directly related to the

implementation of the Medicare prospective payment system (PPS) for skilled' nursing homes and

this in turn has led to a reduction in nursing home quality outcomes.'O-1 Under PPS, Medicare

rates are based on each facility's resident needs for nursing and therapy services but skilled nursing

homes do not need to provide the level of care that is paidfor by the Medicare rates. The declining

RN levels in nursing homes and quality of care shows the need for regulatory standards and

incentives to improve staffing levels.

Minimum Federal Staffing Standards. Unfortunately, the Centers for Medicare and

Medicaid Services has not agreed to establish minimum federal staffing.standards that would ensure

that nursing homes meet the 4.1 hours per resident day (hprd), mostly because ofthe.potential

costs." Considering that most nursing homes are for-profit and have significantly lower staffing

and poorer quality of care,22 23 these facilities are unlikely to voluntarily meet a reasonable level of-

staffing. If staffing levels are.to improve, minimum federal staffing standards are needed-along

with additional funding. .

State Standards. Many states have begun to raise their minimum staffing levels since 1999

(e.g. California (3.2 hprd) and Delaware (3.29 hprd)).2 4 Recently, Florida established a 3.9 hprd -
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total licensed and licensed minimum standard. Except for Florida, most of these new standards are

improvements, but they are still well below the 4.1 hprd level recommended by the CMS 2001

report.17 When standards are established, states need to monitor the standards. After five years, 22

percent of California nursing homes still do not meet the state's 3.2 hrpd minimum standard in

2005.25 Efforts to improve the minimum staffing standards that are case mix adjusted should

continue to have the highest priority at the state and federal levels.

State Minimum Licensed Staffing Standards. Studies have shown that increasing state

Medicaid reimbursement rates is one approach to improve staffing levels in nursing homes.26 A

new study also shows that higher Medicaid nursing home reimbursement rates are related to higher

RN and total nursing hours per resident, but state minimum licensed staffing standards are a

stronger predictor of higher RN and total nursing hours.27 To increase staffing levels, average

Medicaid reimbursement rates would need to be substantially increased, while increasing the state

minimum RN staffing standards would have a stronger positive effect on RN and total nursing

hours.
2 7

StaffTurnover Rates. Nursing home turnover rates range from 50 to 75 percent of staff

leaving employment each year, showing that retention is major problem. High turnover rates

reduce the continuity and stability of care, lead to miscommunications, and result in patient safety

problems as well as worker injuries and poor morale. High nursing turnover has been found to be

related to decreases in nursing home quality.> Moreover, turnover of nursing aides is estimated to

cost billions per year in the US. Turnover is directly related to heavy workloads (inadequate

staffing levels), low wages and benefits, and poor working conditions.' 6 17 2. 29 The goal should be

to stabilize the LTC workforce by investing in the workers in increased wages and benefits.

Accurate and Timely StaffReporting Requirements. The current CMS reporting

system, which requires nursing homes to report on two weeks of nurse staffing at the time of the
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annual survey, is inadequate and sometimes inaccurate.17 These reports are not audited and are

collected during annual state surveys when nursing homes often increase their staffing. Complete

daily reporting for all types of staff and for total staff from payroll records should be required of

nursing homes on a quarterly basis, using a standard reporting format that requires nursing homes to

certify the accuracy of their reports.

Consumer Report Cards on Staffing. One important strategy for improving quality of

care is to provide consumers with information about quality of care as a means for making more

informed decisions about health care. Public reporting and ratings of nursing homes based on key

indicators including nurse staffing levels as well as turnover, wages, and benefits are strongly

recommended. One model for such a report card was developed by the University of California and

the California Health Care Foundation (www.calnhs.org .

Payment Incentive Systems. As interest has grown in payment incentive systems, it is

important to consider what indicators of quality are the most appropriate to consider. At this point,

staffing levels, turnover rates, wages, and benefits are all concrete measures that are directly related

to quality. These indicators can be accurately and reliably measured. As noted above, these

indicators are more directly related to care than many clinical measures (such as pain) which are

sometimes inaccurately measured and reported, are difficult to risk adjust, and can be easily gamed

by providers." If we want to give human resources top priority, incentives that encourage more

staff, better education and training, and workforce stability should be considered.

Staff Screening and Training. Another approach to improving quality is to have criminal

background checks for all nursing home employees. A number of states require criminal

background checks but there is no federal requirement The federal government should make this a

minimum requirement for working in nursing homes. The training of nursing home assistants has
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also been weak with only 75 hours required by the federal government 15,16 This amount of training

should be doubled or tripled to improve the quality of care.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY

Nursing home reimbursement methods and per diem reimbursement rates are of great

importance because they influence the.costs and quality of care. Medicaid and other public

programs paid for 47 percent of the nation's total $115 billion nursing home expenditures, while

Medicare paid for 14 percent, with the remainder paid by consumers, private insurance; and other

payers in 2004.30 Because of its high proportion of total nursing home-expenditures, government

reimbursement policies have primarily focused on cost containment rather than quality of care.

Government's cost containment goals often conflict with quality goals.

Medicaid Rates. Medicaid reimbursement rates in states are substantially lower than other

payers. Medicaid nursing home payments were an average of $115 per day across the nation, while

Medicare rates for freestanding nursing homes were $269 in 2000.3' 132 Medicaid rates fell short of

costs by $9.78 per day in 2000.31 Low Medicaid reimbursement rates can result in nursing homes

discriminating against Medicaid residents and in poor quality of care for facilities with high

percentages of Medicaid residents.33-34 An increase in Medicaid reimbursement rates improved

quality as measured by an increase in the use of RN staff and reduced deficiencies in the tightest

regional markets.26 Nursing homes are not likely to increase staffing without adequate Medicaid

reimbursement rates.

Prospective Reimbursement Rates to Control Costs.. The majority of states have

adopted Medicaid prospective payment systems (PPS) for nursing homes and Medicare adopted

PPS in 1998. PPS sets rates in advance of payments, based on past allowable costs, whereas a

retrospective payment system is one in which payment is based on actual past costs. PPS

methodologies are successful in controlling reimbursement growth rates35 but nursing homes tend to
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respond by cutting the staffing and may reduce the proportions of debilitated patients nursing homes

will accept.35 PPS can have negative effects on quality of care unless accountability is ensured.

Medicare Prospective Payment Systems (PPS). Congress passed prospective payment

system (PPS) reimbursement for implementation starting in 1998 to reduce overall payment rates to

skilled nursing homes. 31' 32 Following provider pleas to Congress, additional Medicare payments

improved the revenues for many nursing homes. In spite of the reimbursement changes, excess

profits have grown. A GAO study of Medicare profit margins found that the median margins for

freestanding SNFs were 8.4 percent in 1999 and increased to 18.9 percent in 2000 .32 The 10 largest

for-profit chains had margins of 18.2 percent in 1999 and 25.2 percent in 2000.32 Medicare PPS

does not limit the profit margins that nursing homes can make.

Medicare developed a complex and elaborate system for establishing its PPS nursing home

payment rates, but little financial accountability. As noted above, under Medicare PPS, nursing

homes do not need to ensure that the amount of staff and therapy time is equal to the amount that is

allocated under the Medicare rates. Nursing homes may spend the finds they receive without

being required to spend the funds on direct care. This is also the case in many states under

Medicaid payment rules. As noted above, after the adoption of Medicare PPS, RN staffing levels

declined by 25 percent and poor quality of nursing home care increased. 2
'

Cost Centers. One approach to make nursing homes more financially accountable'under

Medicare and Medicaid PPS systems is to establish cost centers. Four general cost centers could be

established: (I) direct care services (e.g. nursing, activities, therapy services), indirect care

(including housekeeping, dietary, and other services), capital costs (e.g. building and land costs),

and administrative costs. Medicaid and Medicare should determine prospectively the amount of

funds allocated for each of these costs centers. Nursing homes should then be prevented from

shifting funds across cost centers. This would require nursing homes to target funds for direct care
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(nursing and other direct care providers) and for indirect expenditures to those services. Funds

should not be diverted from direct and indirect services to pay for administrative costs, capital costs,

and profits. Moreover, nursing homes should have-to report nursing hours separately on the

Medicare cost reports.

To ensure that the reimbursement rates are used for the intended purposes, retrospective

audits should be conducted to collect Medicare and Medicaid funds not expended on direct and

indirect care. Penalties should be issued for diverting funds from direct and indirect services.

Summary

In summary, the most important measure of quality of care is the amount of nursing staff

available to provide care. In nursing homes, the decline in registered nurses and the failure to

improve staffing shows the need for greater regulatory standards and incentive systems. Turnover

rates, wages, and benefits must be improved to address nursing home quality. Greater financial

accountability is needed to ensure that Medicare and Medicaid funds are spent on direct and indirect

care and not diverted to paying for real estate, administration, and profits. We must invest in our

long term care workforce so that high quality providers will be available to provide care for our

family members, friends and ourselves when-we need such care.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you for your very fine statement.
Ms. Hedt.

STATEMENT OF MS. ALICE H. HEDT, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL CITIZENS' COALITION FOR NURSING HOME
REFORM, WASHINGTON, DC
Ms. HEDT. Good morning.
Twenty years ago I was a local ombudsman in North Carolina,

working with 12,000 residents in eight counties. I joined the Coali-
tion for Nursing Home Reform because that organization was lead-
ing the way to get OBRA written and implemented. I am honored
to be here to represent that organization today..

Senator Kohl, we particularly want to thank you for your leader-
ship on criminal background checks, on funding on the ombudsman
program, and on the Elder Justice Act.

I also want to point out that your homestate, Wisconsin, has one
of the best procedures for nursing home closures, so that residents
do not suffer from transfer trauma like they do in some of the other
States. It should be held up as a model for the rest of the Country.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. HEDT. When OBRA was passed in 1987, a lot of changes

started happening in nursing homes that I was able to observe.
Those changes included taking off of restraints of residents. At

that time, over 40 percent of residents were restrained. If you think
about it a minute, if those numbers were realized today, it would
mean that 680,000 people each year would he restrained in nursing
homes. Right now, our rate is about 10 percent. We need to make
a lot of improvements in that, but there has been a significant
change.

Residents also were chemically restrained, and one resident, Ju-
dith Mangum, who has been on our board of directors and been in
a nursing home since before OBRA, told me that she went into the
nursing home and was literally drugged because she was 21 years
old and they didn't know what to do with her. We have seen signifi-
cant changes in that area.

Social workers at that time became very involved in promoting
residents' rights, and so did long-term care ombudsmen. One of
those particularly that is still with us is from Missouri, Carol Scott,
the State ombudsman. They worked hard to make sure that resi-
dents knew that they don't give up their Constitutional rights as
United States citizens just because they enter a facility.

Mail started being delivered every day. People started knocking
on doors before they went into residents' rooms. There were huge
improvements.
* I was proud to be a part of an organization that led a coalition

to bring about nursing home reform, and that included many peo-
ple in the room today-consumers, providers, health professionals.

Sadly, our vision for nursing home reform was not realized, and
has not been realized over the last 20 years. I want to point to four
major reasons why.

The first, as Ms. Harrington discussed, is staffing. We know, that
there has to be a minimum standard of 4.1 hours of nursing care
per resident each day to have adequate care, so that residents are
not harmed. Ninety percent of facilities do not staff at this stand-
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ard. Moreover, consumers do not know at what levels facilities are
staffing because there is not accurate, audited, publicly available
data on nursing home staffing at this time. NCCNHR has a staff-
ing standard that details the staff needed for quality care.
NCCNHR has a staffing standard that details the staff needed for
quality care.

Particularly important is the role of nurses. We know that pres-
sure sores, weight loss and other serious problems that residents
can experience can be directly impacted by having more R.N. care.

A lot of times, we forget that there are high costs to poor care.
When we don't have enough staff, it results in high cost and in-
creased hospitalizations, more pressure sores and other things that
are very costly to us as a society.

The second big area is the enforcement of OBRA that needs to
be addressed. We fully support the GAO recommendations that
were brought forth today.

From a consumer viewpoint, we feel strongly that information
about sanctions needs to be made available to the public. Right
now, if I choose a nursing home, I can't tell if that nursing home
has been sanctioned or not. I don't know if admissions have been
closed. This information needs to be on Nursing Home Care. Con-
sumers have a right to know which nursing homes the states and
CMS have sanctioned.

We also feel that temporary managers should be used, and the
good-performing facilities should be able to take over poor-per-
forming facilities so that it is not the residents that suffer.

Residents and their family members also need to be involved in
dispute resolution. Right now, it is the facilities that have the op-
tion of disputing the survey's findings, not the complainant or the
resident.

I want to put into the record our "Faces of Neglect" book. This
documents family members who suffer terribly in nursing homes,
and whose facilities, in most cases, were not sanctioned. The sys-
tem literally broke down for these families. We need to make sure
that other Americans do not suffer like these families did.

Third, I want to point out that facilities themselves can make a
huge difference in implementing OBRA. OBRA called for individ-
ualized resident care. If care is individualized, that will handle the
issues around people with mental illness, because facilities should
have staff that are trained and equipped to handle those facilities.
If care is individualized, that should handle the issues of people
with very specific needs going into facilities and with dementia
that need to be handled.

Besides staffing and enforcement, we want to make sure that
every nursing home in the country uses total quality management
practices to work for individualized care. The Pioneer Movement
can assist in this, the Quality Improvement Organizations (QIOs),
the Advancing Excellence Campaign, are all resources that facili-
ties can use to improve management and move toward individual-
ized care.

Finally, consumers are asking that information be made publicly
available that they need. Consumers need to know about the staff-
ing levels. They need to know about if a facility has been sanc-
tioned. They need to know, and want to know, about the cost re-
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ports and how tax dollars are being used in facilities. Basically,
they need to know who owns and manages facilities. Right now,
that information is not available to the public on nursing home
compare.

Today, 20 years after the implementation of OBRA, a lot of us
that worked on that issue will soon need long-term care, as will our
family members. So I thank you for holding this hearing and not
forgetting the 3 million Americans who need and utilize nursing
home care now and those of us who will need care in the future.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Hedt follows:]
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Good Morning:

I am pleased to be here this morning on behalf of NCCNHR to talk about the Nursing Home
Reform Law. OBRA '87. which played a particularly meaningful role in our history as the
National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home Reform. Before beginning my testimony I would
like to thank you, Senator Kohl, for your long-time advocacy for higher funding for the
ombudsman program and the survey and certification system. NCCNHR also appreciates and
supports your efforts to require criminal background checks on those who work with vulnerable
long-term care residents, and your efforts to help pass the Elder Justice Act, the first
comprehensive legislation since OBRA '87 to address serious neglect and abuse in long-term care.

Twenty years ago, the Nursing Home Reform Law set forth key principles of quality that had been
carefully identified in the 1986 Institute of Medicine Report and established them as minimum
standards that were to be the foundation of quality of care and quality of life. These standards are
now so much a part of long-term care that we tend to forget how truly reforming the law was and
how it continues to set forth requirements that are essential to ensuring dignity for our nation's 1.7
million nursing home residents.

Twenty years ago, I was working as a local ombudsman responsible for 12,000 residents in an
eight- county area. I was also a member of NCCNHR, supporting its diligent efforts to bring about
much needed reforms through a coalition of consumers, providers, unions, and professional
associations who labored together to produce a consensus on nursing home reform legislation.
That coalition, the Campaign for Quality Care, continues to meet regularly today to support better
care in nursing homes. Now, as the Executive Director of NCCNHR, I want to applaud those
Campaign participants who worked tirelessly in 1986 and 1987 to ensure passage of the law.'
Under the leadership of its Founder, Elma Holder, NCCNHR coordinated this national effort to
pass federal legislation that set forth standards that would respect each resident, guaranteeing them
the care aizd quaiity of life tlhat they needed and deserved. T'ne Campaign's work was transtormed
into law by the fine members of this committee, including Senators David Pryor, John Heinz., and
John Glenn. and by Majority Leader George Mitchell.

In the years following the passage of the NHRL. significant changes began to take place in the
facilities I visited and across the country. Residents who had been tied to their chairs and to their
beds were untied. At the time OBRA was enacted, more than 40 percent of nursing home residents
in this country were physically restrained, a magnitude of misery and bad care that would be

'American Association of Homes for the Aging; American Association of Retired Persons. American
College of Health Care Administrators; American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees:
American Health Care Association; American Nurses Association; American Occupational Therapy
Association: American Psychological Association; Association of Health Facility Licensure and
Certification Directors; Catholic Health Association: D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program; Gray
Panthers. Montgomery County Long Term Care Ombudsman Program; National Association of Social
Workers: National Association of State Long-Term Care Ombudsman Programs; National Association of
State Units on Aging; National Citizens' Coalition for Nursing Home Reform; National Committee to
Preserve Social Security and Medicare; National Council on Aging; National Council of Senior Citizens;
National Senior Citizens Law Center; Older Women's League; Service Employees International Union:
and Villers Advocacy Associates.
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unthinkable in most nursing homes in this country today. As an ombudsman, I finally had federal

support to advocate for the tiny, frail woman who would weep every time I visited her, "Set me

free, set me free," as she stumbled down the hall with the wooden chair she had been tied to on

her back. Equally important, residents who were "zombie-like" due to misuse of medications were

given the opportunity to be free from chemical restraints that made it impossible for them to enjoy

any type of quality of life.

Social workers across the country began to focus on resident rights education as central to their

work in facilities explaining that a person does not give up.their constitutional rights as a United

States citizen when they enter a facility. Mail began to be delivered daily; residents had control of

their personal funds; staff were trained to close curtains for privacy, knock on doors and address

each resident by the name that the resident wanted to be called. Resident and family councils

emerged as voices for improvement in their facilities. Nursing assistants became certified under

the new requirement that they have at least 75 hours of training. (It is hard to believe now that

prior to 1987. the typical nurse aide began her career with no formal training at all - "right off the

street," as we said then. I will never forget the transformation of a nurse aide who had worked in

her facility for over 20 years as she earned her certification for learning new skills and, at last, the-

right way to perform many of the caregiving tasks she had faithfully executed for so long.)

Residents and family members appreciated finally having the right to see the facility's survey

(inspection) report and receive a copy of their rights. including the identity and role of their

ombudsman. Most important, and central to the entire law, was that care was to be individualized:

facilities were to:

Provide services and activities to attain or maintain the highest practicable physical,

mental, and psychosocial well-being of each resident in accordance with a written

plan of care.

For the first time, care was to be based on an individualized care plan that residents and their

family members (if the residents wanted them to) were to be involved in developing with the staff

who provided the resident's care.

In the midst of these changes, exemplary providers and strong advocates began developing true

models of individualized, resident-directed care. Models that reflected that nursing homes were

homes where residents were to be respected by listening to them and basing their care, activities

and other day-to-day decisions on what they said defined quality for them as an individual. These

providers are now a part of the Pioneer Network, a movement birthed at a NCCNHR Annual

Meeting by visionary individuals who are leading the industry from an institutional to an

individualized system of long-term care. Their work is demonstrating that it is possible to fulfill

the law through culture change based on the full involvement of facility residents, family members

and workers, particularly the nursing assistants who provide 90 percent of resident care.

Sadly, I cannot report to you today that the expectations and requirements of the NHRL have been

fulfilled in the 20 years since its passage: In fact, for many residents, the quality of their day-to-day

care is minimal because of inadequate nurse staffing.- A congressionally authorized study released
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by the Department of Health and Human Services in two phases in 2000 and 20012 demonstrated
what our members have told NCCNHR for more than 30 years - there are insufficient numbers of
nurses and nursing assistants in the vast majority of America's nursing homes. Daily calls to
NCCNHR from consumers and those who advocate with them reinforce what NCCNHR has long
held, that no matter how well-trained staff are, how much technology there is for them to work
with, how well supervised they are -- all important factors -- there simply is a limit on how much
care a single person can provide. One CNA left a message on NCCNHR's voice mail in the middle
of the night, "Can you help me? I care so much about these people but there is only one of me and
24 of them. I am failing them and myself." NCCNHR has actively supported Rep. Henry
Waxman's Nursing Home Staffing Act, which would require Medicare and Medicaid facilities to
meet the staffing standards identified in the two HHS studies. These reports and other research
show that below 4.1 hours of nursing care a day, residents will almost certainly be harmed - suffer
from pressure sores, dehydration. malnutrition, fractures. infections, and other conditions that
cause pain, decline in functioning, avoidable hospitalizations, and death.

An important dimension of staffing is that residents need more direct care time by registered
nurses. A 2005 study demonstrated that increased RN direct care results in fewer pressure ulcers,
hospitalizations, and urinary tract infections: less weight loss, catheterization, and deterioration in
activities of daily living - all outcomes that residents deserve.

It is important to pass the Waxman bill, and we hope that it will soon be reintroduced in the House
and Senate. There are interim steps that can also be taken, however. CMS has been conducting
research for almost a decade on how to collect, audit and report accurate nurse staffing data from
payroll records and it has an additional contract to develop nurse staffing quality measures.
NCCNHR believes it is time for Congress to tell CMS to move forward on collecting accurate
infornation about every Medicare and Medicaid nursing home's staffing levels and provide this
information to consumers, policymakers, researchers, and others who need it. Today, neither
govc,-.ii-nert, agen-cieest.Gr flu tVionbsums can! say WL- -cftaint y wlt hei 1ue Sihmg levels aI e --

most of our country's nursing homes.

NCCNHR is a founding member of Advancing Excellence in America's Nursing Homes, a
campaign that includes many of the same organizations that participated in the Campaign for
Quality Care to pass the Nursing Home Reform Law. Advancing Excellence is a nationwide
campaign among providers, consumers, and those who staff nursing homes to achieve certain
voluntary goals, including improving clinical care and addressing workforce issues. NCCNHR is
urging every nursing home in the country to participate and to select the workforce goals of
reducing turnover and adopting consistent assignment staffing practices that allow nurse aides to
work on a daily basis with the same residents, building the personal bonds that improve both the
quality of care and the quality of life in the nursing home experience. The standards of the
Nursing Home Reform Law cannot be met unless these two workforce measures are addressed by
facilities as a part of their quality improvement processes.

-Report to Congress Appropriateness of Minimum Nurse Staffing Ratios in Nursing Homes, Health Care
Financing Administration, Summer 2000, and Appropriateness of Minimum Nurse Staffing Ratios in
Nursing Homes. Phase 11, Final Report, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, Winter 2001.
'"RN Staffing Time and Outcomes of Long-Stay Nursing Home Residents," Susan Horn, et al., American
Journal of Nursing, November 2005.
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As the Government Accountability Office has reported today in another of its series of devastating
reports on weak enforcement of the NHRL, the law is not being fulfilled for far too many residents
due to the failures of our enforcement system that is too often provider rather than consumer
focused. Residents and families are not allowed the opportunity to be a part of the dispute
resolution process, even though the findings are about their complaints and their care in the
facility. Our members tell us that facilities do not pay fines that are imposed for many years, and
that in many cases, there are no fines imposed even when care has been neglectful and in some
cases had horrific results. Residents tell us that they are frightened to raise their concerns because
they are vulnerable and dependent, and family members tell us about retaliation, such as
restrictions on their right to visit their loved one, when they attempt to get good care. These
pervasive consumer problems are too often not addressed by the enforcement system.

Tragically, what residents, their families and advocates tell us substantiates all the reports by the
GAO, the Inspector General. and others: Facilities are allowed to continue in "yo-yo" compliance
for years, resulting in severe suffering and sometimes death. NCCNHR documented these "Faces
of Neglect" in a book in 20064 so that policymakers would never forget that the faces of those who
bear the brunt of poor care are our mothers, fathers, grandparents, friends - in for-profit and non-
profit facilities across the country. It must be remembered that these so-called "poor performing
nursing homes" are in reality the homes of our elders, the vulnerable, the medically fragile, and
those who are near the end of their lives; and it should be noted that in most of the terrible cases of
neglect and abuse that are recorded in this book, there was no penalty for the facility or the staff
that caused such great suffering and, in most of the cases, unnecessary death. We are asking that
The Faces of Neglect be included in the record of this hearing as witnesses to the suffering that our
system imposes.

The NCCNHR Board of Directors discussed these issues last weekend and agreed that there is
serious and great disparity among the states in terms of the nursing home care being provided --
differences in restraint usage, in how sanctions are utilized (and not utilized) to bring about
change, in how facilities are inspected and how complaints are handled. This disparity
demonstrates a failure of leadership on the part of CMS to ensure confidence that no.matter where
our parents receive nursing home care, the care fulfills the requirements of the NI-RL. CMS could
promote quality throughout the country by promoting consistency in inspections and sanctions;
using temporary managers so that it is the management of the facility, not the residents, who have
to leave when a facility is closed, and by making sure that all states provide consumers the
opportunity that providers have to dispute survey findings.

Those who worked to pass OBRA '87 had a great vision - that the federal government has a legal
responsibility to ensure that people who live in nursing homes have quality of care and quality of
life. That vision has only been partially utilized, but we have the potential to fully implement this
law. Many of those involved in the passage of the law will soon need care themselves. Even
though our programs and public policy are moving towards more home and community-based
care, there continue to be almost 2 million people in nursing homes in any given year for
rehabilitation or for long-term care. More and more of us are spending the last days of our lives in
a nursing home rather than in a hospital. Those in facilities today are frailer but as isolated and

' The Faces of Veglect: Behind ihe Closed Doors of Nursing Homes, NCCNHR, April 2006.
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vulnerable as those who were in nursing homes 20 years ago. Those residents are us - the
advocates and providers and Congress people who worked for reform years ago, and who now
need the protections and the safeguards of the system for themselves, for their loved ones and for
all in our society who need long term care.

NCCNHR urges Congress to:
* Support Rep. Waxman's Nursing Home Staffing Act and policies that provide necessary

resources for adequate staffing.
. Require CMS to implement administrative procedures to improve nurse staffing levels.

such as citing facilities for staffing violations when deficiencies are related to
understaffing.

• Require CMS to implement a system to collect, audit and publicly report nurse staffing data
and quality measures based on payroll records.

* Pass Senator Kohl's legislation to require criminal background checks on all staff of long-
term care facilities who come into contact with residents.

* Pass legislation to address the GAO's recommendations in the March 2007 report. Nursing
Homes. Efforts to Strengthen Federal Enforcement Have Not Deterred Some Homes from
Repeatedly Harming Residents, and to include new statutory protections for consumers,
including protection from retaliation and the right to challenge surveys that do not
appropriately address deficiencies experienced by residents.

* Appropriate sufficient funds for the. Long-term Care Ombudsman Program to ensure that
residents have full access to an ombudsman for complaint resolution and one-on-one
consultation.

* Appropriate sufficient funds-for nursing home survey and certification to ensure that CMS
and state governments are fully staffed and equipped to enforce the law.

* Enact the Elder Justice Act, the most comprehensive long-term care legislation introduced
sincc the Nursing Homie Reform Act.

* Investigate ways to hold nursing homes accountable for their expenditure of public funds
so that Medicare and Medicaid funds are spent "close to the resident" rather than on
administrative costs that benefit the corporation, not the residents.

* Oppose medical malpractice legislation that would deny nursing home residents the
opportunity to seek civil justice for neglect and abuse.
Identify and promote strategies to strengthen the long-term care workforce, including
the development of career ladders. mentoring programs, consistent assignment,
skilled supervision, and staff involvement in total quality management.

* Promote policies to reduce direct care staff turnover, create a supportive work
environment; and ensure adequate living wage compensation, including health care
coverage for direct care staff in recognition of the importance of the work they do.
Identify and promote strategies to implement individualized, resident-directed care in long-
term care facilities through culture change.

In closing, NCCNHR would also like to endorse the recommendations of Charlene Harrington.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee for the opportunity to speak for
residents, their families, and citizens concerned about nursing home care.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Alice.
Mary Ousley.

STATEMENT OF MS. MARY OUSLEY, PRESIDENT, OUSLEY &
ASSOCIATES, FORMER CHAIR, AMERICAN HEALTH CARE
ASSOCIATION, RICHMOND, KY
Ms. OUSLEY. Thank you. Thank you, Chairman Kohl, Members

of the Committee.
Twenty years ago, the passage of the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-

ation Act ushered in an era of change in resident care. Congress
made the care mandate very clear: All certified facilities must ob-
tain or maintain the highest practical mental, physical, psycho-
social well-being for each resident.

A second mandate of OBRA 1987 was the requirement that each
facility establish a quality improvement committee. This important
committee offered a platform from which each facility could evalu-
ate their own outcomes of care, as well as the processes that gen-
erated good outcomes of care.

This commitment to quality improvement is best demonstrated
by a recent quote by acting CMS Administrator Leslie Norwalk.
She states, "Nursing home providers have been on the leading edge
of this quality movement, long before hospitals, doctors, home
health providers, pharmacy, dialysis facilities and others came to
the table. The nursing home industry was out front with quality
first to volunteer effort to elevate quality and accountability." She
goes on to say that quality measurement is working in nursing
homes, and it is the best path to high quality.

OBRA 1987 was also intended to move the survey and certifi-
cation process in a new direction. The statute envisioned a resi-
dent-centered, outcome-oriented, consistent system of oversight.
Unfortunately, the system that we have today, many times, bears
little resemblance to that vision. What we have is a system that
defines success and quality in a regulatory context that is often
measured by the level of fines levied and the violations tallied, not
by the actual quality of care or quality of life.

We, the American Healthcare Association and all of our mem-
bers, take very seriously the recently released GAO report, and ac-
knowledge that we still have many challenges ahead of us in ad-
dressing and improving the Nation's most troubled facilities. How-
ever, we are also pleased to note in the report that it indicates that
there has been a dramatic decrease in the number of facilities cited
for actual harm or immediate jeopardy.

From a historical and comparative standpoint, let us briefly look
at the 2003 GAO report, which found an almost 30 percent reduc-
tion in the number of actual harm deficiencies cited over an 18-
month period. However, it went on to say that it was unclear
whether this was due to an understatement of deficiencies or, as
we would argue, whether or not it was a true indication of quality
improvement.

This dichotomy points to the central problem in understanding
today's oversight process and underscores the inability to distin-
guish the failure to identify deficiencies and true quality improve-
ment.
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The GAO makes several recommendations in their report, and I
want to highlight and speak to just a few of those.

Recommendations include: Expand the CMS Nursing Home Com-
pare site to include imposed sanctions and homes subject to imme-
diate sanctions, we agree. But we also agree with the concern that
the GAO raises in the report that says that if these data are to be
put on the Web, then we need to make sure that they are accurate
and understandable. by families.

No. 2, expand the special focus facility program to include all
homes that meet criteria as poor-performing. We support the trans-
parent processes that ensure improvement in these facilities, and
encourage greater involvement by the quality improvement organi-
zations in each and every State.

As it has been clearly demonstrated that such cooperation is ef-
fective in improving the quality of care, I do want to say we are
supportive of CMS terminating consistently poor-performing facili-
ties that cannot achieve or sustain compliance over time.

No. 3, ensure the consistency of the imposition of civil monetary
penalties by issuing standardized grids, which was piloted in 2006.
We disagree with this recommendation. We believe that cir-
cumstances surrounding noncompliance must be .evaluated on an-
individual basis before any remedy can be imposed, and we do not-
believe a standardized grid would achieve this goal:

We believe the path to continued improvement is found in-assess--
ing the effectiveness of the joint Federal provider nursing home
quality initiative and our own quality first. I am proud to say it
is working, and it is being effective.

Here are some of the facts. Key quality indicators tracked- by the
initiative over the past 5 years have shown improvement, including
improvement in pain management for nursing home residents, re-
duced use of restraints, decreased number of residents with depres-
sion, and decrease in occurrences of pressure ulcers, just to men-
tion a few.

We all know that the satisfaction of residents and families are
absolutely paramount in determining the true quality. A recent
independent study showed that four out of five residents and fami-
lies indicated that they were satisfied with their care, and they
would actually rate that care as good or excellent.

Each of us here today seek precisely the same objective, which
is to work to improve the quality of health care in our Nation and,
specifically, long-term care. To this end, we applaud the legislation,
the Long-Term Care Quality and Modernization Act, which Sen-
ators Smith and Lincoln introduced in the 109th Congress. We
hope that such a bill that encourages a culture of cooperation will
be reintroduced.

In summary, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I have
been in long-term care for 30 years, and. I can say to you that the
commitment to quality has never been higher than it is today.
From the CEOs of the major corporations to the individuals that
own single facilities, it is on everyone's mind. Everyone is working
toward it, and we are doing it, and we are getting better every day.

Over 4,000 nursing homes today are participating in the just-an-
nounced-in-September, "Advancing Excellence in America's Nurs-
ing Homes." From my perspective, I simply want us to all continue
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to work together to take the platform that OBRA 1987 gave us and
help us get better every single day and keep these systems and
methods evolving so that we all get from our nursing homes what
we deserve.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Ousley follows:]
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Thank you Chairman Kohl, Ranking Member Smith. and members of the Committee. I am
grateful for the opportunity to be with you here today - and to offer our profession's perspective
on both the successes and remaining challenges we face in ensuring ready access to quality
nursing home care for the frail, elderly, and disabled Americans we serve.

My name is Mary Ousley and I speak today as past Chair of the American Health Care
Association (AHCA), which represents some 11,000 providers of long term care that employ
more than 1.5 million compassionate, well trained caregivers.

Having been in the care giving profession for three decades-as a registered nurse, a licensed
nursing home administrator and a senior executive of a multi-facility corporation - I am
intimately familiar with the challenges front line caregivers face. I also have worked formally
and informally with the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and its predecessor,
the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), over several decades, in various capacities,
and on many issues. My experiences have made me acutely aware that providing quality care for
seniors and people with disabilities depends on having a collaborative relationship among
providers, government, consumers, and the other long term care stakeholders.

I want to note from the outset that CMS and HCFA- have worked long and hard to implement the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act in 1987 (OBRA '87) which sought to improve patient care in
our nation's nursing homes. As well, I am impressed with their willingness to meet with us and
listen to our profession's concems. I truly believe that working together and creating a culture of

American Health-Care Association
1201 L Street NW, Washington DC, 20005
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cooperation is imperative to improve the quality of care and quality of life for those patients
relying on us for their long term care.

Our profession, Mr. Chairman, has made tremendous strides over the past twenty years.

However challenges remain and we must be aggressive in addressing them. As we move

forward, we must ensure that we are prepared to meet the growing complex care needs of baby-

boom retirees, and to do so, our profession requires financial stability which is critical to our
continuing progress with quality improvement. That link between stable funding and quality has

been noted time and again-by former Secretary of Health & Human Services Tommy

Thompson, by former Administrator of CMS Dr. Mark McClellan, and most recently by CMS
Acting Administrator Leslie Norwalk whose article for this month's edition of Provider
magazine states,

Nursing home providers have been on the leading edge of this quality movement. Long

before hospitals, doctors, home health providers, pharmacies, dialysis facilities and

others came to the table, the nursing home industry was outfront with Quality First - a
volunteer effort to elevate quality and accountability.... Advancing Excellence in
America's Nursing Homes launched last September... builds on the 2001 Quality First
campaign and stresses the essential connection between quality, adequate paymentfor
services and financial stability.

Ms. Norwalk goes on to say,

Quality measurement has worked in nursing homes.... Collaborating to measure quality

of long-term care, report it, support it, and improve it - that's the best path to a high-
quality, panient-centered, provider-friendly system that everyone can afford. At CMS. we look
forward to working with you to achieve it.'

Again, we thank you, Mr. Chairman, and this Committee, for providing the long term care
community such a timely and valuable opportunity to discuss our ongoing commitment to

providing quality long term care and services, and your efforts to foster an environment in which
we can continue to work together successfully.

I also wish to commend Senators Gordon Smith and Blanche Lincoln, members of this

committee for many years, for putting forward some of the most important regulatory reform

concepts of the past twenty years - reforms to the survey and certification process, and other

critical reforms that can help to build mutually beneficial partnerships, and undo an era of
unproductive confrontation.

The Long Term Care Quality and Modernization Act of 2006 (S. 3815) represents an important

step toward such a culture of partnership, one that we enthusiastically embrace and endorse, and

that I will discuss in more detail later in my testimony.

American Health Care Association
1201 L Street NW, Washington DC, 20005
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Twenty years ago, passage of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act in 1987 (OBRA '87)
ushered in an era of change in our approach to patient care. Congress made the care mandate
very clear: all certified facilities must "attain or maintain the highest practicable physical, mental
and psychosocial well-being of each resident."

The OBRA '87 mandate was intended to move care in new directions, and it did.

The law required a comprehensive assessment of each patient using a uniform Minimum Data
Set (MDS) - this was groundbreaking. It was equally important that each facility needed to
create and use an ongoing quality assessment and assurance committee; this offered a platform
from which each facility could evaluate the daily processes and procedures that generate positive
patient outcomes. We took that direction and ran with it like no other health care sector.

Even so, in the final analysis, the resident-centered, outcome-oriented, consistent system of
oversight that was originally intended bears little resemblance to the reality we have today.

What we have is a system that defines "success" and quality in a regulatory context that is often
measured by the level of fines levied and the violations tallied - not by the quality of care, or
quality of life, as was the original goal of OBRA '87.

We must be mindful here today of the important lessons-we have learned since 1987, and be
open to the new ideas that will help improve care quality through 2027, and make it better, still,
by 2047.

Today, we know far more about promoting quality, and.we have better tools with which to
measure it than we did twenty years ago.. We need to intelligently change the regulatory process
to allow and encourage us to use what we have learned - to place quality over process, care over
procedure, and most importantly, put patients at the forefront.

Now is the time, Mr. Chairman, to move to such a system.

Comments on the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO)
Nursing Homes Report (March 2007)

Mr. Chairman, we take very seriously the newly-released Government Accountability Office
(GAO) report being discussed here today - and acknowledge the fact we still have many
challenges ahead of-us in terms of addressing and improving the nation's most troubled-facilities
- one patient harmed is one too many and every patient deserves only the-best care.possible..-

Instances of poor care, while rare, are always to be taken seriously and quickly addressed. That is
why we are committed to working constructively with Congress, CMS, state survey agencies,
and all long term care stakeholders in improving care quality that our seniors and persons with
disabilities deserve.
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There are mechanisms in place to deal with poor performing providers, and we support
transparent processes that ensure improvement in these facilities in the most expeditious

manner. AHCA and its members have been in regular dialogue with CMS regarding this issue,

and we continue to aggressively pursue avenues where we can work in concert with the federal

government to ensure care quality is maximized.

The GAO report also takes note of the critical role CMS plays in overseeing the care provided to

frail, elderly, and disabled Americans each day. While the GAO criticizes CMS for not

effectively utilizing available sanctions when dealing with persistently poor performing facilities,
the report also shows that nationally the percentage of nursing homes being cited for actual harm

or immediate jeopardy in recent years has drastically reduced.

From an historical, comparative and frankly, instructive standpoint, let us briefly look at a 2003

GAO report which found an almost 30 percent reduction in actual harm deficiencies over an 18

month period that ended in 2002. It is unclear whether this was due to an understatement of

deficiencies as the GAO concluded, or as we would argue an indication of real quality

improvement. This dichotomy points to the central problem in understanding today's oversight

process, and underscores the inability to distinguish between the failure to identify deficiencies

and real quality improvement.

Yet, in assessing the effectiveness of the joint federal-provider Nursing Home Quality Initiative

(NHQI), our profession's Quality First Initiative, and other quality improvement programs now

underway for several years, we say proudly and unequivocally they are proving effective. In

fact, NHQI data illustrates improvement in key quality measures.

These efforts help place us on the course necessary to ensure care quality continues to improve,

and evolves in a manner that best serves patient needs throughout the long term care continuum.

The survey system is designed to assess compliance with Requirements of Participation and to

measure quality. However, in practice, it is focused more on process compliance rather than
actual patient care outcomes. Our focus needs to return to the patients, their satisfaction, their

care outcomes and the degree to which the facility meets their clinical and quality of life needs.

GAO Recommendations for Executive Action

The GAO makes several recommendations in their report - some with which we agree and

others we feel will not be in the best interest of patients or the individuals who deliver their care:

* GAO Recommendation: Expand CMS' Nursing Home Compare Web site to include
implemented sanctions and homes subjected to immediate sanctions.

* AHCA Position: We see CMS' web site Nursing Home Compare as a valuable resource

but more needs to be done to ensure that the data is validated, current, accurate, and

displayed in a manner that enhances consumers' understanding and effective use. This
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recommendation seems contrary to GAO's own concern related to the accuracy of CMS
data systems.

* GAO Recommendation: CMS should expand its Special Focus Facility program with its
enhanced enforcement requirements to include all homes that meet a threshold,
established by CMS, to qualify as poorly performing homes.

* AHCA Position: We are supportive of CMS terminating consistently poor performing
facilities. However, we believe that CMS' process for determining a Special Focus
Facility (SFF) is not transparent, which makes it extremely difficult.to ascertain the level
of clear standards, established thresholds and the presence of due process. We are
supportive of CMS' effort to better define and identify poor performers. We encourage
greater cooperation between the Quality Improvement Organizations (QIOs) and problem
facilities - it has been demonstrated that such cooperation is effective improving quality
patient care.

* GAO Recommendation: The CMS Administrator should develop an administrative
process for collecting civil money penalties (CMPs) more expeditiously (prior to the
exhaustion of appeals) and seek legislation to implement this process effectively.

* AHCA Position: We have always advocated for due process in the administrative review.
Given significant concerns about the.validity of deficiencies, and inconsistency between
states in the Informal Dispute Resolution process, we believe skilled nursing facilities
should not pay a CMP until determination of fault is finalized. Therefore, we cannot
support this recommendation.

* GAO Recommendation: Ensure the consistency of CMPs by issuing guidance such as the
standardized grid piloted by CMS in 2006.

* AHCA Position: We believe that circumstances surrounding noncompliance must
evaluated on an individual basis before remedies can be imposed - a standardized CMP
grid does not take into account the specific circumstances around noncompliance.

Summary

In total, the increased focus on resident-centered care, actual care outcomes, increased
transparency and public disclosure, enhanced stakeholder collaboration and the dissemination of
best practices models of care delivery is paying off. Here are some of the facts:

Key quality indicators tracked by the Nursing Home Quality Initiative have improved
since it was launched by CMS five years ago, including:

o improved pain management,
o reduced use of restraints,
o decreased number of patients-with depression, and
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o improvements in physical conditions such as incidents of pressure ulcers.

Satisfaction of patients and family members is a critical measure of quality. An
independent survey of nursing home patients and their families, conducted by My

InnerView, indicates that a vast majority (83%) of consumers nationwide are very

satisfied with the care provided at our nation's nursing homes and would rate the care as

either good or excellent. A soon-to-be-released update to this report will illustrate
increased consumer satisfaction.

We face four situations which impede ongoing quality improvements:

First, surveyors simply do not have a clear understanding of the challenges faced daily by the
staff of a nursing facility caring for these frail, elderly and disabled patients.

No, this is not a surveyor's job - but a better understanding of a day in the life of a nursing home
patient and their caregivers can only benefit the patients for whom survey process is intended to

protect.

The Quality Indicator Survey (QIS) pilot now in place is meant, in part, to provide more
objective results in application of interpretations. While we are encouraged by the program,

increased transparency regarding details of QIS is necessary to assist facilities in understanding
and fully supporting this new system. The pilot is currently underway in six states, and its use

for all facilities is still several years away. In the interim, improvements in consistency can be
addressed through a program that trains both surveyors and providers simultaneously, as well as

trains new surveyors within a facility for a period of time so they can experience firsthand the

day-to-day operations of a nursing home.

Second, provisions of The Nurse Aide Training and Competency Evaluation Program specify
when a facility is prohibited from providing nurse aide training. Criteria automatically triggering

such a two-year nurse aide training prohibition include imposing civil monetary penalties in
excess of $5,000, imposing the denial of payment remedy, or conducting an extended or partial
extended survey - which is required if surveyors find substandard quality of care (SQC).

Although SQC may indicate a serious problem in a facility's care delivery system, there are

times when SQC does not indicate a problem that is directly related to the care or safety of
patients. In these instances the loss of training is particularly onerous and unfair - especially to

residents themselves. If we don't have the ability to train new nurse aides, we are limited in the

ability to recruit these potential caregivers, and as we are all aware, quality care is provided by
those individuals at the bedside.

Furthermore, as I mentioned, the two-year prohibition is instituted regardless of when the
problem is corrected, even if the problem is corrected within a day.
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Here's an example: noncompliance with the environmental aspects of quality of life rules - that
have little or no impact on patient safety or quality care - could trigger SQC, and therefore a
two-year nurse aide training prohibition. This negatively impacts quality far more than it helps.

Third, barriers that currently exist for individuals purchasing problem facilities must be
eliminated. In some circumstances facilities have closed or are in imminent danger of closure;
one might assume that in certain cases, sadly, the situation might not improve. In those rare
cases, Congress and CMS should consider the suspension of certain fines and penalties when a
facility is being purchased. This of course assumes that it would be an arms length transaction
by an individual or group who have no connection to the previous owner. This will help in two
ways: I) assuming the facility is not yet closed, it may negate the need to transfer patients,
which can have serious psychological and medical consequences; and 2) it will encourage
individuals and groups to purchase a problem facility in order to improve it by removing
insurmountable obstacles at the outset which might otherwise discourage them from making the
purchase.

Fourth, we also urge Congress to consider the major problem of workforce in 2007, not only in
terms of its reauthorization of the Nurse Reinvestment Act but also in terms of comprehensive
immigration reform and developing training programs which establish an adequate, appropriate
and well trained domestic nurse aide workforce. Put simply, nursing homes face major obstacles
not only in terms of recruitment but also retention of nurses and certified nursing assistants
(CNAs). Providing for incentives to create more nurse faculty positions will help colleges create -
more nursing programs, many of which are already filled to capacity. In terms of immigration,
removing the caps for the recruitment of nurses from beyond our borders is an absolute
necessity. We need the ability to attract sufficient nurses from the United States to fulfill our
capacity. And when it comes to recruiting CNAs, we find ourselves competing with other
industries altogether.

So we ask that Congress think carefully about targeted relief to recruit nurses, not only
domestically but internationally as well.

Each of these four areas, Mr. Chairman, needs to be reformed with one goal in mind, improving
patient care.

We pledge to work with you, Mr. Chairman, and the entire Congress to encourage an
environmentwwhich continuously improves the long term care services delivered daily to nursing
home patientsi To this end, we applaud the legislation which Senators Smith and Lincoln
introduced in the 109"' Congress and hope that such a bill that encourages a culture of
partnership is again introduced. This bill would encourage investment in capital improvements
and health information technology, foster the creation of a stable and well-trained workforce,
address pressing access and financing concerns, ensure essential rehabilitation services are
available to those who need it most, and facilitate our ability to sustain continued quality
improvements by removing some of the illogical, counterproductive barriers I just outlined.

From a regulatory reform standpoint, Senators Smith and Lincoln's bill would, in summary:
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* Require joint training and education of surveyors and providers, and implement facility-

based training for new surveyors; and

* Direct CMS to modify the definition of SQC so that factors not affecting quality of care

or the training of nurse aides are eliminated, and amend current law to allow nursing

facilities to resume their nurse aide training program when deficiencies that resulted in

the prohibition of the training have been corrected and compliance has been
demonstrated.

On the front lines of care, Mr. Chairman, these proposals are significant, and they merit strong

support.

In addition to ensuring the nearly $15 billion, five year Medicare and Medicaid funding cuts are

not included in the federal budget, passage of this landmark legislation is our most important
legislative priority for 2007.

We have discussed special focus facilities with CMS on numerous occasions. As we have been

transparent about our industry, we have urged CMS to be similarly transparent. What do we
mean?

There need to be very clear standards that are promptly conveyed to nursing homes across the

country. What are the criteria which CMS utilizes to place nursing homes on the list of special

focus facilities? When and how have owners and operators been informed? What are the

specific steps which a facility must undertake in order to graduate off the list? These are not

only issues of due process for the facility, but they also serve as a "roadmap" to get facilities
back on the right track.

Each of us here today seeks precisely the same objective, which is to work to improve the quality

of long term care - and to do so in a manner that helps us best measure both progress as well as

shortcomings.

As I have noted, improving care quality is a continuous, dynamic, ongoing enterprise. While we

are enormously proud and pleased by our care quality successes, we concur with all here today
there is far more to accomplish.

I can say from all my years in long term care, Mr. Chairman, that there has never been a broader

recognition of the importance of quality, or a broader commitment to ensure it keeps improving.

Let us all commit today to ensure the systems and methods used twenty years ago to help assess

and measure care quality are improved upon and supplemented by new, evolving systems and
methods we are just now beginning to explore and assess.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ms. Ousley.
Ms. Christie.

STATEMENT OF MS. ORLENE CHRISTIE, DIRECTOR, LEGISLA-
TIVE AND STATUTORY COMPLIANCE OFFICE, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY HEALTH, LANSING, MI
Ms. CHRISTIE. Thank you, Chairman Kohl and Members of the

Special Committee on Aging, for this opportunity today to testify
before you on the Michigan Workforce Background Check Program.
As you have stated before, my name is Orlene Christie, and I over-
see that program.

In 2004, Governor Granholm and the Michigan Department di-
rector, Janet Olszewski, proposed strong requirements to assure
the health and safety of Michigan's citizens in long-term care facili-
ties. This project is a priority for the Governor and for the Depart-
ment Director.

Working cooperatively with the Michigan legislature, the Office
of Attorney General and the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare
Services, Michigan successfully.implemented the Workforce Back-
ground Check Program. Through a competitive process, Michigan
was also successful in securing a $3.5 million grant to create an ef-
fective statewide background check system.

Through the passage of Public Acts 27 and 28 of 2006, Michigan
laws were enhanced and improved to require all applicants for em-
ployment that would have direct access to our most vulnerable pop-
ulation. the elderlv and disahled, to undergo a backgrrorund check.
Additionally, all employees who are hired before the effective date
of April 1, 2006, would need to be fingerprinted within 24 months
of the enacted laws.

Before the new laws were passed, only some employees in nurs-
ing homes, county medical care facilities, homes for the aged and
adult foster care facilities were required to have some kind of back-
ground check. Prior to 2006, the background checks were less com-
prehensive and primarily included just a name-based check of the
Internet criminal history tool. The FBI's fingerprint check was only
required for employees residing in Michigan for less than 3 years.

The previous law also did not require all employees with direct
access to residents in long-term care facilities to undergo a back-
ground check. Further, for those persons who were subject to a
background check, there was no systematic process across the mul-
tiple health and human services to conduct the checks to dissemi-
nate findings or to follow through on results.

With Michigan's expansion of the laws, all individuals with direct
access to residents' personal information-that information can be
financial, medical records, treatment information or any other iden-
tifying information-are now required to be a part of Michigan's
Workforce Background Check program.

The scope of the checks was also enhanced to include hospice,
psychiatric hospitals, hospitals with swing beds, home health and
intermediate care facility/mental retardation.

Let me explain a little bit about how our program works.
Michigan created a Web-based application that integrates the

data bases for the available registries and provides a convenient
and effective mechanism for conducting criminal history checks on
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employees. Independent contractors and those granted clinical
privileges in long-term care facilities, those individuals are now
covered under the new laws.

Further, the online Workforce Background Check System is de-
signed to eliminate unnecessary fingerprinting through a screening
process. As of April 1, 2007, almost 99,000 applicants have been
screened through Michigan's Workforce Background Check Pro-
gram.

Of the 61,000 or so individuals that a background check was
prompted on, about 3,200 were deemed unemployable and excluded
from potential hiring pools due to information found on the State
lists that include the iChats, the Office of Inspector General exclu-
sion list, the nurse aid registry, the sex offender registry, the of-
fender tracking system, and the FBI list.

The applicants that have been excluded from employment are not
the types of people that Michigan could ever afford to hire. These
people have contact with some of our most vulnerable population.
We have prevented hardened criminals that otherwise would have
access to these vulnerable populations from employment.

As Michigan's demographic profile mirrors that of the Nation,
the offenses that disqualify individuals from employment in long-
term care under the new laws are expected to all be similar across
the United States.

Of the criminal history reports that were examined, fraudulent
activity and controlled substance violation accounted for 25 percent
of all disqualifying crimes. Fraudulent activity, as we all know, in-
cludes such things as embezzlement, identity theft and credit card
fraud. This is particularly alarming, given the projected increase in
financial abuse amongst the elderly.

Accessible to long-term care providers through a secure I.D. and
password, a provider is easily able to log on to the Workforce Back-
ground Check System to conduct a check of a potential employee.
If no matches are found on the registries, the applicant goes on to
an independent vendor for a digital life scan of their fingerprints.
The prints are then submitted to the Michigan State Police and
then to the FBI.

If there is a hit on the State or national data base search, a no-
tice is sent to either the Michigan Department of Community
Health or our other agency, the Michigan Department of Human
Services, for their staff and our staff to analyze the results of the
criminal history.

Michigan has also implemented what we call a ramp-back sys-
tem, where Michigan State Police notifies the two agencies that I
have just talked about of a subsequent arrest and, in turn, the
agency notifies the employer. This way, we can assure that, in real-
time, as soon as a criminal history record is updated-and that can
include an arrest, a charge or a conviction-the Department and
the employer will know about it and will be notified.

As I conclude, as a result of Michigan's Workforce Background
Check Program, the health and safety of Michigan's vulnerable
population is protected by ensuring that adequate safeguards are
in place for background screens of direct service workers.

While the vast majority of health care workers are outstanding
individuals-and I do want to make that point-who do a wonder-
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ful job of caring for people in need, we are extremely pleased that
Michigan's Workforce Background Check Program has stopped
more than 3,000 people with criminal histories from possibly prey-
ing on our most vulnerable population.

By building an appeals process, we also have developed a fair
system for reviewing inaccurate criminal records or convictions.

So, as you can see, Mr. Chairman, Michigan has been leading the
way in the area of employee background checks. As I indicated be--
fore, this project is and has been and will continue to be a priority -
for Governor Jennifer Granholm and for the Michigan State direc-t
tor, Janet Olszewski.

We appreciate this opportunity to share this information with
you today and look forward to our continued cooperation on this
vital topic. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Christie follows:]
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Thank you, Senators Kohl and Smith and the Senate Special Committee on Aging for this
opportunity to testify before you today on Michigan's Workforce Background Check
Program.

My name is Orlene Christie, and I am the Director of the Legislative and Statutory
Compliance Office in the Michigan Department of Community Health. I oversee the
Workforce Background Check Program.

In 2004, Governor Jennifer Granholm and the Michigan Department of Community
Health (MDCH) Director Janet Olszewski proposed strong requirements to assure the
health and safety of Michigan citizens in long-term care facilities. This project is a
priority for the Governor and the Department Director. Working cooperatively with the
Michigan Legislature, the Office of Attorney General, and the Centers for Medicaid and
Medicare Services (CMS), Michigan successfully implemented the Workforce
Background Check Program. Through a competitive process, Michigan secured from
CMS a $3.5 million grant to create an effective statewide background check system.

Through the passage of Public Acts 27 and 28 of 2006, Michigan laws were enhanced
and improved to require all applicants for employment that would have direct access to
our most vulnerable populations - the elderly and disabled - to undergo a background
check. Additionally, all employees who were hired before the effective date of April 1,
2006, would need to be fingerprinted within 24 months of the enactment of the laws.

Before the new laws were passed, only some employees in nursing homes, county
medical care facilities, homes for the aged, and adult foster care facilities required some
type of background check. Prior to 2006, the background checks were less
comprehensive and primarily included a "name-based" check of the Internet Criminal
History Tool (ICHAT). The FBI fingerprint check was only required for employees
residing in Michigan for less than three (3) years. The previous law also did not require
all employees with direct access to residents in long-term care facilities to undergo a
background check. Further, for those persons who were subject to a background check,
there was no systematic process across the multiple health and human service agencies to
conduct the checks, to disseminate findings, or to follow through on results.

With Michigan's expansion of the laws, all individuals with direct access to residents'
personal information, financial information, medical records, treatment information or
any other identifying information are now also required to be part of Michigan's
Workforce Background Check Program in addition to individuals providing direct
services to patients. The scope of the checks was also enhanced to include hospice,
psychiatric hospitals, and hospitals with swing beds, home health, and intermediate care
facility/mental retardation (ICFs/MR).
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How Our Program/System Works

Michigan created a Web based application that integrates the databases for the available
registries and provides a convenient and effective mechanism for conducting criminal

history checks on prospective employees, current employees, independent contractors
and those granted clinical privileges in facilities and agencies covered under the new
laws.

Further, the online workforce background check system is designed to eliminate
unnecessary fingerprinting through a screening process.

As of April 1, 2006, 98,625 applicants had been screened through Michigan's Workforce
Background Check Program. Of the 61,474 applicants that prompted the full background

check, 3,262 were deemed unemployable and excluded from potential hiring pools due to
information found on state lists such as ICHAT, (U.S. HHS Exclusion List) OIG

exclusion list, the nurse aid registry, the sex offender registry, the offender tracking
information system, and the FBI list.

The applicants that have been excluded from employment are not the types of people
Michigan could ever allow to work with our most vulnerable citizens. We have

prevented hardened criminals that otherwise would have access to our vulnerable
population from employment.

As Michigan's demographic profile mirrors that of the nation, the offenses that disqualify
individuals from employment in long-term care under the new laws are expected to also
be similar across the United States.

Of the criminal history reports examined, fraudulent activity and controlled substance
violations account for 25 percent of all disqualifying crimes. Fraudulent activity includes
such things as embezzlement, identity theft, and credit card fraud. This is particularly
alarming giving the projected increase in financial abuse of the elderly.

Accessible to long-term care providers through a secure ID and password, a provider is
easily able to log onto the workforce background check online system to conduct a check
of a potential employee. If no matches are found on the registries, the applicant goes to
an independent vendor for a digital live scan of their fingerprints. The prints are then
submitted to the Michigan State Police and then to the FBI. If there is a "hit" on the state
or national database search, a notice is sent to either the Michigan Department of
Community Health or the Michigan Department of Human Services for staff analysts to
examine the applicant's criminal history.

Michigan has also implemented a "rap back" system where the Michigan State Police
notifies one of the two state agencies of a subsequent arrest and in turn the agency
notifies the employer. This way we can ensure that in real time, as soon as the criminal
history record is updated (arrest, charge or conviction), the department and employer are
also notified.
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Conclusion

As a result of Michigan's Workforce Background Check Program, the health and safety
of Michigan's vulnerable population is protected by ensuring that adequate safeguards
are in place for background screenings of direct care service workers.

While the vast majority of health care workers are outstanding individuals who do a
wonderful job caring for people in need, we are extremely pleased that Michigan's
Workforce Background Check Program has stopped more than 3,000 people with
criminal histories from possibly preying on our most vulnerable citizens. By building an
appeals process, we have also developed a fair system for reviewing inaccurate criminal
records or convictions.

As you can see, Michigan has been leading the way in the area of employee background
checks. As I indicated, this project has been a priority of Governor Jennifer Granholm
and Michigan Department of Community Health Director Janet Olszewski. We
appreciate this opportunity to share this information with you today and look forward to
our continued cooperation on this vital topic.

Thank you.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Thank you, Ms. Christie.
I would like to ask you, each member briefly, to comment on Ms.

Christie's background check program, and would you think that is
a high priority, in terms of having a national background check
program?

Ms. Harrington.
Ms. HARRINGTON. Yes, I certainly agree. I think it is a very im-

portant step forward, and I am very pleased to hear about the
Michigan program. I think Federal legislation is in order. A num-
ber of States do have it, but there is half of the States that don't.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Ms. Hedt.
Ms. HEDT. Yes, we think it is essential.
There are two kinds of abuse and neglect that residents experi-

ence. One is from individuals who should not be working in the
field, and the other is from neglectful practices, for not having
enough staff or not caring for a resident appropriately. This would
help very much to handle that first situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Ousley?
Ms. OUSLEY. Yes, we absolutely have had longstanding policy

with the American Healthcare Association that we support back-
ground checks, and we are very supportive.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to ask for your comments on CMS's
Nursing home Compare Web site. Many people find that it is not
clear how to use it. They don't find the information they are look-
ing for.

For example, you, Ms. Ousley, don't think that it should have a
list of sanctions. I guess that is your position, or something like
that.

Ms. OUSLEY. I agree that the sanctions should be there. It is sim-
ply that we want to make sure that the data is accurate when it
goes up, that there are not mistakes.

The CHAIRMAN. Right, and listed for each nursing home the level
of staffing and things of that sort.

Is that Web site really important to the public? If so, how can
we improve it? Ms. Harrington?

Ms. HARRINGTON. Yes, I think it is really important.
One of the most important aspects of that Web site is the staffing

information. Unfortunately, the data for the staffing comes from
the survey at the 2-week time period of the annual survey, and it
is not audited.

So what we would recommend is that all nursing homes be re-
quired to report their detailed staffing data electronically every
quarter, and that that be put up on the Web site, and for the full
year, rather than just at the time of the survey.

The CHAIRMAN. OK.
Ms. Hedt.
Ms. HEDT. We think it is a very important Web site because it

is a sole source for consumers to go to to compare across the coun-
try.

There are States that have Web sites that are more consumer-
friendly and that have more detailed information. I can provide
that to you later.
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Years ago in my career, an administrator said to me, "I don't
mind paying my civil monetary penalty, but please don't put it in
your newsletter that goes out to the public." I think that a lot can
be accomplished by making sure that the public knows when facili-
ties have provided poor care and the sanctions that are applied.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Ousley.
Ms. OUSLEY. Yes, I think the Nursing Home Compare is ex-

tremely important, and we are very supportive of it. As I said ear-
lier, we do want to make sure that that data is accurate, that it
is updated frequently.

I also want to say, from OBRA 1987's perspective, I am very
proud of the comprehensive assessment that nursing homes do on
each and every resident. It is the only sector of health care in
America where you can actually go on a Web site and you can see
outcomes of care that are occurring. I am proud of that, and I am
proud that CMS has it there.

It is difficult to read. It is complicated, and I know that the aver-
age consumer has some problem with that. One of the things that
I do when I work with nursing home administrators, I encourage
them, when families come in to talk about admitting a loved one
to the nursing home, that they take the time to explain to that con-
sumer how to read and what it actually means. I think that is very
important. I think it is a very important role that an administrator
can play.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Christie.
Ms. CHRISTIE. I do believe that that information is vital. I believe

knowledge is key, and with that type of tool that anyone can ac-
cess, people can have a better understanding and a better knowl-
edge in terms of where their loved ones are being sent and what
kind of care they are getting.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator McCaskill.
Senator MCCASKILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
One of the things that I think we struggle with in this area is,

first, the staffing levels and whether we need mandatory staffing.
I didn't know how many States have mandatory staffing levels. I
should know that, but I have not been focused on the whole Coun-
try for very long. So, pardon my ignorance as to how many States
have it. But I think, obviously, the staffing issue is paramount and
very, very important, and the nurse component of that, also.

The other thing that I think I mentioned previously is the acuity
level, and the vast differences there are between various facilities
in terms of what percent of their population is ambulatory versus
non-ambulatory. What is the acuity level they are dealing with? All
nursing home facilities are not created equal, in terms of what type
of population they are dealing with on an ongoing basis.

I know that there has been discussion about this, and I would
certainly, for both Dr. Harrington and Ms. Hedt, what are your
feelings about-I think the cost containment centers, that is a
great way of getting at the issue, but I didn't hear an acuity cost
center in there.
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It is much more expensive and requires much more staffing to
deal with the more seriously needy clients in long-term care as op-
posed to those who aren't. What can we do at the Federal level to
begin to address reimbursement levels on the basis of acuity, so
that those homes that have the more aggressive acuity patients
maybe are not getting the same reimbursement as those who won't
take those more difficult clients.?

Ms. HARRINGTON. Yes, I think that is a very good point, that acu-
ity needs to be taken into account when you estimate staffing. In
fact, the Medicare rates do take into account acuity. It has all the
different case mix levels when it calculates the Medicare rates.

Senator MCCASKILL. The Medicare or Medicaid?
Ms. HARRINGTON. Medicare. Then, about half of the States have

acuity built into the State rate.
The problem is that, once these rates are given out, set for each

facility, then the nursing home is allowed to spend the money the
way they want. So they don't have to spend it on the staffing to
address the acuity that they were given the- right for. So that is the
flaw.

Senator McCASKILL. In the States that have acuity built into
their reimbursement rates-we certainly don't in Missouri. For
those that do have acuity in their reimbursement rates, are those
audited? If so, how?

Ms. HARRINGTON. Yes, the States-that have case mix reimburse-
ment usually do have- some auditing procedures. They may need to
be more extensive.

Senator MCCASKILL. Because my fear -would be that they would
come in with a high acuity, and then it would be7 a very-then, for
whatever reason, either by circumstances or by planning, -that that
acuity level would drop, and that the reimbursement rate would re-
main high, or vice versa. How do we get at that?

Ms. HARRINGTON. Well, most States only set their rates once a
year, so they don't necessarily adjust during the year. They prob-
ably figure it averages out.

Senator MCCASKILL. Missouri went, I think, a decade without re-
setting its rates, so I would like the idea that rates would be read-
justed on an annual basis. How many States adjust on an annual
basis?

Ms. HARRINGTON. I actually don't know right now.
Senator MCCASKILL. Wow. That would be great.
Ms. HARRINGTON. Most States do have a rate increase on an an-

nual basis, but the rate increase is more tied to how much money
the legislature feels they have that year for the cost-of-living in-
creases, rather than looking at the acuity.

But the problem is that most States don't have-very good mecha-
nisms for auditing, so the money is not necessarily spent on what
it is intended for. This is what I am raising as the key issue.

Ms. HEDT. From our perspective, the minimum staffing standard
is just that, it is a minimum standard, and that would need to be
adjusted for increased acuity of the residents that are there.

We are absolutely mindful of the need for financial resources to
care for people, depending on the level of care that they need, but
we strongly believe that funding has to be spent close to the resi-
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dent as opposed to corporate profits or high salaries of the execu-
tives.

We need to make sure that the workforce has health care bene-
fits, an adequate living wage, as well as appropriate supervision
and is a part of that planning for individualized resident directed
care.

Senator MCCASKILL. I am trying to pick the ones I want, because
it is hard for me to narrow it down in a short period of time of all
the things I would like to talk about.
- I would like to talk more about the background check, and I
think there is absolutely no excuse that background checks are so
difficult across this country right now, with the technology we now
have available to us.

I know that in Missouri we had several audit findings on back-
ground checks. Frankly, there was this huge backlog of background
checks, and it was because we had put into place a new carry-and-
conceal weapon law, and so they were trying to decide which
checks were more important, the people who wanted to carry a
weapon all the time or the people who were caring for elderly or
the mentally ill in our State. It was really a huge public policy
issue and problem.

But in terms of the surveys, I think that the Web site is great,
where consumers can potentially compare nursing homes on a
number of different bases in terms of making a decision. I under-
stand the need for the data to be accurate.

The problem I have with those is that so much of it is based on
the annual survey. Where I come from, it is pretty hard not to
know when your annual survey is going to be. I am not sure that
the information we get from annual surveys is what we need it to
be. There is no question that there have been incidents that where
facilities have staffed up for the annual survey, and staffed back
down when annual survey was over.

I would like the reaction of the panelists as to the potential of
mandating the annual survey on a spot basis, so that no one knows
when the annual survey is going to occur, that the folks that are
doing the annual survey show up at the facility unannounced and
without any kind of prediction as to when they. are going to be
there.

We found the problem was so bad at one point in Missouri that
not only were the annual surveys predictable, every survey was
predictable. I mean, every check, whether it was a follow-up, every-
body knew always when the State was coming. We weren't getting
a realistic look at what true care on the ground was because of the
predictability of the survey time.

So if you all would address that in terms of the predictability of
the annual survey and the lack of an accurate glimpse of what the
standard of care really is in that home. Because everyone spiffs up,
polishes up, paints, gets everybody there just to prepare for the an-
nual survey.

Ms. HARRINGTON. Absolutely, I agree. They need more frequent
surveys. We think they need at least an annual survey at a min-
imum. But part of the problem is the resources that the agencies
have. They don't even have enough resources to do their complaint
investigations, in many cases.
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So I think that increasing the Federal resources so that they
could have more frequent surveys, especially of these poor-per-
forming facilities, would make an enormous difference.

Senator MCCASKILL. Should we require that they be surprised?
Ms. HARRINGTON. Yes, absolutely.
Ms. HEDT. That is part of what should be happening now. In re-

ality, it isn't happening. But residents tell us, and family members,
that the more surveys that take place at night, the more surveys
that take place on the weekend, the better picture they are-

Senator MCCASKILL. Right. That was one of our findings, that
there was never an investigation that occurred in the dark of night.
Now, this has been several years ago. I think they have begun
doing that now. I think they have improved on that in Missouri.

Ms. HEDT. Yes, there is a required percentage, a minimum goal
that the State should be doing at night and on weekends.

That being said, we want to make sure that all facilities are sur-
veyed on a consistent basis so that it is not more than a year when
a facility receives a survey. Partly, that is why facilities know they
are going to get a survey now, because it is every 9 to 15 months,
and so we know it is going to happen. It is not necessarily that
they are being told.

The key to it is that facilities should always be prepared for a
survey, and be meeting those basic nursing home reform law re-
quirements all the time.

Senator MCCASKILL. I get that, that if you have to do it once a
year, everybody kind of knows when it is going to be. But to me,
it seems like the value we get out of maybe a facility having a sur-
vey in January and then being surprised by having another survey
in June would more than overcome in terms of the kind of
inoculating effect that would have on the whole industry, would
more than overcome the fact that maybe one wasn't going to get
one except once every 18 months.

You see what I am saying? The lack of predictability overall I
think would have such a positive impact that it would make up for
the fact that maybe everyone wasn't getting in right around the 12-
or 13-month mark.

Ms. OUSLEY. Well, both Alice and I spoke to the issue of quality
improvement and quality management in facilities. Quite honestly,
if a facility has a well-functioning quality management program
that takes into consideration the entire operations and all of the re-
quirements, it makes no difference. It should never make any dif-
ference when a facility is surveyed.

Again, I go back to the comprehensive assessment that OBRA
1987 brought, and the survey methodology around outcomes. That
is to be an overtime evaluation, that when a surveyor comes in,
they are to look at: What did this patient look like the day they
came to this facility, and what do they look like now? Did facility
practice help them get a lot better, or has facility practice made
them not get well or actually decline?

If you do that correctly and look at the outcomes, it really doesn't
matter. If everyone feels more comfortable with a more frequent
survey, more power to it.

I do want to speak to an issue that Dr. Farris said, and that was
the new quality indicator survey process that is being piloted now
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by CMS. This would be a way that, actually, this software can be
made available also to nursing home providers, and they can use
it as part of their quality management program.

Have an ongoing assessment at all times so that, when some-
thing starts to go a little bit wrong, you can get that fixed quickly,
and you understand that the regulations are not for surveyors.
They are for making sure that we give good patient care every sin-
gle day.

Ms. CHRISTIE. Senator, while I am not the most appropriate per-
son to answer your specific question, I do know that those con-
versations are being held at levels higher than myself, and I will
be more than happy to go back and get the information that you
are requiring.

Senator McCASKILL. OK.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator McCaskill. Your contribu-

tions have been really good to this hearing because of your back-
ground, your experience, and the questions that you have asked.

We would like to thank the second panel. You have been out-
standing and made real contributions in our ongoing efforts to im-
prove the quality of care in nursing homes across this country.

I would note that what you had to say and your testimony was
relevant enough so that I would note that our first two panelists
stuck around, which is not always true at hearings.

So we thank you for staying around, and we thank you for your
contrihiitinns

We thank you all for being here, and this hearing is closed.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR GORDON SMITH

I want to thank Senator Kohl for holding this important hearing today. The issue
of nursing home quality and safety has long been an issue of particular interest for
me and I thank the panelists for being here today. The essential work that they
do whether it is monitoring or evaluating care, providing care or advocating for
nursing home residents, supplies the framework that helps so many of our elderly
family members age with dignity.

We are here to look at the Nursing Home Reform Act, also called OBRA '87. This
Act was created more 20 years ago to ensure quality care for the now more than
1.7 million nursing home residents in America. By signing this bill into law, Presi-
dent Reagan, along with Congress, indicated that the Federal government has re-
sponsibility to ensure the health and safety of nursing home residents. It is a re-
sponsibility that I take very seriously, as I know my colleagues do. -

We are a nation that is living longer than ever before. With the baby boomers,
we will see an exploding elderly population. This surge will only compound any safe-
ty or quality issues currently in the system. That is why I look forward to con-
tinuing to work with the advocacy community, nursing home care providers and the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to ensure the capacity and qual-
ity standards meet our current needs and adequately anticipate the needs of the fu-
ture.

I believe that all stakeholders must work collaboratively to solve problems within
the system. In fact, I am currently working with Senator Lincoln to reintroduce the
"Long-Term Care Quality and Modernization Act," that we first proposed in the
109th Congress. This bill encourages improvements to nursing homes and the long-
term care system generally. I look forward to continuing to work with many of the
advocates, care providers, and regulators here today to continue to improve and to
ultimately pass this legislation.

Some good news is that nursing home quality has improved since 1987. The GAO
has reported in their March 2007 study that the number of serious deficiencies in
the four states they examined has decreased between 2000 and 2005. I understand
that national data shows a similar downward trend. This is to be applauded. How-
ever, we must not rest on our laurels. With about 22 percent of nursing homes still
out of compliance with Federal standards-more improvement are necessary.

The past two decades have revealed a true culture shift occurring within the
world of long-term care, including services that put the patient at the center of care,
encourage inclusion of families in decision-making and giving more choices in the
location of the care, such as community-based and in-home care.

In fact, my home state of Oregon is a leader in helping elderly and dependent per-
sons remain in their homes as they age and/or require more hands on care. The vast
majority of Americans want to retain their independence and remain in their homes.
Because of this culture change, they are able to do that now more than ever. Fed-
eral programs and funding should continue to move in this direction.

However, while our elderly are being given more choices in their care, we know
that there will always be a section of the population that is too frail, too dependent
upon services, to remain in their homes and communities. Nursing homes become
the option that can most suit their needs. Nursing home residents are some of the
most vulnerable people in our nation. Some have families that can help monitor
their care, but many do not. These people depend upon the care providers and the
regulators to ensure they are receiving the services they need.

Some of the reports that we will discuss today, including the most recent by the
Government Accountability Office (GAO), point out the bad actors within the nurs-
ing home industry. Today we must look at these actors and determine what we can
do to either help them perform at a much higher level and with consistency, or look
at ways they can phased out of the system. We must also look at how the closing
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of these facilities would affect the patients they serve and communities in which
they are located.

I am confident that our panel of experts will help to answer these questions. I
want to thank all of our witnesses for being here today and for their tireless work
to improve quality of care for all who reside in our nation's nursing homes.

RESPONSES TO SENATOR SMITH QUESTIONS FROM KATHRYN G. ALLEN, GAO

Question. GAO identified in its 2005 report, on nursing home enforcement that
CMS's efforts have been further hampered by an expanded workload due to in-
creased oversight and initiatives that compete for staff and financial resources. The'
latest GAO report identifies that we are still not succeeding in removing the worst
offenders from the system. How could CMS refocus its energy on oversight tasks
and initiatives to target the real underperformers?

Answer. In our March 2007 report, we recommended two actions, among others,
the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) could take to provide more ef-
fective oversight of poorly performing nursing homes.1 First, we recommended that
CMS strengthen the criteria for terminating homes with a history of serious, re-
peated noncompliance by limiting the extension of termination dates, increasing the
use of discretionary terminations, and exploring alternative thresholds for termi--
nation, such as the cumulative number of days that they are out of compliance with
federal quality requirements. Second, we recommended that CMS consider further
expanding the Special Focus Facility program which still fails to include many
homes with a history of repeatedly harming residents. 2 In commenting on a draft
of that report, CMS also agreed to collect additional information on complaints for
which data are not reported in federal data systems, which will help CMS to better
identify and deal with consistently poorly performing homes.

In addition, a GAO report issued after the Committee's May 2, 2007, hearing rec-
ommended that CMS take two actions to ensure that available resources are better
targeted to the nursing homes and quality-of-care areas most in need of improve-
ment.3 First, we recommended that CMS further increase the number of low-per-
forming nursing homes that Quality Improvement Organizations (QIO) assist inten-
sively.4 Second, we recommended that CMS direct QIOs to focus intensive assist-
ance on those quality-of-care areas on which homes need the most improvement.

Question. As a Commissioner with the National Commission for Long Term Qual-
ity Care, I have heard stories of good actors being punished for precisely the innova-
tion we want them to encourage. For instance, I was told of a facility that is well
known for treating pressure sores. Because of their innovation, they receive patients-
from other facilities who have persistent pressure sores. However, when they are
evaluated, the number of patients with pressure sores is then counted against them.
Have you heard of stories like this and what do you recommend can be done to en-
courage innovation and good actors?

Answer. As you indicated, some nursing homes specialize in wound care, such as
treating pressure sores. The nursing home quality-of-care requirement pertaining to
pressure sores focuses on the care a nursing home is providing a resident with a
pressure sore. It specifically states that a nursing home must ensure that a resident
who enters a home without pressure sores does not develop any unless the individ-
ual's clinical condition demonstrates that they were unavoidable and a resident who
has pressure sores receives necessary treatment and services to promote healing,
prevent infection, and prevent new sores.5 As such, a nursing home should not be
cited for a deficiency in quality of care simply because residents have pressure sores.
A deficiency in quality of care does exist, however, if the nursing home is providing
inadequate treatment to residents with pressure sores.

I GAO, Nursing Homes: Efforts to Strengthen Federal Enforcement Have Not Deterred Some
Homes from Repeatedly Harming Residents, GAO-07-241 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 26, 2007).

2 Special Focus Facilities are subject to -two standard surveys each year rather than annually
and may be terminated from participation in the Medicare and Medicaid program if they do not
show significant improvement within 18 months. In December 2004, CMS expanded the pro-
gram from about 100 homes to about 135 homes.

3GAO, Nursing Homes: Federal Actions Needed to Improve Targeting and Evaluation of As-
sistance by Quality Improvement Organizations, GAO-07-373 (Washington, D.C.: May 29, 2007).4 CMS contracts with QIOs to work with providers such as hospitals and nursing homes to
improve the quality of care provided to Medicare beneficiaries in each state, the District of Co-
lumbia, and the territories.5 CMS, State Operations Manual, Appendix PP-Guidance to Surveyors for Long Term Care
Facilities, § 483.25(c).
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Question. While I want to ensure quality care for patients in nursing facilities,
I am concerned that if we close facilities that are consistently underperforming that
we may cause more harm to patients. I am concerned that if a facility in a rural
or very low income area is closed that patients will be at risk of not receiving care
at all in those areas or being relocated away from their families and support net-
works. In your studies, where are most of the poor performing facilities, and if they
are in rural and low-income areas, do you think that there is a real risk of a nega-
tive impact on resident care?

Answer. We have not reported on geographic distribution of all poorly performing
nursing homes. In our March 2007 report, we assessed whether there were alter-
native placements for several poorly performing homes in our sample from four
states and found that there were alternative homes in the vicinity. As I testified
before this Committee on May 2, we acknowledge that terminating a nursing home
from participation in Medicare and Medicaid can cause concerns about relocating
residents to another home, including the adverse effect known as transfer trauma;
however, we believe that such concerns must be balanced against the actual harm
to residents as a resulting from poor quality care if they continue to reside in a per-
petually poorly performing home.

Question. One issue that I have heard discussed concerning the survey process is
that surveyors may not report on some deficiencies because they consider the pen-
alties too onerous for the facilities. Is this an issue that you have studied and have
you heard surveyors mention any concerns to this affect?

Answer. We have not reported on this issue. In commenting on a draft of our
March 2007 report, however, CMS expressed concern about whether its policy of im-
mediate sanctions for homes with serious deficiencies on consecutive surveys actu-
ally discouraged the citation of serious deficiencies. We are currently examining the
understatement of serious deficiencies during state surveys, a study requested by
Senators Kohl and Grassley. As part of our work for this study, we are planming
a Web-based survey of state surveyors concerning the factors that may influence the
deficiencies they cite.

RiESPONSES TO SENATOR SMInk! QUESTIONS FROM RANDY FARRIS, CMS

Sanction Effectiveness?
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) has identified that while CMS has

attempted to improve both the collection and deterrent effect of civil money pen-
alties (CMPs) that serious problems still exist that call into question the CMPs ef-
fectiveness. CMS even commented in GAO's recent report that providers view CMPs
as the "cost of doing business" and are tantamount to a "slap on the wrist".

Question. In addition to improvements to the actual policy, what is CMS doing
to assess the enforcement capability of this particular sanction in light of these com-
ments?

Answer. CMS' examination of our enforcement effectiveness in the area of Civil
Money Penalties (CMPs) has been primarily along 2 tracks:

1) potential refinements to CMP maximum amounts, and
2) refinements to the decisionmaking process on imposing the CMPs.
Our recent pilot and evaluation of the CMP Analytic Tool addresses the latter

track. The imposition of a CMP is an optional remedy under the Nursing Home Re-
form Legislation promulgated in 1987. We have issued the CMP Analytic Tool. The
Tool includes a scope and severity framework for CMS Regional Offices to monitor
enforcement actions, communicate with States, address outliers that significantly
depart from the norm, and improve national consistency.

To improve national consistency for this remedy, CMS' guidance also includes a
scope and severity framework for CMS to (a) monitor enforcement actions, (b) facili-
tate communication with States, and (c) address outliers that significantly depart
from the norm.

We expect the guidance and the CMP Analytic Tool to mitigate the extent to
which civil money penalties tend to cluster at the lower end of the allowable range,
particularly for nursing homes with repeated, serious quality of care deficiencies.

With regard to the argument that CMPs may simply be viewed as a "cost of doing
business" (and may therefore be ineffective as a motivator to improve or as a deter-
rent to quality lapses), we are examining additional enforcement techniques that
apply a combination of sanctions rather than so much reliance on just one type of
sanction. An example is a combination of CMP and denial of payment for new ad-
missions. While we believe CMPs do indeed function as a motivator, attention-driv-
er, and deterrent for most nursing homes, we are concerned that CMPs may lose
much of their effectiveness for those providers with the lowest levels of compliance.
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An important initiative for testing and tracking the effectiveness of multivariate
enforcement action is our Special Focus Facility initiative that focuses on those
nursing homes with the most deficiencies. CMS' 2007 Nursing Home Action
Plan describes these and other initiatives. The Action Plan may be found at
http:/ /www.cms.hhs.gov / CertificationandCompliance /12-NHs.asp#TopOfPage

Is a Statutory Fix in Order?
One of the bigger problems with CMPs is the delay in receipt of payment because

of the statutory requirement that requires exhaustion of all administrative appeals
before collection of the CMP. This makes the deterrent effect of the final all that
more attenuated. GAO has recommended that CMS consider the provision on CMPs
in the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1977, which requires that the mining
operator either pay in full the fine or place the proposed amount in an escrow with-
in 30 days that is held until the resolution.of an appeal.

Question. Has CMS considered the effectiveness of a pre-appeal payment or es-
crow account option? Would that offer a greater deterrent -effect that fits -within the
spirit of the CMPs?

Answer. We do not currently have the authority under the Social Security Act to
collect CMPs prior to the appeals hearing and determination. We agree that col-
lecting CMPs during the period of an appeal likely would have a greater deterrent
effect.

The Federal/State Disconnect
In the most recent GAO report on nursing home enforcement, one of the findings

that struck me was the level of disconnect between CMS here in Washington and
the regional offices and state agencies that are tasked with implementing that stat-
utes and guidelines regarding the nursing home industry.

Question. From your perspective as a CMS Regional Administrator, can you com-
ment on this discrepancy and offer a few ideas on how this can be remedied so that
everyone can get on the same page and work towards more uniform enforcement
and oversight?

Answer. In a large program of national scope, we seek to ensure all. agencies are
aligned through major efforts such as:

(a) a very detailed State Operations Manual (SOM) that specifies the manner in
which statutes and regulations are to be applied,

(b) 40-60 publicly available Survey & Certification letters each year to commu-
nicate consistent approaches to surveys and clarification of important policy issues, -

(c) extensive training programs to orient both State and federal surveyors (espe-
cially new surveyors),

(d) weekly conference calls between survey and certification central office' leader-
ship and leadership in the CMS regional offices.

We also bring CMS (both central and regional offices) and States together to iden-
tify and develop strategies for improving communication.and consistency. Annually,
CMS hosts a Leadership Summit. thatlbrings together State survey agency leader--
ship as well as management representatives fromnall ten CMS. regional offices. CMS
Regional Offices bring States together on: a regular. basis and conduct monitoring-
visits. The CMS also participates in the annual Association of Health Facility Sur-
vey Agencies (AHFSA) conference. AHFSA is the association: made up a State sur-
vey agencies throughout the country. -

As described previously, CMS also publishes an annual Action Plan which serves
as a blueprint for initiatives, CMS will undertake. The CMS 2007 Nursing Home Ac-
tion Plan provides several initiatives that:

* Improve how nursing home, surveyors interpret-specific nursing home require-
ments. We have revised surveyor guidance for selected regulatory requirements that
relate to quality of care through an interactive processiwith nationally recognized
experts and stakeholders;

* Develop a national surveyor training tool for use in training regional and State
surveyors;

. Refine State Performance Standards to ensure uniform monitoring of State
performance;

. Expand training opportunities for surveyors to better equip them by increasing
the number of available courses, adding more geographic sites for training and by
adding web based training; and

* Develop a triage policy to guide States in determining whether a. discretionary
Denial of Payments for New Admissions is imposed or a termination date is set ear-
lier than the time periods required by law.

CMS recognizes the need for assertive leadership and actions to ensure.all the
principal enforcers are steadfast in application and uniform in execution of remedies
imposed. We welcome the interest and support of Congress in all of these efforts.
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RESPONSES TO SENATOR SMITH QUESTIONS FROM CHARLENE HARRINGTON, UCSF

Staffing Issues are Budget Issues
Question. I understand that you have participated in the drafting of several rec-

ommendations to the Administration on ways to increase staffing levels, while mak-
ing the fiscal impact less onerous.

Can you share a few of the most feasible recommendations with the Committee,
including the timeframe for implementation and any administrative needs or
changes such recommendations would require?

Answer. As noted in my testimony, a study by Abt Associates for CMS (2001) re-
ported that a minimum of 4.1 hours per resident day were needed to prevent harm
to residents with long stays (90 days or more) in nursing homes. Of this total, .75
RN hours per resident day, .55 LVN hours per resident day, and 2.8 NA hours per
resident day were reported to be needed to protect residents. The report was clear
that residents in homes without adequate nurse staffing levels faced substantial
harm and jeopardy. In order to meet the total 4.1 hours per resident day, 97% of
homes would need to add some additional nursing staff. Based on this report and
a strong body of research evidence, there is a clear need to increase the minimum
staffing standards for nursing homes.

One way to increase staffing is to increase state Medicaid reimbursement rates.
My latest study shows that Medicaid reimbursement rates would need to be in-
creased by $90 per resident per day in order to encourage nursing homes to volun-
tarily increase staffing levels. At this point, many states are struggling with budget
deficits and financial problems so they are unlikely to be willing to raise rates this
high.

A more effective approach is to have the federal government and/or state govern-
ments increase the minimum requirements for registered nurses, licensed nurses
(RNs and licensed practical nurses), and total nursing staff. Florida has increased
is total nursing requirement to 3.9 hours per resident day and increased its Med-
icaid nursing home payment rate to cover this increase in staffing. Other states
might be willing to increase the total nursing requirements if the federal govern-
ment would give the state some financial incentive to do so. Certainly the federal
gnvernment P ould taken im onnr stepn o orn rd by m...bracig highe tafin
standards and encouraging states to raise their standards.

Federal legislation could be used to increase its minimum licenses staffing stand-
ards to the level recommended in the Abt study (1.3 hours per resident per day)
including a requirement for 24 hours registered nurse staffing in nursing homes.
The question is whether reimbursement rates would need to be increased to meet
this higher standard. Certainly the current Medicare reimbursement rates appear
to be adequate to cover the Abt standards without a rate increase (based on GAO
and MedPac reports). Medicaid reimbursement may need to be raised to meet the
higher standard. Congress could ask each state to determine whether Medicaid rate
increases would be needed and could pay for half or more of these costs in its Med-
icaid cost sharing arrangements.

Question. In your testimony, you recommended that CMS utilize the sanctions of
receivership and temporary management procedures relating to facilities with re-
peated poor performance. Is there a proven track record of success with this type
or reorganization and if so, do you have any data on how a change of ownership
effects the quality of care in an underperforming facility?

Answer. Since temporary management is already an option under OBRA 1987,
some states have used temporary management and receiverships procedures with
poor performing facilities. California, in particular, has used this approach a num-
ber of times until facilities were sold, closed or brought back into compliance. These
approaches have proven effective and yet states have often been reluctant to use
them because- of the amount of time and resources required to implement this ap-
proach. If the federal government were to assume the full costs for temporary man-
agement, states would be more likely to use this option.

The success of the procedure depends upon either forcing an owner to come into
compliance or attracting a reputable, high quality owner to purchase a facility.
States need to be careful to review the credentials of potential buyers to make cer-
tain they have a good reputation for high quality of care before they approve an
ownership change to ensure that the change will be an improvement over the poor
performing facility.

Question. Is there a danger that we are setting up new management too fail since
the fines and sanctions from the previous poor performing management would carry
over to the new management?

Answer. The state and federal survey agencies could levy the fines and sanctions
on the poor performing facility but forgive these fines and sanctions if the facility
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obtains a new owner. Generally, the issue of previous fines and sanctions are some-
thing that are negotiated as a part of the purchase price paid by a new owner.

Question. Your testimony discussed the potential positive impact of applying cost
centers to nursing facility funding as a way to ensure that certain operations, espe-

cially staffing, are properly funded. Is there a concern that this kind of oversight
could negatively affect a nursing home's flexibility in caring for its residents? Could
the formula be too restrictive and not account for different operating plans?

Answer. This approach of establishing cost centers would prevent facilities from
taking funds allocated for staffing, therapy and direct care to use for capital im-
provements, administration, and profits. Certainly accountability is a critical factor
in the use of public funds. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services would
need to develop a clear procedure for allocating funds for the different established
cost centers and for oversight. The debate would then focus on the amount of funds

allocated to the different cost centers. Some nursing homes are making excessive
profits by reducing direct care to residents and this clearly should be unacceptable.

RESPONSES TO SENATOR SMITH QUESTIONS FROM ALICE HEDT

Question. Fire Safety. How would you recommend CMS and nursing facilities pro-
ceed with making fire safety improvements that will be effective but not cost prohib-
itive?

Answer. Senator Smith, NCCNHR appreciates the opportunity to address an issue
that has been especially troubling to nursing home consumers and to the Senate
Special Committee on Aging for more than 30 years: Fire safety. NCCNHR and its
members are very concerned about the serious deficiencies in fire safety regulation
and enforcement revealed in a GAO report, a USA Today investigation, and two
tragic multiple-death fires in Connecticut and Tennessee-because we know from
experience that public regulation and effective enforcement prevent deaths.

Progress in fire safety regulation has dramatically improved the protection of
nursing home residents from fire injuries and death in the years since Medicare and
Medicaid were enacted. Two years before the aging committee published its 1975
paper, "The Continuing Chronicle of Nursing Home Fires," 51 people had been
killed in multiple-death nursing home fires, an increase from 31 the year before.
Today, however, multiple-death nursing home fires on this scale occur less fre-
quently because federal and state regulation have improved safety-particularly in
newer facilities, where federal law now requires-automatic sprinklers, and in states
that require automatic sprinkler systems in all nursing homes. Unfortunately, the
tragic deaths of 31 residents in Nashville and Hartford in 2003 remind us that resi-
dents are still unnecessarily at risk of dying in a fire in several thousand Medicare
and Medicaid-certified facilities that are not required to have automatic sprinklers.
Their deaths are a reminder that fire safety-is part of the unfinished business of
the Nursing Home Reform Act.

According to CMS estimates, there are about 3,700 nursing homes in the United
States that do not have sprinklers or that are only partially sprinklered. NCCNHR
supports prompt implementation of CMS's proposal of October 27, 2006, to require
all nursing homes to be fully equipped with automatic sprinklers. Our comments on
the proposed regulations which were endorsed by 66 national, state and local orga-
nizations-are attached.

NCCNHR has supported legislation to provide low-cost loans or grants to nursing
homes that need financial assistance to install sprinklers. However, we do not be-
lieve that costs should deter the federal government from implementing this basic
safety requirement that is already decades overdue. We urge you to consider the fol-
lowing:

* The costs are not unreasonable for an industry that annually receives $73 bil-
lion in Medicare and Medicaid funds (almost $50 billion of it from the federal gov-
ernment) to provide care for people who are among the most vulnerable to injury
or death in case of fire. CMS estimates that it would cost an average-size or small-
size nursing home 0.8 to 1.2 percent of its revenues over a five-year period to be-
come fully sprinklered. Only 821 nursing homes do not have any sprinklered areas,
according to CMS estimates, that would require installation of sprinklers through-
out the building(s).

* The nursing home industry is profitable and can afford to meet essential safe-
ty requirements. After 16 residents died in a National HealthCare nursing home in
Nashville in 2003, the corporation announced that it would install sprinklers in all
of its facilities that did not have them. In the third quarter that year, the company's
ear.ings increased by more than 23 percent over the same period the year before
(not accounting for losses from the fire), and it has continued to show substantial
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gains in net income. In May 2007, National HealthCare reported increased quar-
terly earnings almost 30 percent higher than the same quarter in 2006.

. Poor care is always costly. In addition to the loss of life, nursing home fires
increase medical expenses, -the burden on firefighting departments, and liability
costs, and they result in substantial property damage and loss. They may also leave
shortages of Medicare and Medicaid beds in a community.

Sprinkler installation is not a problem in many states-nursing homes simply
have to have them to obtain a license to do business. All nursing homes in Oregon
and a dozen other states are fully sprinklered, according to the American Health
Care Association, and six other states have at least 95 percent of their facilities fully
sprinklered. Several states are in the process of implementing automatic sprinkler
requirements for all their long-term care facilities, including, in some cases, assisted
living and personal care homes.

Thank you again for the opportunity to address this issue. NCCNHR urges you
to support prompt implementation of CMS regulations to require automatic sprin-
kler systems in all nursing homes that receive federal funding.

RESPONSES TO SENATOR SMITH QUESTIONS FROM MARY-OUSLEY, AHCA

Question. Will More Regulation Help?
Answer. More guidance is unlikely to help and actually could result in more con-

fusion. AHCA believes that joint training for surveyors and providers is key to en-
suring there is uniform interpretation of CMS' guidance. While nothing can guar-
antee each surveyor and each provider will interpret CMS guidelines in the same
way every time, presenting the information simultaneously and allowing for both
questions and discussion is more likely to ensure that surveyors and providers share
a mutual understanding of what is necessary for a facility to be in compliance with
the regulations.

In fact, Section 101 of, The Long Term Care Quality and Modernization Act (S.

year demonstration program to establish a process for joint training and education
of surveyors and providers as changes to regulations, guidelines and policy are im-
plemented. Following the demonstration, the Secretary would be required to report
to Congress on the program's results, including the program's impact on the rate
and type of deficiencies that nursing homes participating in the demonstration com-
pare to a state's other facilities (not participating in the demo). S. 1980 is sponsored
by three members of the Senate Special Committee on Aging-Blanche Lincoln (D-
AR), Gordon Smith (R-OR) and Susan Collins (R-ME).

Question. Foreign Nurse Recruitment
Answer. There is no simple policy to ensure that increasing the number of avail-

able nurses would directly benefit long term care. Still, eliminating artificial caps
on work visas for foreign-born nurses would improve the current nurse shortage fac-
ing all health care providers, including long term care. A 2002 AHCA study exam-
ining staff vacancy rates in our nation's nursing homes found approximately 52,000
Certified Nursing Assistants (CNAs)-those who provide 80% of direct patient
care-are needed now just to meet existing demand for care. AHCA's study also esti-
mated an additional 13,900 Registered Nurse (RN) and 25,100 Licensed Practical
Nurse (LPN) positions remain vacant in nursing homes across the country. The
shortage of available employment-based visas for nurses, primarily from India and
the Philippines, severely limits the ability of nursing home providers to fill those
vacancies.

Another challenge long term care providers face, especially skilled nursing facili-
ties, is competing for a limited number of nurses. More than 80% of nursing home
residents rely on either the Medicare or Medicaid funding to pay for the care and
services they need, so long term care providers depend upon regular and systematic
cost of living increases (e.g., annual market basket update to SNF Medicare fund-
ing) in order to compete with other care settings that often can afford to pay higher
wages to recruit and retrain skilled caregivers. Without adequate and stable fund-
ing-and recognition by states to provide Medicaid reimbursement that at least cov-
ers the cost of care for SNF residents-SNFs are unlikely to be able to afford to
offer a more competitive wage to both foreign and domestic nurses in long term care.
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RESPONSES TO SENATOR SMITH QUESTIONS FROM ORLENE CHRISTIE

Staff and Resident Background Check
Question. Michigan, along with six other states, is participating in the initial pilot

program on background checks for employees that work in long term care positions
(except for adult foster care). I understand from my staff that the initial response
to the program is very positive, and that Michigan is becoming a leader in this area.

Answer. Our program does not include adult foster care.
Question. Recognizing the program is still in its early stages, can you provide any

insight into how long term implementation of a background check program will con-
tribute to better quality of care and greater security for those in residential or other
forms of long term care?

Answer. The criminal history record is a tool that can be used to identify those
individuals with a propensity for criminal behavior and our laws prevent them from
working in long-term care facilities. Greater security results from reduced oppor-
tunity and access to vulnerable adults. Over time, the long-term care workforce will
be comprised of individuals with either no history of relevant crimes or a history
that shows no offenses after the effective date of the laws. The background check
program shines a light on the behavior of caregivers and elevates the status of vul-
nerable adults in our society. The very existence of the program sends a clear mes-
sage that we will not tolerate abuse, neglect or exploitation by caregivers.

Question. Does the background check program screening include offenses com-
mitted outside the state or jurisdiction initiating the search?

Answer. Our program includes a national fingerprint-based criminal history
search.

Question. What happens if there are records of abuse from prior employment that
did not rise to the level of a criminal offense?

Answer. Our law prohibits employers from hiring, contracting with or granting
clinical privileges to an individual who has been the subject of a substantiated find-
ing of abuse or neglect or misappropriation of property by a state or federal agency
pursuant to an investigation conducted in accordance with 42 USC 1395i-3 or
1396r. A search of the Michigan Nurse Aide Registry and the OIG exclusion data-
base is done as part of the screening process.
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Nurse Staffing Levels -and Medicaid
Reimbursement Rates in Nursing
Facilities
Charlene Harrington, James H. Swan, and Helen Carrillo

Objective. To examine the relationship between nursing staffing levels in U.S. nursing
homes and state Medicaid reimbursement rates.
Data Sources. Facility staffing, characteristics, and case-mix data were from the fed-
eral On-Line Survey Certification and Reporting (OSCAR) system and other data were
from public sources.
Study Design. Ordinary least squares and two-stage least squares regression analyses
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total nursing hours in all U.S. nursing homes in 2002, with two endogenous variables:
Medicaid reimbursement rates and resident case mix.-
Principal Findings. RN hours and total nursing hours were endogenous with Med-
icaid reimbursement rates and resident case mix. As expected, Medicaid nursing home
reimbursement rates were positively related to both RN and total nursing hours. Res-
ident case mix was a positive predictor of RN hours and a negative predictor of total
nursing hours. Higher state minimum RN staffing standards was a positive predictor of
RN and total nursing hours while for-profit facilities and the percent of Medicaid res-
idents were negative predictors.
Conclusions. To increase staffing levels, average Medicaid reimbursement rates
would need to be substantially increased while higher state minimum RN staffing
standards is a stronger positive predictor of RN and total nursing hours.
Key Words. Nurse staffing, nursing facilities, Medicaid reimbursement, rates, res-
ident case mix

Many studies have documented the importance of nursing staff in both the
process and the outcomes of nursing home care (Aaronson, Zinn, and Rosko
1994; Bliesmer et al. 1998; Carter and Porell 2003; USCMS 2001; Grabowski
2001ab; Harrington et al. 2000; Schnelle et al. 2004; Spector and Takada
1991; Zhang and Grabowski 2004). A recent study identified a threshold for
registered nurses (RNs) and total nurse staffing levels (RNs, licensed voca-
tinnni mlrepe [ITATcl one] rnira;nm no-foQtor* NT\IAA #_e-~oo -t- rath
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health and safety of residents (USCMS 2001). Over 90 percent of the nation's

nursing homes had staffing levels below this level (USCMS 2001).
As the evidence accumulates about the importance of higher levels of

staffing for improving the quality of nursing home care, the Institute of Med-
icine (IOM) (1996, 2001, 2003) called for increasing the federal regulatory
requirements for nursing home staffing in three separate reports. In spite of
these recommendations, total average nursing home staffing levels have re-
mained relatively steady since 1994, although there was a 25 percent decline
in RN staffing levels since passage of the Balanced Budget Act in 1997
(Harrington et al. 2003; Konetzka et al. 2004).

Nursing facilities (NFs) vary widely in the amount and type of nursing
service they provide to residents (Zinn 1993a; IOM 1996, 2001; Harrington et
al. 1998; 2000; 2003). The variation is based in part upon decisions that nursing
facility managers/owners make about the amount and type of staff they want to
provide. Some nursing facility owners and managers may make strategic de-
cisions to provide higher levels of total staffing or more RN staff, even though
this would increase facility costs, as a means of competing for residents or
competing for the Medicare and private pay market (with higher reimburse-
ment rates), and/or as a service to residents. Other NFs may target the Medicaid
market (with lower reimbursement rates) in order to ensure a stable resident
population. In this latter situation, facilities may elect to keep staffing levels low
in order to keep expenditures under their Medicaid revenues (United States
General Accounting Office [USGAO] 2000; USCMS and Scully 2003).

In 2002, Medicaid and other public payers paid for 51 percent of the
nation's total $103 billion in nursing home expenditures, while Medicare paid
for 12.5 percent, private insurance paid for 7 percent, and consumers paid the
remaining costs (Levit et al. 2004). Because Medicaid pays for 67 percent of all
nursing home residents in the United States (Harrington et al. 2003), the
Medicaid reimbursement rates and methods are central to understanding
nursing home staffing levels (IOM 2001). State cost containment efforts have
resulted in substantially lower Medicaid reimbursement rates (an average of
$115 per day across the nation in 2000) than Medicare rates ($269 for free-
standing facilities in 2000) (USCMS and Scully 2003; USGAO 2000;
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Sciences, University of California, 3333 California Street, Suite 455, San Francisco, CA 94118.
James H. Swan, Ph.D., is with the Department of Applied Gerontology, School of Community
Service, Denton, TX. Helen Carrillo, M.S., is with the Department of Social & Behavioral Sci-
ences, University of California, San Francisco, CA.
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2002a, b). Low Medicaid reimbursement rates can result in low staffing and
quality (Cohen and Dubay 1990; Zinn 1993b; Aaronson, Zinn, and Rosko
1994; Cohen and Spector 1996; Grabowski 200 la, b).

This study examined the relationship of nurse staffing and state Med-
icaid reimbursement rates in U.S. NFs in 2002, using nurse staffing data from
the federal On-line Survey Certification and Reporting (OSCAR) system, in a
two-stage regression model. Although previous studies have shown the rela-
tionship between Medicaid reimbursement -rates and staffing, they have not
taken into account the complex relationship of staffing with other factors
(Cohen and Dubay 1990; Zinn 1993b; Aaronson, Zinn, and Rosko 1994;
Cohen and Spector 1996; Grabowski 2001a, b). Building on the work of Har-
rington and Swan (2003) for California, this study specifically examined the
relationship of RN (and total) staffing hours per resident day with two endog-
enous measures: (1) state; Medicaid reimbursement rates and (2) facility res-
ident case mix. The study should be useful to policy makers as they consider
changes that would improve nurse staffing levels and quality of care.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL AND HYPOTHESES -

Resource-dependency'theory-is used in thig-study to examine factors in the
environment that influence organizational decisions (Thompson 1967; Pfeffer
and Salancik 1978) of nursing homes. Nursing homes like other health care
organizations depend upon resources in the environment and make accom-
modations with the environment to ensure their own survival '(BanasziAk-Holl
et al. 1996;'Scott 1998; Zinn,-Weech, and Brannon 1998; Zinn'et aL 1999).
Facilities particularly depend on revenues from Medicaid and Medicare (Levit
etal.,;2004). Organizational characteristics are mediators'of organizational de-
cisions and impact on the ability-of nursing homes to-respond to contingencies
(Banaszak-Holl et al. 1996; Zinn et al. 1999). The dependency on-the economic
environment'is also related to political factors and regulatory requirements. In
this study, nursing staffing levels (hours) are expected to be related to Medicaid
nursing home rates and residents' need for -care (case m=ix) as well as: socio-
demographic and economic variables, political variables, and market factors.

POTENTIALLY ENDOGENOUS VARIABLES

Nurse Staking Hours per Resident Day -

The dependent variable in the study was nurse staffing in NFs, using NFs
as the unit of analysis. Two types of nurse staffing were considered in
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separate models: (1) RN hours per resident day and (2) total nurse staffing
hours per resident day (which includes RNs, LVN/LPNs, and NAs hours per
resident day). RNs have the highest training requirements and are more
expensive to employ than LVN/LPNs and NAs (AHCA, Decker et al.
2003). Higher RN and total staffing levels should increase state Medicaid
reimbursement rates and encourage facilities to accept residents with higher
case-mix levels. At the same time, facilities with higher Medicaid reimburse-
ment rates and higher case-mix levels should have higher RN hours and total
nursing hours.

State Medicaid Reimbursement Rates

Aaronson et al. (1994), Cohen and Spector (1996), Zinn (1993ab), and
Grabowski (200 la, b) found significant positive relationships between staffing
and reimbursement. As Medicaid reimbursement rates are set by state policy
makers, in part, on the basis of facility costs including staffing, higher staffing
should result in higher Medicaid nursing homes reimbursement rates. More-
over, some states that have increased nursing home staffing requirements have
increased Medicaid reimbursement rates to cover these costs (Tilly et al.
2003). Facilities that receive higher rates should be able to increase staffing
levels making rates and staffing potentially endogenous.

Resident Case Mix

A number of nursing facility studies have shown a strong positive relationship
between resident characteristics (case mix) and nurse staffing time (Cohen and
Dubay 1990, Fries et al. 1994). Because residents with higher case-mix needs
(where high values represent high acuity) require more nursing staff time to
meet their needs, facilities should make decisions to increase their staffing
hours when residents require additional time and/or expertise. Resident
characteristics are expected to be endogenous with nurse staffing levels be-
cause facilities with higher staffing may choose to or may be more likely to
admit residents with higher case mix (Harrington and Swan 2003).

Table 1 shows the specific hypothesized relationships among the
potentially endogenous variables. The table also shows the factors used
to identify RN hours and the total nursing hours in two separate equations
using a two-stage model based upon existing literature. The shaded areas
show where variables are omitted from the model in order to identify the
endogenous variables.
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Table 1: Hypotheses for Structural Model: Medicaid Rates, Case Mix, and
Nursing:Staffing

Sate Medzcaid Total
Reimbursement Resident RN Nursing

Rates Case Mix Hours Hour?

Endogenous variables
State Medicaid reimbursement rate
Resident case mix
Total RN hours per resident day
Total nursing hours per resident day

Facility resources
RN pay rate per hour
Proportion Medicaid residents
Medicaid case-mix reimbursement g

method
Prospective reimbursement method
State RN minimum staffing standard
Medicare SNF reimbursement rate-

Facility characteristics
For-profit facility
Multifacility system member
Hospital-based
Number of facility beds
Facility dual/distinct part certification
Facility SNF certification

Demographic/economic variables (state)
Proportion aged 65 and older
Percentage females in the labor force s
Personal income per capita-
Percent metropolitan population

Political variables
Democratic governor
Political party split

Market factors
Nursing facility Herfindahl index E
(facility concentration)
Percent excess NF beds in the county
Nursing home beds per 1,000 aged 65+.
Hospital beds per 1,000 population

+

+ 1

7JI~ ~~~WA7
+ +

~;:2 - ~ +++

+R!% + + +

+ +
_ +

++

+_

+

+

+ +

+ +

+
+

Shaded areas show omitted variables from the model; + = positive predictor, - = negative predictor.
RN, registered nurse; SNF, skilled nursing care;.NF, nursing facility.

EXOGENOUS VARIABLES!r

Nurse Pay Rates

RN pay rates are important market- factors that impact nurse staffing levels
in nursing. homes. Where markets have higher RN pay rates, facilities are
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expected to hire fewer RNs (and fewer hours) and perhaps substitute lower
paid staff, such as LVNs and NAs for RNs, than in areas were RN pay rates are
low (Zinn 1993b).

Facility Resources

NFs prefer the higher pay for Medicare and private pay residents over Med-
icaid residents (USGAO 2002b). Facilities in states with higher Medicare
payment rates may have higher nurse staffing levels as well as higher Medicaid
reimbursement rates and resident case mix. Higher percentages of Medicaid
residents may result in facilities lowering their RN and total nurse staffing
levels in order to keep costs under the state Medicaid reimbursement rates
(Nyman 1988; Harrington et al. 1998; Zinn 1994). Staffing levels are not
expected to have a direct effect on the percent of Medicaid residents in
facilities (i.e., is not considered endogenous).

Medicaid case-mix reimbursement methods are increasingly used by
states to give facilities higher reimbursement rates for higher case mix
(Grabowski 2002; Swan et al. 2000). Facilities in states with case-mix reim-
bursement methods should increase their total nurse staffing hours because
these states would pay higher rates tied to or adjusted for residents with higher
care needs. At the same time, states that use prospective payment methods are
expected to have lower Medicaid payment rates but this should not have a
direct effect on nurse staffing levels.

Some states have established minimum staffing standards that go be-
yond the federal standards (Harrington 2005). It is expected that states that
establish regulations with higher minimum standards for RN hours than the
federal standards will have higher RN and total nurse staffing levels.

Facility Characteristics

Six facility characteristics were expected to be predictive of management de-
cisions about nurse staffing levels. Lower overall staffing levels are expected in
for-profit NFs (Cohen and Dubay 1990; Aaronson et al. 1994; Cohen and
Spector 1996; Harrington et al. 1998). Chain-owned NFs have reported lower
costs (Cohen and Dubay 1990), but these were not found to be due to reduced
staffing levels (Cohen and Dubay 1990). Hospital-based NFs have traditionally
had substantially higher nurse staffing levels because their residents have more
Medicare residents, higher acuity levels, and require short-term intensive care
(Cohen and Spector 1996; Harrington et al. 1998). Large facilities have been
reported to be associated with higher quality (Nyman 1988) but other studies
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found a negative relationship between size and staffing (Cohen-and Spector
1996). Larger NFs are not required by federal law to have proportionate staffing
and they may achieve some economies of scale in caring, for residents.

Finally, facilities have the option of being certified for: (1) skilled nursing
care (SNF) for Medicare-only;. (2) NFs for Medicaid Presidents only; or (3)
combination facilities (dually certified for Medicare~and Medicaid or distinct-
part facilities with a Medicare certified unit), if they meet the federal quality
standards: NFs tend to make decisions to specialize in different markets based
upon their payment sources (Zinn et al. 1999; Aaronson et al. 1994). Facilities
certified for Medicare-only or dually certified or with a distinct-part unit
should have, more short-term residents with higher care. needs and are ex-
pected to have higher staffing than Medicaid-only facilities.

9~~~~~~~~~~

Sociodemographic and Economic Variables .

Higher percentages of the aged 65 and older population in a- state were ex-
pected to have a positive effect on! Medicaid reimbursement rates, resident
'case mix, and RN staffing hours (Kemper and Murtaugh 1991). The number of
women in the labor force may increase resident case mix and' increasp the
amount of RN hours. Facilities in states with higher state personal income
should have higher Medicaid reimbursement rates and nurse staffing hours
because more discretionary resources are-available.' The percent of a' state's
population living in metropolitan areas is expected to increase the state Med-
icaid rate and RN hours but decrease the resident case mix.

State Political Variables

States that have Democratic governors (often considered to be more liberal
than Republicans) may be more generous in their financial support for Med-
icaid reimbursement rates (Lanning, Morrisey, and Ohsfeldt 1991) but this is
not expected to be directly related to nurse staffing levels. In states where the
party control of the House and the Senate are split, there may be less con-
sensus and ability to provide consistent resources for state Medicaid programs
and nurse staffing hours (Lanning et al. 1991).

Market Variables

NFs in areas with less nursing home bed competition (i.e., a higher concen-
tration of beds using the Herfindal measure) are expected -to have less RN
hours and residents with lower case mix. Facilities in counties with a higher
percentage of excess nursing home beds should have lower reimbursement
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rates, resident case mix, and RN staffing hours. States with more nursing
facility beds per population available should have more competition for nurs-
ing hours and therefore they would have fewer RN hours as well as lower

reimbursement rates and lower case mix. Finally, hospital beds per population
should be negatively associated with Medicaid nursing home reimbursement
rates, resident case mix, and RN hours.

METHODS

Data Sources

All federally certified facilities for Medicare (skilled nursing care) and Medicaid
(NFs) in 2002 were included in this study, except those located in the trust

territories and Puerto Rico. The federal On-Line Survey Certification and Re-
porting system (OSCAR) was used for: (1) nurse staffing, (2) resident character-
istics, and (3) facility characteristics (USCMS 2003). The OSCAR data require

cleaning to correct some problems by eliminating duplicate provider records (191
facilities) and setting the maximum number of beds for a hospital-based facility to
equal the maximum number of certified skilled nursing beds in the facility.

The average nursing hours per resident day (including all fulltime, part-
time, and contract staff) were used to standardize the data. To make this
conversion, the total nurse staff fulltime equivalents (FTEs) reported for a

2-week period were multiplied by 70 hours for the period and divided by the
total number of residents and then divided by 14 days in the reporting period
(the standard procedure used by CMS) for each type of nursing staff. RN
directors of nursing and other RN administrators were included in the total
RNs (about 0.08 hour per resident per day in a 100 bed facility).

In order to minimize erroneous data, standard procedures were used to
remove outliers from the data set (Grabowski 200 la, b; Harrington et al. 1998;
USCMS 2001). Facilities with 15 beds or less were excluded (398 facilities),
facilities reporting more than 24 hours of staffing care per resident day, fa-
cilities with no hours or residents reported (54 facilities), and facilities in the
upper 2 percent and lower 1 percent within each staffing category because
they were outliers and appeared to be erroneous. We conducted a sensitivity
analysis on alternative cuts for the removal of outliers (e.g., 1 standard de-

viation and the upper 1 percent) and found the regressions were comparable

for different processes used (see also Harrington et al. 2000). As a result of the

cleaning process, a total of 14,256 NFs were used in the RN analysis and

13,632 facilities were used for the total nurse staffing hours analysis, where

more outliers were removed from total facilities.
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Variable Definitions and Sources of Data

Table 2 shows the source for all the variables in the model as well as the means
and standard deviations. For the Medicaid reimbursement rate, we used the

Table 2: Means and Standard Deviations for Study Variables (N= 14,256
Facilities)

Data Source Mean Std Dev.

Potentially endogenous variables
State average Medicaid reimbursement rate, 2002 Swan (2003).
Resident case mix (ADL score) by facility, 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
RN hours per resident day by facility, 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
Total nursing hours per resident day by facility, 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
Exogenous variables
Facility resources

RN pay rate per hour, 2002 BOL (2003b)
Percent Medicaid residents, 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
Medicaid case-mix reimbursement Swan (2003)

(percent yes), 2002
Medicaid prospective reimbursement method Swan (2003)

(percent yes), 2002
State RN iinuiinum stafing standard Harrington et al.

(hours per resident day), 2001 (2005)
Medicare SNF reimbursement rate, 2001 CMS (2003) $

adjusted to 2003 dollars
Facility characteristics

For-profit facility (percent yes), 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
Multifacility system member (percent yes), 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
Hospital-based (percent yes), 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
Number of facility beds, 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
SNF/NF dual and distinct (percent yes), 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
SNF (percent yes), 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)

Demographic/economic variables (state level)
Percent of population aged 65 and older, 2002 US BOC (2002)
Percent females in the labor force, 2002 US BOLS (2003a)
Personal income per capita, 2002 US DOC (2002) $
Percent metropolitan population, 2001 US BOC (2002)

State political variables
Democratic governor (percent yes), 2002 NCSL (2002a)
Political party split (percent yes), 2002 NCSL (2002b)

Market factors
Nursing facility Herfindahl index in county, 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
Percent excess NF beds in county, 2002 Harrington et al. (2003)
Nursing home beds per 1,000 aged +65, 2002 Harrington et al.

Hospital beds per 1,000 population, 2001
(2004)

USDHHS (2003)

117.16
5.82
0.66
3.62

$22.80
63.09
69.19

23.08
0.68
0.68
1.17

$2.69
23.98

33.43

0.42 0.18

$273.01 $29.48

66.10
52.47

9.78
105.91
84.41
5.48

66.42

12.62 1.80
56.97 4.06

30,557 $4,097
75.89 17.50

54.35 49.81
31.20 46.33

0.20 0.23
14.88 8.12
49.03 13.36

3.27 2.59

RN, registered nurse; SNF, skilled nursing care; NF, nursing facility; ADL, activities of daily living.
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average payment rate for all NFs in the state (Swan 2003). For the RN pay rate,
we used the state average rate (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 2003b). The state

minimum RN staffing standards (in hours per resident day) were available from
a study by Harrington (2005). For the Medicare SNF reimbursement rates, we

used the average state rate reported by CMS (USCMS and Scully 2003).
For the case-mix measure, OSCAR data were used to describe resident

dependency on activities of daily living (ADL) in each facility. The average score
for each of the three ADLs were used in this study: (1) eating, (2) toileting, and (3)
transferring to and from the bed, chair, wheelchair, or a standing position. The

OSCAR report has a three-point scale for each of these three categories, where a
1 indicates the lowest need for assistance and the 3 indicates the greatest need for

assistance (highest case mix). The average summary score for each ADL was
computed for each facility (range 1-3) and these were added together for a total
score of 3-9 for the three ADL scores. ADL scores may be less likely to be
manipulated by the facility to obtain higher reimbursement than resource uti-
lization group (RUGs) scores (not available for the study) and have been used in
other studies (Grabowski 2001a,b; Harrington and Swan 2003). We developed

an alternative case-mix measure that summarized the total percentage of res-
idents in a facility that needed intravenous therapy, injections, respiratory ther-
apy, and ventilator therapy. No substantial differences were found when this
summary case-mix score was used compared with the ADL dependency score.

The Herfindal score was calculated for each county using the total nurs-
ing home beds for each county for 2002 from the OSCAR data. The total beds

in each NF were divided by the total beds in each county and then the pro-
portions for each facility were squared and summed to create an index for each

county. The index ranges from 0 to 1 with the higher values representing more
concentration (less competition). Using OSCAR data, the percent of excess
beds in each county was calculated by first subtracting the number of residents
from the total number of beds to identify the vacant beds for each facility. Then,
total vacant beds in each county were divided by the total number of beds in
the county in order to identify the percent of vacant (excess) beds.

ANALYTIcAL MODEL

The descriptive data for staffing levels were examined by facility character-

istics and other independent variables. Two models were analyzed separately:
(1) RN hours and (2) total nursing hours. Table I shows the specific hypoth-
esized relationships between resident characteristics and nurse staffing levels
and shows the instrumental variables used to identify each separate equation in
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each of the two .models, where the shaded areas show the omitted variables.
Two instrumental variables were selected to predict RN hours and total nursing
hours: (1) prospective reimbursement methods; and (2) democratic governor.
These were selected because previous studies did not show that they would
have a direct effect on RN hours or total nursing hours whereas they were
expected to predict the potentially endogenous variables as discussed above.

Pearson correlations among the predictor variables were modest, sug-
gesting that multicollinearity was not likely to be problematic. Tolerance sta-
tistics were also used in the regression analysis; they did not detect a high
degree of multicollinearity among the variables. We examined the relationship
between state Medicaid levels and facility staffing levels using a x2 analysis.

- There was also a concern that there may be correlated errors among
endogenous variables if an ordinary least squares (OLS) model was used. In
this situation, if the correlation between the endogenous variables with the
"error terms" for the staff hours is positive, then the OLS estimator may be
biased upward or if it is negative, it could be biased downward. Because of this
concern, we conducted both the-OLS regression and a two-stage least squares
(2SLS)' regression analysis-to assess the relationships among the potentially
endogenous variables. We calculated the Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for end-
ogeneity and report. the results in the findings section -(Davidson and Mac-
Kinnon 1993). There was a concern regarding whether RN.,pay rates were
endogenous but the.Hausman test confirmed that RN pay was not endogenous
in the RN and total nursing hour models. -

The study used the Stata, version 8 for the OLS and the 2SLS regression
analysis. See the footnote for the equations used. First-stage (reduced-forn)
and second-stage equations were estimated for the endogenous variables. In
the first stage, each endogenous variable was regressed (usin-g OLS regression
analysis) on all exogenous factors (shown in Table 3), and the predicted values
for each-endogenous factor-were retained for the -second stage. The first stage
regression models showed that the R2 values are sufficiently high.

Table 3 shows the first stage regression for RN hours with and without
the instrumental variables. Exclusions tests were performed to verify that the*
instruments predicted the endogenous variables and not the staffing variables.
A comparison of the Rk was performed and joint F tests were calculated
(Wooldridge 2003). These tests-showed that the instrumental variables were
not predictors of RN hours or total nursing hours and that the instrumental
variables appeared to meet the requirements to estimate the second stage.

An oveidentification test for the instrumental variables was conducted
by regressing the 2SLS equation residuals on the exogenous variables and then



Table 3: Stage 1-OLS Reduced-Form Equations: Medicaid Rates, Resident Case Mix, RN Hours, and Total Nursing
Hours (Coefficients with Standard Error in Parentheses)

TotalHours
State Average Total RNHours without without

Medicaid Resident Nursing Instrumental Instrumental
Erogenous Factors Reimbursment Rate Case Mix RNHours Hours Variablye Variahles

Fnr'.itvroesources

RN pay rate per hour

Proportion Medicaid
residents

Medicaid case-mix
reimbursement

Medicaid prospective
reimbursement method

State RN minimum
Staffing standard
Medicare SNF
Reimbursement rate

Facility characteristics
For-profit facility

Multifacility system
Member
Hospital-based

Number of facility beds

Dual/distinct part
Certification

5.890*
(0.101)
0.014*

(0.005)
3.932w
(0.261)

- 15.936*
(0.251)

28.978*
(0.726)

- 0.105**
(0.009)

- 1.588*
(0.219)

- 1.714w
(0.198)
0.186

(0.316)
0.010**

(0.002)
1.917*

(0.332)

0.055**
(0.006)

- 0.0002
(0.0003)
0.008
(0.015)

- 0.060*
(0.014)
0.111*

(0.041)
-0.007w

(0.001)

-0.067**
(0.012)

- 0.005
(0.011)
0.010

(0.018)
0.0001

(0.0001)
0.266*
(0.019)

0.001
(0.004)

-0.003*
(0.0002)
0.016

(0.011)
- 0.044w

(0.010)
0.247"

(0.029)
0.001*

(0.0004)

- 0.147*
(0.009)

- 0.008
(0.008)
0.024

(0.013)
-0.00 1is

(0.0001)
0.099w

(0.014)

0.039*
(0.008)

- 0.005**
(0.0004)

- 0.150**
(0.021)

-0.110**
(0.020)
0.562*

(0.057)
- 0.002*

(0.001)

- 0.358*
(0.017)

- 0.132w
(0.016)
0.054

(0.025)
-0.001*

(0.0001)
0.201*

(0.026)

- 0.003 0.053*
(0.004) (0.008)

- 0.003'* - 0.005* P
(0.0002) (0.0004)
0.008 - 0.134**

(0.010) (0.020)

0.232w 0.703w*
(0.028) (0.054)
0.001* - 0.005w
(0.0003) (0.001)

- 0.148w
(0.009)

- 0.007
(0.008)
0.024
(0.013)

-0.001*

(0.0001)
0.100*5

(0.013)

- 0.359*
(0.017)

- 0.134w
(0.016)
0.058*

(0.025)
-0.001*

(0.0001)
0.219*

(0.027)
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SNF certification

County demographic economi
Proportion aged 65 and old(

Percentage females in labor
force

Personal income per capita

Percent metropolitan
Population

Political variables
Democratic governor

Politicalparty split

Market factors
NF Herfindahl (facility
concentration)'

Percent excess NF beds in th
county

Nursing home beds per 1,00(
age 65+

Hospital beds per 1,000
population

Intercept

C
(O

c variables
T2

(0
-o0
(0
1

(0
-o0
(0

- 6
. (0

- 4
(0

1.158*
1.627)

.941**
0.070)
.682"
.035)
.661P
.053)
.338"
.012)

.647*w
.235)
.45520
.270)

- 0.080*
(0.035)

- 0.038*
(0.004)

- 0.0 14*
(0.002)

- 0.009**
(0.003)
0.003*

(0.001)

0.085*
(0.013)

- 0.200*
(0.015)

1.9370
(0.025)

0.002
(0.003)

- 0.001

(0.001)
0.015*

(0.002)
- 0.003-

(0.001)

0.025w
(0.010)
0.022*

(0.011)

2.911*
(0.050)

0.024*
(0.006)

- 0.007*
(0.003)

-0.002
(0.004)

- 0.005*
(0.001)

- 0.129*
(0.018)
0.050*

(0.021)

1.939*
(0.025)

0.006*
(0.003)

-0.0002

(0.001)
0.017*

(0.002)
- 0.004*

(0.001)

U.U010
(0.010)

2.927w
(0.050)

0.020
(0.005)

-0.003

(0.003)
- 0.001

(0.004)
- 0.003*

(0.001)

- U.Uu?3
(0.020)

0.279 - 0. 134 - 0.045* - 0.059 - 0.042* -0.051
(0.469) (0.026) (0.019) (0.037) (0.019) (0.037)

e - 0.062w - 0.003- 0.001 0.007* 0.00 i 0.006*
(0.014) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

lo - 0.094* 0.011w - 0.002w - 0.0140 - 0.003* -0.014*
(0.011) (0.001) (0.6004) (0.001) (0.0004) (0.001)

-0.037 0.0001 0.002 0.007* 0.001 0.008*
(0.038) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)

- 12.609" 8.249** 0.340** 4.699* 0.363* 4.804w
(2.561) (0.144) 0.104) (0.202) (0.104) (0.202)
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Table 3. Continued

TolalHours
State Average Total RN Hours without without

Medicaid Resident Nursing Instrumental Instrumental
FxogenousFacors Reimbursement Rate Case Mix RNHours Hours Variabkle Variabley

R2 0.771* 0.162* 0.560w 0.477w 0.559w 0.474w
Mean 117.16 5.82 0.66 3.62 0.66 3.62
N= 14,256; df= 22 22 22 22 20 20

Shaded areas show omitted variables from the model.
*Significant at the .05 level.
*Significant at the .01 level.
*Instrumental variables are excluded from the OLS regression.
RN, registered nurse; SNF, skilled nursing care; NF, nursing facility.
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multiplying the 12 by the sample size (n?2). The resulting nk? showed that the
IV's were uncorrelated with the residuals and the values were small (nR2 for the
RN Hours Model was 0.570 and 0.545 for the total hours; p-value = .53 for
both). Therefore, the variables passed the overidentification test (Wooldridge
2003). The first-stage equations for total nursing hours were estimated but are
not reported here (a table of such results will be furnished upon' request).

In the second stage, each endogenous factor was regressed, based on the
specified structural model, on: (1) the predicted values of the other endog-,
enous factors from the first stage and (2) the exogenous factors. In order to take -
into account the potential clustering of state variables in the regressions, we
used the Stata jackknife cluster procedures to test state level effects. No sig-
nificant difference was found between the 2SLS estimates and the jackknife
cluster estimates using ktests. We also conducted the regression analysis to
calculate robust standard errors.

RESULTS

Stafflng Levels

The average hours of RN (including nurse administrators) care were 0.66 hours
(40 minutes) per resident day and total nurse staffing hours per resident day
averaged 3.62 hours per resident day in 2002. The average Medicaid reim-
bursement rate was $117 per day but rates ranged from $80 to $200 per day. A
significant relationship between higher RN and total nursing hours and higher
state Medicaid reimbursement rates was found using a x2 test (no table shown).

RNVHours

The 2SLS model found that the expected variables were endogenous using the
Hausman test for endogeneity. (See Table 4 for the OLS and the 2SLS regression
results for RN hours.) Therefore, 2SLS was the most appropriate model for RN
hours. RN hours were positively related to the state Medicaid reimbursement rate
as expected. A $10 increase in state Medicaid reimbursement rates would in-
crease RN hours by an estimated 0.01 hours per resident day or 1 hour for every
100 residents. Resident case mix was positively related to RN hours as expected.

As expected, RN pay reduced the number of RN hours of care. The
proportion of Medicaid residents in a facility was a negative, predictor of RN
hours as expected. A ten percent decrease in Medicaid residents increased
total RN staff by 0.03 hours per resident day or 3 hours for every 100 residents
per day. Facilities in states that had case-mix reimbursement did not have



Table 4: Stage Two Analysis and Ordinary Least Square Analysis: RN Hours and Total Nursing Hours (Coefficients

with Robust Standard Errors in Parentheses)

RN Nursing Hours RNNursingHours Total Nursing Hours Total Nursing Hours

OLS Regression 2SLS' OLS Regression 2SLS'

Potentially endogenous variabls
State Medicaid reimbursement rate

Resident case mix (ADL dependency)

Exogenous variabls
Facility resources

RN pay rate per hour

Proportion Medicaid residents

Medicaid case-mix reimbursement

Medicaid prospective reimbursement
method
State RN staffing standard

Medicare SNF reimbursement rate

Facility characteristics
For-profit facility

Multifacility system member

Hospital-based

0.002*0
(0.0003)
0.020*
(0.008)

0.001*
(0.001)
0.392*

(0.107)

0.0060
(0.001)
0.175*

(0.015)

0.0100
(0.001)

- 0.8210*
(0.233)

-0.014* - 0.0290* 0.006 0.028
(0.004) (0.007) (0.008) (0.016)
0.003*0 - 0.0030* - 0.0050 - 0.006*

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0004) (0.001)
0.002 0.008 - 0. 1630* - 0.1770

(0.011) (0.012) (0.021) (0.026)

0.1690* 0. 1660*0.47 0.388
(0.032) (0.040) (0.062) (0.083)
0.0020* 0.0040* - 0.002*0 - 0.007*

(0.0003) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002)

- 0.143*
(0.009)

- 0.005
(0.008)
0.023

(0.016)

-0.118*
(0.012)

-0.004
(0.009)
0.019

(0.017)

-0.343*
(0.018)

- 0.124*
(0.016)
0.056
(0.030)

- 0.376*0
(0.024)

-0.1190*
(0.019)
0.059

(0.036)
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Number of facility beds

Dual/distinct part certification

-0.001**
(0.0001)
0.089**

(0.010)
SNF certification 1.935**

(0.059)
County demographic/economic variables demographic/economic variables

Proportion aged 65 and older 0.001
(0.003)

Percentage females in labor force 0.001
(0.002)

Personal income per capita 0.014*
(0.002)

Percent metropolitan population -0.003w

(0.001)
Political variables

Democratic governor
Political party split

Market factors
NF Herfindahl index (facility

concentration)
Percent excess NF beds in the county

Nursing home beds per 1,000 aged 65+

Hospital beds per 1,000 population

- 0.042*
(0.015)
0.001

(0.001)
- 0.002*

(0.0004)
0.001

(0.001)

- 0.001**
(0.0001)

-0.008
(0.031)
1.966*

(0.063)

0.013*
(0.005)
0.006*

(0.002)
0.016*

(0.003)
- 0.004*

(0.001)

- 0.001"
(0.0001)
0.158*

(0.022)
2.9264*

(0.101)

0.006
(0.006)
0.002

(0.003)
- 0.012*

(0.004)
- 0.002*

(0.001)

- 0.001**
(0.0002)
0.381*

(0.065)
2.817w

(0.112)

- 0.035*
(0.011)

- 0.0 14*
(0.005)
0.024w

(0.006)
0.001
(0.001)

* 0.042* 0.106** 0.071P - 0.053
(0.011) (0.023) (0.021) (0.047)

0.007
(0.023)
0.002*

(0.001)
0.002

(0.001)
0.002

(0.002)

- 0.038
(0.032)
0.008*

(0.001)
-0.011**

(0.001)
0.008*

(0.003)

- 0.144*
(0.048)
0.005"
(0.002)

- 0.022-
(0.003)
0.007*

(0.003)
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Table 4. Continued

Intercept

Mean =
N= 14,256; df =

*Significant at the .05 level.
"Significant at the .01 level.
tBecause reimbursement rates and ADL were en
The shaded areas show instrumental variables th;
RN, registered nurse; SNF, skilled nursing care; P
living.

RNNursing Hours RN Nursing Hours Total Nursing Hours Total Nursing Hours
OLS Regression 2SLSt OLS Regression 2SLS

0.195 -2.88* 3.355* 11.700 *
(0.125) (0.892) (0.235) (1.984)

0.560" 0.443" 0.486* 0.229*;
0.66 0.66 3.62 3.62

22 22 22 22

dogenous, the 2SLS model was the most appropriate.
sat predict endogenous variables but that do not predict RN hours and total nursing hours.
WF, nursing facility; OLS, ordinary least squares; 2SLS, two-stage least square; ADL, activities of daily

to1
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higher RN hours but facilities in states with higher minimum standards for RN
hours did have higher actual RN hours per resident day (an increase of 16.6
RN hours for every 100 residents which is a substantial difference).

For-profit facilities had fewer RN hours (0.12 hours less per resident day
or 12 hours less care for 100 residents) than nonprofit and government fa-
cilities. Smaller facilities and SNF-certified beds (compared with Medicaid-
only facilities) had higher levels of RN nurse staffing.

Facilities in states with higher percentages of aged, more females in the
labor force, with higher average incomes, and a party split in the state leg-
islature had higher RN staffing hours. States with more metropolitan areas had
fewer RN hours, controlling for other factors. Market factors were not as
important as expected. Only areas where there was an excess of nursing home
beds per county had more RN hours of care.

Total Nursing Hours

Table 4 also shows the OLS and 2SLM model for total nursing hours. As
expected state Medicaid reimbursement rates and resident case mix were both
found to be edogenous usino the Hausman test for e+dogeneity so that the
2SLS model was the most appropriate model. The analysis found that an
increase in state Medicaid reimbursement rates of $10 per resident day would
increase total nurse staffing by 0.10 hours per resident or 10 hours per 100
residents. Contrary to expectations, resident case mix was negatively associ-
ated with total nursing hours.

RN pay rates were not related to total nursing hours. Other findings for
total nursing hours were similar to the RN model, except that Medicaid case-
mix reimbursement was a negative predictor of total hours. Total nurse staff-
ing hours were also substantially higher in states that had higher minimum RN
staffing standards. Overall, the 2SLS models explained 44.3 percent of the
variance for RNs hours and explained 22.9 percent for the total nursing staff
hours (Table 4). Both models showed that the relationship between staffing
and Medicaid reimbursement rates was positive but not as strong as the
relationship with state minimum staffing standards.

DISCUSSION

As expected, a small, positive relationship between state Medicaid reim-
bursement rates was found for both RN and total nurse staffing hours per
resident day. This is consistent with other studies that have found that higher
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Medicaid reimbursement rates encourage facilities-to provide more nursing

care (Cohen and Dubay 1990; Zinn 1993b; Aaronson et al. 1994; Cohen and

Spector 1996; Grabowski 2001a,b). The major difference between this study

and previous studies is that we developed a conservative model to account for

potential endogeneity and we included- a comprehensive set of potential pre-

dictive factors including nursing home staffing standards, Medicare reim-

bursement rates, and many other factors.
The actual average RN staffing (0.66) in the U.S. NFs found in this study

was 0.09 hours lower than 0.75 RN hours per resident day and the actual

average total nurse staffing (3.62) was 0.5 hours per residentday lower than the

4.1 hours found to be necessary to prevent harm or jeopardy to residents with-

long stays in the study prepared for CMS (USCMS 2001). Using a simple

linear extrapolation, a crude estimate was made that in order to increase RN

staffing by 0.09 hours per resident day to the recommended level, Medicaid

would need to increase its rates by $90 per resident per day, holding other

factors constant In order to increase total nurse staffing levels by 0.5 hours per

resident day as recommended, Medicaid reimbursement rates would need to

be increased by $50 per resident per day.
The case mix of residents was a positive predictor of RN hours and was a

negative predictor of total staffing hours, suggesting that NFs take resident

case mix into account for RNs but not for total-nurse staffing levels, which

could result.in inadequate Aotal hours for -residents with high care needs.

Higher RN pay rates per hour were related to lower RN hours as found in

another study (Zinn 1993b), but not to total nurse staffing hours.

As expected, higher percentages of Medicaid residents had a negative

effect on RN and total staffing levels, controlling for Medicaid reimbursement

rates and other factors. Facilities that are more resource dependent upon

Medicaid reimbursement appear to be reluctant to hire more staff of all types.

The findings are consistent with previous findings by Nyman (1988), Har-

rington et al. (1998),;and Grabowski-(2001a,b) where facilities with higher

proportions of Medicaid residents had fewer nurses and consequently these

facilities appeared to have lower quality of care (Mor et al. 2004). This effect is

troubling from a policy perspective, because Medicaid residents should re-

ceive the same staffing levels that other residents receive.

NFs that are heavily dependent on Medicaid payments can be expected

to keep staffing at the existing levels unless Medicaid rates are raised or other

policies are changed such as instituting minimum staffing requirements, rec-

ommended by the IOM (2003). If the goal is to increase nurse staffing levels

using a market-incentive approach, state Medicaid reimbursement rates need
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to be substantially increased. States are unlikely to raise their Medicaid rates
by the amount needed to encourage or require facilities to implement the
recommended nurse staffing levels without some federal financial incentives
beyond the current federal-state Medicaid matching formula. Another po-
tential policy approach is to use nurse staffing levels as a pay-for-performance
indicator in the current federal demonstration projects that are considering
pay-for-performance indicators. In order to make this possible, an increase in
nurse staffing costs would probably need to be offset by a reduction in hos-
pitalization and other costs in order to maintain some cost neutrality.

A more successful, but politically charged, approach appears to be in-
stituting higher state minimum RN staffing standards, because states with
higher minimum RN staffing standards were shown to have substantially
higher RN and total nurse staffing levels in this study. In any case, these
findings show the need for further consideration of both minimum staffing
levels and Medicaid reimbursement rates by public policy makers at the state
and federal levels.
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NOTE

1. In this 2SLS model, the following equations were examined:

Nurse staff, = a + Medicaid rate* + Case mix* + Xi + Ei (la)

Medicaid ratei = d + Nurse staffsi + Case mix,. + Yi + es (lb)

Case mixi = d + Medicaid rate* + Nurse staffs + Yi + ei (lc)
where i is the facility; Nurse staffi the average nursing hours per resident
day for different types of staff in nursing facilities; Nurse Staff! an
instrumental variable estimated using all exogenous variables which
represents the estimated staffing level for nurses in each nursing facility;
Medicaid rate, the average nursing home Medicaid rate; Medicaid rate*
an instrumental variable estimated using all exogenous variables which
represents the estimated average Medicaid Rate for nursing facility
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residents; Case mixi the average resident score for eating, toileting, and
transferring for each nursing facility; Case mix* an instrumental variable
estimated using all exogenous variables which represents the estimated
average case-mix index for each nursing facility; Xi the facility resources,
facility characteristics, socioeconomic variables, policy variables, and mar-
ket variables that were considered to influence the supply and demand for
nursing staff levels in nursing facilities; Yf the facility resources, facility
characteristics, socioeconomic variables, and policy variables that were
considered to influence the average Medicaid rate and resident case mix;
E,, ej are the random error terms.
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The American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA) submits this statement for the

record of the May 1, 2007 hearing. We appreciate the opportunity to provide comment.

AOTA represents more than 36,000 occupational therapists, occupational therapy
assistants, and students of occupational therapy. Occupational therapy is skilled treatment

that helps individuals achieve independence in all facets of their lives. Occupational
therapy assists people in developing the "skills for the job of living" necessary for.
independent and satisfying lives. Occupational therapy is-a health and rehabilitation
service that helps individuals whose lives have been affected-or could be affected by-.
injury, disease, disability or other health risk. Clients who benefit from occupational
therapy include infants and children, working age adults, and older persons all of whom

are dealing with conditions affecting their ability to engage in everyday activities or

"occupations." Occupational therapy practitioners are skilled professionals whose
education includes the study of human growth and development with specific emphasis on
the social, emotional, and physiological effects of illness and injury.

In 1986, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) conducted and reported on a-study to determine-
how to better regulate the quality of care in the nation's Medicaid and Medicare certified
nursing homes. The results of the IOM report laid the groundwork for the Federal Nursing
Home Reform Act included in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1987.

This legislation created national minimum standards of care and rights-for people living in
certified nursing facilities. The basic objective of the Nursing Home Reform Act is to,
ensure that residents of nursing homes receive quality care.that will result in their-
achieving or maintaining their "highest practicable" physical, mental, and psychosocial
well-being.

As the Committee looks at the accomplishments and challenges remaining since this-
legislation was implemented in 1987, AOTA would like to highlight how occupational
therapy goes to the heart of the goals of the Nursing Home Reform Act. Occupational
therapy starts where the person is, looks at their desires and potential, and facilitates
diminishment of frailties and support of abilities. As individuals are treated in nursing
homes, their needs range widely. Occupational therapy is there to assist and enable them
to overcome or heal from disability and illness. It is a critical component to achieving
quality of life which is the goal of quality in nursing homes. Our nation's population of

older adults continues to grow and nursing homes will remain an important site of care for
people who require constant nursing care and have significant deficiencies with activities
of daily living. Quality must continue to be a primary goal.

The American 4720 Montgomery Lane 301.652-2682 800-377-8555

Occupational Therapy Bethesda, MD 20814-3425 3014652-7711 Fax wvw.aota.org

Association, Inc.
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Occupational Therapy's Role

Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) are basic self-care activities that need to be completed
on a daily basis (for example self-feeding, grooming, bathing, dressing, and toileting).
Instrumental activities such as reading and managing money are also critical.
Occupational therapy practitioners work with nursing home patients and residents to gain
the skills that are needed to accomplish their ADLs and pursue IADLs as appropriate.
Occupational therapists and assistants are experts at identifying the causes of difficulties
limiting participation. Changes implemented in OBRA brought new expectations that each
nursing home resident's ability to walk, bathe, and perform other activities will be
maintained or improved absent medical reasons. Occupational therapy practitioners
continue to be an integral part of a nursing homes success in meeting resident's ADL and
IADL goals and promoting "highest practicable" well-being.

The role of occupational therapy practitioners in nursing homes is to maintain and improve
a resident's quality of life as well as to provide the best quality of care possible. The
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services maintains an online survey, certification, and
reporting database that includes nursing home characteristics and health deficiencies issued
during the three most recent state inspections and recent complaint investigations, as
directed by federal law. A majority of the measures included in the Minimum Data Set
used to measure quality for the public are positively impacted by the use of occupational
therapy services. Occupational therapy practitioners treat and educate residents and
nursing home staff in a number of areas affecting quality as measured in nursing homes,
including:

Falls Prevention

Falls are the leading cause of injury and accidental death in adults over the age of 65 years.
New or unfamiliar surroundings, improper footwear, cumbersome furniture arrangements,
and distractions all can cause a person to accidentally stumble and fall, causing a serious
injury, even death. Falls are a leading cause of mortality among adults age 65 and older;
one of every three older Americans - about 12 million seniors - fall each year. In 2004, in
the United States, more than 14,000 older adults died from falls, approximately 1.8 million
were treated in hospital emergency departments for unintentional fall-related injuries, and
more than 400,000 of those were subsequently hospitalized. A recent analysis by the
Centers for Disease Preventing and Control (CDC) determined that in 2000, among adults
aged 65 and older, direct medical costs totaled $179 million for fatal fall-related injuries
and $19.3 billion for nonfatal fall-related injuries. We agree with CDC that prevention of
falls is a major public health goal, particular in nursing homes where residents are at a
higher risk.

Occupational therapy practitioners evaluate and treat many older adults who are at risk for
falls. In nursing homes, ensuring the safety of residents as they move about the facility is a
high priority, particularly for those with balance problems or those who suffer from
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delirium. Both prevention and rehabilitation programs are available as part of occupational
therapy services in nursing homes. Occupational therapy promotes prevention by
addressing the physical and sensory impairments of aging, eliminates environmental
barriers by promoting "universal design" and recommends safety practices for common
nursing home activities such as transferring and toileting: But occupational therapy can
also deal with the fear of falling, which contributes to isolation, possibly depression, and
seriously limits many older adults' participation even in nursing homes.

Eating, Feeding and Swallowing

Occupational therapy practitioners provide skilled care to residents in nursing homes who
experience problems with eating, feeding and swallowing, all essential activities of daily
living. These problems can be wide ranging and may include physical difficulty bringing
food to the mouth or processing it in the mouth, dysphasia, psychosocially-based eating
disorders, and eating or feeding dysfunction related to cognitive impairment. Occupational
therapists provide screening and in-depth clinical assessments and work together.with
residents and staff to determine goals and optimal outcomest Occupational therapists can-.
also evaluate and provide special equipment for independence in eating, as well as instruct
staff on how to improve residents self-feeding.

Positioning

Occupational therapy practitioners work with residents in maintaining and improving their
positioning in bed and seats, including wheelchairs, in an effort to'help residents avoid.
pressure sores and physical restraints. Pressure sores are skin wounds resulting from
unrelieved pressure which prevents blood from reaching vulnerable parts of the body,
mainly bony spots in weight-bearing areas. If the area of pressure is not relieved, the skin
tissue can become infected and die. When dead tissue breaks down, the open wound that
is created can be quite deep, sometimes going through all layers of skin to the underlying
bone. Such dead tissue often.becomes infected, and surgery is required to discharge it.

Occupational therapists educate residents on issues such as encouraging frequent changing
of positions, switching from a wheelchair to a bed or chair throughout the day and timing
of pressure releases. Occupational therapists also are trained to provide wheelchair
assessments to determine what type and size wheelchair is appropriate for the resident's
needs. These important services help to reduce pressure sores in nursing home residents
and promote optimum safety and participation.

A recent IOM report, The Future of Disability in America (2007), details the lack of
progress made in the last two decades to prepare for the aging of the baby boom generation
and to remove the obstacles that limit what too many people with physical and cognitive
impairments can achieve, including in a nursing home. The maturing of the baby boom
generation is a challenge for Congress to consider when looking at the shortfalls of the
Nursing Home Reform Act. Faced with more elders with different needs and demands,
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nursing homes will have to change. It has been proven that elderly individuals benefit
from occupational therapy services
{Journal of the American MedicalAssociation (JAMA) "Occupational therapyfor
independent-living older adults: A randomized controlled traiL " JAMA, VoL 278, No.
16, p. 1321-1326. 199 7. AOTA hopes that Congress will continue to incorporate
occupational therapy in discussions of how we can better serve our nation's nursing home
residents and all aging Americans.

AOTA commends the Special Committee on Aging on taking the time to discuss the
accomplishments and remaining challenges of the Nursing Home Reform Act. AOTA
looks forward to continue working with Congress to better our nation's healthcare system.

Contact: Daniel R. Jones
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STATEMENT OF TlHE CENTER FOR MEDICARE ADVOCACY, INC.

The Nursing Home Reform Law,' enacted by Congress in 1987, is a remarkable
achievement It set a high standard of care, entitling each resident to receive all the care
and services he or she needs in order to achieve and maintain the highest possible level of
functioning, with full enjoyment of rights and quality of life. It set in place a
comprehensive framework for regulating the nursing home industry through a publicly-
accountable survey process. And it required state and federal governments to take swift
and meaningful action against facilities that fail to provide residents with appropriate
high quality care or violate these rights. The law was ground-breaking and inspirational
when it was enacted and it remains so today. The million and a half people who live in
nursing homes deserve no less than our nation's commitment to full implementation of
the Nursing Home Reform Law.

Despite the excellence of the Nursing Home Reform Law and its success in improving
quality of care and quality of life for residents in some respects, three changes are needed
to achieve the full promise of the law.

1. Meaningful staffing standards must be enacted.
2. The survey process must be adequately fimded to assure facilities' compliance

with standards of care and to respond in a timely and meaningful way to
complaints.

'42 U.S.C. §§1395i-3(aXh). 1396,(s)-(b), Medicare and Medicaid, respectively.
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3. The enforcement system needs to be revised to achieve the statutory mandate of
swift and certain enforcement for all levels of noncompliance with standards of
care.

Staffing

The Nursing Home Reform Law requires that facilities have "sufficient" staff to meet
residents' needs.2 This standard has not worked to assure that facilities have sufficient
numbers of well-qualified and well-trained staff.

The nurse staffing study submitted to Congress by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services in 2001 documented that more than 91% of facilities fail to have sufficient staff
to prevent avoidable harm and that 97% of facilities do not have sufficient staff to meet
the comprehensive requirements of the Reform Law.3

Raising reimbursement rates in the hope that facilities will increase their staffing levels as
a result does not improve staffing. Congress increased Medicare reimbursement rates in
2000, specifically for nurse staffing.4 The Government Accountability Office found that
staffing levels remained stagnant and that staffing increased only when states mandated
specific staffing ratios or made other policy changes directed specifically at increasing
nurse staffing. 5 It is time to implement the staffing ratios that CMS identified nearly a
decade ago.

The cost of adequate staffing is not prohibitive. The poor care that results from
inadequate staffing takes a heavy financial toll. Poor care costs money that could be
btUerL speent wa piuvidii1g eamidMis with goodC car 1 from the outset and preventing
avoidable bad outcomes for residents.6

242 U.S.C. §§1395i-3(b)4)(C)(i), 1396r(b)(4XCXi)(l), Medicare and Medicaid, respectively.
3 CMS, Appropriateness of Minimum Nurse Stffing Ratios in Nursing Homes, Phase IH Final Report,
pages 1-6, 1-7 (Dec. 2001), htt:l/www.cms hhs.eov/CertificationandComplianc/12 NHs.asn (scroll down
to Phase II report).
4 Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP Benefits Improvement and Protection Act of 2000, Pub.L 106-554, App.
F, §312(a), 114 Stat. 2763, 2763A498.
'GAO, Available Data Show Average Nursing Staff Thne Changes Little after Medicare Payment Increase,
GAO-03-176, page 3 (Nov. 2002), http://www.gao.gov/new.items/dO3l76.adf. Nurse staffing time
increased by 1.9 minutes per day, Registered nurse time decreased and licensed practical nurse and aide
time increased.
6 Charles D. Phillips documented that physically restraining residents is more expensive than not
restraining them. Charles D. Phillips, et al, "Reducing the Use of Physical Restraints in Nursing Homes:
Will It Increase Costs?" American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 83, No. 83 (March 1993). Avoidable
pressure sores, avoidable incontinence, physical restraints, and other indicators of poor care cost billions of
dollars each year. Nursing Home Residents Rights: Has the Administration Set a Larndmine for the
Landmark OBRA 1987 Nursing Home Reform Law? Hearing before the Subcommittee on Aging of the
Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee, 102e Congress, First Session (June 13, 1991) (A Majority
StaffBriefing Memorandum, at 160, 175-177).
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Survey

The budget for survey and certification activities needs to be increased at the state and
federal levels to allow for sufficient numbers of well-trained, multi-disciplinary staff to
conduct annual, revisit, and complaint surveys. Limited survey budgets lead to
insufficient numbers of survey .staff. Without a strong survey system to detect
deficiencies, and the enforcement actions that may be imposed for documented
deficiencies, many facilities will not provide care to residents in'compliance with federal
standards. 7

Enforcement

The enforcement system has not assured compliance with federally-mandated standards
of care. As the most recent GAO report8 reiterates once again, the enforcement system is
too lax and too tolerant of poor care for residents.

Deficiencies are undercited. The GAO9 and State Auditors'0 repeatedly report that
surveyors fail to identify and cite many deficiencies

Deficiencies are understated and undercoded. Deficiencies are described as less serious
than they actually are. Many deficiencies are identified as causing no harm to residents
when, in fact, they cause harm. " I

Deficiencies are underenforced. The GAO has repeatedly shown that the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services and state agencies do not use the full range of sanctions

Helena Louwe,. Carla Perry, Andrew Kramer (Health Care Policy and Research, University of Colorado
Health Sciences Center), Improving Nursing Home Enforcement: Findingsfrom Enforcement Case Studies
page 44 (March 22, 2007), htto://www.medicareadvocacv.ora/SNF FinalEnforcmentReport.03.07.pdf
('Although 'the case studies revealed that enforcement actions, if executed, have only a limited positive
effect ... it must be recognized that nursing home behavior changes seldom occurred without a formal
citation.' [hereafter University of Colorado, Improving Nursing HoIe Enforcement].
IGAO, Efforts to Strengthen Federal Enforcement Have Not Deterred Some Homes from Repeatedly
Harming Residents, GAO-07-241 (March 2007), htto://www.gao.gov/new.items/dO7241.odf [hereafter
GAO 2007 Report]. The GAO has issued more than a dozen reports on nursing home survey and
certification issues since 1998. These reports are listed at pages 92-93 of the 2007 report
9 See, e-g., GAO, Nursing Home Deaths: Arkansas Coroner Referrals Confirm Weaknesses in State and
Federal Oversight of Quality of Care, GAO-05-78 (Nov. 2004),
http://www.gao.gov/new.items/dO7241.naf. See also University of Colorado, Improving Nursing Home
Enforcement, supra note 7.
"° See, e.g., California State Auditor, Department of Health Services: Its Licensing and Certjficition
Division Is Struggling to Meet State and Federal Oversight Requirementsfor Skldled Nursing Facilities,
2006-106 (April 2007), hftn:/vww.bsa.ca.gov/odfslreport/2006-106,px (hereafter California Auditor
2007]; Colorado State Auditor, Nursing Facility Quality of Care: Department of Public Health and
Environment, Department ofHealth Care Policy and Financing (Performance Audit) (Feb. 2007),
http://www.lee.sate.co.us/OSA/coauditorl .nsf/AII/D2FC96 140165870D8725728400745D8C/SFILE/1 767
%2ONurseHomePerf/2OFeb%/0202007.df Hereafter Colorado Auditor 20071.
" GAO, Nursing Home Quality: Prevalence of Serious Problems, While Declining, Reinforces Importance
of Enhanced Oversight, GAO-03-561 (2003), http://www~eao.eov/new.items/dO3561.ndt California
Auditor, supra note 10; Colorado Auditor, supra note 10.
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that are available. Remedies that are discretionary are imposed infrequently, per day and
per instance civil money penalties are often imposed at the lower ends of the allowable
ranges, and temporary management is almost unknown. The Secretary does not impose
denial of payment for all Medicare and Medicaid beneficiaries, as authorized by law.

Despite these serious shortcomings, recent research demonstrates that the survey and
enforcement system is essential to securing compliance by nursing facilities. Without the
system, facilities do not make necessary changes.' 3

The nursing home industry opposed the comprehensive enforcement provisions of the
Nursing Home Reform Law-as-the law was being enacted in 1987 and it has continued its
opposition ever since, often trying to weaken the law or undermine it, or both. For
example, the American Health Care Association unsuccessfully challenged the per
instance civil money penalty regulation that the Health Care Financing Administration
promulgated in 1999. Over the years, the industry has also developed a series of
"quality initiatives" - Quest for Quality, Quality First, Advancing Excellence in
America's Nursing Homes - that promise a commitment to high quality care, but that
undermine the regulatory system by establishing alternative criteria for evaluating
nursing facilities. In contrast to the criteria established by the regulatory system, these
criteria reflect secret goals and targets for improvement that are voluntary, self-reported
and unaudited, and lack public accountability. 5

The Center for Medicare Advocacy is a private, non-profit organization, founded in 1986, that
provides education, analytical research, advocacy, and legal assistance to help older people and
people with disabilities obtain necessary health care. The Center focuses on the needs of
Medicare beneficiaries, people with chronic conditions, and those in need of long-term care. The
Center provides training on Medicare and health care rights throughout the country and serves as
legal counsel in litigation of importance to Medicare beneficiaries nationwide.

Toby S. Edelman
Senior Policy Attorney
Center for Medicare Advocacy, Inc.
Washington, D.C.
May 9,2007

2 GAO, 2007, supra note 8.
3 University of Colorado, Improving Masing Home Enforcement, supra note 7.

American Health Care Association v. Shalala, D.D.C., Civil No. 1:99CV01207 (GK) (case dismissed,
March 6, 2000), unsuccessfuly challenging final regulations published at 64 Fed. Reg. 13,354 (March 18,
1999), 42 C.F.R. §§48.430(a), 488.438(a)(2).
" Center for Medicare Advocacy, T7he "New" Nursing Home Quality Campaign. Dijaw v All Over Again,
httom//edicareadvocacvorfAlepDFs/2o06o6N a9 I.SNFQuaicamnaign.gdf
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Statement for the Record of the May2 Committee Hearing, "The Nursing
Home Reform Act Turns Twenty What Has Been Accomplished, and
What Challenges Remain.?"

When will justice come? When those who are not injured become as
indignant as those who are.

I just want to say-look, this is really about us, and there is something we
can do about it. There is such a thing as the common good. This is our
deal and we run it. We just hired those people to drive the bus for us. It's

our country. (Molly Ivins)

The best time to borrow money from a bank is when you don't need it. That
way you can pay off the loan and have a good track record for when you

really need a loan.
The best time to take an interest in the nursing home in your community is

when you don't need it. That way you will have the time, the energy, the
clout to make the nursing home an exceptional care facility.

The General Accountability Office has reported to Congress thousands of
times on the negative conditions in the nation's nursing homes. Books
have been written on how to choose a nursing home. New laws, rules,

regulations abound-- a bureaucratic dream.
But not once has it been proposed that maybe the public really doesn't

care enough to get actively involved. Not a lot involved, just a little.
Nursing homes get most of their income from Medicare/Medicaid. Mostly

from Medicaid- our tax money. The nursing homes contract with the state
to perform certain functions on behalf of their clients. Nursing homes are

surveyed yearly to see if they fulfill the contract. Sounds good. However, if
the contract is not fulfilled, the survey is an exercise in futilitywith little enforcement.

One nursing home had a survey that showed 20 care deficiencies and 9
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fire and safety deficiencies. The penalty was $250 per day for 40 days it
took to submit the plan of correction. Not actual corrections. Just a plan.

That plan usually is to "inservice the staff." In this nursing home; as in most
others, the staff sees a 100% turnover every year.

The fine, then, amounts to $10,000. If the facility decides to pay instead of
appealing the fine, they get a 35% discount, which leaves the penalty as

$6500. When care is the deficiency, -not enough staff is the cause. An aide
earning $9 an hour makes about $18,000 a year. It is cheaper to pay the

fine and save $11,000.
Anyone who is looking for a good nursing home, therefore, can't depend on

government oversight. Advice books say to check for proper license.
Check the Nursing Home Compare on the computer, check and check

again. Butwhat mightwork for consumer items doesn't work for nursing homes.
The answer, though, is simple.

*Before you need a nursing home, choose one nearby.
*Contact the Ombudsman office to have them introduce you to the

residents/family members as a helpful volunteer.
*Join or form a family council with other families of residents, and with

community people as officers.
* Make sure an elected state official is connected to the board. It is most
important to have an aide to the elected state official in whose district the
facility resides on the board. If the State Representative or State Senator

does not want to get involved, exercise your vote to get other officials.
-Get to know by email and phone the directors of the various agencies

dealing with nursing homes: Ombudsman, Regulator, Representative and
Senator aides. Just a "hello" with an introduction of what you are up to is

sufficient to get their cooperation.
Knowing the regulations is important. In Texas they are available on the

Internet, listed under Chapter 19. For clarification, anyone can contact the
Department of Aged & Disabled. In Texas, we have an outstanding public

servant, Bevo Morris, who has been knowledgeable, gracious, and
responsive to our questions and concerns. But he won't know those
questions or concerns unless we ask. Improving nursing homes is a
challenge worth the effort. It also is a commitment that many in the

community are able to make.
At a nursing home in my neighborhood, we have our board meeting at 6
p.m., to which we invite the nursing home's administration. At the board

meeting we bring up concerns for the administration to address. The family
council meets at 7 p.m. after the board meeting. We know that concerns by
residents or families need to be aired when they happen, not a month later.
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We arrange for residents and families to email their concerns to the
Administrator and Director of Nurses with a copy to the Board

Representative to follow up. While we try to work out problems in house, if
necessary we go to the corporation that owns the nursing home or to the

state regulatory agency.
There are plenty of retired people who can be involved in nursing home

oversight. They have to be asked, and maybe even pressured a little. For
over thirty years, advocates have been going the route of laws, rules,

regulations, horror stories, exposes. Nothing has worked. We know our
plan works because at one nursing home in Houston, we are doing it.

Without making this effort, though, all the well-meaning advice books won't
change the care and safety deficiencies that pervade nursing homes

throughout the country.
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My name is Cheryl Zuccola. I have a brother Tim Preneveau who is a brain injured resident in a
Skilled Nursing Facility in Worcester, MA. My brothers injury began in December of 2005. 1
would like to submit a statement for the record on Nursing Home Reform Act, Turning Twenty.

I. I am not unfamiliar with the Medicaid, Mass health system. Unfortunately, my daughter
suffers from Bipolar II, Chronic Asthma and other health issues. Now I am also dealing with my
brothers complex condition of Anoxic Brain Damage. I have become friends-with many disabled
individuals and family members. I have also become enemies with Administration, and some
staff members of the Skilled Nursing Facility. This is due to the fact that I have tried diligently to
raise many concerns to the Quality of Care and practices at this home. It has and is exhaustive,
emotional, heartbreaking, mind boggling, frightening, stressful, sleepless nights, frantic, panic,
nail biting, anger, sorrow, eye opening experience! ! ! Reality of what still needs immediate
attention despite the millions of pleas from family members, advocates, and Legislatur! e.

This is one day in the life of my brothers and families journey;

Drive an hour each way to the facility. Still exhausted from the night before. Exhausted and
angry again because we have the same conversations-about the same health concerns; issues,
quality of care. The lack of communication, medications, ADL's, CNA's, etc; etc,, etc.. The
constant we understand and we will address these issues, again. The cover ups, the
mismanagement, it is just overwhelming to say the least. I would.think that the staff and
management of these facilities would understand by now what should-be done. It is as if you
were talking to cement. No matter how many meetings you have to rectify the situations at.hand,..
it is astounding that the very next minute you are in awe with what happens the minute you walk
out the door of that meeting. Your facing the same challenges you just discussed two minutes
ago. Why? Why?! Why?

Howv many years mrc will the residents kund fwUUiy laItiibers have to-endure the heil they live in
each minute? How many more battles, conversations, neglect,-letters, reports, phone calls,
emails, legislature, I understand,,.we are working on it's, the problems will-be resolved, etc, does.
it take to be heard????????????????????????? Are all of us not telling the truth? So many people
with the same issues? We are angry, fed up with the system. My insides are rotting away with the
thoughts of, are the staff caring for my brother today? Are they adhering to our Care-Plan? Are -
the Cna's being trained properly? Are his braces on correctly today, did he get washed, did they
check to see if he needs to be changed, does he need to be repositioned, is he comfortable, did
they remember to shower him, take off his catheter,.give him ROM, medications in order, are his
arms, legs,! bottom, getting skin breakdowns due to him being in the same position for hours, did
staff pass on the correct information to other shifts, is his face clean, is he perspiring, did they
brush his teeth, put lotion on, ensure his feeding tube is not clogged, or did staff remember to
shut off the feeding tube when changing him, is he in the 30 degree angle so he doesn't aspirate,
is his air mattress inflated correctly, is his wheelchair aligned properly, do they have the
equipment such as nebulizers, oxygen tanks, on hand???? On and on it-goes. This is the real deal.
This is what happens at these so called "homes". Staff getting slapped with a wet noodle for not
doing their jobs correctly. Fear of retaliation for speaking up. It does exist, it is happening!!!! !
Still with all the laws in effect, how do we fix this relentless system???
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Money, Insurance, and lack of punishment is what is severely lacking. It is the very core to why
the culprits of mismangement and abuse still exist.

Ask my mother how she feels each time she visits??? You leave notes, talk to staff, everything is
still the same. It doesn't really matter what you say. Her heartbreaking daily reminder of what she
has to deal with every day, every waking minute.

Just one interview with the many families and residents of these facilities quoting what they have
to say says it all. Quoting the truth of thier way of life.

I am not ungrateful to the people who are fighting and have fought to bring justice. I am honored,
grateful and hopeful to those I have met along this journey. To the individuals who are living in
the real world as my family is. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Zuccola
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Statement For The Record on The May 2aSenate Hearing
'The Nursing Home Reform Act turns Twenty: What Has Been Accomplished &-What

Challenges Remain?"

Submitted by Diane Reed, Program Director
Consumer Advocates For Better Care of
Montachusett Home Care Corporation
680 Mechanic Street
Leominster, Mass. 01453

A brief statement from=a LTC Ombudsman of 18 years.

When I came into the Ombudsman Program as a. LTC Ombudsman in January of
1989, I hadn't been in a nursing home before. OBRA '87( The Nursing Home Reform
Act ) was a mere two years old and had barely begun implementation. So I-still had-time
to observe living conditions in a nursing home pre-OBRA. Some of the conditions back
then that I observed were the use of 'posey belts' ( those nasty vest-like restraints
designed to keep a person from moving around in or out of their chair) and bed
restraints.

I observed hallway after hallway of residents lined up and waiting-waiting-waiting
in their wheelchairs, unoccupied, zoned out.

I saw staff members making decisions for the residents, without asking them or
getting the resident's permission: what.time to go to bed at night, what time to get up in
the morning, being forced to take showers when their dementia caused them to be -
terrified of the procedure, being served food that they didn't like- without any alternative
being offered.

Abusive situations were more common back then. Residents were isolated if they
'acted up' or had 'behaviors'. Abuse regulations were in place back then, but staff
attitudes didn't reflect them and required education and training for staff was less
consistant. Being a C N A was a dead-end, thankless, low paying, backbreaking job. No
esteem, no recognition and no way to move up.

Mostly, many facilities had an atmosphere of being 'put away'. Society as a whole
looked at a nursing home as the last stop before the grave. Morbid and sad, but true.

But slowly, bit by bit, improvement crept along. The OBRA began to be implemented
over these 18 years and many, many things have changed dramatically in nursing homes.
There are no more 'posey belts'. Residents are no longer restrained-in their beds.
Education, research, case study and regulations prevailed in releasing caregivers from the
practice of restraining residents to 'keep them safe', translated,- for staff convenience.

OBRA gave residents their "rights", the right to make choices about their care, what
time they go to bed and get up, the foods they eat and what alternative meals they can
choose, the right to help plan their care and be involved in it regularly, or even the right
to refuse care.
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In my small part of the country in Massachusetts, there were 37 nursing and rest
homes in 1989. Today, there are 18 nursing and rest homes operating. Over the years, the
facilities that provided sub-standard care were weeded out and closed. The facilities that
remain operating, by and large, offer good care, thanks to OBRA. Is there still room for
improvement? Absolutely, and likely always will be. But thinking back to how things
were for residents pre-OBRA, I know of a certainty that the positive changes and gains
for the residents in the quality of care and quality of life would never have happened by
the good grace of the facilities themselves, especially the for profit facilities. It took the
implementation of OBRA to bring about these changes. As time goes on and facilities
become fully aware of culture change and the reality of the meaning of residents rights, it
will still be the full implementation of OBRA that will keep the gains moving forward
until the day when a nursing home is no longer a 'dirty word'. That has taken twenty
years to accomplish and society must never let its guard down and let us slip back.
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Statement for the Record of the May 2, 2007 Committee Hearing, "The Nursing Home
Reform Act Turns Twenty: What Has Been Accomplished, and What Challenges Remain?"

Linda Sadden
State Long-Term Care Ombudsman

Louisiana

I have had the privilege of serving as Louisiana's Long-Term Care Ombudsman since
1991, about the same time that the final provisions of the Nursing Home Reform
Amendments of OBRA '87 were to be implemented. Therefore, one of my early tasks
was to understand the law and what it could mean for nursing home residents. Under the
excellent tutelage of the National Ombudsman Center and the extraordinary advocates
who staffed and volunteered with the National Citizens Coalition for Nursing Home
Reform, I learned that the law established-a new-and remarkable standard of care for
residents-a standard that, if met, could allow this nation to justly claim.to provide for its
vulnerable citizens in a humane and civilized way. I also learned that this standard was
based, not in ideology but on the best practices of nursing homes around the country-on .
the work of caring people who had found a way to make it happen.

Since 1991, I am delighted to say that I have met many individuals who-have devoted
their energies and their abilities to achieving that standard -among them were
ombudsmen, surveyors, professional care givers, family members and residents. I have
seen the lives of individuals, both residents and care professionals, made better by efforts
to embrace the opportunities envisioned by OBRA '87.

Unfortunately, as described by one journalist, the improvement seems to come at a
glacial pace. While many facilities are embracing the promise of OBRA '87, many still
seem to be stuck in an antiquated model of care and business despite the growing
evidence that it is simply bad business to do so. The reasons for this seem to be myriad
and deeply entrenched. The enforcement system does not seem to have the ability to
discern, or the means necessary to close providers who are unable or unwilling to
progress. State and federal regulators are under-resourced, as are many ombudsman
programs. The means for training staff and providers-in better methods and practices is
under-developed. The reimbursement system is convoluted and fragmented.

Finally, but perhaps most importantly, the heart of what makes long-term care either a
positive or horrendous experience, the quality of the interactions with direct care-givers
and the sheer adequacy of the numbers of staff, is left unaddressed. I look forward to the
day when they will not be necessary, but until that time, minimum staffing ratios must be
established.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
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Cmlj M50O Statement for the Record of the May 2, 2007 Hearing
lR Sf 11.11
Chad Ioed..

M= 4W .DmThe Nursing Home Reform Act of 1987 enacted laws, set standards, requirements,
MSn.an. b and called foraccountabilityofthenursinghomeindustry. And that was good. But
J Anne Mor-, where are the enforcement provisions and why are penalties not imposed on those

Phoils K.m.k who defy the law? Why are penalty fees negotiated? Obtaining information relative
to penalty fees, both federal and state, is difficult and sometimes impossible.

The Anderson, Missouri fire in 2006 brought to light the lack of enforcement. The
nursing home had insufficient staff, unqualified staff, no sprinkler system, and a long list of violations cited
by DHSS. Now with a mandatory sprinkler system in Missouri, nursing home owners want the
government to pay all or part of the installation cost. They ask for and receive federal and state monies,
with no strings attached, to run their facilities. Does the money go to pay for additional staff, more
qualified staff, incentives and salary increases for staff, or does it go into the pockets of the nursing home
owners? Some of the owners receive salaries in the millions with stock options, yet their employees who
are entrusted with the care of loved ones, receive minimal wages with no incentives to better their position.

Isthe quality of care and quality of life of nursing home residents improving? Yes, we believe it is, but
too slowly. The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services has cut back on nursing home
inspections, some eliminated. Many Hot Line calls are not being investigated and plans of correction can
sometimes take as long as a year. Some facilities hire employees without consulting the Employee
Disqualification List and it takes too long for the EDL to be updated. More facilities should have
ombudsmen on board, but even with a federally mandated program, many homes are without.

If you make laws and they are not enforced, and there are ways around them that are exploited by nursing
homes and their lawyers, how good are they? We need enforcement of the laws to fully protect our
nursing home residents, the elderly and the disabled.

The Missouri Coalition for Quality Care (MCQC) is a non-profit advocacy organization concerned with the
care and protection of the elderly and disabled in Missouri. Our primary goals are to cause an improvement
in the quality of care and quality of life of nursing home residents and in-home clients, to assist
Missourians make informed choices about long-term care, to monitor programs of the Missouri Department
of Health and Senior Services (and other state agencies), and to monitor Missouri's laws and regulations
relating to long-term care.
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STATEMENT TO THE
SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

ON BEHALF OF
FRIENDS AND RELATIVES OF INSTITUTIONALIZED AGED (FRIA)

May 2007

Friends and Relatives of Institutionalized Aged, (FRIA), thanks Senator Kohl and the
Senate Special Committee on Aging for your leadership and concern in calling attention
to the health and living conditions of the elderly residing in federally funded nursing
homes. We express our deep appreciation for the opportunity provided to FRIA to. add
our voice to your hearings entitled, "The Nursing Home Reform Act Turns Twenty: What
Has Been Accomplished, and What Challenges Remain?"

Since 1976, FRIA has been NYS's unique consumer resource for free information and
assistance on long term care issues, with a special focus on nursing home care. FRIA has
played a pivotal role in reforming the industry since its inception. In addition, FRIA
provides direct services to seniors and their informal caregivers, working to improve
individual problems with long term care as well as positively impact the state system
generally. FRIA's services include:

* Free telephone bilingual Helpline service that assists over 1,500 callers each year
on2 awide. rrnv nf In t,-,, C

* Organizing, assistance and support for over 60 NYS Family Councils attendant to
nursing homes, representing over 20,000 nursing home residents, -

* Caregiver Advocacy Center that provides information and interventions on
resident rights, family rights, and care complaints, and,

* Community education and outreach that educates seniors and their families on -
NYS's long term care system, reaching over 1,000 community members in 2006
alone, not counting media appearances.

Over 1.6 million people are living in nursing homes in the U. S. today, in New York State
where FRIA is based there are 657 nursing homes with 120,347 certified beds. Generally,
people in these homes suffer from chronic disease, physical disabilities and mental
disabilities and/ or dementia and depend on professional assistance for day-to'day care
and continued survival. They may or may not have close family or friends nearby to
oversee their care. They depend on the compassion and professionalism of the nursing
home staff to make their end of life days more dignified, supportive and as pain free as
possible. It is our important grassroots, individual consumer work with the New York
residents and their families that informs our policy insights and brings us to submit these
comments today.

As you know, demographic projections predict a doubling by 2030 of people over 65
years of age, with expectations of increasing numbers of over 85 year olds and of those
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with dementia. Addressing the issues presented by the NHRA is critical not only for
those older Americans alive today, but also, given the staggering aging baby boomer
demographics, so we can resolve the issues before the problems take on unmanageable
proportions. The Nursing Home Reform Act has had notable successes in reducing
restraints, in some cases reducing overmedication of residents, and in recognizing family
and friend council organizations. Yet, it continues to miss its mark in ensuring the
broader mission of the Act- to ensure that residents receive quality care that will result in
their maintaining or achieving the highest practicable physical, mental, and psychosocial
well being- largely because the following, important elements of our federal legal
framework are absent:

I - Minimum staffing levels are not established for nursing homes,
2- State agency oversight, through surveys, complaint investigations, and sanctions,

are weak and agencies are not made appropriately accountable to CMS,
3- Financial transparency of federally supported nursing home operations, with

enforceable random auditing, is non existent,
4- Nursing home closures are not adequately addressed.

I- Minimum staffing levels are not established for nursing homes
Current federal and NYS laws only call for "sufficient" staffing in each home, a vague
standard and one honored more in the breach than in the practice. The absence of an
enforceable, federal standard has resulted in inconsistent and low staff levels in homes
throughout the country. The GAO, HCFA/CMS, and FRIA's own Helpline callers,
among others, consistently document that low levels of staffing directly result in poor
resident outcomes: indignities, miseries, injuries, and deaths. CMS itself recommends
minimum total (not including administrative) staffing levels that range from 2.75 to 3.9
hours per resident per day. Other experts, some of whom have testified before you in the
hearings, recommend a higher level of hours per resident per day. It should be
remembered that these are minimum standards, below which experts expect harm to
residents will result. Evidence exists to indicate that no more than 10% of homes
nationwide meet these minimum standards. In NYS, for example, a study was done by
NYS Attorney General Elliot Spitzer, to determine the staffing levels in homes. This
study found that 2% met this minimum standard. Moreover, in the last few years, the
population living in nursing homes has become more frail and less competent. Thus,
residents need even more staff time and attention than the population did when the
experts developed these minimum standards.

Cases drawn from FRIA's Helpline can illustrate how low staffing levels translate into
real life crises for our nations' elderly.

* A daughter is concerned because her 75 year-old father, who has both Alzheimer's
disease and depression, is having difficulty swallowing. He needs to be fed
slowly but the nursing home is attempting to place him on a feeding tube against
his wishes. She requested that the facility take time to feed him, she knows her
father enjoys eating his meals and will suffer greatly if he were denied that
pleasure. Also, the daughter recently discovered her father developed a pressure
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sore but the doctor did not notify her of this development and her father is being
left in a wheelchair all day, which exacerbates this condition.

* A women's sister had a fracture and suffered a stroke, she was sent to a nursing
home to recuperate and receive rehabilitative therapy. Her sister was not toileted
or changed in a timely.manner, frequently left to sit in her excrement, and
developed a pressure sore and a painful rash.

* A daughter complains that her mother is depressed because she is rarely taken out
of her room for activities, even though she is otherwise mentally competent.

* A spouse is afraid because his wife has lost 15% of her body weight since she:
arrived at the home a month ago, and seems to be missing meals and he is afraid..
she is wasting away.

Because most homes operate on a profit margin basisthere is no incentive for them to
staff up to these higher needs without federal government.intervention. For that reason, -
legislative requirements are the oniv way to ensure that-appropriate staffing will occur. - -
And, although some states have addressed the issue with lesser state standards, the.
nursing home program is largely a federally funded program, driven by CMS standards
and reporting. It.is therefore incumbent~upon the federal government to.take a strong lead
in this area.

For that reason, FRIA supports federal legislation, like that introduced previously by Rep.
Henry Waxman, that would require minimum nurse staffineratifos totaling 4.1-4.55
hours per resident per day. In March, FRIA personally delivered to Congress over 500
petitions from New Yorkers calling for this minimum staffing level in homes. Extracts
from their heartfelt petitions reflect the urgency-and pleas for this simple but.meaningful
reform:

"Please remember all of us will be old at some time."

"There are those people in facilities who have no one to help out if.their care
needs aren't met because of understaffing."

"We are not just talking about the elderly. I speak for my-25 year old daughter."

"It is an outrage that seniors who spent their lives taking care of us cannot achieve.
a standard of health.care in nursing homes that secures adequate coverage for-
them!"

FRIA also supports the interim step urged in NCCNHR's testimony that Congress require
CMS to collect accurate staffing data from the nursing homes and make this information
available to the public. It is remarkable in this world of high tech data collection, that
consumers and the government are forced to rely upon self-reported data about such a
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crucial element of care and appropriate usage of federal money. Currently, staffing level
data at homes are accepted by CMS with no independent verification of this information.
Based on what families and residents tell us, we must seriously question whether the data
provided by nursing homes to CMS is reliably accurate, and we fear that even the low
levels currently reported are higher than what is provided to residents in actuality.

Establishing appropriate, minimum nursing staff levels in nursing homes is the single
most important protective act we can take for the safety and well-being of our nation's
elderly residents. Moreover, establishing staffing minimums will provide preventative
protection for residents. It is a far better, more reliable model than continuing to solely
rely on enforcement efforts of state agencies 'after the fact' of poor care, efforts we
recognize are grossly inadequate. Care of the elderly requires personal attention. There is
simply no short cut. Setting minimum staffing levels alone would give new meaning to
the promise of the NHRA.

2- Lax government enforcement
It comes as no surprise to those who have loved ones living in nursing homes that the
GAO's new report, "Nursing Home Quality and Safety Initiatives," found that homes are
not sanctioned for non-compliance with federal standards, despite actual harm caused to
seniors by their failures. Historically we have witnessed the GAO issue similarly glaring
reports with no corresponding action from federal or state officials, evidencing a callous
disregard for our frail seniors. In fact, there are numerous regulations governing quality
of care that provide a basis for sustaining quality of care deficiencies as violations of law.
Yet, according to the GAO, more than 300,000 elderly and disabled residents lived in
chronically deficient nursing homes where they were "at risk of harm due to woefully
deficient care." Other GAO reports have found that these figures actually understate the
actual number and the seriousness of violations.

Part of the problem is that enforcement must be non negotiable and swiftly pursued when
deficiencies are found- but it is not. We believe that the process by which survey findings
are disputed by homes may provide an inappropriate opportunity for homes to 'reduce'
both deficiency findings and fine imposition. We all recognize that, on occasion, a
surveyor may make a mistake requiring appropriate supervisory discretion to modify the
results. However, we have been led to believe that substantive changes are made to at
least the state findings routinely, along with reduction of fines. This process undercuts the
viability and credibility of surveyor work and misleads the public about the quality of
care in nursing homes. In this regard, it should be remembered that the survey findings
are key tools disclosed to consumers representing the government's professional
assessment of the nursing home. By intentionally modifying the original survey results to
minimize the findings, states are providing consumers with an erroneously 'better'
picture of the home on which to rely. As such, consumers are deceived and potentially
injured by this approach.

Surveyors in few states routinely speak to families and family councils to determine the
consumer perspective about the quality of care and responsiveness of facilities. In New
York State, it is a rare occurrence for surveyors to speak to residents or families, unless
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these individuals are selected for conversation by the nursing home administration. More
random conversations with consumers are necessary. And, such conversations must be
private with the identity of the parties fully kept confidential. Off-site discussions are the
best way to accomplish this result and most families we know would welcome the chance
to provide helpful input.

FRIA believes that the government has the requisite knowledge and.capacity to perform
professional surveys appropriately. We would urge new training of surveyors to impress -
the need for thoroughness, inclusiveness of family, correct categorization of deficiencies,
review of extant complaints against the nursing home, and proactive questions.

And, complaint investigations need to be beefed up, by detailing specificzlegislative
process demands, and possibly monetary recourse for consumers who have been
retaliated against because they raised complaints against a nursing home..During the past
ten years, FRIA has answered over 14,000 telephone calls from residents and families
raising nursing home complaints. Few substantiated complaints result in a statement of
deficiencies. For example, in New York City only 22.9% were substantiated but only
4.7% received deficiencies in 2004. Similarly, in 2005 26.7% of complaints were
substantiated but only 3.8% resulted in deficiencies. In some cases, the complainant was
never interviewed by the state Department of Health. In others, the complainant was
interviewed early on, but never given an opportunity to respond to the facility's
arguments or explanations thereafter. Often, a complainant.may have information
demonstrating the falsity of a facility's account but is not given a chance to present it to
the investigator. In most cases, DOH investigators seem to simply accept the facility's
version of events and ume it -a thP hbdcs for nnt st aini Mi nf, not going bcyond
the four corners of the nursing home's documentation, even when conflicting
documentation is presented by the consumer. And, there is no appeal mechanism for a
consumer to challenge a finding, even if it involves allegations of serious, irrevocable.
harm.

In reconsidering the complaint process, it must be remembered that residents and families
harbor tremendous fear of retaliation being directed against their vulnerable loved one or
themselves, if they complain about a nursing home or staff member. It is easy for a
retaliating nursing home to 'ignore' the resident of a complaining family member, or to
restrict the family visits, on a wide variety of fabricated grounds. Given the enormous
courage it takes to file such a complaint, it is truly disheartening and disempowering for a
resident or family when its complaint is not sustained following an inadequate
investigation.

3- Financial transparency
The lack of financial transparency results in significant opportunities for fraud,
misinformation and confusion. On average, 67 percent of nursing home residents have
their care paid for by the Medicaid program; 9 percent are covered by Medicare. The
federal government is paying upwards of $50 billion/year for care. There must be
accountability and transparency for how public dollars are being spent, especially given
the serious findings of understaffed, inferior and deficient care. Nursing home.chains are
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proliferating, yet in NYS we have so far found it impossible to access ownership and
investor interests in nursing homes. Nor do advocates and consumers - and possibly not
even government - have any standard way of knowing how much money is actually
being spent on direct care costs for their loved ones. Given the huge amount of state and
federal dollars invested in nursing homes, financial transparency is critical to
safeguarding the public's investment in these facilities, and assuming that the NHRA
requirements are satisfied.

4- Nursing home closures
In recent years, governmental long term care policies across the states have focused on a
shift from institutional to home and community based care. FRIA supports home and
community based options for those who have the full resources to live safely and
independently. Yet even if our communities offered a full range of accessible, affordable
housing and coordinated health and social services ( which they currently do not) our
communities would still need nursing homes that are staffed beyond minimum standards
and that support a dignified life to accommodate those with dementia, those without
family/friends to oversee care, those who prefer socialized living settings, and more.
Further, the shift from institutions is partly in response to overly simplistic
and idealistic notions of independence that blind many to the complex caregiving needs
of seniors and their families/friends. It is also dollar-driven by the questionable belief that
home and community based care costs less than nursing home care. Consequently,
instead of implementing policies to protect our nation's seniors in nursing homes, the
nursing home model is being eroded by short-sighted state and federal policies.

For example, in New York, in 2004, Governor Pataki, like many other state officials,
called for the closing of thousands of nursing home beds in the state. His statewide
Commission to review the nursing home and hospital systems recommended that more
than 3,000 nursing home beds statewide be cut. New York City alone will lose over 1,200
nursing home beds by 2008, despite its increasing senior population. Families are already
hard-pressed to find nearby sub-acute and long term care beds upon hospital discharge or
in response to health crises. Government needs to insist that strong protections be put in
place to protect residents dislocated by voluntary and involuntary closures, that
family/friends have the 'say' over where the resident will be transferred, and that there is
oversight over to ensure that unbefriended residents are moved to appropriate facilities.

Conclusion
Although the issues presented by long term care are complicated and far reaching,
enacting minimum safe staffing standards is not. Congress can better protect our seniors
today by acting on this long overdue issue. It is that simple. If we fail to take the action
that we all know is necessary, we are essentially saying that the frail elderly are
disposable. We urge this committee to support this long-overdue and critical legislative
effort.
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We would be pleased to answer your questions or assist in any way we can as the
Committees continue to review the urgent topics, staffing, enforcement, financial
transparency, nursing home closures or any other topic that is raised as a result of
the hearings.

Again, we thank Senator Kohl and the Senate Committee on Aging for your help and
leadership, and for the opportunity to present some of our views.

Respectfully submitted,

Amy Paul
Executive Director
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Statement for the Record
Senate Special Committee on Aging

May 2, 2007
"The Nursing Home Reform Act Turns Twenty: What Has Been

Accomplished,
and What Challenges Remain?"

Rose B. McGarry, Ombudsman Program Director,
Elder Services of Merrimack Valley

Since 1990 1 have been involved in the nursing home industry as a social worker,
family member and ombudsman. All roles have been advocacy roles. At times it
is difficult to advocate when it appears a simple solution to the chronic complaints
of lengthy call light response and inadequate activities, especially for those with
dementia, could be resolved by increased staff. The 5 to 1 ratio which tried to be
implemented with Senator Montigny's help a few years ago got blown out of the
water.

I am a realist and understand that nursing homes are under huge financial
distress; however, accepting the responsibility of caring for a resident must result
in adequate care to help the resident maintain the highest quality of life as
possible. Nursing homes appear to be taking on more than they can handle by
accepting residents with substance abuse problems, mental health issues and
behavioral issues that they cannot adequately handle. The supports are minimal.

Yes, I can attest to the fact that the residents are no longer 'snowed" as in 'pre-
OBRA" days, but we still have to do better. We have to respect their wishes;
keep them as independent as possible; and provide enough services to keep
them and their fellow residents safe.

One quick story to illustrate the nursing home's occasional lack of
acknowledgement of a problem and an easy solution to help improve the quality
of life of a stroke resident:

An elder suffered a stroke in 2000; went into a nursing home with her own
wheelchair (low because she is 5'27). The care is good; however, she has
recently outgrown her chair because of weight gain due to her inability to
exercise (although she still self-propels in the wheelchair). The rehab team
offered her a wider chair but standard height, so the resident naturally refused
since she would lose her independence to propel herself throughout the facility.
Head of rehab said since resident refused, that's the end of the facility's
responsibility. They need only to provide a standard chair. Now the
Ombudsman program is involved, and we will research all avenues to help this
resident maintain her highest level of independence. But the solution appears to
be a "no-brainer." We will ultimately prevail and our resident will be comfortable
and safe, but should not this be the goal of each and every facility that accepts
the awesome responsibility of caring for those who cannot care for themselves?
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Senate Special Committee on Aging

'The Nursing Home Reform Act Turns Twenty:
What Has Been Accomplished, and What Challenges Remain?"

May 16,2007

Statement of the Center for Advocacy for the Rights and Interests of the
Elderly (CARIE)

The Center for Advocacy for the Rights and Interests of the Elderly (CARIE)
and its Philadelphia Long Term Care Ombudsman Program is pleased to be
given this opportunity to acknowledge the 20" Anniversary of The Nursing
Home Reform Law, OBRA '87. OBRA '87 has been instrumental in
encouraging all stakeholders to work together to change the culture of the
nursing home to make it a truly better place to live for our elderly. As a local
ombudsman program serving a large urban area, we visit 3,000 residents living
in 20 nursing facilities. CARIE regularly educates residents, family members
and staff persons about resident rights. Our statement reflects our first hand
experience of the impact of OBRA's accomplishments as well as the
challenges that remain.

CARIE's ombudsman program was part of the nationwide effort sponsored by
NCCNHR to define quality of care from the resident's perspective that
informed the Nursing Home Reform Law. We utilize key principles set forth
in OBRA '87 every day to ensure residents are educated'about their rights, are
given the opportunity to make informed decisions about their care, and are
empowered to exercise their rights to ensure their quality of life.

OBtiA 5s7 created rignts and opportinities that enable residents to tace greater
control of their lives through participating in the care planning process and in
the survey process itself. The law also provides ombudsmen with the tools and
support needed to educate residents and families about resident rights and
about the performance of the nursing facilities in which they reside. We;
remember the days when the survey process consisted primarily of reviewing
records, and when consumers and even the ombudsman had extremely limited
access to long term care survey reports. In our area, consumers reviewed these
records so infrequently that even the custodians of the information (the local
Social Security offices) did not know where the reports were maintained
Since information is more readily available now, the ombudsman, residents
and their families can be alerted to problems at prospective facilities as well as
monitor the progress being made to remedy identified problems.

Center for Advocacy for the Rights and Interests of the Elderly ?q
150 North 17th Street. Suite 600 Philadelphia. PA 19103
T,4 21S.54S.5728 F: 215.545.5372 W:w:wxarie.org
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Although several facilities in Southeastern Pennsylvania were pioneers in restraint
reduction even before OBRA '87, many nursing home residents-in the state were
physically and chemically restrained prior to the new law. OBRA provided an additional
impetus for facilities in our state to recognize best practice and to drastically reduce the
use of restraints to the extent where today, the ombudsman is sometimes called upon by
family members who mistakenly believe that restraints would provide greater safety and
promote better quality of life for their loved ones, but the nursing facility will not employ
them.

While it is true that OBRA '87 has paved the way to "promote and protect the rights of
each resident" and places a strong emphasis on individual dignity and self determination
there is still much more work to be done.

Dignity and Respect

Residents of long term care facilities regularly reach out to the ombudsman program for
assistance in realizing their right to be treated with dignity and respect. Their complaints
often focus on the tone or attitude of the caregiver rather than the content or the words -
that are used. This subtle difference is not easily substantiated by surveyors unless the
incident is witnessed by a bystander who is considered to be reliable. Residents' voices
must continue to be heard as well as believed, and we must all work harder to eliminate
failures to promote and protect dignity and-respect in long term care. It is important that
facility staff at all levels receive training to.ensure they have the needed communication
skills and understand the impact their communication style has on residents. It is also
important for survey staff to receive training so that they can more readily identify and
substantiate this common but overlooked problem.

Residents' voices must be heard

Residents' experiences as reported to surveyors must also be heard. As recently as April.
2007, an ombudsman attended a closed resident meeting conducted by the PA
Department of Health during its annual survey. Residents told the inspectors about their
continued problems with call bells, stating that their call bells are not answered in a
timely manner or that staff come-in and turn off their bells without providing the needed
care. They must then wait to receive help. Even though residents voiced these concerns to
the inspectors and the ombudsman verified their complaints based upon a number of open
cases, the inspectors did not substantiate these complaints or cite them at the level of a
deficiency. To no one's surprise, they were also unable to verify these complaints
through observation while conducting their inspection. We echo Alice Hedt's (Executive
Director, NCCNHR) statement that residents should have the right to challenge survey
findings that do not appropriately address deficiencies experienced by residents.

Insufficient Staffing

Over the past three years, 32% of the complaints received by our local ombudsman
program were care related. The highest number of complaints received by the
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ombudsman (in order from most frequent to least) are, personal hygiene, complaints of
not being turned, improper handling, failure to respond to requests for assistance and
medication administration and organization. Half of these complaints were verified.

Most of the care complaints that the ombudsman receives and observes at facilities can be
remedied by better staffing levels for all shifts. Residents regularly complain to the
ombudsman about staffing levels at nursing homes, stating their needs are not being met
because of insufficient staffing. Residents have even told the ombudsman that sometimes
they don't ask for help when they need it because they feel bad for the caregivers.

The residents' needs range from those related to basic quality of care such as being
assisted to the bathroom or being changed promptly when that assistance is not provided,
to quality of life issues like being unable to enjoy the fresh air and sunshine on a beautiful
day because there is no staff person available to assist them to leave the building or to
provide supervision.

We have also received anonymous calls from staff people who want to convey to the
licensing agency that their facilities' payroll records should be examined to corroborate
the records of staffing levels. These situations must change. In order to truly promote an
atmosphere that emphasizes individual dignity and self determination, facilities must
have the staffing necessary to be able to provide basic care and enable the choices that
residents make.

CARIE also recognizes other connections between the experiences of direct care workers
and residents, and supports the need to address workforce issues as a crucial part of
realizing quality long term care. CARIE leads a statewide coalition, Better Jobs, Better
Care PA, to advocate for changes in Pennsylvania that will positively impact the working
conditions, benefits, and career options for direct care workers with the goal of improving
quality of care for residents.

It is extremely frustrating to continue to witness the problems that frail older adults
endure from poor staffing and, that after 20 years, since the passage of OBRA, to realize
more hasn't been done to address the staffing problems in nursing facilities. There is
overwhelming evidence from research, from residents and their families, and even the
staff themselves about the detrimental impact of inadequate staffing levels. We hope that
Congress will finally address this major problem and implement and enforce policies
necessary to ensure facilities are adequately staffed to meet residents' needs.

Founded in 1977, CARIE is a nonprofit organization dedicated to improving the quality
of life for frail older adults. CARIE's focus of concern spans the long term care
continuum from those who are homebound to those who are institutionalized. Older
adults who experience physical frailty or psychological impairment frequently have
difficulty advocating for their needs and are often a silent group. CARIE works to
protect their rights and promote awareness of their special needs and concerns.
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In conclusion, CARIE urges Congress to build upon the accomplishments of OBRA,
consider our recommendations as well as support the recommendations made by
NCCNHR and Charlene Harrington. Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments.
I can be contacted at 215-545-5728 or menioacarie.ore for any questions or clarification.

Respectfully Submitted,

Diane A. Menio
Executive Director
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OBRA 1987 TIMELWNE - MAJOR EVENTS

1935
Passage of Social Security Act (SSA): As enacted, law does not allow payments to be made to
residents of state-administered "public institutions," stimulating growth of proprietary nursing
homes.

1950
SSA amendments allow the federal government to pay providers directly for nursing home
services. Amendments also allow payments to public institutions and require states to establish
basic licensing standards for nursing homes.

1965
SSA amendments creating Medicare and Medicaid pay for skilled services in nursing facilities.
Fewer than 15% of nursing homes meet required federal safety and quality standards. States are
given authority to set standards for Medicaid.

Early 1970s
A series of reports of fires and food poisoning deaths in nursing homes, as well as other safety
and quality problems, increase pressure on the federal government to take a stronger role in
oversight. Senate hearings are held to address the nursing home quality problems.

1971
The Nixon Administration announces eight-point plan to improve conditions in nursing homes,
including regulatory initiatives to centralize federal enforcement efforts and increase federal
funding for nursing home inspections.

The President directs the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to assist states in
establishing investigative units to respond to complaints by nursing home residents, the first step
in creating what would become the Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program.

1975
Colorado nursing home residents sue federal and state officials for failure to adequately protect
them.2

Senate Special Committee on Aging issues a major nine-part report over a series of months,
"Nursing Home Care in the United States: Failure in Public Policy." In this report, Sen. Frank
Moss comments, "Public policy has failed to produce satisfactory institutional care - or
alternatives - for chronically ill older Americans. Long-term care for older Americans stands
today as the most troubled, and troublesome, component of our entire health care system."

'U.S. Senate. 1970. Medicare and Medicaid: Problems, Imes, and Alternatives. Report of the Staff to Committee
on Finance. Committee Print, 9 1 Congress, I" Session, February 9. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office.
2 Estate of Smith v. O'Halloran.
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Early 1980s
Reagan Administration announces effort to shift most federal oversight of nursing homes to the
states, and proposes major changes in the survey process for determining compliance by nursing
homes with federal standards. Intense public opposition develops and leads to two Congressional
moratoria prohibiting the Administration's deregulatory activity. Subsequently, Congress and the
Administration agree to a study of nursing homes by the Institute of Medicine (loM).

1984
T5FCircuit Court of Appeals rules in the 1975 Colorado case that HHS has a duty to ensure high
quality care for nursing home residents. 3

1986
loM report, "Improving the Quality of Care in Nursing Homes," includes recommendations for
strengthened federal quality and safety standards for nursing homes; a comprehensive survey. and
inspection process; and financial penalties and other sanctions for facilities found to have
deficiencies (http://books.nap.edu/openbook.php?isbn-0309036461). The National Citizens'
Coalition for Nursing Home Reform launches the Campaign for Quality Care, which builds a
consensus among consumers, providers, health care professionals, and workers on provisions
that should be included in a new reform law to implement the loM's recommendations.

Senate Special Committee on Aging holds hearing on May 21, 1986, "Nursing Home Care: The
Unfinished Agenda," and releases the findings of a 2-year staff investigation of the status of care
in the Nation's federally certified nursing homes. Senator John Heinz states, "Frankly, the news,
after all these years, is still grim... We have warehoused tens of thousands of our oldest, sickest
citizens, and the Federal government is not doing anything about it."

1987
The GAO issues a report (GAO/HRD-87-113) "Medicare and Medicaid: Stronger Enforcement
of Nursing Home Requirements Needed" demonstrating that over a third of the nursing homes in
1985 failed to meet one or more of the requirements considered to be most likely to affect
residents' health and safety during a 4 year period (http://archive.gao.2ov/d29t5/133937.pdf).

Reps. Henry Waxman, Claude Pepper and Sens. George Mitchell, John Glenn, and Aging
Committee chair John Heinz sponsor and lead debate on the Nursing Home Reform Act that
incorporates key recommendations from 1986 loM report, "Improving the Quality of Care in
Nursing Homes." The resulting law, OBRA '87, requires sweeping changes in federal standards
to improve standards of care: annual inspections of facilities; financial penalties and other
sanctions for poor care; standardized system for assessing residents' health; minimum staffing
requirements; standards to promote individualized care; and residents' rights.

1989
Senate Special Committee on Aging holds oversight hearing on May 18, 1989, "Federal
Implementation of OBRA 1987 Nursing Home Reform Provisions." Sen. David Pryor warns,

3Estate of Smith v. O Halloran, 557 F.Supp. 289 (D.Colo. 1983), rev 'd sub. nom., Estate of Smith v. Heckler, 747
F.2d 583 (10th Cir. 1984).
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"there are significant indications that this major effort is seriously floundering. It is a complex
law and there is no question that it poses considerable challenges in putting it into place. But
these difficulties must not be made worse or even impossible because of bureaucratic obstacles
or misplaced priorities."

1990
HHS issues some regulations for OBRA '87, but implementation of many of the law's standards,
including enforcement; is delayed.

1991
The federal government requires all nursing homes to conduct assessments of individual
residents using a standard Minimum Data Set form on a periodic basis. Nursing homes are
required to use the assessments for developing an interdisciplinary, individualized plan of care
for each resident. The data are required to be submitted quarterly to the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA), where the data are used for establishing a Medicare casemix
reimbursement system based on resident care needs. The data are also used for monitoring
quality by the state survey agencies. Some states use the Minimum Data Set to set Medicaid
reimbursement rates.

1995
HHS publishes final enforcement rules for OBRA '87. State surveyors are required to rate
violations of quality and safety standards (called deficiencies) according to their scope and
severity. Broadly, deficiencies are defined as problems found to have resulted in, or problems
that have the potential to produce, a negative impact on the health, safety, welfare, or rights of
residents. Sanctions for identified deficiencies are tied to the scope and severity of the violation.

Senate Special Committee on Aging holds hearing on October 26, 1995, "Medicaid Reform:
Quality of Care in Nursing Homes at Risk." Sen. William Cohen declares, "we have witnessed
dramatic improvements since 1987... but we are not there yet. Recent inspections of nursing
homes reveal that deficiencies ranging from substandard care to conditions posing immediate-
harm to residents still exist in many nursing.homes nationwide." Sen. Russell Feingold notes, "it
was this very Committee that was in large part responsible-for the nursing home regulations that
were enacted as part of OBRA '87. And if federal standards are to be maintained in this area, it
will again be because of this Committee."

1996
A private foundation, The Commonwealth Fund, releases a study, "Assuring Nursing Home-
Quality: The History and Impact of Federal Standards in OBRA '87." The study finds significant
improvements in resident care have occurred in nursing homes nationwide. Among the
improvements: A 50 percent reduction in the use of physical restraints; significant increase in the
involvement of families in care decisions; and reduction of psychotropic drug use by as much as
a third.4

'Assunng Nursing Home Quality: The History and Impact of Federal Standards in OBRA-87, Catherine Hawes,
The Commonwealth Fund, December 1996
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loM publishes "Nursing Staff in Hospitals and Nursing Homes: Is It Adequate?" strongly
endorsing OBRA '87's federal standards and calls for improved professional nurse staffing. The
report states, "the preponderance of evidence, from a number of studies using different types of
quality measures, shows a positive relationship between nursing staff levels and quality of
nursing home care, which in turn indicates a strong need to increase the overall level of nursing
staff in nursing homes" (httn://www.naa.edu/catalog.phn?record id=51 51.

1997
"Pioneer Network" of nursing homes organizes to develop and begin promoting principles
underpinning "culture change."

The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 (httn:/Hthomas.loc.,eov/cgi-binL/Auerv/z?c1O5:H.R.2015.ENR:)
approves the Medicare prospective payment system (PPS) for skilled nursing facility services
provided to Medicare beneficiaries, which is intended to link payment to residents' needs and to
control the growth in Medicare spending.

1998
U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) releases report (GAO/HEHS-98-202) requested
by the Special Committee on Aging, "California Nursing Homes: Care Problems Persist Despite
Federal and State Oversight," at a Committee hearing called by Sen. Charles Grassley on July
28, 1998, "Betrayal: The Quality of Care in California Nursing Homes." Sen. Herb Kohl states,
"too many people are suffering and dying. ..this is absolutely inexcusable. We have laws and
regulations already in place that should be preventing these problems, but they are not enforced
in any meaningful way" (httn://www.gao.gov/archive/1998/he98202.pdf .

President Clinton announces "Nursing Home Initiative" that aims to strengthen sanctions for
poorly performing facilities, including legislation to mandate criminal background checks for
workers and establish a national registry of nursing home aides. He also announces that HCFA
will establish a consumer information system to report data on the quality of nursing homes
(http://www.hhs.gov/news/press/l998pres/980721a.html).

HHS implements the Medicare PPS payment system. Under PPS, skilled nursing facilities are
given a prospective reimbursement rate based on resident casemix, with regional cost
differentials, but facilities do not have to account for nurse staffing and therapy services
delivered to residents.

1999
The Medicare, Medicaid, and SCHIP Balanced Budget Refinement Act of 1999
(httl://www.congress.pov/cgi-lis/bdquerv/z?d106:H.R.3426:) increases the payment rate for
Medicare skilled nursing facilities temporarily for 2001 and 2002.

GAO report (GAO/HEHS- 99-46), "Nursing Homes: Additional Steps Needed to Strengthen
Enforcement of Federal Quality Standards," concludes that while the federal government "has
taken steps to improve oversight of nursing home care, it has not yet realized a main goal of its
enforcement process - to help ensure that homes maintain compliance with federal health care
standards" (htto://www.gao.gov/archive/1999/he99046.pdt).
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"Nursing Home Care: Enhanced HCFA Oversight of State Programs Would Better Ensure
Quality" (GAO/HEHS-00-6), finds weaknesses in federal and state monitoring of nursing home
quality and recommends a series of regulatory and administrative changes to improve oversight
(http://www.gao.gov/new.items/heOO006.odf .

"Nursing Homes: Complaint Investigation Processes Often Inadequate to Protect Residents"
(GAO/HEHS-99-80) finds procedures or practices that may limit the filing of complaints,
understatement of the seriousness of complains, and failure to investigate serious complaints
promptly. The report recommends stronger federal requirements for states to promptly
investigate serious complaints (htti,://www.eao.eov/new.items/he99080.Rdf.

HHS establishes its Medicare "Nursing Home Compare" website to provide information on over
16,000 nursing homes, including information on facility characteristics and deficiencies. The
website receives approximately 100,000 visits per month.

2000
Charlene Harrington and colleagues argue in the Journal of Gerontology that "strong evidence
supports the relationship between increases in nurse staffing ratios and avoidance of critical
quality of care problems... In 2000, over 91% of.nursing homes have nurse aide.staffing levels
below that identified as minimally necessary to provide all the needed care processes that could
benefit their specific resident population."5 Subsequently, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) begins including limited data- on number and types of nursing staff on the
agency's "Nursing Home Compare" website.

GAO report (GAO/HEHS-00-197) "Nursing Homes: Sustained-Efforts Are Essential to Realize
Potential of the Quality Initiatives" shows that while improvements have been made in the
survey process and in reducing the predictability of the timing of surveys, the improvements are.
modest (htto://www.gao.gov/archive/2000/he00197.pdfV

2001
A federal government report, "Appropriateness of Minimum Nurse Staffing Ratios in Nursing
Homes," finds clear evidence of adverse outcomes in facilities with minimum required'staffing
levels that serve residents with complex needs. This-report shows that improvements in staffing
at 4.1 hours per resident per day for long stay residents reduce the probability-of substantial harm
or jeopardy to residents. The study finds that more than 90 percent of nursing homes do not meet
the level of staffing needed to protect residents. It does not recommend minimum nurse staffing
ratios but demonstrates that facilities that provide below 4-hours of nursing.care a day cannot
provide all needed services to avoid harm to residents.

IoM report, "Improving the Quality of Long-Term Care," finds "the quality of care in nursing'
homes may have improved in some areas during the past decade, to a large extent due to provider
response to the 1987 Nursing Home Reform Act and the forces that. gave rise to this
legislation.. .(but] the evidence also suggests that serious quality problems appear to continue to

Harrington, Charlene, Zimmerman, David, Karon, Saita L., Robinson, James, Beutel, Patricia Nursing Home
Staffing and Its Relationship to Deficiencies J Gerontol B Psychol Sci Soc Sci 2000 55: S278&287
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affect residents of this country's nursing homes, with persistently poor providers of care
remaining in operation" (htto://www.na .edu/books/0309064988/html .

2002
Senate Special Committee on Aging holds hearing on March 4, 2002, "Safeguarding Our
Seniors: Protecting the Elderly from Physical and Sexual Abuse in Nursing Homes." Sen. John
Breaux declares, "as a nation must not tolerate abuse of our senior citizens in any form nor in
any place. The Special Committee on Aging spent 14 years from way back in 1963 to 1977
investigating nursing home care... [yet] in the year 2002, [nearly] 40 years have passed without a
determination that nursing homes are safe for seniors." At the hearing, a GAO report (GAO-02-
312) "Nursing Homes: More Can Be Done to Protect Residents from Abuse," documents that:
allegations of physical and sexual abuse of nursing home residents are often not reported
promptly; few allegations of abuse are ultimately prosecuted; and safeguards to protect residents
from potentially abusive individuals are insufficient at both the federal and state levels
(http://www.gao.gov/new.items/dO2312.pdf).

GAO report (GAO-03- 183) "Skilled Nursing Facilities: Medicare Payments Exceed Costs for
Most But Not All Facilities" shows that in 2000, the median Medicare profit margin is almost 19
percent (htto://www.gao.gov/new.items/d03 I 83.pdfl.

CMS develops quality indicators using the quarterly reports on residents from the Minimum
Data sets, and announces that 10 indicators will be selected for launching on its Medicare
"Nursing Home Compare" website in 2002. GAO issues a report (GAO-03-187), "Nursing
Homes: Public Reporting of Quality Indicators Has Merit, but National Implementation Is
Premature," saying that adding new public information on quality to the existing public data on
nursing homes has merit, but it recommends that CMS delay reporting in order to address
problems with the quality information and its reporting (httro://www.2ao.2ov/new.items/
d03 57.tdf). Another GAO report (GAO-02-279), "Nursing Homes: Federal Efforts to Monitor
Resident Assessment Data Should Complement State Activities," finds problems with the
accuracy of the MDS data and the state oversight of nursing home MDS reporting. The report
urges CMS to improve its assessment and.monitoring of the adequacy.of state MDS accuracy
efforts, given the importance for nursing home payments and resident care (httM://www.&qo.2ov/
new.items/dO2279.Rdfo.

Representative Henry Waxman and Senator Charles Grassley issue a special report "HHS
'Nursing Home Compare' Website Has Major Flaws," pointing out that data on deficiencies
related to resident complaints and other serious quality violations, such as immediate jeopardy,
are not reported on the website.

2003
GAO issues a new report (GAO-03-561) on nursing home quality entitled "Prevalence of Serious
Problems, While Declining, Reinforces Importance of Enhanced Oversight" that identifies
weaknesses in state survey, complaint and enforcement activities that continue to understate
serious quality problems. Poor investigation and documentation of deficiencies, limited quality
assurance systems, and inexperienced state surveyors are factors (fttp:/Hwww.gao.gov/
new.items/d03561 .pdf).
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loM issues a report "Keeping Patients Safe," which makes recommendations for improving
quality of care in hospitals and nursing homes (httn://www.nap.edu/books/0309090679/html[).
The report recommends that DHHS update existing regulations established in 1990 to specify
minimum standards for registered and licensed nurses, require the presence of at least one
registered nurse at all times, and implement the staffing ratios in the DHHS report to Congress
"Appropriateness of Minimum Nurse Staffing Ratios in Nursing Homes - Phase 11 Final
Report."

2004
GAO releases "Nursing Home Fire Safety: Recent Fires Highlight Weaknesses in Federal
Standards and Oversight" (GAO-04-660) after two deadly nursing home fires in 2003, showing
that although a large number of nursing home fires occur each year, federal regulations allow
existing facilities to operate under waivers, without sprinklers and other fire protections. The
report concludes that state and federal oversight of nursing home fire safety is inadequate
(http://www.2ao.gov/new.items/dO4660.odf .

A paper, "Effects of Medicare Payment Changes on Nursing Home Staffing and Deficiencies"
published in Medical Care by R.T. Konetzka and colleagues shows that professional nursing
staff decreased and regulatory deficiencies increased after the adoption of the Medicare
prospective payment system (httn://www.nubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?artid-
1361020).

CMS states that it will pursue a regulatory change to require the installation of smoke detectors
in nursing homes and plans to include fire safety data on "Nursing Home Compare" website.

2005
New requirement for nursing homes to post daily staffing levels takes -effect, -mandating that
nursing facilities include the total hours worked each day by nursing staff directly responsible for
resident care.

GAO report (GAO-06-117) requested by Senators Herb Kohl and Charles Grassley, "Nursing
Homes: Despite Increased Oversight, Challenges Remain in Ensuring High-Quality Care and
Resident Safety," finds inconsistency in how state surveyors conduct inspections and
understatement by state surveyors of serious deficiencies (httv://www.2ao.Rov/new.itemsn
d06117.txlO.

2006
A report, "Nursing Facilities, Staffing, Residents and Facility Deficiencies, 1999 Through 2005"
by C. Harrington and colleagues, 2006 shows that since the adoption of PPS, the average
registered nurse - staffing hours per resident day has declined by, 25 percent.
(httn://www.ascenter.org/documents/OSCAR2005.mlf)

2007
Special Committee on Aging holds hearing in May on the 20* anniversary of OBRA 1987, "The
Nursing Home Reform Act Turns Twentyr What Has Been-Accomplished, and What Challenges
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Remain?" The hearing features testimony from GAO, CMS, advocates, the nursing home
industry and academics, and highlights the success of Michigan's program that requires long-
term care facilities to screen workers for a possible history of substantiated abuse and/or a
criminal background as a condition of hiring.

GAO issues report, "Nursing Homes: Efforts to Strengthen Federal Enforcement Have Not
Deterred Some Homes from Repeatedly Harming Residents," (GAO-07-241) which faults CMS'
"immediate sanctions" policy, finding continuing quality problems in poorly performing nursing
homes studied previously (http://www.gao.eov/new.items/dO7241.pdf).
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BROKEN PROMISES II

An Assessment of the District of Columbia's Initiatives To Improve

Quality of Care in the District's Nursing Facilities, 2003-2005

I. INTRODUCTION:

Under the Older Americans Act of 1965 and the District of Columbia's Long-Term Care

Ombudsman Program Act of 1988, the Ombudsman Program is mandated to investigate and

resolve complaints on behalf of residents in nursing homes, encourage citizens' involvement in

improving nursing home quality, and monitor the development and implementation of

regulations, laws and policies affecting nursing homes residents. In keeping with this mandate,

the District of Columbia Office of the Long-Term Care Ombudsman, in November 2003,-issued

a report entitled "Broken Promises: An Interim Assessment of the District of Columbia's

Initiatives to Improve Quality of Care in Nursing Facilities, 2002 - 2003." This report was

prompted by the Ombudsman Program's concerns that D.C. nursing homes bad serious quality

of care problems and that the District of Columbia's Department of Health was failing to

implement the District's nursing home regulations in a timely fashion, to properly enforce

federal nursing home regulations, and, generally, to protect-and promote the health and-welfare

of those residing in the District's long-term care facilities.

These concerns of the Ombudsman Program, and of other District organizations that

advocate on behalf of the elderly and disabled, were expressed for a number of years both to

officials at the D.C. Department of Health and to Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes Norton, who,

in 2001, requested the Special Investigations Division of the Committee on Government Reform

of the U.S. House of Representatives to prepare a report on nursing home care in the District of

Columbia. A draft of that Congressional Report, Nursing Home Conditions in the District of

Columbia: Many Homes Fail to Meet Federal Standards for Adequate Care, was provided to

Mayor Williams and the D.C. Department of Health on November 26, 2001, prior to its public

release, in order to give the District government time to prepare a response. On January 7, 2002,

Congresswoman Norton officially released the report at a press conference held in conjunction

with Mayor Williams and representatives of the Department of Health, who responded to the
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report by announcing that D.C. nursing home regulations, which had been held in limbo, would

finally be issued. In referring to the District's status as the only jurisdiction in the nation without

regulations, Mayor Williams stated at the press conference: "This has got to be unacceptable to

me, because it is certainly unacceptable to families of seniors." The Mayor went on to declare:

"It's a sin and a crime not to have regulations."

In addition to its promise to immediately publish the nursing home regulations, the

Department of Health distributed a document at the press conference, entitled "Initiatives to

Improve Quality of Care in District of Columbia Nursing Facilities." In this document, the

Department of Health promised, among other things, to:

* create "an enforcement mechanism to compel compliance" through "the use of citations
for deficiencies and accompanying civil fines";

* "triple its surveyor staff to meet the need for increased monitoring of nursing facilities";

* further increase the nursing facility survey staff to form "an investigative/ complaint
unit";

* develop a Disability and Aging Resource Center to "serve the dual function of
empowering consumers to make informed choices about their long-term care options and
creating a mechanism to assist in channeling individuals in need of long-term care to the
most cost-effective setting";

* establish a "case-mix system" for nursing facility reimbursement by "October 2002"; and

* establish "a unit within MAA/ODA that will focus on continuous quality improvement,"
by "organizing and supplying training to providers and staff to improve the quality of
care."

However, in the fall of 2003, almost two years after the District government assured its

citizens that it was working to improve nursing home quality, the Ombudsman Program found

that the D.C. Department of Health had failed to follow through on its promises:

* No implementation or enforcement of the District's January 2002 nursing home
regulations had occurred.

* The surveyor staff was not tripled and no further increases in survey staff
sufficient to form an investigative/complaint unit had occurred.
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* Not one deficiency had been cited and not one penalty bad been imposed against a
nursing home on the basis of the January 2002 regulations.

* No Disability and Aging Resource Center has been developed.

* No case-mix system had been implemented.

In addition, an updated report by the Government Reform Committee of the U.S. House of

Representatives on D.C. nursing home care, released by Congresswoman Norton on October 31,

2003, found that the quality of care in the District had not improved in the two years since its

previous report was prepared and that serious problems continued to affect the health and welfare

of D.C. nursing home residents.

In response to the Department of Health's inaction in implementing its 2002 initiatives

and to the Congressional Report's findings of continued serious problems with care in the

District's nursing facilities, the D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program issued "Broken

Promises: An Interim Assessment of the District of Columbia's Initiatives to Improve Quality of

Care in Nursing Facilities, 2002-2003." The goals of "Broken Promises" were to motivate

positive change in the District's enforcement process, to recommend-changes designed to

improve care, and to stimulate action on the Department of Health's promised initiatives by

providing a candid assessment of the District's performance in implementing the steps

announced in January 2002 to improve nursing home care.. Sadly, "Broken Promises" concluded

that the District government had failed "to take its promises seriously and provide the leadership

and funding necessary to fulfill them." At the same time, the Ombudsman Program issued its

own promise to continue evaluating and assessing the progress made by the District government

in implementing the 2002 initiatives and to issue another report if necessary.

In May 2005, "in response to Congresswoman Eleanor Holmes'Norton'streport on the

quality of care provided in Nursing Facilities (NF) in the District-of Columbia (District) released

October 31,2003," the D.C. Department of Health issued a second set of initiatives to improve -

D.C. nursing home care.1 Similar to the initiatives issued in January 2002,2 these "new"

"Initiatives to Improve Quality of Care in District of Columbia Nursing Facilities," prepared by the District of
Columbia Department of Health, Medical Assistance Administration in Coordination with the Health Regulation
Administration, May 2005, p.2.
2See p.3 above.
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initiatives, according to the Department of Health, were designed "to address quality concerns"

and reflect "recommendations from the Institute of Medicine (TOM)," 3 as follows:

* "Increasing survey efforts, especially for chronically poor performers, and increasing

penalties for noncompliance"

* "Developing programs to disseminate information to consumers on the various types

of long-term care settings available top them and the quality of individual providers"

* "Adjusting Medicaid reimbursement formulas for Nursing Facilities to take into

account quality requirements and casemix-adjusted needs of residents"

* "Providing targeted training to address potentially problematic care trends and at-risk

individuals"

However, based on the D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program's monitoring and

assessment of the quality of care in the District's nursing homes from the end of 2003 through

2005 and of the steps taken and not taken by the D.C. Department of Health to fulfill its promises

to improve long-term care in the District, this current report, "Broken Promises II," finds that the

District's implementation of its May 2005 initiatives falls as short of success as its

implementation of basically the same initiatives promised in January 2002.

H. APPROACH

Under federal law, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Center for

Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS),4 contracts with the District of Columbia's Department

of Health, Health Regulation Administration (DOH, HRA), to conduct annual inspections of

nursing homes and to investigate nursing home complaints. Through the use of the federal

nursing home survey tool, known as the 2567 survey report, these inspections assess whether

nursing homes are meeting the federal standards of care mandated for nursing homes to be

certified for Medicaid and Medicare certification. These standards include providing appropriate

staffing levels to meet the residents' medical and psychosocial needs, maintaining an

environment that is safe and secure, preventing injuries and accidents, and protecting residents'

rights, including their right to be free from abuse and neglect. Under state nursing home

regulations, including those issued by the District in 2002, nursing homes must also meet the

3 DOH May 2005 "Initiatives," pp.6-9.
4Previously known as HCFA, the Health Care Financing Administration.
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federal standards of care, but may have to meet higher standards in areas that a state decides is
critical to safeguarding its nursing home residents.

Much like the D.C. Department of Health's Health Regulation Administration, the Office

of the D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman, as mentioned above, is also federally and locally

mandated to monitor, investigate, and work to resolve complaints about poor quality of care and

quality of life in the District's nursing homes. The Office of the D.C. Long-Term Care

Ombudsman fulfills its mandate.through its Ombudsman staff and volunteers, who visit the

District's nursing homes on a daily basis both to monitor care and investigate complaints

received from residents, family and friends of nursing-home residents, nursinghome staff,

community social workers and healthcare workers, and the general public. The Office of the.

D.C. Long-term Care Ombudsman collects and enters into its data system via a software

program, OmbudsManager, allcomplaints received, all reports of monitoring visits-and

investigations conducted by Ombudsman.staff and volunteers, and all referrals made by the

Ombudsman Program to the Department of Health, Adult Protective Services, law enforcement,

Medicare and Medicaid Fraud and Abuse agencies, etc., for further investigation and
enforcement action.

Through-OmbudsManager, the Ombudsman Program has reviewed and compared

complaints reported to and investigated by Ombudsman Program staff and volunteers from 2003

through 2005.5 The Ombudsman Program staff compared the-most recent nursing home survey
data (2003 -2005) with the past Broken Promises" data (2002- 2003) in ordernto document-
any complaint trends over the past two years.

In addition, the Ombudsman Program has reviewed and analyzed the nursing home -
survey inspection reports (Federal 2567 reports) completed by the D.C. Department of Health's
Health Regulation Administration during the past two years and the nursing home surveys..
conducted by the Health Regulation Administration under.the.District's-2002.nursing home :
regulations. The Ombudsman-Program has also reviewed-the-2004 and 2005 cumulative
complaints reported to the Ombudsman Program, examining the-most recent information

pertaining to 13 out of 20 nursing homes in Washington, D-C. 6 Finally, the Ombudsman

All of the 2005 D.C. DOH; HRA survey.data for the 13 nursing homes that the Ombudsman Program selected for
review was not available during the research and drafting period-of this reports The Ombudsman Program has used
available data from Calendar Years 2003, 2004, and the first half of Calendar Year 2005 to produce this report
6 The thirteen nursing homes analyzed to create this report were chosen at random.
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Program has compared the District's promised initiatives to improve quality of care - first

presented in 2002 and then reissued with slight variation in May 2005 -- with the progress

actually made in implementing these initiatives through reports and testimony to the City

Council and first-hand experience collected through complaints made to the Ombudsman

Program.

While the findings are representative of patterns of care and services received by residents of

the District's nursing homes, conditions in individual nursing homes can change, and usually do,

when new management or focused enforcement activities are conducted. For this reason, this

report should be considered a snapshot in time of the nursing home care and enforcement

activities that have emerged in the past two years.

HI. FINDINGS

Overall, the Ombudsman Program has found that the Department of Health has not followed

through on its promises, the outcomes of which remain uncertain. To date, the following remain

true:

* Monitoring and regulation of the District's nursing homes for violations of Federal

nursing home regulations have not improved due to the continued under-rating of nursing

facility deficiencies and the failure to impose civil monetary penalties and other sanctions

under federal guidelines;

• While the number of notices of infractions cited by HRA under the District's nursing

home regulations has increased, the monetary fines imposed on nursing homes has not

increased;

* A Disability and Aging Resource Center has been established, but it has not been fully

finded and thus, has not been able to fulfill its original mandate of providing elderly and

disabled residents with alternatives to nursing home care;

* A workable case-mix Medicaid payment methodology system for nursing facilities has

not been fully implemented city-wide as promised, and;

* While the need for improved training of nursing home staff has been acknowledged, no

new programs have been implemented that would improve services and increase the

quality of care for D.C. residents.
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A. INITIATIVE TO IMPROVE NURSING HOME ENFORCEMENT

1. Increasine Staff and Penalties

As noted earlier, in its January 2002 "Initiatives to Improve Quality of Care in District

Nursing Facilities," the D.C. Department of Health promised to:.

* create "an enforcement mechanism to compel compliance" through "the use of citations-
for deficiencies and accompanying civil fines"

* "triple its surveyor staffto meet the need for increased monitoring of nursing facilities"

* further increase the nursing facility survey staffto form "an investigative/complaint unit'

In its May 2005."Initiatives to Improve Quality of Care in District Nursing Facilities," the D.C.
Department of Health presented as its first initiative:

* "Increasing survey efforts, especially for chronically poor performers:and increasing
penalties for noncompliance."

To date, however, these goals have not been achieved.

Although the Department of Health's Health Regulation Administration (HRA), in December
2003, finally began to survey nursing facilities for deficiencies and to issue citations under the

2002 D.C. nursing facility regulations, its surveyor staff has not been tripled and "an
investigative/complaint unit" has not been formed. Since 2002, the number of HRA nursing
home investigators on staff has fluctuated between five and seven; the current number-of .
survey/complaint investigation staff is four. It is, therefore, not surprising that the average

response time by HRA to complaints filed by the Ombudsman Program in-2005 was 4.5 months: -
and that survey efforts, especially for chronically poor performers, and penalties for
noncompliance have not increased.

In its May 2005 report, HRA stated that "most District NF's were found to be in substantial
compliance with local nursing home regulations" in 2004, yet the report goes on to say that more
than half (55%) had deficiencies with the potential to harm residents and 45% had deficiencies

causing actual harm to residents.7 In addition, in 2004, the Ombudsman Program logged 1296
complaints about nursing facility care; and in 2005, after the number of nursing homes in the

District decreased from 21 to 20, the Ombudsman Program received 1675 complaints about -

DOH May 2005 "Initiatives," p.5.
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care and services.8 Further, although the Health Regulation Administration issued an average

of 12.8 deficiencies per facility for 2003, and an average of 18.2 deficiencies per facility for

2004,9 no federal monetary penalties or other sanctions have been imposed for these deficiencies

since April 3,2003. '

Despite the large numbers of complaints about nursing home care received by the

Ombudsman Program in 2004 and 2005, fourteen nursing homes were issued 25 notices of

infraction for only 34 violations of D.C. regulations, from December 2003 through December

2004, resulting in the collection of $16,740.60 in monetary fines, with $8,580 in monetary fines

unpaid or pending in court. " From January 2005 through December 2005, eleven nursing

homes were issued 26 notices of infraction for 39 violations, resulting in the collection of

$10,110 in fines, with $11,425.00 unpaidluncollected.12 Although in 2004 and 2005, the

Ombudsman Program received a total of 2,971 complaints from residents, family and friends of

residents, ombudsman volunteers, nursing home and hospital staff, social workers, and others

about the care and services being provided in the District's nursing homes, from December 2003

through December 2005, nursing facilities in the District paid a total of only $26,850.60 in fines

for only 73 cited violations of D.C. nursing facility regulations -- an average of $367.82 per

violation, many of which, as this report illustrates, posed a threat of harmn to residents or actually

resulted in harm.

'Medstar Manor closed in the spring of 2004.
Cf Charlene A. Harrington, Nursing Facilities. Staffing. Residents. and Facility Deficiencies. 1998 - 2004.

Department of Social and Behavioral Sciences, University of California, San Francisco, August 8, 2005. Note:
Charlene A. Harrington, Ph.D., RN., F.A.A.N., Professor of Sociology in the Department of Social and Behavioral
Sciences at the University of California, San Francisco, has served as Principal Investigator of several national
long-term care research studies including the five-year National Evaluation of the Social/Health Maintenance
Organizations (S/HMO) Demonstrations Projects for HCFA. Her areas of expertise include health care financing,
legislation, policy analysis, and regulation and planning.

'
0Cf. On HRA'swebsite(http://doh.dc.gov/doh/cwpview,a,1374,q,577174,dohNavGID,1840.asp), the last

monetary penalty imposed against a nursing home under federal survey guidelines $4,875 against Hadley Skilled
Unit. Requests to HRA and FOIA requests to CMS for a list of monetary penalties imposed on D.C. nursing
facilities for violations of federal nursing facility regulations from April 2003 through December 2005 have been
ignored. Since this information is supposed to be available to the public on HRA's website, as well as provided to
the D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program under its Memorandum of Agreement with the D.C. Department of
Heasth, the Ombudsman Program can only conclude that no monetary penalties for violations of federal nursing
home regulations have been imposed by CMS since April 2003.
" This information was provided to the Ombudsman Program by the D.C. Department offHealth on June 13, 2005.
'2 This information was provided to the Ombudsman Program by the D.C. Department of Health, Health Regulation
Administration, on Feb. 16, 2006.
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In its November 2003 "Broken Promises" report, the D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman

Program took the Department of Health to task for imposing no monetary penalties for violations

of D.C. nursing facility regulations and recommending only $42,732.50 in civil monetary

penalties between January 2002 and October 2003 for violations of federal nursing home

regulations. Yet, the D.C. Department of Health, after promising, in January 2002, to increase
survey and complaint investigation staff, and in May 2005, to increase penalties for

noncompliance, imposed considerably less in monetary penalties for deficient nursing care under

District nursing facility regulations between December 2003 and December 2005 than it did

under federal regulations between January 2002 and October 2003. In addition, there is no

indication that penalties or sanctions other than monetary fines -- such as licensure restrictions

and withholding of payment -- have been imposed against substandard facilities during 2003-

2005.

Without the imposition and collection of serious federal and District monetary penalties

for substandard and life-threatening care, poor performing nursing homes have little incentive to
improve their services or change their methods of operation. Given the fact that the highest fine

imposed by HRA for a violation was $2,860 and that, for the majority of violations, fines under

$1,000 were imposed, the District's enforcement system encourages nursing facilities to simply

pay the fine and continue the substandard performance that led to the fine, because fixing the

problems resulting in harm to residents, such as hiring sufficient direct care staff, would cost

many times more than even the highest fine. The result is that residents remain victims of poor

care as the same violations are repeated year after year in the same facilities without correction.

2. Increasine Survey Efforts

In its November 2003 "Broken Promises" report, the D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman
Program criticized the D.C. Department of Health for lax enforcement of federal nursing facility

standards, as well as for failing to implement the D.C. nursing facility regulations that were
issued in January 2002. Since then, as of December 2003, HRA began to cite nursing homes for
violations of the D.C. nursing facility regulations. However, as noted above, the monetary

penalties under D.C. regulations are minimal,"3 do not reflect the seriousness of many of the

'3 The schedule of fines for infractions of the D.C. nursing facility regulations go from $50 for a Class 5 infraction to
$2,000 for a Class I infraction. 16 DCMR §3201.1 el seq.
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violations, and will not deter nursing facilities from continuing to provide substandard care. One

of the barriers to improving care continues to be HRA's interpretation and application of the

D.C. nursing home regulations to violations. 16 DCMR 3201.2 states: "[a]n infraction shall be a

repeat infraction and shall carry the enhanced penalties set forth in §3201.1." Yet, the

Ombudsman Program, in its review of two fiscal years beginning in October of 2003 and ending

in September of 2005, found not one citation that was labeled "enhanced" by HRA or

recommended for daily compound fines.

In addition, the Ombudsman Program continues to have questions about the validity and

quality of the nursing home surveys that HRA performs for CMS. These concerns are due not

just to the apparent absence, since April 2003, of monetary fines or other sanctions imposed for

violations of federal nursing facility standards, but also to continued under-rating by HRA

surveyors of the scope and severity of deficiencies in District nursing homes.

As explained in the November 2003 "Broken Promises," under the federal nursing home

regulatory system, every state and the District of Columbia has a contract with the Centers for

Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS), U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, to

survey all nursing homes that receive Medicaid or Medicare funding to ensure compliance with

minimal standards of care set by the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1987 (generally known as

OBRA'87) and by the Nursing Home Reform Amendments of 1990. In the District, the

Department of Health's Health Regulation Administration (HRA) is the agency funded by CMS

to conduct surveys of District nursing homes to determine whether or not they meet federal

standards of care. Surveyors use the following scope and severity grid developed by CMS to

rate deficiencies:
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Assessment Factors used to Determine

The Seriousness of Deficiencies Matrix'4

:>. .ouub uaruquall U iasv Ia any ueideincy -n 'e. LrK qo0.).i, nKesiuent netiaviors anta
Facility Practices, 42 CFR 483.13 Quality of Life, or 42 CFR 483.25, Quality of Care, that
constitutes immediate jeopardy to resident health or safety; or a pattern of or widespread actual
harm that is not immediate jeopardy; or a widespread potential for more than minimal harm that
is not immediate jeopardy, with no actual harm
* Substantial compliance

POC: Plan ofCorrection(s)

Remedy Categories

Category 1 (Cat.l)
Directed Plan of Correction
State Monitor,-and/or .
Directed In-Service
Training

Category 2 (Cat.2) Category 3 (Cat.3)
Denial of Payment for New Temp. Mgmt
Admissions Termination
Denial of Payment for All Individuals Optional:
imposed by CMS; and/or Civil money penalties
Civil money penalties: $3,050-$10,000/day
$50-$3,000/day - $1,000-$ 10,000/instance
$I ,000-$ 10,000/instance

4 Renedy cigonaes ad Pe-Asty definitons deftrin mach scope and sevrty incdent as OD the folloiwg page.

Immediatejeopardyto J fPoC3 3 K., PoCm. L :PoC3
resident health or safety Required: Cat. 3 Required: Cat.: 3 Required: Cat. 3

Optional: Cat. I Optional: Cat. I Optional: Cat. 2
Optional: Cat. 2 Optional: Cat. 2 Optional: Cat. 13,3.3RR.,'':>x~ y,.: :&, a, .

Actual harm that is not G PoC H Poc PoC
immediate Required: Cat 2. Required: Cat 2 Required: Cat. 2

Optional: Cat. I Optional: Cat I Optional: Temporary
. *g~f2 3 * .......... Mgmt.

No actual harm with D PoC E PoC F PoC W,
potential for more than Required: Cat. I Required: Cat I Required: Cat. 2
minimal harm that is not Optional: Cat. 2 Optional: Cat.2 Op2onal Cat I
immediate jeopardy

No actual hann with A B C
potential for minimal harm No renedie ;

Commitrinent to Correct

Not on CMS-52567

Isolated Pattern Widespread
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Under CMS Guidelines, "A" violations are simply noted in the Federal 2567 survey

reports with no response required from the nursing home. Violations rated from "B" to "F"

require the nursing home to do nothing more than submit a plan of correction, although in certain

cases (but so far not required in the District), a civil monetary penalty may be imposed for a "D"

violation. Whether or not that plan of correction is actually implemented and actually corrects

the violation is rarely addressed in the District. It should also be noted that a facility is

considered "in substantial compliance" with federal standards if it receives no deficiencies above

a "C," (please refer to grid on the previous page) regardless of how many "A," "B.," and "C"

deficiencies are cited. Any violation rated a "G" or above may be recommended by the HRA for

a civil monetary penalty in addition to a plan of correction. Other remedies are possible for

deficiencies rated "G" and above, including (for "J" to "L" violations) denial of payment for new

admissions, disqualification from Medicare and/or Medicaid payments, and placement of a

receiver or temporary manager in the nursing home.

For this report, the Ombudsman Program analyzed the 2003 -2005 nursing home survey

reports submitted to CMS by the Health Regulation Administration for 13 of the District's 20

nursing facilities, chosen at random. The Ombudsman Program found that, from December 2003

to September 2005, eight of the thirteen facilities had been cited for 23 deficiencies that caused

actual harm to nursing home residents, including fractured limbs not properly assessed by staff,

preventable accidents, medication administration errors, and failure to report unusual incidents to

the appropriate authorities. HRA rated 22 of these deficiencies at the "G" level. However, the

Ombudsman Program has not found any evidence that the nursing homes cited received any

federal monetary penalties or other sanctions. Further, in analyzing the deficiencies described in

the survey reports for the thirteen facilities it reviewed, the Ombudsman Program staff found 49

that they would have rated at a higher scope and severity level than HRA rated them.

Admittedly, this problem of under-rating is not confined to HRA. A recent Government

Accountability Office report (GAO-06-117), entitled "Nursing Home Quality and Safety

Initiatives," found that States fail to accurately report the injury and harm that nursing homes

affirmatively cause harm to residents, that the agency contracted to survey the State's nursing

homes (e.g., HRA in the District) "allows homes to conceal problems...," and that

"state inspections ... understated the extent of serious quality-of-care problems, reflecting ...

inconsistent application of federal standards." The report also found that "[n]ursing homes
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repeatedly caused actual harm to residents, such as worsening pressure sores or untreated

weight Ioss, or placed residents at risk of death or serious injury" and that !'serious complaints

by residents, family members, or staff alleging harm to residents remained uninvestigated for.

weeks or months...." .. Finally; the report states that CMS acknowledges that (1) nursing

home State surveys under-rate what inspectors find and report by 8 to 33 percent, and (2) there is-

an "increase in such discrepancies [between what a State admits and what CMS finds when it

surveys the same nursing homes] from 22 to 28 percent." -Clearly, when violations of care

standards under the federal system are under-rated, federal penalties or sanctions are not imposed

and poor performing nursing homes continue to put residents at risk of injury and even death.

While under-rating of deficiencies is a problem nationwide; HRA continues to be part of that

problem. The following pages provide some examples of the ratings issued by HRA for

deficiencies identified in nursing home surveys performed for CMS during 2003-2005. .The D.C.

Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program provides a comment section assessing the ratings given

by the HRA to the deficiencies described.

Examples

Violation: Failure to notify a physician after-blood wasfound in the diaper of one resident and
failure to notify physician of pressure sore development.
HRA Rating: D (isolated incident; potential for more than minimal harm)'
Ombudsman Program Katme: G, because presence of blood and development of pressure sores
reflect actual harm to a resident. -

Violation: Failure to monitor a resident's glucose level as ordered by a physician; failure to
obtain weekly blood pressure as ordered; failure to give insulin-coverage for elevated fingerstick *
results as ordered, failure to test glucose as well as administer insulin; plus seven other
deficiencies in resident assessment.
HRA Rating: E (pattern; potential for more than minimal harm)
Ombudsman Promram Rating: H because deficiencies affecting 1 I-of-13 residents sampled
indicate widespread harm and failure to monitor the glucose levels of diabetics and provide
insulin ordered by a physician put these residents in immediate jeopardy to residents' health and
safety.

Violation: Failure to assess a resident for pain complaints during wound care; failure to assess a
resident for abdominal pain complaints; fhilure to followup.on abnormal albumin levels for a
resident; failure to obtain weekly blood pressure for resident on Lasix; failure to administer.
insulin coverage for two residents; failure to assess pressure sore; as well as five other
deficiencies in resident assessment.

' Emphasis added in bold.
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HRA Rating: E (pattern; potential for more than minimal harm)
Ombudsman Program Rating: H, because the deficiencies in medical care were widespread and
posed an immediate danger to residents' health and safety.

Violation: Failure to identify stage 3 pressure sore development on leg and failure to promote
healing of stage I pressure sore on heel of resident; failure to identify stage 3 sacrum pressure
sore on resident; failure to follow orders for positioning and use clean technique during wound
treatment on a resident.
HRA Rating: G (isolated; actual harm to health/safety)
Ombudsman Proeram Rating: I, because the failures of care were found in 3 of five residents
sampled and were therefore widespread.

Violation: Failure to obtain K+ levels for resident on Lasix as ordered; failure to follow up on a
request for an x-ray for a resident who was later determined to have a fractured hip; along with
four other deficiencies in physician services.
HRA Rating: C (widespread; no actual harm; facility in substantial compliance)
Ombudsman Program Ratin : F, because substandard medical care provided to 6 of 30 residents
sampled indicates widespread potential harm.

Violation: Hand mitts applied to prevent resident from pulling/eating dressing materials with no
evidence that interventions other than physical restraints were used; resident with six falls over
four months; three other violations of physical restraints regulations. 16

Rating: C (widespread; no actual harm; facility in substantial compliance)
Ombudsman Program Ratin : F, because restraint violations have the potential to harm residents
and violations for S of 30 residents sampled indicates a pattern for potential for harm.

Violation: Dental consultation recommended extraction of two teeth but no follow-up was done
and resident had continual pain/facial swelling and poor (food) intake until teeth were finally
extracted; no follow-up for post surgical evaluation of resident following emergency surgery for
ischemic bowel with obstruction; no follow-up for recommended GYNIONC appointment for
resident found to have cancer in pelvis; improper transcription of order for Prosource for resident
with low albumin, none received for a month and improper lower amount given for a month; no
psychiatric consultation obtained for five months despite social service urgent recommendation
for resident subsequently started on antidepressant and dementia medications; no chart record of
metabolic panel drawn five months earlier for resident found to have blood sugar of 233mg/dL

*6 HRA claims in its 2005 "initiatives to Improve Quality Care in the District of Columbia," cited sspra (p.
6
), that

"[t]he District has strict regulations regarding the use of restraints." However, the current District regulations
regarding the use of physical and chemical restraints do not comply with Federal regulations and do not go far
enough to elimimate the abuse ofphysical end chemical restraints. For example, 22 DCMR §3216.1 simply states,
"[elach resident has the right to be free from unnecessary physical and chemical restraints." Because
"unnecessary" is not defined in the regulations, the term is open to interpretation by the nursing facility. In contrast,
the federal regulation, 42 CFR § 483.13(a) states, "[t`he resident has the right to be free from any physical or
chemical restraint imposed for purposes of discipline or convenience, and not required to treat the resident's medical
symptoms." The federal regulations are more restrictive and thus, more protective against abuse. In addition.
DCMR §3216.4 allows for a registered nurse to administer restraints in emergency situations in violation of federal
regulation 42 U.S.C. 1396r (c)(1XA)(I 1), which clearly states "onlv Rhvsicians can order phksical or chemical
restraints (emphasis added).
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and started on oral hypoglycemic;-counadii order transcribed incorrectly and no evidence it was
given for a period of twelve days in February; eighteen other deficiencies in resident assessment
and quality of care.
HRA Rating: G (isolated; actual harm to health/safety)
Ombudsman Program Rating: L, because serious deficiencies in medical care for 18 of 30
residents sampled and 5 of 20 supplemental residents sampled indicate that the health and safety
of residents in this nursing facility were in widespread and immediate danger.

Violation: Insufficient nursing staff to implement professional standards of care, resulting in the
deficiencies directly above.
HRA Rating: E (pattern; potential for more than minimal harm)
Ombudsman Program Rating: L, because serious deficiencies medical care for 18 of 30 residents
sampled and 5 of 20 supplemental residents sampled indicate that the health and safety of
residents in this nursing facility were in widespread and immediate danger as a direct result of
the lack of staffing.

Violation: X-ray performed 24 hr. after resident exhibited abdominal pain/vomiting showed
small bowel obstruction, yet another 24 hr. lapsed with no treatment or evaluation by attending
physician evaluation by attending physician or member of medical team at nursing facility or
member of medical team; on 3rd day after vomiting began, resident was admitted to the hospital
for emergency bowel resection; these and 6 more deficiencies in physician services found.
HRA Rating: G (isolated; actual harm to health/safety)
Ombudsman Program Rating: J, because resident requiring bowel resection for obstruction
following three days of vomiting/pain with out a medical evaluation was in immediate jeopardy.

Violation: Nine wheelchairs soiled on three floors; twelve exhaust vents dirty on four floors;
twenty-six doors soiled/marred through n, huilAing; flnr stir - ,end not A nin eiMt rooms;
personal items stored in disorderly manner in storage rooms; walls damaged behind beds in nine
rooms; soiled linen rooms; ceiling tiles stained/ill-fitting in sixteen areas; baseboards separated
from wall surfaces; strong urine odors in area around two rooms; water accumulated on floor
following shower; window sills damaged.in six rooms; improper use of clothes dryers; and other
environmental deficiencies.
HRA Rating: E (pattern potential for more than minimal~harm)
Ombudsman Program Rating: F, because deficiencies were widespread throughout the facility..

Violation: Delay of twenty-four hours in transporting a resident, with a temperature of 104 to the
emergency rooth.
HRA Rating: G (isolated; actual harm to health/safety)
Ombudsman Prowram Rating: J, because this failure in care posed an immediate danger to the -
resident's health.

Violation: Failure to investigate hospital acquired infections, no tracking reports to determine
mode of transmission, failure to analyze data pertaining to urinary tract infections.
HRA Rating: D (isolated incident potential for more-than minimal harm)
Ombudsman Program Rating: H, because unsanitary practices affect all residents in the facility.
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Violation: Failure of dentist to perform follow up visit on a resident with pain/decaying teeth
whose tooth subsequently broke off.
HRA Rating: D (isolated incident; potential for more than minimal harm)
Ombudsman Program Rating: G, because actual harm, the loss of the tooth, was a result of
deficient dental services.

Violation: Failure to provide adequate supervision for resident with a history of seizures and
unsteady gait who fell in room, resulting in emergency transfer to hospital for bruises and
unresponsiveness.
DOH/HRA Rating: D (isolated incident; potential for more than minimal harm)
Ombudsman Program Rating: G, because the resident suffered actual harm and injury as a result
of this deficiency in care.

Violation: Failure to assess/identify a fractured elbow for 3 days while resident complained of
pain/yelled/grimaced, exhibited swelling/bruising; x-rays inaccurately interpreted and blood tests
ordered by physician for that resident failed to be performed; failure to insert suprapubic
catheter/wrong size inserted for a resident; as well as seven other deficiencies in resident
assessment and quality of care.
HRA Rating: G (isolated; actual harm to health/safety)
Ombudsman Program Ratin : H or 1, because deficiencies show at least a pattern of poor care
and possibly widespread poor care resulting in actual harm to residents.

Violation: Call Cell Boxes in shower lacked plastic covers, have damaged/broken switches and
are missing pull cords on three floors.
HRA Rating: C (widespread; no actual harm; facility in substantial compliance)
Ombudsman Program Ratine: F, because residents' inability to alert staff of an emergency in the
shower room has the potential for more than minimal harm and affects all residents who shower
in that facility.

Violation: Failure to provide adequate assistance during transfer of resident from bed to chair
resulting in elbow fracture for a resident whose Minimum Data Set (MDS)17 stated the resident
required at least 2 persons for physical assistance with transfers; another resident who has
physical functioning/structural problems and requires at least 2 persons for transfer fell during
transfer from bed to shower chair.
HRA Rating: G (isolated; actual harm to health/safety)
Ombudsman Program Rating: H, because if this failure occurred with two of the sampled
residents, a pattern of actual harm is indicated.

"'Me federal government requires that nursing homes receiving Medicaid and Medicare finds prepare a
comprehensive assessment, known as the Minimum Data Set (MDS), for every resident upon admission to the
nursing home and periodically thereafter. The MDS assessment of the resident's medical, social, psychiatric,
nutritional, and functional status is then used to determine the resident's care needs and to create a plan of care to
meet those needs.
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Violation: Resident twice physically assaulted, hit in face, by another resident with history of
prior assaults; another resident hit in head by another resident with wheelchair pedal, laceration
required 9 staples.
DOH/HRA Rating: G (isolated; actual harm to health/safety)
Ombudsman Program Rating: H, because incidents show pattern of harm.

Violation: Resident assessed as "no problems with behavior" despite three episodes-- throwing
coffee at nurse aide, hitting another resident in head four times with a cane, and striking another
resident in the leg with a cane.
HRA Rating: D (isolated incident; potential for more than minimal harm)
Ombudsman Program Ratin : I, because actual harm was caused and resident engaged in a
pattern of harmful behavior without appropriate intervention by nursing facility.

Violation: Fracture of resident's tibia/fibula when nursing assistant used wrong lift to transfer
resident; 11 of 30 residents sampled and 8 of 10 supplemental residents experienced basic
deficiencies in care.
HRA Rating: G (isolated; actual harm to health/safety)
Ombudsman Program Rating: 1, because widespread failure in care was found.

As in "Broken Promises 2002 -2003," this report finds that HRA's regulatory enforcement is

not strong enough to ensure that serious deficiencies are corrected and repeat poor performers are

deterred from providing substandard care and services to the District's nursing home residents.

3. Increasing Monitoring of Poor Performers

From its analysis of the Health Regulation Administration's surveys, the Ombudsman

Program found that another major reason for the lack of progress in improving nursing home

care is the ineffective monitoring by HRA of plans of correction provided by the nursing homes

in response to deficiency citations. The Ombudsman Program has seen plans of correction that

are almost indistinguishable from year to year for the same deficiencies in the same nursing

homes. 1B As the Ombudsman program has repeatedly argued, it is critical that a nursing facility

be given a specific and reasonable date by which to correct the violations found by HRA and that

an inspector be assigned to reinspect -- and be held accountable for reinspecting -- by the

" Between December 2003 and December 2005, for example, one nursing home was cited for the same violations in
February and April 2005 and for another same violation in January, March, August, and November 2005; another
nursing home was cited for the same violation in July and October 2004 and another same violation in January and
March 2005; a third nursing home was cited for the same violation in June 2004, July 2004, and August 2005 and
for another same violation in April and August 2005; two other nursing homes were cited for the same violation in
successive months.
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required date. In addition, HRA must issue compound fining of a facility for the repeat offenses

that are not corrected by the date(s) specified. The following examples illustrate deficiencies

that were described in "Broken Promises 2002-2003" and found to be recurring during the 2003-

2005 surveys without correction:

Violation: Inadequate care plans to provide for resident's needs, e.g., no plan to monitor
elopement for resident with dementia; no plan to.prevent resident from wandering into room of
another who had history of physical aggression towards that resident; medications discontinued
and begun for a resident without precautions for medications documented; failure to document
that resident's position was to be changed every two hours to prevent worsening of pressure
ulcer(s); failure to plan interventions for behaviors of resident resisting care.
Plan of Correction: Update resident care plans; monitor residents; assess care plans.
Comment: 13 of the 13 nursing home surveys reviewed for this report contained similar,-if not
identical deficiencies in resident care plans as those noted "Broken Promises, 2002-2003."

Violation: Hot water valves/pumps not operating effectively; hot water is too cold, e.g., 84-98
degrees F., 78-108 degrees F., 68-100 degrees F. instead of the 110 degrees F. required for
baths/showers.
Plan of Correction: Inspected system to determine replacement needs.
Comment: This deficiency was noted in "Broken Promises, 2002-2003," so the inspection plan
failed to lead to correction.

Violation: The facility failed to provide necessary care and services as evidenced by the failure
to administer insulin when a resident's blood sugar levels required insulin to be given and failure
to provide the correct dose of insulin on two occasions.
Plan of Correction: Prepare insulin error report.
Comment: This deficiency was noted in "Broken Promises, 2002-2003," so the plan of
correction either failed to correct the problem or was never implemented. Additionally, all 13
homes reviewed for this report were cited for deficiencies in providing correct dosages of
medicine to residents and in administering medicineand medical procedures as ordered/required,
putting residents' health in jeopardy.

Violation: Failure to comply with the Life Safety Code Standard to ensure resident safety in the
event of a fire, e.g., failure to document fire alarm system testing, failure to ensure that double
doors locked and closed to prevent the passage of smoke in the event of a fire, smoke barrier
walls above ceiling tiles not in good condition to prevent passage of smoke.
Plan of Correction: Check and replace deficient fire doors.
Comment: This deficiency was noted in "Broken Promises, 2002-2003," so the plan of
correction either failed to correct the problem or was never implemented. Additionally, this
deficiency was cited for 9 nursing facilities in 2003-2004, and a number of facilities have been
cited for this deficiency every year from 2002 to 2004.

I
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B. INITIATIVE TO DEVELOP AGING & DISABILITY RESOURCE CENTER

In 2002, the D.C. Department of Health's Medical Assistance Administration (MAA) was

;uccessful in receiving $2.1 million dollars in federal grant funds to develop home and

-ommunity based services waiver programs and an Aging and Disability Resource Center in the

District. These programs are designed to provide elderly and disabled persons with options to

eceive long-term care services at home or in a community-based residence instead of in a

aursing home. The then-Director of MAA recognized that many States had for years been

Developing one-stop long-term care service centers and related programs to keep the elderly and

3ersons with disabilities at home and independent as long as possible, noi only to improve their

quality of life but also to save on the enormous and ever rising costs of nursing home care. The

District, in contrast, has provided these residents with little or no alternative to

institutionalization for long-term care.

In its January 2002 "Initiatives to Improve Quality Care in District of Columbia Nursing

Facilities," then, the D.C. Department of Health promised to develop a Disability and Aging

Resource Center to "serve the dual function of empowering consumers to make informed choices

ibout their long-term care options and creating a mechanism to assist in channeling individuals

n need of long-term care to the most cost-effective setting." However, the Ombudsman

?rogram noted in its 2003 'Broken Promises" report, that as of November 2003, MAA had failed

o create the Resource Center and to fully implement the home and community based Medicaid

Nvaivers to assist the elderly and disabled.

In its May 2005 "Initiatives to Improve Quality Care in District of Columbia Nursing

Facilities," the D.C. Department of Health again listed as its second major initiative:

'Developing programs to disseminate information to consumers on the various types of long-

erm care settings available to them and the quality of individual providers." DOH went on to

-epeat the statements in its January 2002 report that the Center "will serve the dual function of

,mpowering consumers to make informed choices about their long-term care options and

-reating a mechanism to assist in channeling individuals in need of long-term care to the most

-ost-effective setting" through a "comprehensive interdisciplinary program" of "screening and

sssessment and counseling services" to ensure that D.C. residents needing long-term care will

iave options other than institutionalization. However, the District Aging and Disabilities

Resource Center that began operations in December 2004 lacked the funding that CMS had
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previously approved and granted. Because the finding had been substantially reduced, the

Center has lacked the resources to provide the services originally envisioned.

Consequently, despite DOH's claims in its January 2002 and May 2005 reports about the

services and options that the Center would and had provided, a D.C. Council task force'9

reported in December 2005 that the District "has failed to use available federal funds to keep

elderly residents out of nursing homes, spends disproportionate dollars on institutional care

instead of home and community support, and ... has a regulatory.system that does not assure

that these vulnerable people will receive high-quality services no matter what the setting."20 In

particular, the 17-person task force's report focused on "the confusion and the paucity of

information" that limits the options of the elderly and persons with disabilities and results in their

"unnecessary placemenf' in institutional care, and it called for "much more public outreach and

coordination among professionals."2 The failures found by the D.C. Council task force are

those that the Center was developed to correct, and the recommendations made in the report are

those that the Ombudsman Program and other aging and disability advocates have been

requesting since 2003.'

C. INITIATIVE TO ESTABLISH A CASEMIX SYSTEM

In its January,2002 "Initiatives to Improve-Quality Care in District of Columbia Nursing

Facilities," the D.C. Department of Health stated as its third major initiative: "Adjusting

Medicaid reimbursement formulas for Nursing Facilities to take into account quality

requirements and casemix-adjusted needs of-residents" by October-2002. In discussing.

implementation of a casemix system, DOH went on'to say that it "has recognized that the current

methodology the District uses to establish Medicaid rates for nursing facilities fails to encourage

quality care, especially for the most vulnerable District residents;" that the current rate

methodology acted as "a barrier to the provider. ability.to give adequate care for-individuals with

greater needs," and that the current rate "creates a strong incentive" to keep individuals in

nursing homes who could potentially be served through home and community based services.

'
9

Jerry Kasunic, Director of the D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsmnan Office, served on the task forces for both the
Access and Quality of Care Subcommittees.
" Susan Levine, "Panel Urges Changes in Elderly Care," The Washington Post, " December I, 2005, District, p.3 .
21 Ibid.
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Despite DOH's recognition of the problems with its current nursing home payment system, by

November 2003, when the Ombudsman Program issued its first "Broken Promises" report, a

casemix system of nursing home reimbursement had not been implemented.

In its May 2005 "Initiatives to Improve Quality Care in District of Columbia Nursing

Facilities," the D.C. Department of Health again presented establishment of a casemix system as

its third initiative, repeating word for word the comments that appeared in the January 2002

"Initiatives" about the problems with the current system and the advantages of the casemix

system. The only difference between the two discussions of this initiative is that in the May

2005 report, the implementation date for the new casemix system was given as "Summer 2005,"

rather than "October 2002." However, to date, the D.C. Department of Health and the City

Council has passed legislation (January 2006) in order to create and implement a casemix

system, but casemix has yet to be fully implemented and providers, presumably, continue to lack

encouragement to provide quality care. 22

D. INITIATIVE TO PROVIDE TRAINING TO IMPROVE QUALITY OF CARE

In both its January 2002 and May 2005 "Initiatives to Improve Quality Care in District of

Columbia Nursing Facilities," the D.C. Department of Health listed as its fourth initiative:

"Providing targeted training to address potentially problematic care trends and at-risk

individuals." Both reports stated, "To achieve this goal, DOH is seeking funds to accomplish the

following goals," which in both reports include: (1) Establishing a unit within the D.C. Medical

Assistance Administration's Office on Disability and Aging that will, among other things, "focus

on continuous quality improvement" by "proactively identifying individuals potentially at risk,"

"working to ensure that plans of correction are implemented and resident outcomes improved";

(2) Providing training to providers and staff "to improve the quality of care"; and (3) Extending

the Delmarva Foundation's 2 3 scope of work to include "additional training targeted to providers

for whom quality concerns have been identified. The fact that the same goals are stated in

exactly the same words in DOH's 2002 and 2005 "Initiatives" clearly demonstrates that no

2 Changes were made to the proposed casemix system in the Notice of Final Rulemaking, February 24, 2006
amending 29 DCMR 6500 (53 DCR 1350), but no clear acuity definitions and reimbursement processes has
occurred.
' The D.C. Department of Health contracts with the Delmarva Foundation to assess an individual's initial and
continuing medical eligibility for nursing home services under Medicaid/Medicare.
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progress was made by DOH in implementing the goals of this initiative between January 2002

and May 2005.

Nevertheless, in its discussion in its 2005 report of its first initiative for improving quality

care, i.e., increasing survey efforts, DOH mentions that it had recently restructured its contract

with the Delmarva Foundation "to include a significant quality improvement component." As

explained by DOH, Delmarva Foundation now validates the MDS data24 self-reported by nursing

homes "by comparing it to independent resident assessments and medical record reviews and

identifying clinical flags that could suggest a quality concern." If a resident is flagged by this

method, "a Delmarva review nurse will conduct an in-person assessment and medical record

review" followed by a report to MAA, which "will then determine whether to work with the

facility to address the concern or to forward it to the Health Regulation Administration (HRA)

for sanction."

While supporting DOH's initiatives to improve nursing home care, the Ombudsman

Program has concerns about the value to be derived from the expenditure of funds for

Delmarva's added duties, as described above. To begin with, a recent report for the National

Commission for Quality Long-Term Care25 notes that "the use of the MDS outcome-based data

for ranking and comparing facilities is still controversial" and that researchers have had concerns

about the Outcome-Based Quality Indicators (OBQI) approach to quality assurance, on which -

the MDS is based -- in particular, its validity and reliability in practice, i.e., in "real world"

situations.2 6 The report goes on to say that researchers have found not only that "the relationship

between quality indicators and quality care is too complex to be captured in the MDS" but also

that "there may be perverse incentives and counterproductive conclusions drawn from MDS data

and associated QIs [Quality Indicators]."" Further, the report states that little evidence exists to

24 The MDS, or Minimum Data Set;-is the tool that CMS requires nursing homes to use to assess residents when they
enter a nursing home to determine their functional, physical, mental, nutritional, recreational and psychosocial
needs. The resident's plan of care is then developed from the MDS data.
25 John Capitman, et al., -Long-term Care Quality Historical Overview and Current ntiatives," National
Commission for Quality Long-Term Care, 2005 (http:/fwww.qualitylongtermcarecommission.orglreports).
26 Similarly, in an article in the September 2005 issue of The Gerontologist, three prominent researchers at the
Borum Center of Gerontological Research at UCLA concluded that direct observation of care delivery should be
adopted as a means of evaluating nursing home quality because observational data "provide one of the few sources
of information about care that is independent of staff self-reports" which are often filled with inaccuracies. The
MDS is the primary self-reporting tool used by Delmarva to measure nursing home quality.
27 A study of the uses of.the MDS indicated that the better facilities are at evaluating and documenting care
problems, the worse the.facilities may appear on the Ql scale. For example, nursing homes rated as having high
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directly link "the implementation of MDS to patient outcomes and satisfaction," and that sharing

data on QI performance with providers "does not necessarily lead to improvements in care

processes." Finally, the report points out that the medical approach of the MDS system fails to

include "attention to patient autonomy and quality of life"; instead it "makes specific tasks and

avoidance of mistakes the focus of facilities, rather than the needs and wants of individual people

in their care."

In addition to concerns that resident care will not be improved as a result of Delmarva's

enhanced focus on the MDS, the Ombudsman Program also believes that any positive outcomes

for residents that could result from Delmarva's new tasks will be diminished by Delmarva's lack

of cooperation with the Ombudsman Program and other long-term care advocates and failure to

communicate its findings to these groups to better protect long-term care residents and improve

their quality of care and quality of life. Finally, the Ombudsman Program believes that the funds

being used for Delmarva's enhanced MDS duties would, in the short run, be better used in (1)

increasing the number of HRA surveyors to ensure that plans of corrections submitted by nursing

homes in response to deficiencies are implemented, (2) establishing the long-promised complaint

investigation unit in HRA so that complaints of potential, actual, and imminent harm to residents

are investigated in a timely manner and steps taken to ensure that the nursing home's policies,

practices, and conditions are timely changed/corrected to prevent harm to additional residents;

and (3) promoting and supporting "culture change" in the District's nursing homes.25

IV. OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

The quality of nursing home care in the District of Columbia continues to be a serious

problem that will only worsen unless the Department of Health takes immediate action to fulfill

the promises made in January 2002 and reiterated in May 2005. For DOH to successfully meet

the stated goals of its four major initiatives, the Ombudsman Program recommends that the

District government take following steps:

prevalence of pain were more likely to assess and treat residents' pain appropriately than nursing homes rated as
having low prevalence of pain.
2s Section IV, following, "Ombudsman Program Recommendation,' explains the concept of "culture change" in the
nursing home context.
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A. Monitorine and Enforcement

DOH must expand and train its nursing home survey and complaint investigation staff to

strictly enforce District and federal nursing home regulations, impose appropriate fines and

sanctions for infractions, and ensure compliance with penalties imposed by monitoring the

implementation of plans of correction and payment of all monetary penalties imposed. At the

same time, as stated in its 2003 "Broken Promises," the Ombudsman Program strongly believes

that the enforcement mechanism designed to compel compliance with the District's 2002 nursing

home regulations must be something more than simply a schedule of fines. To be effective in

improving the quality of nursing home care and services, the remedy for a nursing home

deficiency cannot simply be a civil monetary penalty. Further, the Ombudsman Program has

consistently recommended to the Department of Health that, at the very least, schedule of fines

adopted to compel compliance with the District's 2002 nursing home regulations should classify

violations of 22 DCMR 3200 et seq. as follows:

* a violation that causes actual physical or emotional/psychological harm to a resident be
classified as a Class I infraction;

* a violation that poses an imminent danger to a resident's health, safety, or welfare or that
abridges a resident's right to freedom from neglect, exploitation, or physical, mental,
verbal, or sexual abuse be classified as a Class 2 infraction; and

* a violation that impacts a resident's health, safety, or welfare, but does not pose an
imminent risk of harm, be classified as a Class 3 infraction.

The Ombudsman Program also strongly opposes an enforcement system that provides a civil

monetary penalty alone as a remedy to poor care. Merely imposing a fine is not enough to

ensure compliance, especially when the amounts of the fines are so low that paying them is much

less costly than correcting the deficiency. A plan of correction, as well as a civil monetary

penalty, should be required for infractions of the 2002 District nursing home rules. However,

when a plan of correction is required, it is critical that the facility be given a specific and

reasonable date by which to correct the violation and that an inspector be assigned to

reinspect, and be held accountable for reinspecting, on the date specified for correction. If

the deficiency is not corrected by the date specified, compound fining of the facility for a repeat

offense should immediately commence. Thus, 16 DCMR 3201.2 should also be amended to

provide that each day of violation following the day by which the violation is required to be
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corrected should constitute a separate, repeat infraction and be fined as such. This change is

important to ensure the imposition of strict, timely, and appropriate plans of correction on

facilities.

In addition, the Ombudsman Program believes that, as in other jurisdictions, additional

remedies be included in the enforcement scheme, such as the imposition of staffing ratios, hiring

of specialists to train staff, placement of a receiver or new management team, and denial of new

admissions. Similarly, as in other jurisdictions, the Ombudsman Program recommends that the

fines collected for infractions be kept in a separate fund designated for hiring and training

additional inspectors, hiring receivers/monitors for substandard facilities, making emergency

repairs, and hiring additional staff to prevent imminent harm to residents when facilities fail to

act -- the cost of which would then be subtracted from the Medicaid and Medicare payments to

the facilities from the District. In Maryland, for example, the "Nursing Homes - Quality

Assurance" bill, passed in 2000, not only increases fines for nursing home violations, but also

provides as follows:

. . . the amount of the penalty imposed, together with any accrued interest,
shall be placed in a fund to be established by the Secretary and shall be applied
exclusively for the protection of the health or property of residents of nursing
homes that have been found to have deficiencies, including payment for the
costs of relocation of residents to other homes, Tmaintenanne or onerntion of a
nursing home pending corrections of deficiencies or closure, and reimbursement
of residents for personal funds lost.

Similar language establishing a fimd for fines paid by District nursing homes should be added to

the regulations enforcing the District's 2002 nursing home rules. 29

Finally, the Ombudsman Program recommends that the Department of Health create a long-

term care task force to focus on chronically poor performers and make annual survey reports on

these offenders available to the public.30

9 A "Survey of State Use of Civil Monetary Penalties and State Fines," conducted by Charlene Harrington and Theo
Tsoukalas, University of California at San Francisco, and Cynthia Rudder, Long Term Care Community Coalition,
funded by he Commonwealth Fund, and presented at the annual meeting of the National Citizens' Coalition for
Nursing Home Reform, in October 2005, found that only six states, the District of Cohlmbia being one of the six,
have no separate account for funds collected from federal and state fines for nursing home violations. Thirty-five
states at the time of the survey had almost $56 million available in accounts from federal and state fines to fund such
projects and activities as receiverships, relocations of residents from substandard homes, survey and inspection
activities, Ombudsman Program activities, and special projects for nursing homes for quality improvement,
including "culture change."
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B. Resource Center

The D.C. Aging and Disability Resource Center must be fully funded in order to fulfill its

mandated duties, including the monitoring of individual providers to insure that correct

information about availability, costs, services, and quality of care is being disseminated to the

general public. In addition, in order to provide District residents with the choice mandated under

federal law to receive long-term care services in their homes and communities, rather than in an

institution, the waiver programs must be fully funded and utilized by residents, subsidized

housing and subsidies to make homes handicapped-accessible must be made available, and home

care and personal care workers must be given the living wage that will keep them from going to

Maryland and Virginia for work while District residents languish in institutions for lack of home

care services.31

C. Casemix System

Since January 2002, the Department of Health has promoted the advantages of a casemix

system of Medicaid reimbursement over its current payment system, and since January 2002,

DOH has been promising to provide a casemix system. It is time for DOH to deliver what has

been promised and to implement and maintain a workable and reliable casemix system that will

hopefully both improve care and correct the District's problems of Medicaid overpayments to

nursing homes.32 At the same time, the amendments to the final rulemaking for the casemix

system (29 DCMR 6500), especially those containing spending ceilings for resident care but not

for capitol spending costs, raise the Ombudsman Program's concerns about the ability of the

Department of Health to implement a workable system for both the nursing home industry and

residents. The Ombudsman program, therefore, recommends that a "pilot program" be

implemented to determine whether the proposed casemix system will correct current Medicaid

reimbursement overpayments and improve quality of care.

30 The Committee on Health Services, Chaired by David Catania, created a Long-Term Care Task Force that is
reviewing this suggestion through its subcommittee.
" Similar recommendations were made by the D.C. Council's task force. Cf, Susan Levine, "Panel Urges Changes
in Elderly Care," The Washington Post, Dec. 1, 2005, pp. 3 & 9.
32 Cf., Review of District of Columbia's Accounts Receivable System for Medicaid Provider Overpayments,"
prepared by the Office of Inspector General, Department of Health and Human Services, August 2005.
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D. Trainine to Address Problems with Care

* As noted above, little progress has been made by the Department of Health on this

initiative since it was first articulated in January 2002. Also, as noted above, the Ombudsman

Program has serious concerns about the effectiveness of the one step that appears to have been

taken by the Department of Health to improve the quality of care in District nursing homes, i.e.,

restructuring the Delmarva Foundation contract to focus on verification of MDS data. While

supporting DOH's stated goal of assisting the nursing home industry to design and implement

model training programs for providers and staff, the Ombudsman Program strongly recommends

that other steps be taken, as follows, to improve care in the District's nursing homes.

1. Reoulatory Chanaes: Restraints and Staffine

Restraints:

As noted earlier in this report,33 the cunent District regulations regarding the use of

physical and chemical restraints do not comply with Federal regulations and do not go far

enough to eliminate the abuse of physical and chemical restraints. The District's nursing home

licensure rules regarding the use of physical and chemical restraints must be amended to follow

federal law in order to encourage individualized and restraint free care.

Staffing:

Studies for CMS conducted by experts in the field, as well as studies conducted by the

National Citizens Coalition for Nursing Home Reform (NCCNHR) and by other research

organizations, show a direct relationship between staffing and quality of care. The study done

for CMS, using data from a representative sample of 10 states including over 5,000 facilities,

identified nursing assistant and nursing/other licensed professional staffing levels below which

facilities were more likely to have quality problems (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Studies

2002). The minimum levels were 2.8 hours per resident per day for nursing assistants, and 1.3

hours per resident per day for LPNs and RNs.

Nevertheless, the report found that, in 2000: "Over 91% of nursing homes have nurse

aide staffing levels that fall below the staffing thresholds identified as minimally necessary to

provide the needed care processes for their specific resident population. In addition, over 40% of

all nursing homes would need to increase nurse aide staffing by 50 percent or more to reach the

3 Cf., Note 18.
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minimum threshold associated with their resident population, and over- lO percent would need to

increase their nurse aide hours in excess of 100 percent...." (Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Studies 2002). More recently, the report on long-term care quality for the National Commission

for Quality Long-Term Care, cited earlier, noted that Quality Initiative studies "have repeatedly

pointed to the need for additional staffing and other resources in order to sustain quality process

enhancements" and that the Institute of Medicine has concluded "that quality of life as a featured

outcome will continue to be a fairly low priority in nursing homes until homes are sufficiently

staffed to allow for more individualized focus."

While the District's 2002 nursing facility rules did provide for a phased-in increase in

staffing,34 the Ombudsman Program believes that NCCNHR's recommended staffing ratio of

4.13 hours of combined nurse and nursing assistance-direct care per resident per day is needed to

provide care that does more than prevent serious harm to residents. At the same time, the ;.

Ombudsman Program recognizes that staffing shortages in nursing homes have many causes,

such as low wages, few or no benefits, lack of opportunity for advancement, physically and

mentally stressful working conditions, and poor management and training. Increased wages and

benefits, the introduction of career ladders, and improved training and supervision would clearly

help to recruit and retain nursing home staff, especially nursing assistants.

2. Culture Chanre

The Ombudsman Program believes that, even if the Department of Health fully

implemented its stated initiatives, any increase in the quality of care for residents will not be

permanent and substantive unless administrators adopt and implement alternative programs

3' Cf. 22 DCMR 3211.3 Beginning no later than January 1, 2005, each facility shall employ sufficient nursing staff
to provide a minimum daily average of 3.5 nursing hours per resident per day. Nursing staff shall be provided in
accordance with the following mininum staff-to-resident ratios:

(a) Licensed nurses (RN or LPN) providing planning, coordination, and supervision at the unit level:
Day Shift - l1 FrE for each 35 residents (0.23 hours per resident day)
Evening Shift - I FrE for each 45 residents (0.18 hours per resident day)
Night Shift -I FTE for each 50 residents (0.16 hours per resident day)
(b) Direct care staff (RN, LPN, or CNA) providing treatnent, medications, andtother patient care:
Day Shift -I FTE for each 5 residents (1.6 hours per resident day)
Evening Shift - I FrE for each 10 residents (0.8 hours per resident day)
Night Shift - I FrE for each IS residents (0.53 hours per resident day)
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which foster a "culture of change" within each and every nursing facility.35 The ultimate goal of

these alternative programs is to move away from the medical model of nursing home care that

has dominated the operations and management of nursing homes in the U.S. and to focus instead

on the individual physical, social, psychological, and spiritual needs of each resident and on

involving the front-line staff in the decision-making process in order to positively affect the daily

operation of a home.

The Ombudsman Program is not alone in recommending that the Department of Health

provide funding and support to implement "culture change" in the District's nursing homes. The

"Report on Long-Term Care Quality" for the National Commission for Quality Long-Term Care,

cited earlier, asserted that these alternative programs "provide tantalizing glimpses of how

nursing home culture, operations, and outcomes may be reoriented and seem to imply that some

improvement in resident and staff satisfaction can be obtained without increasing costs or

sacrificing avoidance of negative outcomes." The report went on to offer as one of its three

major recommendations for improving long-term care quality that a National Demonstration of

Nursing Home Culture Change Models be promoted and implemented. In addition, an article on

Quality Improvement Organizations, in the August 2004 edition of Better Jobs Better Care, by

Elise Nakhnikian, Communications Specialist for the Paraprofessional Healthcare Institute,

noted that "some within CMS have begun to believe that long-lasting improvements can only

come from a wholesale transformation of the nursing culture."36 The article goes on to quote

Marguerite McLaughlin, project coordinator for Quality Partners' Nursing Home Quality

Improvement Initiative, 37 as follows:

CMS felt that we'd see a greater success story for each nursing home by
improving clinical systems. I think what we're finding is that if our focus
is clinical and all data, we're not really affecting people. So we proposed
that we hook people up with culture change initiatives, getting nursing homes
to introduce a more resident-centered model. (p.5)

3 The Methodist Home is the only nursing home in the District to institute an alternative long-term care program.
The program, Wellspring, is discussed below in example (c).
36 Page 5.
37CMS awarded a contract to Quality Partners of Rhode Island to provide technical assistance to Quality
Improvement Organizations (QUOs) across the country on the Nursing Home Quality Improvement Initiative
because "Most QlOs had little involvement with nursing homes prior to the current scope of work and few had staff
with experience in long-term care" (p. 3). DelMarva Foundation is the QIO for the District of Columbia.
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The Ombudsman Program recommends that the Department of Health dedicate funds to

research, support, and implement the following alternative programs in the District.

(a) The Eden Alternative:

An alternative nursing home approach, Eden uses plants, animals, and children to create

an enjoyable and stimulating nursing home environment for residents and staff. This approach

focuses caregivers and the culture of the nursing facility on what is bestfor the resident. Another

important aspect of the Eden approach is the empowerment of staff by giving them the

responsibility and ability to make decisions about matters such as their own work schedules.

Research conducted in "Edenized" facilities by Southwest Texas State University has shown a

50% reduction in the incidence of decubitus ulcers; a 60% decrease in difficult behavioral

incidents among residents; a 48% decline in staff absenteeism; and an 11% drop in employee

accidents.
3
8

(b)The Pioneer Alternative:

The Pioneer approach aims to achieve a change in nursing facility culture by creating a

community in which each person matters and makes a difference. The Pioneer Network focuses

its efforts on taking a more holistic, individualized approach to nursing home care by working to

change governmental policies and regulations that work against providing residents with a

maximum of autonomy and independence; change individual and societal attitudes toward aging

and elders; change elders' attitudes towards themselves and their aging; and change the attitudes

and behavior of caregivers toward those for whom they care. The Pioneer Network refers to this

work as a "culture change." Their aim is nothing less than transforming the culture of aging in

America, and in nursing homes.39

(c) The Wellspring Alternative:

The Wellspring model is based on the idea that the best decisions about-care are made by

the staff who are best acquainted with the residents. This approach combines six key elements to

improve nursing home quality: developing management committed to making quality of resident

38
Paul R. Willging, Arnetican Society on Aging, The Eden Alternative to Nursing Home Care: More than Just

Birds, available at httpilwww.asaging.orglatlat-214/eden.hail.
39

http:/Avww.pioneemnetworknetrindex.cfinlfuseaction/contentdisplay/page/ValuesVisionMission.cfin
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care the first priority; providing training materials and educational courses for staff at the facility;

creating "care resource teams" that receive training in a specific area and then teach the other

staff, empowering all staff to make decisions affecting the quality of care and the working

environment, such as staff schedules; and continually reviewing the facility's progress in

meeting these goals. Good Shepard Services in Wisconsin, one of the eleven homes that

implemented the Wellspring approach was able to reduce their nursing staff turnover rate from

105% to 23% over five years.0

(d)Growing Strong Roots: Peer Mentoring Program:

As demonstrated by the Growing Strong Roots: Peer Mentoring Program, 41 if the front-

line staff is trained and valued for the important role they play in the long-term care facility, then

the quality of care for residents can increase. Developed by the Foundation for Long-Term Care

(FLTC), this program combines peer mentoring for Certified Nursing Assistants (CNAs) and

trainings for nursing home management with a focus on helping CNAs becomes an integrated

part of the facility, thus increasing satisfaction and retention of CNAs and improving the care

provided to residents. Growing Strong Roots emphasizes the critical role of the nurse's aid to the

functioning of the nursing facility and values the experienced employee as he or she mentors the

newcomer. This plan, evaluated in eleven nursing homes, result in CNA retention rates

increasing by 25%. Through this project, a nursing home can initiate and maintain

improvements in their daily operations by creating a "culture of care" within the facility.

IV. CONCLUSION

The federal and District nursing home laws set minimum quality of care standards for the

nursing home industry. It appears, however, that some D.C. nursing homes fail to meet even

these minimum standards while others deliver only the minimum care and services to nursing

home residents - care and services directed simply to avoiding serious mistakes that would cause

actual harm to residents but that ignore questions about the quality or care and quality of life that

residents are experiencing. When nursing homes fail to meet federal and local standards and

40 Robyn l. Stone, Commonwealth, Evaluation of the Wellspring Modelfor Improving Nursing Home Quality,
August 2002
'" Carol R. Hegeman, M.S., Peer Mentoring of Nursing Homes CNA's : A way to Create a Culture of Caring,(2003).
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blatantly violate the law, it is the duty of the surveyors and inspectors to enforce the law and

ensure that violations are resolved and not repeated. The Ombudsman Program finds that this is

one area where the District of Columbia fails the resident, by not doing enough to protect

residents' rights, impose appropriate monetary penalties, and monitor and enforce plans of

correction.

After evaluating approximately four and half years worth of survey reports, complaint

data, DOH Quality Initiatives Plans, and studies by government and independent research

organizations, the Ombudsman Program continues to have significant concerns about the health,

safety, and welfare of the District's nursing home residents. The Ombudsman Program hopes,

therefore, that this serves not only as a reflection of the current progress made by the DC

Department of Health in improving the quality of care in the District's nursing homes, but also as

a managerial tool for both the nursing home industry and D.C. Government officials willing to

work on improving the quality of care and life for nursing home residents. 42

V. CONTACT INFORMATION

To contact the D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman Program, please call Mary Ann

Parker, D.C. Long-Term Care Ombudsman Attorney, 202-434-2116; or Jerry Kasunic, D.C.

Long-Term Care Ombudsman, 202-434-2140;.or write to The D.C. Long-Term Care

Ombudsman Program, 601 E Street, N.W., Building A, Fourth Floor, Washington, D.C. 20049.
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1. BACKGROUND

Poor quality of care is a major concern in U.S. nursing homes. Extreme vulnerability of nursing
home residents, low skill levels of staff, limited participation by physicians and other skilled
medical professionals, and the large number of homes have all contributed to this problem.
Various approaches can improve or assure the quality of nursing home care including internal
quality improvement of practices by the nursing home industry, public reporting of consumer
information of nursing home quality, federal regulatory oversight, and/or the institution of
minimum staffing ratios. Since a majority (78%) of nursing home residents are reimbursed
through the government funded Medicare and Medicaid programs and virtually all nursing
homes are Medicare or Medicaid certified, federal regulation has a key role in assuring the
quality of nursing home.0)

Assuring that high quality care is provided by the nursing home industry is a formidable task.
Commissioned by Congress, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) reported widespread quality of
care problems in nursing homes in 1986 and outlined extensive reforms in the nursing home
regulatory process.(2) Since the IOM report, strategies to improve the quality of nursing home
care have largely taken the form of federal regulation and enforcement, including the institution
of the Nursing Home Regulatory Act (NHRA).

State survey agencies (SA) are contracted by the federal government to survey nursing facilities
annually to assure compliance with the federal guidelines for nursing home care. Non-
compliance with a federal guideline for nursing homes results in a citation, which is assigned a
level of severity and scope. For CMS to enforce standards, States are required to refer certain
types of noncompliance (e.g., immediate jeopardy cases) to CMS for a potential sanction, such
as a Civil Money Penalty or the Denial of Payment for New Admissions.

Based on the Nursing Home Reform Act (NHRA), the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS,

formerly HCFA the Health Care Financing Administration) revised the annual nursing home
survey and certification process to assess compliance with regulations.

Research has found significant problems with the survey and certification process including
inadequate identification of quality of care concerns by the surveyors, reliability and validity
concerns with the outcome measures of the state survey, and inconsistency in the
implementation and administration of the survey and enforcement process.3 5 ) In a HCFA-
funded study conducted by the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center (UCHSC) under
contract to Abt Associates, the sensitivity of survey activities to detect quality of care problems
was found to be less than 50% for various quality measures.(3) This finding was supported in a

report to Congress prepared by the Health Care Financing Administration, with Abt Associates
and UCHSC, and echoed in a report of the General Accounting Office in the same year: 1998.
The GAO concluded that the federal enforcement process cannot be effective in its mandate to
correct quality of care problems if the process for identification of these problems is deficient.( 4)

UCDHSC, Division of Health Care Policy and Research, Aurora, CO
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More recent oversight investigations by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) have found
that 8 percent of required nursing home enforcement cases were not referred to CMS.(

6
)

Another OIG investigation( found that of 55 cases they examined requiring termination, CMS
did not apply the mandatory remedy as required in 30 cases (55 percent). A comprehensive
investigation by the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) found that despite increased
oversight by CMS, ". . .inconsistency among state surveyors in conducting surveys and
understatement by state surveyors of serious deficiencies."(8)

In response to concerns about the consistency of the process used in state surveys, HCFA
funded the UCHSC to adapt and pilot its research instrument to meet the requirements of the
state survey.4 9) Subsequently, this approach was refined and tested in several states and sites,
and is now being tested in a five-state demonstration.'1 ) Some of these same quality
assessment methodologies are used in the study reported herein. The results of these initial
tests were promising, with state surveyors more frequently and consistently identifying
resident outcome problems than in the standard survey.

Finally, research indicates that the type of deficiencies issued to nursing facilities varies greatly
by state, suggesting inconsistency in the survey process and the process of issuing
deficiencies.(S;12) In addition, Harrington & Carrillo(12 ) found a 100%/o increase in the number of
facilities with no deficiencies for the period between 1991-1997 and a 44% decrease in the
average number of citations. While some have argued that trends for this period may reflect an
actual improvement in quality of care in nursing homes, GAO findings suggested this was not
the case.(4)

.Morc rccent data inda.-Cs. ha:, high vaibiiFor the -ina+o^ over t:m~e band be~hveen states has
continued into the present: "From 2001 to 2005, the percentage of surveys resulting in a citation
for deficiencies at the actual harm level or higher decreased from 21.9 percent to 16.5 percent.
Similarly, the percentage of surveys resulting in the determination of substandard quality of
care declined from 4.5 percent in 2001 to 3.3.percent in 2005.'"O) In 2004, the percentage of
nursing home surveys resulting in zero health deficiency citations ranged between about 1
percent for West Virginia and North Dakota to over 25% percent for New Hampshire and
Oregon (Nursing Home Data Compendium, Table 4.6).(13)

Evidence of meaningful improvement in the quality of care since inception of the NHRA is
lacking. The survey and enforcement process has demonstrated modest decreases in
inappropriate use of physical restraint, psychotropic drug use, and hospitalization, but the
overall quality of care in nursing homes remains a matter of concern as evidenced by the large
percentage of serious deficiencies and/or repeat deficiencies incurred by nursing-homes.(01 4 ;K5) In
particular, the high rate of repeat deficiencies (40 %) brings the effectiveness of'the regulatory
process into question.('6 )-
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1.1. The Effectiveness of Enforcement

Basically, the enforcement system relies on the deterrent effect of enforcement to correct
identified problems in nursing homes that receive a deficiency, and to prevent their
reoccurrence in these homes and others who might not provide adequate care in the absence of
this enforcement system. Although many aspects of this system have been studied, there is
little empirical evidence supporting the most fundamental assumptions.

Put simply, we do not know the impact of enforcement on the quality of care. Up until recently
it has not been possible to measure enforcement - the data have been widely scattered and there
has not been any centralized database. Absent such a database, researchers have used
deficiencies as a proxy for enforcement. But the receipt of a deficiency is only the beginning of
an enforcement process, a process that may, but usually does not, result in the imposition of a
significant sanction. Fortunately, a centralized database has become available that permits the
generation of enforcement measures and for the first time, an analysis of the impact of
enforcement on resident outcomes. This ongoing study complements the qualitative case
studies reported here.

The above noted widespread variation in deficiency citation rates both between and within
states and over time has been viewed by the industry as evidence of inconsistency and
erroneous citations where the rates are high; it is assumed that nursing homes are generally
providing good care in compliance with federal regulations. In contrast, nursing home
advocates think that the general level of care is poor and that the low citation rates are evidence
of an ineffective enforcement system and failure to enforce federal regulatory standards. There
has been no independent assessment of whether citations are appropriate and consistent with
federal regulations. This study will address that fundamental question and is unique in at least
two aspects:

* There have been no studies that have examined the process of enforcement - an
objective that inherently requires a longitudinal (and qualitative) design. As we will
show below the process of enforcement begins with the identification of
noncompliance by nursing home surveyors, the issuance of a deficiency, a Plan of
Correction (POC) in response by the provider, revisit by the survey agency to
determine if the POC has been implemented, potential appeals by the provider, and
possibly the issuance of a sanction. This process takes place over time with meetings
and discussions in the nursing home and survey agency. Essentially, this process is
the black box of enforcement, a process that is difficult to observe. Reports by the
GAO and OIG have often looked at one or another aspect of this process - e.g.,
whether high-level deficiencies are appropriately referred to the CMS' Regional
Office for enforcement sanctions - but they have not looked at the entire process.
This observational study constitutes a first time investigation look into the black box.
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This study will also employ investigatory protocols to independently determine for
the study cases if the citations are inappropriately generated for nonexistent
problems, as the industry often claims, or inappropriately not cited for regulatory
violations, as often asserted by the nursing home advocates.

2. METHODS

While qualitative methods are often assigned a secondary or nominal role in health care and
policy research, this need not be the case. As David Morgan notes,< 7 ) qualitative methods are
uniquely suited to exploratory and confirmatory work, and to inquiries that seek to answer how
and why certain outcomes are produced. In the case of this study, process and outcome
variables are somewhat confounded in the survey and enforcement process, making any
inquiry complex. A qualitative approach is uniquely suited to this dilemma because of the
ability to 'unpack' the relationship between process and outcome. It is also ideally suited to the
assigned task because qualitative (naturalistic) inquiry is able to capture the meaning that
informants assign to their decisions and actions in the survey and enforcement process, a
domain that is absent in quantitative approaches and would be difficult to capture via
quantitative means alone. Thus, a qualitative approach was employed in this study because of
its strengths: the ability to address and uncover decision-making processes; explain patterns of
reporting and enforcement (some of which had already been demonstrated quantitatively); and
answer questions emerging from prior research and observation that could not be addressed
effectively through quantitative means alone.

It should be noted that case studies, as a methodology, are inherently labor-intensive and the 26
reported here represent both theoretical saturation (the standard in qualitative methods that is
comparable to the concept of "power") and a relatively high number of cases. The results of the
26 case studies were remarkably consistent, even given the geographic diversity of the sample,
and it is unlikely that a larger sample size would have yielded different results. With respect to
the standard of rigor in qualitative research, it is important to recognize that the data collection
protocol for this study required a very high level of skill and intensive training for the nurse
data collectors to conduct. This presented a significant problem in data collector recruitment
and indeed, one data collector was dismissed after data collection had begun because she was
unable to fully grasp and enact what was required.

It should also be noted that the states and facilities volunteered their participation in this study.
Although we make no claim that the sample is representative of the U.S., any bias that may
have resulted from the volunteer sampling strategy is likely in the direction of producing
results that are more favorable to the survey agencies and nursing homes. Apart from the 10
states that declined participation, two states withdrew after initially consenting, and six case
studies were aborted. Among those that did participate, this independent study found many
problems that were not identified by the survey agency, as well as instances of nursing home
responses that did not effectively address identified deficiencies. Given the voluntary nature of
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the sampling, it is unlikely that a more flattering portrait of the enforcement process would
have emerged had more case studies been completed.

2.1. Overview of Data Colection and Analysis

The qualitative case studies followed the nursing home enforcement process longitudinally
from the beginning of the annual re-certification survey until completion of the nursing home
re-certification surveys. Case studies were conducted in 25 nursing facilities in four different
states, with the results reported as 26 case studies.'

The study evaluated the survey's ability to identify deficient practices and the impact of
enforcement activities on nursing home care. This evaluation occurred via observation of
facility care practices during a series of visits; for each case study, three visits were made to the
targeted nursing home facility and three visits/observations were made of the state
agency/survey team. The purpose and content of these visits is described in detail in section 2.6.

Data collection consisted of direct observation, in-depth interviews, and detailed record review.
Instruments and questionnaires were designed to encourage a systematic and comprehensive
approach to data collection, while allowing flexibility and responsiveness to accommodate
varying circumstances and emergent findings. Field notes were taken in real time, then notes
were transcribed and prepared for electronic transmission to the study coordinator. An initial
review of the data occurred in the field where RN data collectors used their professional
expertise to interpret the data and provide summary evaluations. For each stage of the case
study, data collectors completed a research summary sheet by transposing their field notes in
detail and composing a summary evaluation tailored to the research questions and study
objectives. These summary evaluations and field notes were then reviewed by the study
coordinator and prepared for further analysis.

Using the summary evaluations and field notes created by the nurse researchers, data were
analyzed using a combination of inductive and deductive approaches. Data were coded
deductively, using the study goals, steps of the enforcement process, and key terms (i.e.
severity, impact, etc.) as markers for data abstraction. Data were simultaneously abstracted and
coded inductively, using emergent themes identified by the data collectors and study
coordinator. This method of axial and thematic coding was followed by a synthesis and
summary of the observations by case study and across case studies. Case studies were reviewed;
compared, and contrasted to discover trends and to assess the accuracy of analytic conclusions.
Comparisons were made between states, facilities, the survey team, and the study team
regarding quality of care. Explicit attention was given to negative cases in order to better
understand the potential mechanisms driving differing results. This method was particularly
useful with respect to exploration of issues such as differences in monetary penalties between
states or the downgrading of citations.

I In one survey, two case studies were conducted: one on a standard survey and one on a complaint.
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2.2. RN Data Collectors

Registered nurses (RNs) were recruited to conduct on-site data collection; one for each of the
four participating states. The study team placed great emphasis on recruiting nurses familiar
with the nursing home survey, and who had substantial professional experience in a nursing
home setting. In addition, since case studies relied heavily on observation and interviews, it was
imperative that the nurses-be able to skillfully employ these data collection techniques. When
the desired combination of traits proved unattainable, we sought nurses with professional
experience in the nursing home setting who had interpersonal skills amenable to qualitative
research. Specifically, we sought evidence of the ability to establish easy rapport with people,
good observation skills, and the ability to persistently elicit information from informants
without alienating them. All data collectors were RNs recruited in the study state of their
residence, all had extensive professional experience in nursing home care, each had experience
with the nursing home enforcement process either in a consulting capacity to the nursing home
industry or in a managerial position in a nursing facility.

Each data collector received one week of training at the University of Colorado Health Sciences
Center Facilities, in Denver. The training consisted of instruction in the study protocols and an
introduction to qualitative research techniques, including: classroom instruction, role-play, and
experiential application of the observation and interview techniques at a local health care
facility: Immediately following the training, a member of the research team accompanied each'
data collector to a study facility in her state to practice the new skills the data collection
protocols on-site.

2.3. State, Facility and Care Area Selection Process

The study protocol for selection of states, facilities, and care areas is described in this section of
the report and is illustrated in Figure 1.

2.3.1. State Selection Process

Four states were recruited from the ten federal enforcement regions. Regional representation
was ensured by inclusion of states from four of the CMS geographic regions: west, mid-west,
mid-Atlantic and south. A purposive sample was chosen based on state enforcement and
citation records provided by CMS. State selection relied upon two criteria that favored states
with higher citation, rates in targeted care areas and sought to create a sample that reflected
variation in enforcement procedures. States exhibiting deficiency rates above the national
average were selected for inclusion in the study because adequate deficiency activity was
necessary to assure the team would encounter surveys in which citations were given. Once this
initial deficiency criterion was met, states were selected on the basis of variation in enforcement
procedures to assure that the study included a range of programmatic approaches. A CMS
introductory not* waseemailed to each selected SA office, followed by a faxed letter explaining
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the study. In addition, every effort was made to contact each SA by telephone. Ultimately the
selection of states was also influenced by the willingness of the states to participate in the study.
Ten states declined participation, claiming lack of resources and manpower. Two states
withdrew after initially consenting, and in one state no qualified data collector could be
recruited.

Figure 1: State, Fadlity, and Care Area Selection Process

Error! No topic specified.

If more than 1 targeted care area was identified, the study care area was selected based on prevalence (lower
prevalence areas were chosen first to provide an adequate sample in all of the targeted care areas) and
scope/severity (preference for higher scope/severity).

2.3.2. Facility Selection

Within the four participating states, the study sample was selected from all nursing facilities
receiving a Medicare/Medicaid standard survey for re-certification during the time of the field
data collection. Facilities undergoing extended partial surveys or abbreviated standard surveys
were not eligible, due to significant differences in the scope of the survey tasks performed in
these types of evaluations.

Facilities were selected when the annual re-certification survey revealed preliminary findings
that indicated a potential citation for one of the targeted F tags in the first two days of the
survey. The study team also selected facilities purposively in order to achieve a relatively
representative distribution of those F tags that were targeted in the study. Overall, selected
nursing facilities evidenced a high level of willingness to participate.

Case studies were initiated in thirty-one nursing facilities during the annual re-certification
survey. Six case studies were aborted, for two reasons: 1) refusal of the participants (refusal of
the state or the facility staff); or, 2) failure to issue a citation in one of the study's targeted care
areas (despite preliminary survey findings indicating a potential citation). Thus, with the
removal of the 6 aborted cases, case studies were completed in 25 facilities.

One facility was subjected to a complaint investigation during the compliance cycle, which was
followed as a separate case study. With the addition of this case, the 25 facilities yielded 26
completed case studies.

Table 1: Number & Distribution of Facilities and Case Studies

State # Facilities with Completed Case Studies # Completed Case Studies
1 7 7
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2

3
4

Total

Includes complaint investigation.

4
8
6

25

4
8
76

26

2.3.3. Study Care Area and F Tag Selection

To investigate the impact of the enforcement process on the quality of care in nursing facilities,
the study team identified five care areas of interest pressure ulcers, weight loss, abuse/neglect,
physical restraints and pain management. Study care areas were linked to federal regulatory
tags, or F tags, outlining standard practice guidelines (Table 2).

To study survey accuracy and the impact of enforcement on nursing staff behavior, each case
study was required to have at least one F tag for which the preliminary survey findings showed
facility practices sufficiently deficient to result in a citation. Additionally, to evaluate the
surveyors' ability to detect problems, an additional study care area was selected at each site.
The requirement for this second care area was that the preliminary survey findings indicated no
deficient facility practices.

Table 2: Study Care Ar ea Related toFTag

Care Area Definition F Tag Regulation

Pressure Ulcer At risk for pressure ulcers F314 Prevention and /or treatment of
Current pressure ulcer stage 2. 3, 4 pressure ulcers

Weight Loss At risk for weight loss F325 Nutritional status
5% weight loss in last 30 days
10% weight loss in last 180 days

Abuse/Neglect At risk for abuse/neglect F223 Free from abuse
Incident of abuse/neglect in past year F224 Staff treatment of residents

F225 Investigation/reporting of abuse
Physical Current use of devices restricting free F221 Physical restraints
Restraint- movement * F324 Prevention of accidents
Pain Routine pain medication and daily pain F309 Care and services
Management
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In each case study, the study team selected at least two study care areas: one for which the
survey team had indicated a potential citation (F tag) and one for which no such indication
existed (alternate F tag). F tag selection was determined by the survey team's findings. The
study team aimed to achieve equal distribution of F tags for the overall study; this objective,
however, was dependent on duration of data collection and availability of F tags. The selection
of the second (alternate) F tag was based on each facility's deficiency history; care areas were
targeted for which the facility had incurred one or more citations in the past 3 compliance
cycles. If no such citation existed the data collector determined on-site which care area was the
most suitable, because the surveyors had indicated that 1) no problems were found; 2) facility
records revealed a high prevalence/incidence rate for specific conditions; or 3) study
observation indicated concerns for one particular care area. The selection of study care areas
was limited to two per case study in order to allow the data collectors adequate time for
thorough investigation while minimizing undue burden on the investigated nursing facility and
SA.

In each facility, the data collectors targeted 2-4 residents for an in-depth investigation.
Residents were selected because their records indicated at-risk status for a condition relevant to
one or both of the selected study care areas.

2.4. Data Collection

Each SA committed to share the preliminary survey findings with staff at the Division of Health
Care Policy and Research (DHCPR) by the second or third day of the agency's survey visit.
DHCPR staff determined whether the facility met the eligibility criteria for a case study. If the
agency's preliminary findings demonstrated significant concerns in one or more study care
areas, the nursing facility was chosen for inclusion in the study project. Deficiency history and
facility observations determined the alternate study care area.

Once a facility was chosen, a total of six visits were conducted per case study to either the SA or
the nursing home. These visits alternated between the SA and nursing facility for the duration
of one enforcement cycle (from initial re-certification survey to re-certification). Visits coincided
with distinct steps in the enforcement cycle: a) the survey; b) release of the Statement of
Deficiency; c) last implementation date of the corrective actions outlined in the Plan of
Correction; d) revisit; and, e) one month following implementation of the corrective actions. The
study site visit protocol is depicted in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2: Overview of Data Collection Process

I e . I Case Study Data Collection

Each visit had a specific objective:

SA1 Visit: Visit to the nursing facility during the last day of the survey. The purpose of the SM
visit was to observe the surveyors' decision-making process. Specifically, the study evaluated
the survey team's ability to identify deficient practices through an independent observation of
facility care practices. Observation of surveyors' investigative actions, F tag designation
meeting, and exit conference with the facility. Data collectors were always present on the last
day of the survey from the team's arrival until the team's departure from the facility following
the exit conference. Data collection during this visit consisted of direct observation; questions
were kept to-a minimum and then only for clarification purposes. Even though the visit
focused on decision-making and the F tag designation meeting, the data collectors also
observed some of the investigative actions of the team and the interactions between facility- and
state agency staff.

NHI Visit: a 2-3 day visit at the nursing facility immediately following SAl to independently
study the facility's care practices. The focus was on the study care area relevant to survey
citation and one alternate study care area not implicated in a survey citation. Data collection
involved record review, observation of facility practices, and review of organizational
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structures. The NH1 visit provided a baseline assessment to evaluate any changes resulting
from enforcement process. During the NH1 visit, care delivery was observed for at least four
sampled residents, who were either at risk or treated for a specified condition relevant to one
specific nursing care area for which the survey had found no preliminary findings. The
resident-centered assessment involved structured resident record reviews; facility record
reviews; observation of specific care practices; and interviews with direct care and management
staff. Structured assessments were conducted using protocols and tools derived from the
Quality Indicator Survey (QIS).0 5) The data collectors then determined for each resident review
whether deficient practices had occurred and if so, whether the deficiency warranted a citation.

SA2 Visit: Visit to the SA following release of the Statement of Deficiency (SOD). The focus was
on exploration of SA decisions and perceptions with respect to citations and designation of
scope and severity through semi-structured interviews with surveyors, licensing/enforcement
officers and supervisory staff.

NH2 Visit 1-2 day visit at nursing facility to verify implementation of corrective actions. The
focus was on care delivery modification involving residents implicated in the original F tag and,
additionally all residents selected for review at NHI. Data collection consisted of record
review; observation of care delivery, interviews with management, QA staff, and direct care
staff.

SA3 Visit: Visit to SA following surveyors' re-assessment of facility compliance. The focus was
on exploration of determination of compliance and SA staff perceptions of enforcement process
effectiveness through interviews with re-visit officer(s) and supervisory staff.

NH3 Visit: 1-day visit to nursing facility one month following NH2. Focus on endurance of
compliance. Focus on staff retention of knowledge related to in-services involving survey
citations, continuation of corrected care practices according to regulation. Data collection
consisted of record review, observation of care delivery practices and interviews with
management staff and new hires.

In summary, the following qualitative methods were used to examine the accuracy and efficacy
of the enforcement process, including: 1) direct observation of care practices relative to the
investigated care areas; 2) interviews with nursing home direct care staff, management staff and
residents regarding care delivery, management and organizational practices; 3) interviews with
SA staff regarding their perceptions of care delivery in specific nursing facilities; 4) review of
facility protocols and guidelines pertaining to the care areas under investigation; and, 5) review
of selected individual resident records

Data collection tools were designed to encourage a systematic approach to the study subject
while providing the nurse researcher maximum flexibility in order to allow on-going
responsiveness to specific situations observed in the visited nursing facilities.
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The nurse researcher recorded the data on provided data collection instruments at the time of
observation and interview. The nurse researcher synthesized some of the information while in
the field. Further analysis and selection of material for case studies was performed by DHCPR
staff.

3. CASE STUDY FINDINGS

The federal regulatory system for nursing:homes is complex, consisting of various components
that depend on and/or support each other. The case studies conducted an.in-depth study of this
system by observing several distinct steps in the process, which are used to organize the
findings. This chapter follows the enforcement process sequentially, as if following one-nursing
facility's experience through one enforcement cycle. The sections include: 3.1 Survey to detect
and identify deficient practices; 3.2 Statement of Deficiencies, reflecting the formal survey
outcome; 3.3 Enforcement to encourage the correction of deficient practices; and, 3.4 Revisit, to
evaluate adequacy and implementation of facility corrections. Each of these four sections is
divided into three subsections. In the first subsection, a brief summary of the guidelines for that
aspect of the survey is provided. In the second subsection, summary statistics across all case
studies are provided. In the final subsection, the qualitative case study findings are highlighted
on survey and enforcement practices.

3.1 Survey to Detect and Identify Deficient Practices

3.1.1. CMS' Annual Re-certification Survey

All facilities participating in the Medicare/Medicaid programs are subjected to regular surveys
to determine compliance with the federal regulations. -The survey initiates the enforcement
process through detection and identification of deficient practices; those practices that do not
meet the federal standards as-outlined in the regulation. Surveys are conducted at least
annually to re-certify a nursing facility into the Medicare/Medicaid programs. A survey
determines a facility's compliance status either as compliant or non-compliant for each of the
federal regulatory requirements or F tags. Non-compliance is established when a facility does
not meet federal requirements for a specific F tag and results in a citation. If, during the survey,
no deficient practices are identified, the facility is considered in compliance with the federal
regulations and no enforcement is needed. In 2004, the percentage of surveys that were
deficiency-free was 10.2%.

3.1.2. Survey Findings: Detection and Omissions

The case study surveys detected many deficient practices and many resulted in-citations. These
are discussed in the section on citation decisions. In this section the focus is on deficient
practices that the survey did not detect, and hence did not cite; and, alternatively on those
deficient practices that were identified by the surveyors but did-notresult in a citation during
the survey.
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3.1.2.1. Detection Problem

Twenty-five case studies (complaint investigation excluded) were evaluated for identification of
deficient practices. The study detected deficient practices in 24 facilities; in 18 of these the
survey found no deficiency related to the relevant F tag (Table 3). The deficiencies identified by
the study involved many F tags including: dehydration (F227); weight loss (F225); inappropriate
restraint use (F221); inadequate supervision and or monitoring to prevent accidents (F323);
abuse and neglect (F223); inadequate pain management ((F309); and inadequate prevention or
treatment of pressure ulcers (F314). Additionally the study often cited inadequate nursing
assessment (F272) and/or care planning (F279).

For the six facilities where both the study and survey found deficient facility practices resulting
in a citation, in some cases the study selected different but related F tags than the survey.
Nonetheless, both the study and the survey determined that facility deficiencies had occurred.
This highlights the issue that often different F tags are justifiable for the same care problem. In
only one case study did the study not find deficient practice that warranted a citation and as
such agreed with the survey that no deficiencies relative to the study area had been observed.

The study citations also assessed the Scope/Severity level and in most cases these ranged
between D and G, with emphasis on the higher Scope/Severity levels E, F and G.

Table 3: Identification of Deficient Practices for Selected F tags Based on Survey and Study

SURVEY
Deficient
Practice No Deficient

Detected Practice Detected Total
Study Evaluation

Deficient Practice Detected 6 18 24

No Deficient Practice Detected 0 1 1

Total 6 19 25

3.1.2.2. Omitted Citations

At times the surveyors detected deficient facility practices, but these deficient practices did not
result in a citation. These omissions occurred either through a deliberate process of decision-
making on the part of the surveyors or the identified deficient practices never reached the
decision-making stages. Omitted citations were in general not officially registered; hence, they
disappeared from the federal enforcement process and escaped enforcement actions and
regulatory scrutiny.
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Omitted citations were a common occurrence for the twenty-three case studies for which the
study had adequate data; all but one survey revealed at least one such omission. In addition,
the omitted citations occurred with relative frequency, ranging from 1-5 F tags per survey. The
omitted citations can be categorized as follows: 1) missed, for those that were identified as
deficient practices, but never reached the F tag stage; 2) comments, for those identified deficient
practices that were relayed to facility staff, but not cited; and, 3) state citations, for those deficient
practices that were said to be issued as a state citation, and never occurred under a federal
regulatory tag.

Table 4: Frequency of Omitted F Tag Citations per Facility

$ Of Facilities where this occurred # of F tags per facility

Missed F tags 15 1- 3 F tags
Comment for Deficient Practice 12 1- 5 F tags
State Citation 3 1 F tag

3.1.2.3. Survey Practices

Observations of the surveyors in action during the survey offered a great opportunity to
understand what happened behind closed doors, how decisions were made, and what factors
affected the outcome of this decision process of the survey level. The citation decision-making
process, as observed by the study team, is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Survey Citation Decision-Making Process
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3.1.2.4. Summary of Detection Issues

The case studies revealed common failures to detect deficient facility practice. It is difficult to
ascertain exactly why the survey teams often failed to detect deficient practice. Surveyors were
invariably diligent in their adherence to the complex and exacting procedural protocols.
Nevertheless, very basic and openly practiced deficient care and documentation irregularities
were often missed by a survey team. These omissions included insufficient repositioning of
residents at risk for pressure ulcers; improper documentation; use of comfortable reclining
chairs preventing rising etc. Standardized care plans instructing meaningless and/or ineffective
interventions or failures to implement care plan interventions as instructed were often entirely
missed or overlooked. These practices were not incidental or isolated occurrences; rather, they
were common and affected many residents. At times more serious isolated incidents were also
overlooked, as illustrated by the following passage:

Young male resident, recently re-admitted to thefacilityfrom the hospital where the resident had been
treated for dehydration, wasfound restrained in bed, water pitcher out of reach. The resident had dry,

furrowed tongue and was complaining of thirst. 10 records required perfacility policy had not been
documented, since re-admission. CNAs, when questioned, were not aware of this resident's needforfluids
and had not been assisting the resident withfluid intake. During the F tag meeting the survey team had

discussed dehydration andfound no problems.' FAC245A1-NH1

The data collector who observed this team on the last day of survey found the two surveyors
primarily in the office completing record reviews. It is possible that this team had observed this
resident at an earlier time during the survey, but the fact that no I&O records were available for
this recently re-admitted bedfast resident should have reached the surveyors' attention and
invoked an investigation. This survey team complained of insufficient time to investigate due
to staffing shortages; however, not detecting this apparent and very basic deficient nursing
practice implies problems with the investigative process.

Another factor potentially contributing to the surveyors' inability to detect deficient facility
practices is the casual, often hurried and perfunctory manner in which some survey teams treat
the closed record review. When questioned, subjects' responses revealed that many surveyors
considered a closed record review to be meaningless, reasoning that a citation could no longer
be of service to the resident once a resident had been discharged. Although these responses
indicated a 'resident advocacy' attitude on the part of the surveyors, this is a rather limited
view, since closed records could reveal care problems that may potentially affect a large group
of current and future residents. Since the aim of the regulatory process is to create lasting and
enduring compliance with minimum requirementsfor all residents, this narrow interpretation

ignores the broader purpose of the closed record review and ultimately may fail to protect
current residents.

Finally, deficient care practices were sometimes lost in the investigative process itself. Even
though this happened infrequently, sometimes a line of inquiry was dropped before an
informed decision was reached; a surveyor became distracted by other demands and/or
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responsibilities, a surveyor/team leader was disorganized, incompetent and/or the investigative
process was chaotic. Although most surveyors were professional and very competent,
occasionally a surveyor was clearly lost and did not receive direction from either team members
or the team leader to complete all investigations relevant to the decision at hand.

At times the surveyors were aware of the fact that they did not follow a line of inquiry or were
unable to investigate all they would have desired. Three reasons were provided for these
failures: 1) cumbersome paperwork; 2) shortened survey (often a full day less than the usual
allotted time); and 3) manpower shortage. This last complaint was heard frequently and
unsolicited in one state where a 'hiring freeze' clearly had placed a dent in the numbers of
surveyors per survey.

3.1.3. Citation Decisions: to Cite or Not to Cite?

Survey teams at times made the decision not to cite a detected deficient practice. This decision
not to cite occurred with relative frequency (13/26). Reasons for doing so varied but in general
insufficient time, inadequate substantiation, and/or relative unimportance of the transgressions
were quoted.

Identified but not cited deficient facility practices were often, but not always, communicated
directly to the facility's management staff and at times were mentioned during the exit
conference. Three states had semi-formal ways to deal with these non-cited deficiencies; in two
states these communicated non-cited deficient practices were referred to as 'comments' and
ended up in the facility compliance file, while the other state referred to these practices as
'mentionable'. Comments and mentionables were discussed as such during the F tag designation
meeting, revealing that this is an accepted survey practice. In one particular instance, the
surveyors reviewed a facility's compliance file during the F tag meeting, concluded that a
specific deficient facility practice had not been commented on in the previous year; therefore,
this year the facility could receive a comment instead of a citation. Surveyors when questioned
indicated that these non-cited deficiencies were 'not significant enough to warrant a deficiency'.
Other reasons provided for not citing a detected deficiency were: a) 'there was no resident
outcome'; b) 'the universe is not big enough'; c) 'the care needs of the residents are met'; and, d)
'the facility has identified the problem and is working on it'.

In one state this practice to 'comment' occurred in a completely informal way, no records were
kept and no tracking mechanism existed, still comments appeared in the form of advice and /or
recommendations to the facility. When asked, the respondents stated that these deficient
practices would have been A-level citations that required no Plan of Correction, therefore, they
were not worth the paperwork and effort.

Surveyors expressed the belief that these comments and mentionable would encourage the
facility to look at the issue and make the necessary corrections, a belief for which the case
studies found no support.
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One state cited some of the more serious deficient facility practices under State statutes,
choosing not to cite the deficiency under a federal F tag. This alternate system of citing was
believed to be less restrictive than the federal regulatory system, which they argued allowed
citations to be issued with less paperwork, and, resulted in more stringent and effective
enforcement. Investigating the States' regulatory practices were beyond the scope of this
project; therefore no details were obtained. It should be noted that this alternate citing system
decreased the number of higher-level federal citations even in cases were deficiencies were
identified that were out of compliance with federal standards. In addition, the observed
instances of this alternate citing practice had not resulted in any formally presented state
citation two months after the survey.

3.2. Statement of Deficiency, Reflecting the Formal Survey Outcome

3.2.1. Citing: Regulatory Decision-Making Process

All deficient practices resulting in a citation are presented by F tag and S/S level on a Statement
of Deficiencies (SOD) or 2567. The SOD represents the formal survey outcome and indicates the
facility's compliance status according to the F tag at the highest scope and severity level. The
citations on the SOD are the result of an extensive decision-making process that starts during
the survey and is finalized at the SA.

The decision to cite is initially made during the survey activities. A citation decision is
discussed with the survey team members during a general group session, the F tag Designation
Meeting. During this session deficient facility practices are reviewed, and decisions are made
with respect to issuing a citation. -

Citations are specified by a federal regulatory tag, e.g., F 314 indicates that a facility did not
meet all the federal requirements pertaining to the-development and/or treatment of pressure
ulcers. In addition, citations are assessed for scope and severity. A severity rating is assigned
based on the extent of harm, whereas scope is determined based on the prevalence of the
problem (how many residents were affected). Scope and severity designations range from A
through J, with J indicating a more severe problem. For example, on this continuum a G-level
citation indicates that an observed deficient practice was isolated (scope), but resulted in actual
harm to one or more residents (severity). If, during the survey, the survey team decides to make. -
a citation, decisions must then be made regarding the F tag, its scope and its severity. The
resulting citation decisions are considered preliminary surveyfindings. These preliminary;
findings are presented to the nursing facility staff during the exit conference, a final open meeting
with facility staff.

Following the survey, surveyors provide written substantiation for an F tag and the scope and
severity level (S/S). This work is subsequently reviewed and scrutinized by-supervisory SA
staff and decisions are made about the appropriateness of an F tag and/or scope and severity..
level. Lastly a formal written document results, the Statement of Deficiency. The preliminary
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survey findings may be revised and the survey citations on the SOD may look considerably
different from the preliminary survey findings.

3.2.2. Statement of Deficiency Findings

Despite the survey flaws in detection and accuracy, many deficient facility practices become
citations on the SOD. The Statements of Deficiency for the 26 case studies revealed considerable
variation in frequency of citations (Table 5). The total number of citations per case study was as
low as one citation (in too case studies) and as high as 21 citations (in one case study). However,
most facilities averaged between 4-10 citations.

Table 5: Citation Frequency per Case study by State

State I State 2 State 3 State 4 All
(N -7 Case Studies) (N e 4 Case Studies) (N 8 Case Studies) (N - 7" Case Studies) States

#of citations
1-3 1 1 0 1 3
4-6 1 1 4 1 7
7-9 1 1 3 1 6

10 -12 1 1 1 2 5
13 -15 3 0 0 0 3
16 -18 0 0 0 0 0
19-21 0 0 0 2 2

Total 7 4 8 7 26

'inclades cnmplaint ineestigation

Scope and severity designations ranged fruiim B io *7J (Ierurdiuie Jeouaurdy) (T able 6). In a:: sta-s
the majority of citations were issued at B, D, and E levels. No A-level citations were given for
any case study facility in any state. A-level citations do not require any enforcement actions,
therefore, it was considered 'not worth the effort' to write up these citations. The majority of S/S
designations were at the D-level; very few citations were issued at or above the F level. This is
likely related to the fact that higher-level citations (beginning with F) may change a facility's
compliance status. In the case of issuance of an F tag at or above the F-level, the facility's
compliance status may change from substantial to substandard compliance. G-level citations
carry even more severe enforcement consequences and as such are an undesirable outcome for
most facilities. Ten G-level citations were issued for seven case studies. The majority of Gs
occurred in state 4 (5 Gs) and none were issued in state 2. Two of the case studies with G-level
citations received multiple Gs on the SOD, respectively, three and two each. Immediate
Jeopardy citations, which put a facility on a fast track to closure unless immediately corrected,
were issued in three facilities in three different states.

Table 6: Number of Citations by Severity and Scope Levels in each state.

S/S level State I State 2 State 3 State 4
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B 23 1 1 8
C 4 1 1 0
D 25 9 26 39
E 7 6 12 16

F 0 1 3 4
G 1 0 4 5
H 0 0 0 0

14 0 1 1 1
K 0 0 0 0

L 0 0 0 0

* Includes acmplaint investigation

3.2.2.1. Discrepancy between Preliminary Survey Findings and Statement of Deficiency

Of the 25 case studies, 7 showed no change from exit conference to SOD. However,
'downgrading' of the scope and severity level occurred in 14 cases (12 of which involved
complete removal of an F tag) and upgrading occurred in 5 cases. Thus, discrepancies between
the preliminary survey findings presented during the exit-conference and the SOD occurred in
a total of 18/25 case studies. (Note: both an upgrade and a downgrade occurred in one case
study; resulting in 19 changes per 18 case studies).

It was apparent from the case studies that the revisions on the SOD were not random; rather a
clear trend emerged toward minimizing the preliminary survey outcomes by lowering the
scope and severity level and/or removing certain F tags altogether. Moreover, the frequency of
downgrades per case study was considerably greater than the frequency of upgrades, again
revealing a tendency to minimize the preliminary survey findings. Additionally, the
downgrades were in general away from G. It must be emphasized that in almost all cases of
change on the SOD the data collectors agreed with the surveyors' original preliminary survey
findings.

If one arrays the proportion of nursing homes receiving a G or higher level deficiency by
quarter, there was a sharp downward trend beginning in January 2000, almost.coincident with
the introduction of the Double-G policy in January 2000. This policy required that all homes
receiving two successive G or higher deficiencies had no opportunity to correct the deficiency
and had to be referred to the regional office for a sanction. Since it is improbable that the
quality of care in the nursing homes precipitously improved or declined, this change is likely
due to survey agency behavior and not to any real change in the quality of care. It is likely that
Survey Agencies were trying to avoid the referral process, an inference which is supported by
these case studies. Thus, there may be inherent (albeit unintentional) incentives to downgrade
and this is one such example of an incentive.

3.2.3. Citing Practices
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3.2.3.1. Weakening- Strengthening of F tags

This is a relatively infrequent occurrence (5/25) happening mostly at the survey level although
occasionally this occurred at the SA level. Weakening or strengthening involved the selection of
an F tag that carries less/more weight either based on the facility's deficiency history, or in
relative weight in the federal regulatory system. Additionally, one other way to strengthen a
particular citation is by tagging it under a variety of F tags, each bearing some relevance to the
deficient practice. The decision to weaken or strengthen an F tag was often, although not
always, deliberate; however, the study could not discern a particular direction. In other words,
weakening of an F tag occurred as frequently as strengthening. The following case illustrates an
example of a chaotic survey by an independent survey team unwilling to assist one of its team
members in reaching a conclusive citation with respect to pressure ulcers:

'76-bedfacility surveyed for its annual re-certification survey revealed a high incidence rate offacility
acquired pressure ulcers, which the team investigated. During observation one resident had been found
soaking wet. A medical record review revealed that this resident was treated for a 'diaper rash'; in
addition, the records recorded repeated skin breakdown, which were documented as excoriations. The
investigating surveyor was disturbed by thesefindings and had wanted to cite the incident underf314for
failure to prevent pressure ulcer, but could notfigure out how. The team did not offer assistance to reach a
condusion. The surveyor decided to cite under F316,failure to provide bladder training. Subsequent
observations by the data collector revealed that thefacilityfailed to provide its residents with the most basic
preventive pressure ulcer care; keeping incontinent residents clean and dry and repositioning of mobility
impaired residents. Study observations indicated that residents were left unchanged and without
repositioningfor stretches of six hours at a time.' FAC13 SAI and NHI

A rationale for strengthening an F tag was sought in the following example where the nursing
home did not seem to understand the severity of their transgression, nor could the severity be
elucidated through the S/S level. The team sought ways to signal to the facility their deep
concern regarding the facility's practice by reviewing all regulations, federal and state, relative
to the transgression in an attempt to issue more than one citation, 'double dipping'.

'Mid-sizefacility (>100 beds) visitedfar annual re-certification survey by a team of 5 surveyors, incuding 3
RNs. The Team in obtaining a list of discharged residents noticed that one resident had no indication as to
discharge location, and in questioning that omission,facility staff had replied, "He is missing, but he left his
jacket here so we thinkhe may be back." This remarksent the survey in a tailspin, the incident had taken
place one month prior andfacility staff did not know of the resident's where abouts. An Immediate Jeopardy
(II) citation was considered and the survey was extended. As the details of the incident emerged, the team's
opinion shifted The resident had been alert and oriented, had signed his own admission agreement with the
facility and was deemed capable of making his own medical decisions. Nonetheless, thefacility hadfailed to
report this incident to the appropriate governing agencies, hadfailed to conduct an investigation into the
matter and therefore hadfailed to protect the residentfrom the potentialfor harm. The Team remained in
constant communication with the SA and it became apparent that SA supervisory staff would not support
an 17 citation; some team members experienced this as a total lack of support. When the Teamfinally sat
down to make citation decisions, the discussions often cirded back to abuse and neglect. The team members
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had reviewed the State Operations Manual extensively and tried tofit this incident under many F tags
including all abuse tags and all tags related to discharge or transfer in an attempt tofind more than one F
tag that was appropriate to the situation and would 'stick." Only F223 seemed tofit and the incident was
cited as 1 an isolated occurrence with the potential to cause more than minimal harm. This relatively
benign S/S level did not express all team members' view of the incident and their perception of the facility's
'lackadaisical" attitude towards it. The occurrence-of the missing resident was a difficult situation that tas

not resolved to everyone's satisfaction. FAC29SA7

The practice of weakening or strengthening seldom provoked this much discussion or
disagreement among team members and/or with their supervisors.

3.2.3.2. Downgrading

In contrast, designation of severity and scope level was often subjected to spirited discussions
and extensive deliberations during the survey and called for serious scrutiny by supervisory
staff at the SA. These deliberations and reviews often resulted in 'downgrading' - the selection of
a S/S level lower than appeared warranted on first review. Downgrading was commonly done
at both the level of the surveyor and supervisory (14/18 case studies). Downgrades often
involved more than one citation, with as many as six downgrades executed in one case study.
Downgrades were focused mainly around C-level citations, representing isolated cases of actual
harm'resulting from a deficient practice. Downgrades occurred from various origination scores,
such as from G or E; the dominant downgrade was away from G. Comparatively, upgrades
occurred relatively infrequently (in only 5/18 case studies), and reached the level of a G-level
citation only once (1/5 case studies).

The following case is representative of the downgrading process at the survey level.

'During the F tag designation meeting the team leader stopped to pause after one of the surveyor trainees
indicated that she had an actual harm citation. The team leader, placing herface in her hands and taking
some time to think, finally commented: "Now let's stop for a moment and think this through. Do we want
to cite actual harm? What are the extenuating circumstances? How could we explain this differently,
what could be other reasons? The trainee eloquently stated her position to cite a particular instance ata
G level. Her arguments were clinically sound andfrom a regulatory perspective, warranted a G. The
discussion was lengthy and was only brought to a close when one of the surveyors suggested that the team
could not make a determination of actual harm since surveyors did not have the authority to diagnose.
Therefore, the incident (discharge of an increasingly agitated resident to a psych unitfollowing delayed
medicationfor a UTr) that had resultedfrom the facility's deficient care could not be assessed as actual
harm. The decision was made to cite at a:D-level.' (Aborted site 7)

This example illustrated two aspects of survey level decision-making that were apparent in
multiple cases: a) the tendency toward increased questioning once a G-level citation was
suggested; b) socialization of trainees to make lenient decisions. Trainee surveyors brought a
fair share of citable events to the F tag designation meetings, where they were subsequently
convinced to cite at a lower level or not cite at all. Trainees often argued vehemently, and, to the
observer's eye with clinically sound reasoning, only to meet resistance. In general, a trainee
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ultimately deferred to other team members, who inevitably argued against citing. In these
discussions a tendency towards leniency on the part of the more established survey members
was apparent and trainees were socialized into this tendency through the interaction that took
place between the team members.

;3.2.3.3. Dropping an F tag

Removal of an F tag from the SOD or 'dropping' an F tag was not an unusual occurrence, (11/18).
These removals were in addition to the downgrades that may have occurred at the same site.
Dropping an F tag occurred mostly as a result of supervisory scrutiny. The following case
involved three G-level citations removed from the SOD following supervisory review.

'An 8- bedfacility, surveyedfor annual recertification by a team of 4 RNs, was presented at the exit
conference with 12 preliminary citations, including 3 G-level. The survey had been shorter than usual by
one day due to surveyor training activities at the SA. The team hadfound many deficientfacility
practices, three of which were scored at G-level including F 309, F 314 and F 325. The RN responsiblefor
the 3 Cs had been supported in her conviction to cite at G by one of the RN members, however, the team
leader had expressed no opinion. The study's independent assessment strongly agreed that indeed the
facility's practices had contriuted to the developnent of several pressure ulcers (F 314); overall decline in
-tatus of one resident (F309); and several incidences of weight loss (F32) and had cited these F tags at G,
concurring with the survey's preliminaryfindings. The data collector remarked that especially thefacility

*practices with respect to repositioning resideits left a lot to be desired. Regular observations showed a
failure to reposition residents everyfew hours according tofacility policy and individual care plans.

- Subsequently, all C levelcitations were dropped oe the SOD. Upon inquiring during intervieus with SA
staff, it had been the supervisor's decision to remove adl G-level citations: two were removed because of
insufficient evidence; one F tag was removed because the case was not sufficiently made that actual harm
had occurred. Despite the supervisor's different perspective, the surveyor responsiblefor the citation held
strong to her belief that in each of these F tags a G had been warranted.' FAC49 SAL, NHI, SA2

The reasons indicated for dropping these three F tags were by no means unusual. Similar
rationale was frequently given for downgrading. The source of the disagreement was the
Actual harm criteria, which seemed to genrerate ongoing debates that could not be resolved.

3.2.3.4. Actual Harm Criteria: a Moving Target

The case studies revealed that actual harm criteria were not consistently used between the state
and district offices, or among SA staff.' Actual harm citations start at G level; a G -level citation
involves actual harm to at least one resident as the result of a deficient facility practice. Harm
criteria were applied differently depending'on the circumstances.

The most frequently cited requirement for an actual harm citation wasfunction loss. In several
interviews, SA staff mentioned severefunctiorloss (rather thanfunction loss) as a necessary
requirement to cite at G-level. Additionally some SA staff indicated that the function-loss had
to be permanent, irreversible, and include pain and/or discomfort. The following excerpt
illustrates one survey team's application of the actual harm criteria.
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'Team leader calling out F324 during F tag designation meeting;following interaction ensues:
RNI This is resident #7. Shefell out of her chair and broke her cheekbone . They had no measures in place
to prevent herfall She had a history of falls at home. She was assessed but they (the facility) did nothing.
They did have a low bed. Afterwards they tried to do everythingforfall prevention. She took the lap
buddy off Since then we can't say thefacility didn't try. Citation for F324 D.

Note data collector: later I ask RNI why they didn't cite at a level G since the resident broke her cheek
bone as a result of thefall. RNI stated thefracture healed and now the resident is better. She didn't lose
anyfunction.' FAC13 SAI

Two factors are evident from this discussion: 1) pain and/or temporary function loss were not
considered for the S/S level; 2) facility failure is not raised as a contributing factor.

The application of different criteria at different times created the appearance of reluctance to
cite deficiencies at an actual harm level. It was obvious that actual harm criteria were elusive
and little guidance was offered to surveyors as to what exactly constituted actual harm.
Surveyors expressed their frustration at times as illustrated by the following interview excerpt:

'RNI: One thing that I don't agree with is I've wanted to write harm citations but CMS and my
supervisors say it is not harm unless there is loss offunction.
Data collector: What do they mean?

RNI: A permanent downhill course of permanent harm. For instance somebody can keep fedling and get
bruises but that is not harm because theirfunction is still the same. I had a case where I noticed a resident
that was not doing well. It turned out that he had-a UTI and they hadn't assessed him for it. He was
having recurrent UTls and Ifelt it was harm But i went to my supervisors and CMS and they said it
wasn't. Then a short time laterhedied. Ifthat's not harm Idon't know what is.'FAC13 SAI

In addition to unclear and inconsistent application of actual harm criteria, the interviews also
revealed that the criteria for a citable-offense in the case of actual harm were not used
consistently. The confusing factor appeared to be the negative resident outcome, such as a
pressure ulcer. A pressure ulcer per se is only considered a citable offense if/when deficient
facility factors can be established as a contributing factor in the development of the pressure
ulcer or its failure to heal. However, when asked, SA staff readily indicated a variety of reasons
why facility failure could not be established as the precipitating factor. For example, SA staff
explained that a facility-acquired pressure ulcer should be excluded as an actual harm citation
in the following situations: a) the wound is healing and therefore treatment is adequate; b) the
facility has recently changed its pressure ulcer policy and therefore is complying with the
regulations; c) management staff has identified the problem~and is working on solutions; d)
stage I and 2 pressure ulcers involve little healing time' and/or discomfort. It is important to.
note that in all these justifications for. not citing at an actual harm level, the most important issue
(avoidability of the negative resident ou tcome, and-by extension, responsibility of the facility) was
not addressed. By turning the attention to the facility's ameliorative actions following pressure
ulcer acquisition, the teams avert attention from the issue of avoidability and responsibility. It
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seems irrelevant whether a facility is able to heal a pressure ulcer if deficient facility practices
contributed to its development. Equally irrelevant are the healing time of a stage 1 or 2
pressure ulcer, or the relative intensity of discomfort in determining faulty facility practices.

The repercussions of unclear criteria were obvious in missed citations, downgrading, and F tag
removal. In addition, the act of downgrading and dropping F tags contributed to the nursing
home's perception that certain deficiencies should not be cited, setting the stage for a potential
IDR.

7ust prior to a major holiday weekend, a midsize, multi chainfacility is surveyedfir annual re-
certification. Shortly into the survey, a glaring problem is noted with pressure ulcers and one resident
with multiple pressure ulcers is selected-for the survey's resident review. This resident is subsequently
discharged to a nearby hospitalfor 'wound debridement leaving the team with a half-day of observations
and an individual resident record review. Although there are clear indications that the facility provides
deficient pressure ulcer care citable underF314, the surveyors, during the Ftag designation meeting
remain on thefence. They mention that they do not have enough time to gather documeitation and do
observations. ln addition, they are overwhelmed by the quantity of citations (this is a shortened survey, 3
days instead of the usual 4 because of an in service day); and, the surveyors are eager to wrap up because of
the upcoming holiday weekend. During the "write-up " of lags, the citations are watered down; one RN is
ill,: the second RN is concerned because there are co-morbiditiesfor her case and she wants a cite that is
'plain as the nose on yourface. " In addition, the supervising SA staff is afraid of losing in arbitration. F
314 is dropped entirely. The independent study assessment reveals that the records provide enough
evidencefor a harm citation. In an unexpected turn of events, a complaint is levied against thefacilityfor
insufficient pressure ulcer care and the complaint investigation substantiates the complaints and cites F
314 at G. The nursing home now feels that there is a casefor an Informal Dispute Resolution because the
two SA assessments (survey and complaint investigation) are contradicting. Ultimately the facility lses
this argu...nt u.,. ier iDR mainruisr the complaint investigations original -,j4 at u. FAC04

3.2.3.5. Underreporting; Causes and Consequences

Underreporting was a common practice taking on many forms for the case studies. The
Statement of Deficiencies as the formal representation of a facility's compliance often portrayed
the facility in a better light. The incentivees to underreport were ample. The most frequently
mentioned reasons for downgrading and/or dropping an F tag were insufficient supporting
evidence to maintain the citation, closely followed by the need to be able to uphold a citation
under the scrutiny of Informal Dispute Resolution.

Data collectors invariably agreed with-the original survey citation, which could conceivably
(but not necessarily) mean disagreement with the supervisor's assessment that insufficient
corroborating evidence was presented to support the citation. Data collectors on several: -
occasions commented that surveyors spen ample time-reviewing records and documenting.
This may have been at the expense of direct observations of resident care, although' the study
cannot be definitive on this issue, since the data collectors were only on-site during one day of
the survey. Yet the independent study assessment often indicated that direct observations over
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an extended period of time could have easily yielded sufficient evidence to support the original
citation.

Surveyors frequently mentioned that insufficient time or a shortened survey had hampered
their efforts to obtain adequate supporting evidence. Surveys are complex investigations and
surveyors must meet many procedural demands within a limited time frame. Meeting all these
demands while supporting multiple citations made it difficult to make all citations 'stick'. In-
addition, higher-level citations were said to be more easily singled out for IDRs, and therefore:
were held to higher standards of evidence. This could explain the tendency to downgrade Gs..
level citations. Several remarks, such as'the surveyors should havefocused on the Gs rather than:
chasing all these other F tags', alluded to this fractured focus as a possible explanation for failures
to provide sufficient supporting evidence. In addition, an off-hand comment that: 'Gs are mostly
the result of a complaint investigation' pointed in a similar direction, as supported by the last
example.

Thus, the standards for supporting evidence were high and often impossible to meet given the
constraints of the process. However, the consequences of the resulting practice of downgrading
and F tag removal eroded the credibility of the surveyors, placed the~legitimacy of the survey,
outcome at stake and had the opposite effect of what the regulation hoped to accomplish. In the
words of one of the data collectors:

'The management's perception of the survey team having a "vendetta" against the home is substantiated in
their minds by thefact that the State dropped the Cs. Any hint that there may have been substandard care
is dismissed because the credibility of the surveyors is not there.9 FAC49 SA2

3.3. Enforcement Actions

3.3.1. CMS Enforcement Regulations: Remedies and Penalties

The enforcement process involves the selection and potential execution of enforcement actions.
Enforcement actions are determined based on the formal survey outcome reflected on the SOD.

Enforcement actions are sanctions, penalties or remedies invoked to encourage a facility to
return to compliance within a specified timeframe. The SA selects all enforcement actions and
presents these as recommendations to CMS and the facility. Enforcement decisions are strongly
guided by federal regulation.

CMS' enforcement actions are classified in three main categories-increasing in severity, each
containing several alternative enforcement options: category 1, including Directed In-Service and
Directed Plan of Correction; category H. including Denial of Paymentfor New Admissions and Civil
Monetary Penalties; category Ill, including Termination of facility (see CMS enforcement grid).
The SA in selecting an enforcement action must select one remedy from a mandatory category
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and may additionally select from an optional category as well. Mandatory enforcement actions
include:

- Plan of Correction (POC) for all facilities with deficiencies warranting an SOD
A Civil Monetary Penalty (CMP) for all 2 C-level citations

* Immediate jeopardy (1]) cases whkch must receive a per instance CMP

The SA in selecting an enforcement action has some maneuverability; the mandatory category
has several alternatives to choose from. In addition, the SA can opt to select additional..
enforcement actions from the optional category.

Recommended enforcement actions,'unless mandatory, will be executed only when the faiclity
does not comply by a specified date. CMSmandates Denial of Paymentfor NewAdmission-
(DPNA) when a facility has not reached compliance within 3 months after survey date, and
termination of the facility if compliance is not achieved six months following original survey
date.

' 3.3.2. Enforcement - Case Study Findings

All 25 case study facilities were mandated to submit a Plan of Correction (POC); eight facilities
(8/25) were additionally subjected to enforcement actions consisting of a monetary action of
some kind. These additional enforcementfactions consisted of Civil Monetary Payments (CMPs)
for eight faclities; of which two facilities incurred an additional Denial of Payment for New
Admissions (DPNA).

Civil Monetary Penalties were levied either per instance or per day. CMJ.s per day were mandated
in seven facilities (7/8); of these six facilities had at least one G level citation and one facility had
21'citations (all <G). In the case of the last facility, it was clearly the high number of citations
that provoked the CMP, since no C citations were made. Per day fines ranged from $50 to
$700/per-day-for 30 -60 days. In addition toCMPs per day, CMPs per instance were mandated
for three facilities (3/8), all of which had been issued an Immediate Jeopardy citation. In contrast
tothe per day fines, the per instance fines ranged from $3,500 to $7,500.

Most SA recommended enforcement actions were never executed (17/25), for these seventeen
facilities only the federally mandated Plan of Correction went into effect.

Table 7' Executed Enforcement Actions

Enforcement State I State 2 State 3 State 4 Occurrences
POC 7 4 8 7 26*
CMP p/day 1 0 2 4 7
CMP p/instance 0 1 1 1 3
DPNA 0 0 0 2 *2
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* Includes complaint investigation

3.3.2.1. Relationship of Statement of Deficiency to Executed Enforcement Actions

The relationship between the final SOD and executed enforcement actions was surprising in
that facilities with very different SODs ended up with very similar enforcement actions; either a
POC or a CMP. Only one case study facility had a DPNA executed.

Facilities with very different citation rates ended up with very similar enforcement actions; e.g.
one facility with- 15 citations and one facility with 5 deficiencies were both subjected to the
mandatory POC. but no other enforcement actions were executed. These two facilities had a
similar S/S distribution range in common, each ranging from B - E.

In addition, facilities with different citation rates and additionally different S/S distributions
could also end up with similar enforcement actions as long as the S/S was below G. One facility
with 8 citations (4 D; 3 at E; 1 F) and a facility with just I D-level citation were each issued a
mandatory POC, no other enforcement actions were executed.

Facilities with G or higher-level citations were all subjected to similar enforcement actions;
monetary penalties of some kind. Citation rates could be comparatively low or high as long as a
facility had issued a citation at G-level or higher sanctions were executed. Only two facilities
did not fit t pattern: ) one oute facility with a higher than usual citation rate (21) was
subjected to a daily penalty, despite the fact that the highest scope and severity level reached
only E;o2) tone facility that had not reached substantial compliance by the 3 months timeline had
DPNA imposed.

Table 8: Relationship between SOD and Executed Enforcement Actions

Statement of Defid en Executed Enforcement Actions
CaseStudy !
ID - . -ial. -I D j D E F i PJPo c Cho p/day cmP p... DPNA
:FACM4: 14 8 : 31 3 I YES NO NO NO
FAC43 . 13 3 | 8 2 . YES NO NO NO
FAc _ 1 . 5 YES NO NO NO

AC9I _ 9 2 | 2 2 2 $=0 (35 days) NO NO
FAC13 2 1 1 NO NO NO
FAC97 151j1 __ _ NO NO NO
FACS6 4 _ I | 2 i.ILL. ~ 2 NO NO NO
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FAC94 9 =_ 5 3 _ | YES NO NO
FAC63 5 __ 4 1 _ __ YES NO NO NO
FACIS 10 __ 6 j3 1 _ YES NO NO NO
FAC29 4 I 2 I _ YES NO NO NO
FACOI 4 2 2 YES NO NO NO
FAC.90. 8 7_ I - YES NO NO NO
FAC21 .9 __= 6 2 = it YES $100 (35 days) $4,000 (I instance) NO
FAC49... 6 1 2 3 YES _1(5 (60 days) NO NO
FAC49 10 4 2 2 2 l YES NO NO NO
FACES 10 1 7 2 [ _= YES $100 (35 days) NO YES (5 days)

FACS7 4 ~~~~~1 1 [1. YES $I50 (30 day.,) $3,500 (I i.,tace) NO
FAC04 21 14 5 2 YES $50 (60 days) NO NO
FAC47 8 2 _2 3 _ 1 YES NO NO NO
PACS8 19 1 13 | 3 2 _ YES $700 (35 days) NO YES (I day)
FAC62 4 _ 1 1 1 _ _ l YES NO S7,500 (I instance) NO

FAC1 5 Y_ 3 2 ___ES NO NO NO
FAC03 I YES NO NO NO
FAC6-. I _ _ l _ _ YES NO NO, NO

.~~~ .a

In summary, few case studies had enforcement actions imposed and all but two of the executed
enforcement actions consisted of a penalty. A consistent relationship between citation rates and
distribution of S/S level was non-existent unless the S/S was a G -level citation or higher which
corresponded with the CMS mandatory requirements.

3.3.3. Enforcement Practices

Two CMS mandates heavily influence the selection and execution of enforcement actions: 1) the
'Opportunity to Correct, a privilege dispensed-to facilities at the discretion of the SA; 2) the S/S
level as the most important determinant for enforcement actions (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Federal Enforcement and Compliance Process

I
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3.3.3.1. Opportunity to Correct

The SA is vested with the discretionary authority to grant a facility an 'Opportunity to Correct',
somnething that is frequently administered: Twenty-two (22) of 25 case study facilities were
granted an Opportunity to Correct. The three facilities that were excluded from this privilege
had an IJ citation issued.

The Opportunity to Correct transformed a non-mandatory enforcement action into a future
threat, an encouragement to accomplish corrections as demanded by regulation within the
specified tirmeframe. Therefore, a non-mandatorv enforcement action functioned as a deterrent
rather than an immediate remedy or sanction. It allowed a facility some breathing room to

comply; however, if the facility failed to institute appropriate corrections in a timely fashion the
recommended enforcement actions would be activated. Facilities and management staff
responded very differently to this threat: from complete indifference, through fear for potential
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financial, employment or census repercussions, and/or fear for losing personal or facility
reputation.

For the 25 case studies only one facility lost its Opportunity to Correct due to non-compliance
within the regulatory time frame.

'in this particular case, thefacility had claimed to be in compliance by the specified date, however the State
having inspected this facility already once on a revisit to verify actual compliance, was unable to meet the
procedural guidelines for a timely second visit. The SA claimed insufficient manpowe. The fanclity paid the
.price in an enforcement action offive days denial of paymentfor new admissins (DPNA). Acceording to the:
data collector, this was a very high price toapay indeed, even though, in her assessment, thefacility had by no
means achieved thefull regulatory compliance they claimed. However, adding financial hardship to this already

financially troubled facility rather hindered, than assisted thefacility in establishing the-goal of regulatory
compliance aid improving its quality of care.' FACo4

This example was evidence of some of the regulatory constraints to levy sanctions within very
specific guidelines and the difficulty in selecting enforcement actions appropriate to the specific
nursing home's situation. In this case, quality of care did not improve even though the facility
tried. Unfortunately the mandatory enforcement action of DPNA did nothing to assist the
facility improve its quality of care.

In summary, very few facilities were subjected to any enforcement actions, other than the
mandatory POC, due to having been granted an Opportunity to Correct. Although that
-provided the facility a real chance to addressvproblems, it creates a burdensome revisit process
for SAs that must be extremely vigorous or,.the Opportunity to Correct becomes synonymous
with no citation.

-3.3.3.2. Selecting Enforcement Actions: Exclusivity of 51S Level

SODs vary considerably, yet enforcement actions show little variation other than what is
mandated by regulatory statutes.

For the case studies executed enforcement actions involved only monetary penalties. Selection
of minimal enforcement actions was by regulation exclusively determined by the highest S/S
level citation in the SOD. However, the SA or the Regional Office can in addition apply a
number of optional remedies. Although a facility's deficiency history was mentioned by many
SA respondents as a factor in the selection of enforcement actions, this was not apparent from
the case studies.

The exclusivity of S/S level as determinant for selection of enforcement actions had the rather
curious consequence that facilities determined to have only minor infractions according to the
SOD faced similar enforcement actions as facilities that were determined to be out of:
compliance with respect to many federal requirements. In most case study facilities this meant
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no enforcement, other than the POC. This is shown in the following example of two facilities

contrasting considerably in their final the SOD:

'The annual re-certification survey offacility I resulted in two citations including: F314 Dfor falure to

implement a toileting program for one alert and oriented resident; F371C unsanitary conditions in kitchen.

The recommended enforcement actions consisted of a Directed In-Service in case thefacility was notfound

in compliance within 30 days after the survey. Facility returned to compliance within designated tinse-

frame and no enforcement actions ensued.

The annual re-certification surveyforfacility II resulted iii 13 citations including among others F221 D

forfaiture to obtain ordersforrawaist restraint; `309failure to administerpain medication as ordered

F314forfallure to provide an alternating pressure pad as ordered to a resident with multiple pressure

ulcers; F317forfal7ure to prevent ADL decline; aiid, F323Dfailure to ensure an accidentfree environment

for all residents. The last citation showed several occurrences each observed during the survey, one

resulting in minor injuries (abrasions). 7he recommended enforcement actions consisted of a Directed In-

Service in case the facility was notfound in compliance within 30 days after the survey. Facility returnss

to compliance within designated timeframe and no enforcement actions ensued.'

For these two facilities, the number of citations did not influence the selection and execution of

enforcement actions. This was in fact the case for the majority of case study facilities. Only once

did the high number of citations (21) impact the selection of enforcement actions and a non-

mandatory CMNV was enforced. This facility could have escaped the execution of this penalty
altogether since it had been granted an Opportunity to Correct, were it not that the dead line for

implementation of the corrective actions had not been met.

The highest S/S level citation determined the selection of the enforcement action, however, the

number of citations at the highest S/S was equally irrelevant. For enforcement purposes it did

not matter whether one, two or three citations ended up with the highest S/S level. No

enforcement actions followed in case of multiple citations under E or F as the highest S/S level.

In cases of G-level citations the executed penalties were similar per state: either a CMP of $100

per day for facilities with one or multiple G-level citations in one State; or, a CMP amount

slightly higher in another State. In conclusion one can say that the total number of citations and

distribution of S/S level were relatively unimportant.

333.3. Repeat Deficiencies

Repeat deficiencies, the same F tag citations occurring in two consecutive compliance cycles,

were a major problem for the case study facilities. The majority, thirteen out of the twenty case

study facilities for which the study had data revealed a repeat deficiency in one of the study F

tags. This number increased to 19/20 when a two-year history was used for comparison; i.e.

only one skipped compliance cycle.

The study established repeat deficiencies for the case studies by proxy, through the CMS

Nursing Home Compare site. This CMSdsite does not reveal deficiencies by actual F tag, and as
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such the study review was not complete. However, interviews with SA staff were used to
corroborate a repeat deficiency for specific case study facilities. Most, but not all, respondents
were willing and/or able to provide the study with answers. In general, the SA responses
concurred with the study findings that repeat deficiencies occurred frequently.

Surprisingly repeat deficiencies did not impact enforcement actions for any of the case studies;
neither was the Opportunity to Correct withheld, nor were more severe sanctions selected.
Even though several of the case study. facilities with repeat deficiencies had the Opportunity to
Correct withheld and were subjected-to sanctions, these sanctions were imposed because of the
S/S level. The'facility's deficiency history may have factored in but was not the cause for the
imposition of sanctions as illustratedin the: following interview excerpt:

'Data collector: This facility has had several repeat deficiencies. How often does afacility get the
opportunity to correct? How will similar deficiencies be prevented in thefuture?
Licensing Officer: This happens often because they (the facility) just put a Bend-Aid on the problem and
then go back to their old ways. It might be because the person whofixed it leaves and there is no continuity.
Or there is a change in upper management iani the replacements don't know the history. I don't always
have a lot of recourse because once the cycle is closed it is done. In the worst cases I can do monitoring visits
to try to be sure the correction sticks.' Licensing Officer SA3 FAC04

This facility had 21 citations and because of that high quantity a per day fine of $50 was
imposed. The SOD indicated a citation for F 314 because of inadequate assessments and
documentation. The independent study assessment indicated a severe problem with pressure
ulcer prevention and treatment that warranted:an actual harm citation at F314G. The facility
had been cited for PU in two consecutive compliance cycles in the last three years prior to this
survey. An obvious recurring problem with praressure ulnrer carer ynr no onfo-'erne-t actions
related to it.

When questioned, many SA staff indicated that repeat deficiencies were of great concern to
them, and felt in general that the enforcement was inadequate in dealing with repeat
deficiencies. Repeat deficiencies impact enforcement actions only in cases of: a) 'double G'
citations, a G-level citation for the same F tag in two consecutive compliance cycles; or, b) a F
level citation under specific F tags issued in two consecutive compliance cycles. SA staff
expressed concern, frustration and in general felt powerless to influence the situation as
revealed in the following interview excerpt:

'If a repeat deficiency occurs we will look at the situation more closely;...focus on it.. enforcement actions
could be different depending on the scope; possibly a directed in-service or a directed POC (I don't like a
directed POC... time constraints ... )... even a monitoringfollow up visi.... we can do a revisit without a G
at the discretion of the surveyor... the prosviders don't like it.' Licensing Officer, SA2 FAC91

In this case, no enforcement actions were executed because'. the ulcer is healing...'. It was
disheartening to see that so many citations could be repeated, placing the residents at risk on a
recurring basis.
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3.3.3.4. Plan of Correction: Most Important Enforcement Tool

All facilities receiving a Statement of Deficiency must at minimum submit a POC. This fact, in

combination with the finding that most case study facilities were granted an Opportunity to

Correct, elevated the mandatory Plan of Correction (POC) to one of the most relied upon, and

therefore, most important enforcement tools at the SA's disposal. The POC is a facility

document outlining for each cited F tags, all the corrective steps that the facility will follow to

return to regulatory compliance by a pre-determined date. The POC is reviewed for compliance

by the SA.

3.4. Revisit Compliance Determination

3.4.1. Revisit Guidelines

The final step in the enforcement process is the determination of a facility's compliance

following implementation of the POC. Compliance is determined through a revisit, a rather

disguising term since the revisit may consist of either a desk review of the POC, or, an actual

on-site inspection at the nursing home.

A desk review, also aptly named a 'no visit revisit' or 'paper compliance' consists of a review of a

facility's Plan of Correction. The review involves an assessment of the suggested corrective

actions with respect to four required elements:

. accomplishment of corrective actions for all residents affected by the deficient practice

* identification of residents at risk to be potentially affected by the same deficient practice

* prevention of recurrence of the deficient practice
* presence of a plan monitoring facility performance towards sustained compliance

If for each F tag the POC complies with these four elements, the POC will be approved and the

facility is considered back in substantial compliance.

Alternatively, a revisit may consist of an on-site inspection to the facility conducted by one or

more surveyors. An on-site revisit closely resembles a standard annual survey on a smaller

scale. Revisit investigations are focused on but not limited to the original survey citations; if a

new deficient facility practice presents itself it will be cited. Hence, re-visits may result in the

same or additional citations as the original survey. On-site inspections are required for any 2G-

level citation.

3.4.2 Revisit Findings

Most case studies (16/26) compliance was determined through a desk review; on-site inspection

took place in the remaining ten cases. Although all states conducted some revisits through an

on-site inspection, the majority of these inspections (6/10) were conducted in one state. In this
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state on-site inspection revisits were conducted for all facilities having incurred a ŽC citation.
This is a more stringent requirement than mandated by CMS, which requires on-site inspections
for any G citation.

Facilities were rarely found in continued non-compliance following a revisit. Only a few
facilities with on-site inspections (2/10) 'were not cleared on first revisit; a second on-site
inspection took place and subsequent compliance ensued. Both these cases occurred in the state
with the highest number of on-site inspections. All desk reviews were cleared for compliance
on first revisit

Tible 9: Revisit Frequency and Compliance Determination by State

Re-visit State 1 State 2 State3 State 4

Deskreview 6 3 6 0
Timely approval 6 3 6 NA
On-site Inspection 1 1 1 6
1F time approval 1 1 1 4
2nd time approval NA NA NA 2

The differences between the states in the case studies is clear with stricter standards in
determining compliance for one of the four states (state 4). On-site inspections after all include
verification of actual implementation of thecorrective actions suggested in the POC; a desk
review can only scrutinize the Plan itself. In most states the effect of the enforcement process

.i~e dm Eish 4 camalmst--cY al;wsgve 6-- OppF- -ni to correct a-nd-A .
approval was then granted based on desk review of a POC.

3.4.3. Enforcement Practices

3.4.3.1. Paper Compliance-aMatierof rust

Mostly, although not always, the POC was reviewed by one of -the original survey team
members, but not necessarily the surveyor who had issued the original citation. Desk reviews
were often perfunctory reviews, assessing whether the presented corrective actions met the four
required elements. Desk reviews always resulted in timely approval of the.POC, and although -
surveyors may not approve a POC on first round, the Opportunity to Correct was never at risk;

Desk reviewers were at a clear disadvantage in assessing compliance when compared with on-
site inspections; actual implementation of the corrective actions presented in the POC could not
be verified. Most reviewers were keenly aware that 'the POC is just paper, and.... a piece of paper
will not tell you compliance'. Desk reviewers did at times demand: amendments to the POC or
required evidence to corroborate the veracity of claimed implementation; yet when questioned
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surveyors admitted that they had to believe the facility 'at their word', or simply stated that they
'had faith'. The basis of their 'faith' was often an explicit trust in at least one of the management
staff, either the administrator or the DON.

Alternatively, if no trust in the facility management team was present, many SA staff indicated
a strong degree of trust in the system,-either through increased questioning of the facility's POC
or through complaint investigations. The strategy of increased questioning of the facility's POC
was believed to signal that the facility 'was on notice' or that 'the SA was watching themn, a tactic
hoped to promote compliance. In addition, many SA staff considered the number of complaints
and/or reportable incidents, against the faIlity to be a strong indicator of a facility's compliance
status to which the SA would respond with a complaint investigation. The effectiveness of such
a strategy was not apparent. Three states relegated many complaint investigations to the
standard annual recertification survey, if deemed appropriate following triage for severity. In
this scenario complaints could end up being investigated many months after the fact. Besides
the obvious disadvantage of this time delay, many complaints may have accumulated adding to
the workload of the survey. The following example illustrates such a scenario:

'Multiple complaints and incidents, several involving injuries had accumulated for a midsizefacility till
the time of the standard annual re-certification survey when the actual investigation into each complaint
was conducted. All complaints were substantiated, indicating that the incidents occurred, however, none
resulted in a citation. During the F tag meeting, the designated complaint nurse reported that she "knew
something was wrong, but could not put herfinger on it". The subsequent independent study assessment
revealed that the facility had many resident-an-resident incidents and falls resulting in injuries and
hospitalizations. Due to staff turnover and the thinning of individual charts it was difficult and time
consuming to piece the actual circumstances of each case together. Nonetheless, a pattern relating deficient
facility practices to resident altercations emnerged, many relating to insufficient behavior modification
management. Thefacilityfailed entirely to maintain behavior logs, therefore, strategies to deal with
behaviors were ad hoc and staff was not prepared to anticipate and/or intervene appropriately. Care plans
showed these inadequacies clearly; either care plans did not list the behavior problems as a concern end did
not speify any interventions, or alternatively, care plans did specify intervention, but the efficacy could
never be established. Resident-on-resident behaviors occurredfrequently and repeatedly. ' FAC03 SAl

in general, many SA staff maintained a strong belief that the enforcement system would work
either through complaint investigations or through strong facility leadership. However, if the
system failed and a facility did not return to compliance as expected, the SA staff were resigned
to the belief that those deficiencies would surely be found and cited at the next annual re-
certification survey.

3 4.3.2. Trust, Turnover and Compliance

Belief in the facility's leadership was not always misplaced, although it is a risky strategy given
the high turnover of facility management staff following the survey. The case studies showed
many management staff, either the administrator or DON, leaving their position in the first
three months following the survey. Surveyors may be astute in assessing the leadership
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abilities of a facility's management team during the survey, and, they may even accurately
anticipate who may resign, however, no one can be certain of the leadership qualities of the
individual(s) replacing a vacated position. The dice may roll either way as the following two
case studies illustrate:

'Midsizedfacility's annual re-certification survey resulted in nine citations including F309 Dfor~facility
failure to appropriately assess, monitor and munage pain. Several management staff including the DON,
resigned their positions following the survey, whih proanpted corporate headquarters to assign a corporate
nurse to assist thefacility with its response to the SOD. The corporate nurse was instrumental in writing
the PC0(2 which unfortunately addressed only some of the issues indicated on the SOD. Compliance
determination was completed by desk revieso and thefacility was cleared on first review, returning its status
to substantial commpliance. The data collector, having completed an on-site inspection noted that most aspects
of the P0(2 had not been implemented. Following several interviews with the Administrator the data collector
c oncluded that the Administrator had no intention to implement any of the POC's corrections, reasoning
that that was' the responsibility of the new DON. -The study fallowed this facilityfor two more visits, each
one month apart, in order to come to afinal conclusion regarding implementation of the P(OC Only at the
last visit ;NH4 conducted four months after theoriginal survey, and two months after thefacility had been,
recertified,lthe study review assessed the facility to be in full complianc with respect to pain manageient
The new DON possessed strong leadership and clinical skills. In addition to obtaining the staffs full
cooperation to implent the POC, fully understood the original citation, was willing and able to make the
necessary improvements so that original citation concerns were addressed and added audits and monitoring
of staff to assure long-term compliance. Theifacility with this DON at the helm stands a good chance to
-renai in compliance.' FAC94 NH2, 3 and 4.

In this case a newly hired strong and very capable DON instituted the corrective actions as
specified in the POC, albeit many months after the facility had been re-certified. This is

s n-' t ry att:y iUly LwtY, euilalpe d birung management team hired

as 'turn around' team show signs of disintegration at 2nd study visit. In the-words of the data
collector:

'There were signs that the POC's elements of auditing the direct caregivers was helping part of the time but.
there are still problems with consistent supervision of caregivers The fact that the "numbers have improved
(1% acquiredpressure ulcer vs. 5 %)does notive the DON reason to believeher rootproblems areover.
She is well aware that they have "a long way to go" in getting the direct care givers to give consistently good
care and to genuinely care about the residents. However, she does believe the suniey team should take her
efforts into account and trust that she will continue to improve.. This management team is frustrated and -
demoralized. They are csting around and looking for reasons and mention that the-survey team is
"opinionated, can't trust them and biased aainst them". It hinders then in some ways to really accept the

legitimacy of the citations although they seem an the other hand to realize their root problem: inconsistent
care by the direct line staff. The DON openly recognizes that many direct caregroers are not motivated. 'The

staff development coordinator recognizes that'the nurses don'tgivedirection to thedirect caregioers. The
supervisor knows she must be "out there watching" and working to get them to give the care she wants them
to.'FAC 86 NH2'

In this facility the entrenched and long-time direct care-staff continued to make it very difficult
to accomplish changes as per the POC; no additional changes were made at-NH3, one month
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later. Management turnover is an unstable transitional period for a facility, accomplishing

corrective actions initiated by the enforcement process during that time could be

insurmountable.

3.5. Effectiveness Enforcement in Changing Nursing Home Care?

Despite the survey's flaws in detection ability and accuracy and despite lenient enforcement

practices at the SA, many nursing homes attempt to be in compliance with regulation either

immediately prior to an anticipated survey and/or through the POC immediately following the

survey. Study assessments conducted during two on-site inspections to the facility following

implementation of the POC, revealed a high rate of only partial implementation of the POC.

In general, 'tangible problems such as protective covers over heating vents and new pressure

relieving mattresses on beds were corrected. In addition, care improvement occurred mostly,

but not always for those residents identified in the SOD as recipients of deficient facility

practices. However, system changes that would ensure continued compliance for all residents

were rarely effective, even if the facility made a strong attempt.

Some facilities achieved full compliance at time of SA re-certification, at least in reference to the

selected study F tags that had been subject to citation. Some case study facilities continued to

improve over time and were in full compliance at the second study revisit (one month after:

facility re-certification by SA). However, many facilities did not achieve compliance at first or

second study visit. Several factors contributing to the success or failure of a facility's full

compliance, will be presented here. None can be singled out as the leading cause; in fact both

enforcement practices and facility circumstances contributed to either failure or success.

Nonetheless, it appeared that facility corrections, if achieved, were more directly a result from

identification of deficient practices and the subsequent threat of enforcement actions rather than

that enforcement actions per se made the difference.

3.5.1. Enduring Changes: A Major Challenge

Facilities face many challenges at all times and in general these increase during and following

the time of survey. Management staff turnover occurred frequently, and this impacted the

facility's attempt at correction most often negatively. I n general, strong and stable leadership

was necessary for a facility to achieve compliance within the specified time frame following the

survey. However the facility's leadership can never accomplish this task by itself; well-

motivated, well-trained and caring direct care staff, willing to follow the directions of good

leadership, were an additional necessary ingredient to achieve compliance. Multiple factors

may contribute to impede compliance; for the case studies denial of the validity or legitimacy of

the survey findings; misinterpretation of the SOD; extraneous pressures; and, lack of staff

expertise and resources were found contributing factors.
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3.5.1.1. 'We Provide Good Care'

Many facilities did make a concerted effort to provide good care; and, many facility staff were
committed to the residents and their welfare. The belief that 'care is good here' was echoed by
many nursing home staff at all levels and positions. This belief, which may be valid to some
extent, resulted in two distinct reactions from nursing homes. Either the survey findings were
invalidated by explaining away some citations; or, more negatively, the SA was accused of
'being inconsistett', of 'playingfavorites' or even worse,' being out to get us'. These latter two
beliefs were not supported by the study.\: On the contrary, the study found the surveyors in
general to be professional, supportive and more likely to give the facility the benefit of the
doubt. Both reactions by nursing home staff, however, prevented the staff from viewing the
SOD findings as valid.

Nursing home management staff at times indicated their belief that the citations were minor
issues or, 'just document ation issues'. Occasionally the finger was pointed at one particular staff
member as the source of the citation or alternatively at one particular unit or department. These
reactions served as impediments to serious reflection on the actual events and often systemic
issues that caused the citation. Instead, the citation was often addressed by creating a new piece
of paperwork; designing and instituting an in-service to explain the application of the new
paperwork protocol; terminating a staff member; and/or replacing a department head. These
responses constitute surface changes; systemic change was extremely unlikely to occur when
:the attitudes described above prevailed;.

On many occasions facility management denied the validity of a particular citation, less
frequently a facility questioned the legitimacy of the entire process or of the survey team in
particular. Lastly the occasional facility demonstrated a blatantly defiant attitude, asserting that
only they knew what was best. A defiant attitude in combination with the belief that a citation
is unjustified sometimes resulted in 'dodginig' or 'fighting the system' rather than focusing on
improving the quality of resident care.

3.5.1.2. The Bigger Picture

Some facilities misinterpreted a citation on the Statement of Deficiencies, and at times the SOD
provided fertile ground for this. At times, however, a facility, for whatever reason framed a
citation according to pre-conceived notions of the issue and failed to recognize the essentials of
the citation, as in the following example.

'Large, >200-bed,facility incurred 8 clinical citations during the annual re certification survey including
F 314 Eforfailure to provide basic preventi e pressure ulcercaeresulting in the development of in-house
acquired pressure ulcers. In addition the facility was cited forfailure to develop comprehensive nursing
care plans under F279 E, all substantiating evidence for this F tda referred back to F 314. Since, on the
SOD, F314 was related to F279, facility managenent staff refranwd the issue as a care plan issue raiher
than a pressure ulcer issue. By correcting the care plans thefacilityfelt it had fixed' the problem, eiitirely
missing the essential concerns raised under F314iwhich refered to basic preventive bedside care such as
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provision of pressure relieving devices, timely repositioning of residents. Infect, one resident's pressure
ulcer had not improved since the survey due to thefacility'sfailure to provide pressure relieving devices.'
FAC i1 NH3.

Many facilities failed to see the bigger picture presented by a citation and its supporting cases,

often resulting in corrections for immediate problems, rather than system changes resulting in
sustained compliance. Some facilities eemphasized just one or two citations, failing to give other
citations equal attention, which then as time moved on, were easily forgotten by direct care
staff.

3.5.1.3. 'Life Goes On'

At times a facility was so overwhelmed by extraneous challenges that the entire focus was
directed away from the POC and the necessary corrections. When a facility's attention was
contracted in such a way, the entire POC was at risk. Staff could only see the latest challenge as
apparent in the following illustration.

'Case study FACI3 with 2 citations on the SODfor the annual re-certification survey including, F 316D

(inadequate bladder training); and, F3TI C (unsanitary kitchen). A desk review of the POC placed the

facility back hito compliance atfirst revies.l The data collector indicated that the facility at time of re-
certification had made some corrective cuinges relative to specific residents, but overall the changes were

perfunctory; the underlying issues were not addressed. When visiting the facility one month later, the

facility staff was experiencing major upheaval due to a change in ownership. The new owners, a corporation,
focused on the census and indeed census had increased by at least 10 new admissions since the latest visit one
month por. Direct care stafffelt stressed and overburdened, which was apparent in the daily care; call bells

were ringing incessantly as the day progressed. The MDS nurse, responsiblefor the bladder training
program, was asked about continued action as indicated in the POCs she admitted as much as a complete

breakdown of the program since new admissiins were her currentfocus. In addition, the new DON, named
in the POC as completing audits and observation of the resident as related to their continence, was entirely

unaware of her responsibilities. The data collector in asking her questions alerted her to her role as indicated

in the POC. This new DON was overwhelmed and veryfrustrated, even though herformer position was as

ADON, that position will not be refilled, effectively cutting out an assistant to her new position.' FAC13 NH3

This example shows a facility where ultimately the enforcement process failed for reasons
including the extraneous stressors in addition-to turnover of facility management staff.

3.5.1.4. Resources and Expertise.

In a few facilities either the resources or professional expertise were missing to adequately
implement the POC. These facilities were unable to focus on much other than the immediate
day-to-day needs and care. At times all hope was pinned on one or two staff members who
then were faced with multiple responsibilities and subsequently could not meet the unrealistic
expectations. In the following case the data collector provides a rather grim picture of the way a
nursing home is coping with its day-to-dayproblerns, negatively impacting the implementation
of the corrective actions indicated on the POC:
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'On this third visit to the nursing home, my conclusions with respect to correcting several of the many
citations remained largely the same. There were half-hearted attempts to use new lab monitoring tools.
new infection control processes and the MDS were somewhat better but stil behind. What was shocking
to me was the fact that the so-called "QA nurse" has not been going to the QA meetings. She is mentioned
repeatedly in the POC as being the person who is going to monitor that the improvements are in place.
The QA nurse is a rather timid individual who admits to giving the unit managers and charge nurses
suggestions, which they do not receive wellfrom her. She appears to have to get her authority by directing
it through the DON. Additionally the QA nurse is totally oerswhelmed by her role as MDS nurse. Last
month she took a week offand went to a large city in a neighboring state to take an MDS courie, which'she
poid for herself. She believes she learned enough to help improve the RUG scores for reimbursenient. Her,
work process is impeded because she must share the computer with the other members of the
interdisciplinary tean. She also has to cover weekends as supervisor twice a month. She admits that many.
times instead of using some of her time doing MDS she ends up working as a staffnurse because of "call-
ins ". When i questioned her about her MOS process, she commented that she left it up to the charge
nurses and unit managers to create the care plans. She tries to instruct them to correspond the care plans
to the RAPs but they don't always do that: Many of the nurses are LPNs who have worked here'20-30.
years and who havefewo skills with the assessment process. FACQ4, NH3

At times it was the direct care staff that made'implementation of the corrective actions all but
impossible; resisting and obstructing every possible change and blocking any avenue for
improvement. Even strong leadership' will ultimately succumb to such a situation and in
general implementation of the POC failed.

3.5.2. Obstacles in the Regulatory Process

The enforcement process takes place between two major players and each of their actions calls
forth a reaction from the opposite player.'.This section will review some of the responses that
the enforcement actions may provoke as evident from the case studies. In conducting these case
studies it became apparent that one of the most important objectives of the regulatory process in
nursing facilities, which ultimately is provision of resident care at an acceptable professional
standard, was lost.

3.5.2.1. SOD, Who Does It Serve?-

Citations were listed under the regulatory F tag that closely described the deficient facility
practice. However, a regulation often'incorporated many different aspects under one F tag; i.e.
F 314 refers to the failure of the facility to prevent the development of new pressure ulcers
and/or the failure to adequately and/or timely treat a pressure ulcer. -Usually only one or a few
aspects are represented in the cited deficiency. Although the F tag is not ambiguous, the
citation may refer to either the prevention or treatment of pressure ulcers and, in addition, may
refer to one particular aspect of prevention (inadequate assessment) or treatment failure to
document consistently). Specifics were often relayed in the substantiating evidence and this at
times resulted in misinterpretations. In the following case, tying two F tags together allowed
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one nursing home to reframe the issue, while entirely missing the essential problem provided

under one of the F tags.

Facilities at times misinterpreted what was cited. The substantiating evidence provided with

each F tag did specify, often in great detail, which practices resulted in the citation. However,

the minutiae provided, referring to each involved resident (by survey ID); specific staff; date,

time, and type of data collection; and, the specifics that were spoken or observed, were at times

so overwhelming that a reader may have great difficulty determining what exactly was the

issue. On many occasions SA staff told the data collectors that the SOD is written with the

Informal Dispute Resolution in mind; SA-staff, in writing the SOD, placed all 'its ducks in a

row'. This tactic may serve well in case of an IDR, in fact the SA reportedly lost very few IDR

disputes; it does not improve the clarity of the document, a complaint heard from many facility

staff. One data collector minced no words: 'nursing facility personnel do NOT understand the-

legalese in the SOD.

SA staff used similar reasoning to explain the actions of downgrading and removal of an F tag.

Downgrading and removal of F tags because of 'insufficient evidence to hold up in IDR' really only

served the enforcement process rather than the residents whose interests it purportedly had in

mind. Downgrading and removal of F tags invalidated survey findings, which then in turn

supported the already existing attitude of denial that substandard care may exist. Since the

study assessment supported, in all cases of downgrading, the original citation (pertaining to the

study F tag) it must be concluded that this may have an unintended effect on the facility's

quality improvement. The nursing home had no reason to believe that substandard care may

be a problem, therefore no corrections will be made. This was a serious, undoubtedly

unintentional, side effect of these actions.

3.5.2.2. Enforcement Process

The enforcement process was experienced by almost all facility management staff as punitive

and unrelenting. Even though the enforcement actions executed against the case study facilities

hardly supported this perception, it existed nonetheless. The fact that many management staff

resigned or was terminated within a couple of months following the survey, although not

necessarily attributable to the survey, was rather disheartening.

This turnover was often portrayed by interviewed respondents as having little or nothing to do

with the survey. Nonetheless, interviews with the resigning person often revealed a feeling of

defeat, one had worked so hard and there was so little to show for it. These feelings of defeat.

indicate a basic flaw in any type of audit where the focus is exclusively on the negative, i.e.

deficient care. Some survey teams tried to compensate for this negativity during the exit

conference and attempted to stress some of the good things they had seen in the facility. Yet the

SOD does not make mention of what might have been accomplished, and the survey results

does not give the nursing home an actual sense of its comparative ranking among its peers and

in its own deficiency history. Surveyors were keenly aware of where a facility ranked and how
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it had progressed with its quality of care history. Surveyors, when asked, have no compunction
in rating a facility.

This unintended effect of the survey has considerable implications for the subsequent process of
quality improvement in the nursing home. Management staff were most instrumental in
accomplishing relevant changes in the facility following a survey; they knew the facility and its
problems intimately and thus could assist in establishing improvement most appropriate to the
particular situation and with the best potential to reach the bedside. These improvements were
now postponed and in some cases did not happen at all.

The case studies revealed that enforcement actions were rarely executed, and if administered
-consisted of monetary penalties either in the form of CMPs or DPNA. Even though many.SA
staff strongly believed in penalties as an effective tool to enforce compliance this was certainly
not confirmed by the case studies. Nursing homes face many different challenges and a one -
size enforcement action (monetary penalties) may not fit all. Even though the penalties were
rarely exorbitant, it may exacerbate some'of the already existing problems. SA staff:often
imdicated that alternative enforcement options such as Directed Plan of Care or Facility-
Monitoring were too time-consumingor too involved for the SA. Still, the varied options for
enforcement were certainly underutilized. Because they were underutilized, we have no way of
estimating how effective they may or may not have been.

4. DISCUSSION

Given the limited rate of detection of care deficiencies, poor identification of specific care issues
and under citation of these findings, the on-site survey was again found lacking. Despite good
inientions, te surveyors proved unable to appropriately choose areas for focus and-failed to
identify some of the most blatant care problems. The survey, as presently designed and
implemented, requires heavy investment of time and resources to detect deficient care. At the
same time, the heavy emphasis on procedural exactitude often prevents surveyors from
pursuing full investigation of deficient care that is of real importance, such as G-level citations.

The case studies revealed that enforcement actions, if executed, have only a limited positive
effect. Some nursing homes responded well to the identification of deficient practices and made
improvements accordingly. However,. it must be recognized that nursing home behavior
changes seldom occurred without a formal citation. Further, some nursing homes responded to
the detection of deficient practices and the issuance of a formal citation with denial and/or
indignation and made only perfunctory gestures that resulted in minor changes or no change
whatsoever.

Variation in-nursing home responses had little apparent relationship to the enforcement
process, be it detection, citation and/or enforcement actions. The most consistent factors
associated with changes (in accordance with regulations) were the willingness and ability of.
management staff to enact change and, to a lesser degree, willingness of direct care staff to
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accept the survey's verdict and respond accordingly. The enforcement process unwittingly and

unintentionally undermined its own authority by downgrading and removing preliminary

survey findings, effectively decreasing the legitimacy of the survey and the Statement of

Deficiency.

Facility leadership and the willingness to accept the survey verdict as legitimate was but one

factor influencing nursing home behavior changes in accordance with regulatory mandates.

Equally important were the presence of the expertise and resources necessary to implement the

required changes. It is at this level that the regulatory process can play an important role in

encouraging nursing home behavior changes in the direction of compliance by selecting

enforcement actions that assist a facility rather than hinder it. The case studies revealed that

enforcement was determined according to CMS mandated actions, but the alternate options

(which could be tailored to meet a facility's specific problems and needs) were not used. This

self-imposed limitation may be understandable in light of the regulatory agency's own limtited

resources, but it ultimately does little to benefit the goal of sustained and enduring compliance.

The fact that many citations were repeated year after year indicated that many facilities do not

establish enduring compliance and suggest an ineffective regulatory system.

Enforcement in response to the survey is anticlimactic and almost nonexistent. If enforcement

occurred, it was generally monetary in nature and was not determined on a facility-by-facility

basis. Enforcement actions were selected by rote, with little imagination or differentiation

between the needs or problems of facilities. When employed in this manner, enforcement

sanctions do not make use of their full potential and prove relatively ineffectual. Further, the

perfunctory re-visit does not do justice to the substantial effort of the survey, nor does it

support the nursing home in quality improvement. While the case study facilities subjected to

these sanctions may have increased their efforts to come into compliance, they did not show

improved quality of care and/or a higher rate of sustained compliance. This finding suggests

that the current enforcement actions can be:interpreted as temporary and minimally effective

with respect to the goal of effecting sustained improvement in the quality of care. Admittedly,

the facilities' inability to remain in sustained compliance is the result of a variety of factors,

many of which are entirely extraneous to the enforcement process. However, it is within the

capacity of CMS and the state agencies to adjust their practices to improve quality of care for the

nursing home residents protected by the federal regulations.

The primary failing in the current implementation of enforcement sanctions lies in an inherent

contradiction between the facility:-level focus of the survey process and the generic, one-size-

fits-all approach of the enforcement process. Further, the enforcement process is stymied by an

unresolved tension between competing roles: is enforcement a legalistic regulatory process or is

it to be conceptualized and operationalized as a collaborative quality improvement process?

The current approach takes a middle ground that accomplishes neither set of objectives.

While CMS clearly states that the role of the surveyor is that of determining compliance to

standards and that is the only appropriate role,(5) states and survey teams may elect a different
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interpretation. State surveyors bring their backgrounds and training with them when they
become surveyors. Some surveyors may come from a regulatory perspective and act in
accordance. Other surveyors are hired with prior experience working in nursing home settings.
These individuals may have empathy with the nursing home sites and want to help them or
educate them. This desire may lead them to view and perform their roles as more than just
regulators. As further inquiry is made into the survey and enforcement process, it will be
important to recognize that there may exist a continuum of belief systems and approaches being
employed by surveyors, whether implicit or explicit.

The case study findings corroborate and augment prior work by providing an in-depth view of
participants' perspectives and attitudes towards the survey and enforcement process.
Respondents were candid in sharing their thoughts with the UCHSC research team. Both the.
nursing homes and the state agencies seemed to welcome the opportunity to express their.
perspective, revealing some of the problems and pitfalls they encounter. The case studies
provided a clear opportunity to uncover what affected the interplay between the two involved
institutions and how this dance affected the quality of care in nursing homes.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS.

It would be easy to infer from this study that the current regulatory enforcement process is a
failure. But that interpretation would overlook some very important positive findings and
qualifications:

* Survey-identified deficiencies were real problems and confirmed independently by the
data collectors - i.e., there were essentially no false positives;

* The often heard accusation that the surveyors we "out to get" the providers was not
supported by the data collectors' observations. The surveyors acted fairly and
professionally;

* Although "the case studies revealed that enforcement actions, if executed, have only a
limited positive effect. .. it must be recognized that nursing home behavior changes.
seldom occurred without a formal citation";
The State Agency survey staff were doing the best they could with-the tools and
resources (staff, budget) available and some of the choices they made - e.g., desk review
vs. on-site follow-up review, or downgrading to avoid having to do follow-up) -were at
least reportedly driven by lack of resources to do appropriate follow-up;

* G or higher level citations consistently led to similar enforcement actions, suggesting at
this higher level of harm there was consistency in enforcement action.'

2 Also, it should be noted that subsequent to the data coliection for this study, CMS established a joint,
State-Federal workgroup to develop an analytic tool that wil assist in assessing whether States are
imposing Civil Money Penalties (CMPs)consisteritly. Pilot test of the tool has been conducted and the
preliminary findings are positive.
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It is also important to be mindful of the problems and limitations of all enforcement systems,

including the criminal justice system, meat and poultry inspection, and environmental health
and safety.3

The findings suggest that despite its many and sometimes serious failures, the regulatory

enforcement process in nursing facilities has the potential to play a major role in determining

the quality of care in nursing homes. Nursing facilities prepare in anticipation for an upcoming

annual re-certification survey, attempting to comply with as many regulatory statutes as

possible. This anticipatory attitude on the part of the nursing facilities encourages compliance
with minimum regulatory standards, ultimately affecting the quality of care.

Nursing facilities are mandated to make changes in response to a survey if deficiencies are.

established:and citations are issued, resulting in enhanced quality of care for the facility and for
residents.. However, it is also at this level that the enforcement process shows its greatest.
weaknesses: impaired detection ability, a tendency to minimize deficient practices, and a

perfunctory process of compliance approval. Compounding (or perhaps driving) these

problerns' is the legalistic frame of mind (fear of IDR) at the supervising Survey Agency leveL d

This approach undermines the legitimacy of survey findings, undermines the authority of the
surveyors, and ultimately fails to assure quality improvement for residents. Finally, many

nursing facilities experience the enforcement process as punitive and unrelenting and would,
prefer a more consultative approach.

The case studies demonstrate that there is a great deal of subjectivity throughout the current
survey process including: care problem identification, the decision to cite, the F tag to cite, scope

and severity, what to document, the revisit process, and ultimately enforcement action
decisions. This subjectivity makes the surveyor's job stressful and time consuming as they fry

to make the "right" decisions and generate the supporting documentation. This subjectivity
leaves the nursing home constantly questioning citations, and, consequently, they invest less in

responding to the survey findings.

Fortunately, CMS realizes that this is the root of ithe problem. With the Quality Indicator
Survey (QIS), they are testing a more objective process for problem identification, investigation
leading to citation decisions, identification of appropriate F tags, documenting findings
throughout the process, and revisits. By virtue of this objective informaion, the QIS forces
greater clarity relating to scope and severity. Anecdotal results from the demonstration suggest
that both surveyors and nursing home staff find the QIS process more objective and 'consistent.
Surveyors appear to be more confident with their citations-and fewer citations'are both

challenged through and reversed in IDR.

3 It is interesting to note the problems with coal mine safety inspection that became public after the data
collection for this study was concluded. See "Senators say mine safety agency needs mwre money."
GOVEXEC.COM, hitvs//lwo v.eovexec.corl/dailu!fed06/iO6il2306cdrni .htm January 23, 2006.
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Moving toward a quantitative and structured quality assurance process on the survey side
could result in quality systems for nursing homes that would help them respond to citations
with quality improvement, and ultimately, provide higher quality care throughout the year.
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Nursing homes

Bu-siness as. usual
Two decades after the passage of a federal law to clean up the nation's nursing
homes, bad care persists and good homes are still hard to find.

In 1987, Congress passed a landmark
tam meoan to Improve nauing s home

care for the elderly But our insesuga-
tionreveals that poer cre is till al too
commrn, especIally at rs-esdog homes
run by faoProf-it chain. nyow the dam-

uttnt tforce n the indastay.
CcsL2uco tirpoass analysts found

that not-for-profit home, generally pro-
vde better care than for-prafit homef
and that independently run nursing

homes appear to prvide helter care than
those that are owned by chasn in a sep-

arate shady, we found that many states am
lsa in penohoing baddbomes:

hbr this report., we analyzed the three
most recent state inspection repoots for

some 16.000 nursing homes across the
U5 We also eaniuned staffing levels and
so-ralled quality indicators. such as how

many residents develoP pressmce sores
when they have no risik factors for them

The Consumer Beports Nursing tlome
Quality Monitor. formerly the Nfrsing
Home Watch list, is available free at

-sErC vseeREpertscolths igh
It oists fahciies m each state that rank in
tre bhst or worst 10 percent an at least

tro of oa three dimeosios of quAlty By
esamimng the kinds of homes that tend
to chaster at either end of the codnfnom,
we can make some udgmnents about how
likely a facility is to provide proper care.

This years list, financed hy a grant

from the Commonwealth Fund. a philan-

thropic organizatiorn is the fifth wae'

published since 2000. Weve seenittle ev-
idence that the quality of care has im-

proved since thes Indeed. 186 of the

homes ited for poor care ondth ist have-
ahso appeared on earlier hsts of poor.

quality homes.
Consider the White Blossom Care

Center. part of a for-profit chain in San

Jose, Calif. From the outside it looks like

many of the nursing aomes that dot the

California landscape: w.ngs of residerts'
rooms and a-parking lot fuol of cani

Inside me saw noting that would arouse

unease. Residents nodded off In wheel-
chain and aides chatted at nurses' sm-
tons as an occasional visitor walked
through the halls.

White Blossom though. is no ordinary-
nursing home It's one of 12 that haoe
been on each of our lists of poorly per-

fornsmg homes since 2000. Its state in-

spectiom. coriducted 2astAugust and cur-
rent when our reporer vsimted in

December. raised troubling questsons

about the care it delivers.
Page after page of the unusually long

document detailed failures to fallow doc-

tor' orders, perform a pain assessment,
monitor pressure sores, screen for tuber-

cnlosrs. or properly sanutze dishes and
utensils. The 43-page report told of a

stroke victitn with swallowing problems

who was left unsupervised wIth mushy
matenial in her mouth. And it mentioned
a medicatson error that could have been

fatal. The surrey also reported on the fa-
ciithys plans to correct the defidcendes

that were dited.
The survey which by federal law mmrn

be 'readily accessible' i every nursIng
home; was not visible in the lobby when

our reporter arrived. Only after she in-
sited on seeing at did the bome's admin-

isnator produce it A staff member at the
front desk said the repot wasn't ointially
ava2lahle because it was being used bly
someone else at the time. Steven Earle.

White Blossoms admInIstrtor. wouldn't
comment on specific defidlencies hut said

that they had been corrected.
Duorg the three-year peritd -e smd-

ied 657 homes across the country were
cited for failIng to make their inspection

results readily accessible

SKINPING ON CARE? -
Whitle our irgesogeon suggests that

you or a famity member might receive

bener care at a not-for-proefit. indepeud-
enly owned faciaty they make up a small

ponrton of the ndusla- Since the estab-
bshment of zecdicald. the state and fed-
eran program for the poor and the eldeely.

in the 196ts for-profit homes have come
to dominate the field.

In some chains me see facdifes that
w-md comtsteotly do poorly' says Pa.o

Dreyec director of licenus.g and cerafica-

ton in the Massachusetts Department of
Public fealth. 'Sometimes it hasn't been

the chain's prIority to make faclines tbe

best they conl be. The focus is noasonting
some kind of return to investors'

Bruce Yarwood, president and CEO of
the Amer-rao Health Care Association

ICOtSUt.t. ...O.T. a stETrBEa s 0a 6 0 raE-st ender-edet ws tN-ofit
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(AHCA). which represents primarily for-

profit homes. says that poor homes are a
chromc, tough Issue! He notes that many
nursing home executives have trouble "-
caping Wall Street's quarterly earnings
pressre. But. he says 'For every bad
story there are probably 50 good ones'

Nursing home researchers say that
the most serious problems sometimes

show up in Small, fo-profit chains within
a state. In New York for example.
omeatimcare Associates, whosty owned by
Anthony Salemo jointly administers a
network of 12 separately Inoarporated In-

diities. Salerno is the largest shareholder
in all the facilities. Three of the homes
have been on our quality-monitor list.

Earlier this year Eliot Spitrer. New

York's attorney general. sued moe of the

three homes the Jennifer Matthew
Nusing and Rehabilitatio Center in

Rochester. alleging abuse and neglect
Investigators used a hidden camera to
show that call bells were placed out of

residents' reach and that patients would
go unturned and unwashed for houm.
That facility was a fourtime repeater on
our lists. The legal case is ongaing a
lawyer for the center did not respond to
requests fur comment

One reason the independently owoed.
not-for-profit facilities might do a better
job is that they tend to have more staff.

which experts agree is crucial io good
care. We found that on average. not-for-
profits proided almost an hour of addi-
hional nursing care each day per residento

compared with foeprofit facilities. They
also provided nearly trice as much care
from registered nurses

In 2002,a study conducted for the fed-
eral Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) noted that without a daily
average of 2.8 hours of care from morse
aides and 13 hours from licensed nurses
residents were more likely to experience
poor outcomes-pressue sores and uri-
nary incontinence. fIr-eeample. 'Most
m-sing homes are siaffed signiicasdy

belaw that: says John Schnelle. director of
the Bann Centec a joint venture of UCLA
and the Jewish Nome for Aging that doam

resea-h o long-tem, care.
The CMdS however has not recomn-

mended or adopted minimum staffing
standards, a point of contention fo nurs-
ing home advocates, who are pushing for

them Marvsn Fe'erebeg a technial direc-
tor at the CM.% says oflicials even watered
down the 2002 study's executie summary
when it was given to Coogress.

Instead. cuarent rules say that staffing
must be sufficient to meet the needs of
nursing home residents, a standard so
vague that It makes penalining nursing
homes that skimp on care almost impos-
sible. Rules do require homes to.lave 8

hours of registered mssing and 24 hour
of licensed su-sing coverage per day But
the standard applies to all homes, mo mat-
ter how many residents they have So a
nursIng home with 200 residents can use

the same-sire staff as one with 20.
Inadequate staffing puts residents at

risk. Glen Barnhill. 46. of Nashville. Ived
in Tennessee nursing homes for several
years after he suffered a gunshot wound
to the head. Barnhlll, a quadriplegic who
needs a ventilator to breathe, says he
would sometimes go into respiratory dis-

tress while wasting for a cal light to be
answered. 'I'd be in bed gasping and
fighing for air, not knowing when the
nurse would come: he says.

The AHCA says that minimum staffing
rules cannot be an unfunded mandate on

the part of the government 'If you're -e
quired to have X amount and certain types

of statR you aea reiiiirseten. smy

Sandra Fitler. the group s senior director
of clinical operatIon More money from
Medicaid. which pays for more than half
of all nursing home stays would improve
staffing the industry says.

But money is not always the problem
We e-ammed Medicaid reimbursement

for oursing homes in 2002. the last year
for which we had complete data. We
found no evidence that the average state
Medicaid payment to nursing homes had
a signifircant Impact on the percentage of
homes idenified as poor perfomers.

PLAYING POULTICS
Nursing homes are not major donors

to national political campaigns, but they
wield considerable clout in satte cap-
tals.where their 5500. SI.000. and $3.000
constibutions count with gsbernatorial.
state legislative and judicial candidates.

InArsansas, for enample, the indusry
was a top contributor to state candidates
In 2004. according to Followthemoney-org

a nonpartisan database of campaign con-
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tributions The Arkansas Health Care

Assocation. which represents for-profit

nursinghomes gave almost $l(,0000 that
year to candidates in the state

The trade association also maintains ari

office near the Arkansas Capitol in Little

Rock where legislators can stop in and

enjoy a free lunch three oemes a week dur-

ing legislative sessionst

'They contribute a large amount of
money to people's campaigns' and the

politicans become beholden. says state

Sen Mary Anne Salmon. a Democrat She
adds.'Nursing homes have stopped some

very good legislation that would have

made things better for the elderly -
Messages from legislators. subtle and

not so subtle filter down to regulators.
who hawe learned that nursing homes will

challenge them if they press too hard.

Grachia Freman, a former nursing home

inspector to Arkansas. says that supetvt-
sors 'would not let toe wnte deficiencies I

wanted to write' for a facility she was in-

spectin. Now a nurse at a VA hospital in
North Little Rock she adds. 'They were
angry with me for investigating and told

me not to complete the survey-We made
several effortsst1 interview regulators us

the long-term-core unit of the Arkansas
Department of Health and Hamat

Serrices but were repeatedly rebuffed.

This pressuire'gfes facthies the con-

fidence to push hack in so maoyways ihke
appealing ctations and sanctmons because

they know that state legislators tend to be

IRy protective of homes in their districts.'

says Iris Freeman. principal coasoltant

with Adveocacy Strategy a Minneapolis
firm that works with coounutty groups

on behalf of the elderly and disabled.

EASING OFF OF ENFORCEMENT
Althoogh the number of deficiency

citations wtitten by late inspectors has

increased 7.6 percent since 2003. accord-

ing to the CMS. inspectors appear to be
watering Lthem down. Each one cormes a

letter code, from A hnouogh L. indicating

the scope and severity of the violation.

Citations labeled G through L denote
actual harm or the potential for death.

Codes I through L indicate that the harm

wa-s widespread, affecting many people.
State inspectars are now writing fewer

deficiencies with codes that denote actual

harm, such asavoldable pressure sores

.c."SUME. -POR's a StPTEMBER Z006 -EIP.It -MdP-d.�t : ,N-A-iit
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and meditastn enr 'We are going bac
to a less stringent and simpler enforet
menL' says a federal analyst familiar wit
nursing home inspection data at th

CMSi. 'Everything is becoming a D less
Nursing facilities are going to thanlenj

anything above a D level if it carries
mandatory penalty, can be used in a to
casse, or will be punliclysdiscloseat'

tn 2000, 40lpercent of al detoencct
carried a D designanon. By 2005. th
number had risen to 54 percent. The rea

son says the analyst is pressure froi
nursing homes on understaffed stat
agenrcies thatfind ithardlt muster then
sources to defend their citations in cour

,The most common remedy for viola

ti-sissi a'plan of cotsecton .'The marsic
home acknowledges there is a probttr

,,- rer r > ii
th lk 'a5(0 A, hen sn

' .ionjrslts tay ac care iwticc tatessi tanlatet

ae trtheletyte

Ask Goo a tolvttuneeiS ntmtrcciedretrc or~ lr
worha' t a aiity4 frsItea ers ht

it and promtses to fic it wituin a spectiled
?- penod. Often the problem is corrected but
SI soon resurlaces. a phenomenon regota-
ae tors caol yojyu compliance.

!L
g TOKEN PiNES OR NONE AT ALL
a The 1987 nursing home reform lot
rt provided far monetary penalnes that could:

he tmposed by states end the frderal gov-
!s crnment But ithat hastt mean that fnes
ne are coflected. In fact last year the federal
a-: Office of the Inspector General found that
o the CMS did iut take all the required steps
, to colectQ 94 perceni of past-due penafies.
e Some states are doing no oet.er Even

w. hen inspectonrs find that homes are pro-
viding poor care, regulatois may be slow

g to impose fines, iftheylevy them at all.
I In 2003 and 2005, CoNscsceo Rnoairs

eactined whether states were levying
fiocs against our sample of poorly per-
forming homes We found that the ones

- that could impose ifnes were not always
using that authonty.: Our earlier stody-
found that mn States with he power to im-
pose fines, onl jiS pereent of the facilities

in our sample that cisldd have received
' one actually did- In our most recent

analysis we found that states fined just
50 percent of such homes.

Eight of the 12 five-time repeaters on-
t dais years ist of pocyperfuraing homes
had not received state fines betwwen 1999
and 2004. The others received minrmal
penalties. California regulators. for an-

I stance, fined White Blossom a total of
: $10,800 doring the stix years tt was on our

lisas The largest rtin it received in any

one year was $3l.ht
When fines are asscssed, they tend to

be loot sometimes absurdly so. Consider
' the slap on the wrist ggenn the Wllmow

Tree Nursing Center m Oakland. Calif IDn-
2001, according In state records a 38-year-
old paraplegic with poor cogoatie ability
left the home on a pass. When he did not
return until 2 a-m.. the home's admirds-
tramr ordered a nrse ea to Ilet him back
in. Regulaton cited the facility for fatling

j to beep a resident fiee from mental abuse
and assessed a fine of $700. The stint '
however, collected only S455 and closed
the case. Seventeen months later the state
again oted Willow Tree. for fhiling to

- report an allegatton of abuse within 24
hours This timde a nurse allegedly put a

pillow over a residents face: said. 'tm
going to smother you'; and then watked
statf the room laughing after the patient
p-jrsd it off. The state collected $600.

States can reduce an already meager
fine by 35 percent if the nursing home
agoees not to appeal. The mediam fine in
1999 for the homes we looked at eas

S4,80 tn 2004 it had dropped to $3,000.
Less thua 2 percent of the homes received
a fine greater than S100.000.

'The system hasn't been hard enough
on those who tew penalties as the cost of
doing business.' says David Hofftnan, a
foumer federal prosecutor in Philadelphis
who has sued many nursing homes and
now consults with the indus try about en-
proving the quality of its care.

SHUnTINO DOWN A HOME
The CMS con disqualify a home from

the Medicare and Medicaid programs,
cutting off federal hinds. But that remedy
the most drastic in the agency's arsenal. is
used less frequently than in the past. to
1998. the number of tenninations peaked
at 51: in 2005 there were only 8.

Sotles crn also try to shut down what
they judge to be poorly performing factli
Uies. tn 2005, Indiana regulators investi-
gated a complaint that a student nurse
aide at the lanover Nursing Center us
Hanover had beaten a resident in the
face, an immediate-jeopatdy violatano
That inspection resulted in a 62-page
reort detailiog numerous violations.

Regulators placed a 45-day ban on
admitting new retsidents to the home tut
ttited it after further insperton. In Feb-

ruaay Hanovef licensr easpired, and state
officials refused to gant a new one The
facility is appealing the loss of Its license
and a federal fine of 5117,500 for the
immediate -jeopardy vinlano. Meawlote,
it continues In operate

,h lst Coaitrs RepOrts Nunstnij
'.Htame Citrtettity honlo 'wiclh lists:
'homnes ho 'monlioer anoutlimo :to amoid

:baosed on oaur aicalysa's. wilt he enatlotle
:AUq. 7:at aise.Coeumeleprfur
/esntrsaatlce Yolaso: bo other0

:help with itttsin h'omce,' :

sePTEcaER 2006 www.CssaameaR0portisrg
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: .- ' A ~~~By the time Ralph B. was ctreated for dehydration, it was I,
.i',v " 2f,''t ....... -:4too late. The severe dehydration and high sodium levels A.,;ii;';
': ' I_ .- jj Mr. B experienced had created such an imbalance in j- :., ..

Mr. Bs electrolytes that his brain was poisoned. '*A.i ...

*; Kss -;'4t '< f'|Mr. B was not able to recover. He was placed in hospice |;-<f ;;
<,ii.464 ini~ri care and was unconsciouis most of the nest month. jg , i;--,,-

H -~~~" However, shortly before his death, he opened his eyes ?i.. :

-i => iS '-'3-S and began talking to his relatives. He spoke his last!;:'-
v t i - ~~words to his six-year-old granddaughter, to whom he!- .- ;

= qsaid Don'tforgetme.",
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Faces of Neglect:
Behind the Closed Doors

t Of Nursing Homes

Executive Summary
The pages of this book demonstrate tde impact of
neglect and abuse in long-termi case ficilities -
not in statistics but it the t-agic, real experiences
of sucb productive members of ociety as home-
makers and teachers, engineers atd nurses

Those depicted endured severe, unnecessary suf-

fering at the most vulnerable tine of their fei.
The facs you see here could be those of your

mother, farbe, geandmiother, grandfarhr, sister,
brother, or one days yourself

Al but one of thei soee plaintiffs in lawsuits As

a rest of poor care and sweak enforettient of
public laws regularirig long-term care faclities,
they and others like them- residents atid their
families - turned to the civil justice systrm as a
last resort.

Most lawsuits against lung-tern care faciliuis are
brosight for multiple, serious omissions of care that
cause life-thrcatening pressure sores peritianently
cuntracted muscles, iactiocns, bnoken bones, mial-
tiltrriiun, ox dehydeation. In spite of decades of

congrcssional invesigarions and heartigs shlosvieg
egregious deficiencies in long-term care and poor
enlfoecosnte of public regulations C(ongrss i -
cotusidering legislation that, in practice, would pre-
vent residents and their families from exercising
their constirutional right co bring civil Iass'sson
against facilities that cause thein irreparable hanrs

or death. Proposed medical malpractice legislation:
called "tort reotrn"' by its propatiento would place
sevete caps on usoti-economie dounages and sotild
linii, if not cod, rrndcits' ability to be coinpen-
sated in the coouts svhein the regulatory systcm
hils them

The famnilies of those p;rofiled in this book have
given us permissiot to tell their stories because, as

n. vit tis doughter told us, she warnts her nioth-
cr's crprrierec to uta.sie a difference fo.- others

The victims' experissces do itot reflect those of
all long-term care residents, nor do they negate
the dedication aiid compassion of most ssorkcrs in
lobg-term car. Collectively. ho-veve. they tell the
stor of too many individuals syho are ill-treated.
ignored, or abused and for swhoso tort reforni
toald mean losing a final opportunity to obain

recognition of the haem that was done to dhens

and compensatios fivm those vho denied them
compassion, dignity, and care.

Introduction
More thin 2.5 silul'ion At-erican elder' and dis-
bld adults live in nirssng hoses, assisted living

facilities, and other board aad care settings because
they require arnicd-thc-clock tursing care amd/or
assisanice. Sotmie of dime stulan ble adults silffer
from itglect and abrse that can only be ilescribed
as horrific Por them mid for their fimilies. courts
arc the last reson and civil lawsuits air pleas for
those te.potuible aisd ou society to recognize their
plight and keep others frim suffering needlessly

The purpose ofthis book is to iupnne undr-
standing of svhy our society utst preserre the
right of long-teem care residenrs. taso- of wswhom
are its the last minds s or years of their lives, to
seek jstice. Their stories paint a heartrending pic-
titre of failure Although several years have elapsed
since the events in some of these cases orcurred,
each unforunuately illustratcs the types of neglect
and abuse that have prevailed in the lottg-term
care itndustry for decades and continue today

K /t i)'
..
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Neglect and Abuse.
Despite federal and state regulation, reganriess of
the vigilance of dedicated health care workers and
conisumer advocates, aiid eneo ith nepeat-d
iniedia exposes and cotigressional hearings to bring
conditions to ligit and provide solutions to the
problems, neglect and abuse in loug-term care
fcilintes reioain idespread.

Why do neglect and abuse persist? The reasion arc
cotmplex,but the over-hehnling reason is a cdron-
ic lack of enough well-trained and well-supervsi sli
nhrsing staff to providc neccasuary care. A 20(01
federal study, based on research by leading xaperts
at long-termti care, documisented that *nore than
half of all nursisg homes do not emploY enough

nursing staffd t avoid harm to resident.; and mnore
tban nine out of ten do not employ enough nurs-
es and minsitg assistants to provide good care.
Ninety percent of care in nursing hornne is given
by iturse aides wbo struggle to do thei jobs Nstth
litde. traiming, low, pay, few bencfits, itinimal pro-
ftessioloai supervision, and limited resouires. iin
:2i02, atij aulturnover rates among nursitig assis-
tans exceeded 80 perceiit in 19 states, and
cxceded 100 perceist in 10 states.

Training and ioersssioo of ursing home staff are
often ieadequate. A 2W05 analysis of nursing hotaem
staffuig data shovws that die proportion of care
provided hv regisrened nurses is declining in spite
of increases in Medicare funding earmarked for
nursing. Monrover, ise U.S. Departmnet of Health
and Himuan Sernces' Office ofl Inspbcmr General
found that only 38 persent of nedical dncrtors
visit their nursing homes foure than once a week:

Neglect Becomes Abuse
Repeated lack of basic care or failure to provide
enough competent, well-screetied entployccs
transfnrnss neglect into abuse. When residents art
not repositioned often enough to prevent painfil
preisure sores fromn forning and worsening, teg-
lect beroines ahuse. In esvere cases, which you wil

see in this book, pressure sores multiply and dep-
en until:tlte bone is exposed: dte resident may die
frolt infcction.WWhen residents are allowed to
retnai in one position so long that tlte it tisles
contract, permanaent, painfll disability-called
conmracrtures-orcurs. When residents ssiih
demenria are poorly supervised atnd wvande fromn-
the facility, thcy may fall anid break bories or die
fmnili exposure.

Neglect becomes abuse shen facibties hire work-
er svithout doitg criminal background checks
and residents are beitrt or raped by cotivicted
-floiss Malnutritiont and debydration (by slime

estimates affectting up to 85 percetat of all residents
natioutwside) occir because the rnsidenits are 'lot
assisted snili eating or provided liquids n a regu-
lar basis.

Neglect bccoities thosc whets workets, sho awe
struggling with heavy sorkloud,s lovsalricts, and
inadequate hemuefits are not adequ.ttely tained or
supervised.

While pain and suffering are incalculble, poor
care carries financial cost as well. The cost of neg
lect us dollars has never been fully calculated but
is cert~in to be hnImtrnSt.. in sorne of tb!e =.er
files, -v quaanify hospital expenses that stemaoised
trom neglect, but we could not capture other
costs, such as those far antibiotics and other tird-
ictians, surgical proctd-ems. high-teth altrsiat-
ing-pressur relief beds used to treat advmncrd
presoure sore.s, feeduig trbes and catheters, and
increased titedical antennon.

'Woefully Deficient Caren and Poor
Enforcement
In 2004, long terns care ombudsunen investigated
nearly 20.000 omplaits related to abuse, teovs
neglct- and exploitation, and over 87,000 com-
plaints about resident care. Also in 2V04. uegulato-
ry agencies cited 26.2 pemceilt of noesitg homes
natiotsside for violations reatd to quality of
cae. Maay of the facilities where neglect and
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abuse occur amre epear poor performers with long

histories of serious. identified ptoblennr that stote

regulator have allosed to conoinue year after .

year. In fact. the US. Govetornet Accountability

Oftices chief Hicalrhcar investigator told dte

Sentate Fisarnce Consmittee in 2003 that moni

than 300,000 elderly and disabled residents lived

it chrenicaldv deficient nursing homes where they

werre "at risk of harm due to svoefllly dcfictien:

care.' He said residents isifbreed serious harm or

died 'when physicians' orders 'vere ignored. when

residents were allowed to deteriorate due to mal-

nutritisn or dehydration without any interven-

tion or bec.ause bedsores went undiagnuted or..

were s ot treated pnspely."

Despite the widespread evidence of neglct-i ad

abuse ii mursing homes, tesidents ant their loved

ones oftei have hitde rucosirse whets sertioi urs

injury. or oveis.death results. Goverismen studies

show that state regulatory agencies also suffer filoin

itderstaflmg and have high rmmroover rates among

their sursvyors, creating a shortage of experieinced

tinestigators. According to the CG rnicnt

Accouniability Office (GAO) and the Office of

Inspector Genieral, sate survey agencies frcquendy

fail to cite faailities for harinmg resideits, even

when they find serious iujuries; and when facili-

ties are cited for deficiencies. floes or other sanc-
ntio ofeti fail to wilect the serioasness of the

violations.

A Deciniher 2005 report hy the GAO is the latest

govcrnment finding that stare surveyors understate
deficienciet that cause hacits to tesiderts or put

them s imsorediatc jeopardy The studv found

that iu lve states that had a oigniliicait decline in

serious delicitncies from 1999 to 2005, I8 percent

offfederal compartive surveys identrifed at least

one serious deficiency missed by state surveyors,
ranging ftomu a low of S percent in Ohio to

sigh of 33 percent in Florida. The study ahso

tiotes that iiusitcmus GAO reports friom 1998 to

2004 docsmirnt serious problemns with noising
homes and the survey and rnforcemetit system,

incudirig: a proportion, of facilities that repeatedly

cause actual harm to residents or place residleits at

risk nf death or serious nijory: understatement by

SAurvcnos of the extent of serious quality of carc

problems: lotsg delays is iiiveutaiioiis of coei-
plainrs from residents, family mniebers and staff

alleging ha-ni to residents: the failure of enfboce-
inent policies to cnsure that deficiencies are

addressed antd remain corrected: atid humited elfec-

tiveness of fedcral mechaniesss fr tverseting dic

state survey system. Another recetit study by the

Office of Inspector Genenrl found that fines reere

sporadically levied by site survey agencics asd,
wvheni levied, ofirn were tisinnital ltid collected

lie or nor at all.

Investigations of assistcd living Facilities reveal that

cae .tnd public oversight in othri long-term care
setongs iisay be no beter rhlan in nursitig homes.

For cxample. 17ie Wa'bsigiqtt Post neported in May

21(14 thatrVirginia records showesl that "abour

4,400 residents hase becii victims oftbhise, neglect

or euploitarioss shice 1995" in assisted hvitsg facili-

ties and that 51 deaths might have been atcribitra-

ble to poor quality car. According to a 20t5
report by the National Senior Citirens' Lasw

C rnter otly 19 states require hourly minsmumrs-
for training of dirct-car.e workers iii assisted liv-

iUg anl only 26 states require assisted lsvitg facili-

ties to eiploy or conwract with a nurse. Fven in

states that sa rhos requiremni, hImwcr. the
tmrse may not be required to be present at die

Facility bitt rather may review care plans or facility
policies or be arailablc only by phone.

Capping Access to Civil Justice

Whent a resident suffers egregiots harnm, and regis-
latory agencies do little or niothing to pirotect

other resideits. or sanction the facility. souse resi-

dents aiid family members turn to the courts to
hold the facility accountable. All U.S. rizems have

a fundanicstal right to scek justicc bhclcir a jury
when dtey are harited.yet, for tiose who live in

long-tern care facilities, this constirutional right is
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now under attack in dhe U.S. Congress aild -naiv
srase legislatures

In civil suits, die only way dle court can cotipe i-
sate victims for injmries is by providing financial
compensation for damages. Most civil cases
involving persons who are in the workfore seck
econosiic dasliagrs-reeiiburseinent for out-af-
pocket epesises like medical bills and lost swages
or future carrnig potential. Non-ecussomnic date-
ages ate sometinses referred to as assards for "pam
and sunffenng.' Unlike reimbursensent for eco-
nomic diataes, non-economic damages are the
nly comppensaston a jury can award for she injury
or ,,oispisul death itself.

Snice economic damages are racely ai option for
long-term care residents because they do nor
have in earned income or earnisgs potential,
niss-econtomic damages are the only remedy
aivuabble to cimpensare for painsil injunris per-
manent loss of Imibs, loss of ability to fusiction,
and death.

A Hievsard Ulsivriiry researcher estinated in tes-
eimony befonre the Senate Special C-issittee on
Aging in 210)4 that 80 percent of all conpensation
inl oursing home lawsuits is for non-economic
damages He testified that caps onl nonecinomic
damages would block the ability of injured resi-
dents and their tamilies to hold nitrsing homes
accountable for their siegligeice.

Unforriusately, medical malpractice bills that hsve
beet introduced by federal lawvmakers and enacted
into Iass by some stare legislatures isclude inch
caps. The caps would limit nneccoonnuc dansages
to S2520,00 in health care liassins, uictiding
those against nursisg homes aid astsited living
facilities, while allowing mnoisited econourlic
damages for the able-bodied.

The effective result of this is that it wotsld become
loancially iimpossible for atrorneys to bring cases
for victims who do sot base economic dmtnages .

Thse costs of bringing a case to trial -thte costs
incurred in discovers; obtaininig the testimony of
expert witnesses. depositions, and research - cals
easily reich isto die tress or evess hlindreds of
theusinsds -of dollars. When the cost of brmiging a
ease approachsn the noaxitium compensation a
jury call provide uisder an arnficial and arbitrary
cap, legitinate cases will be locked out of die
courrroom.

In coitrast, a jury would have iso limit on the
anmostn it could award a conporate emecusive sNvn
blisssght a ton case for loss of income

Limitig nost economic damnges devalues the
lives of olderAsnericasis and incteases vsuhserahili-
iy to abssc and neglect of evn-y citizen in his or
her final vearstWe are all at risk.

Losing the Deterrent Effect
It addition to isakiig it almost impossible for res-
idents to bring lawistsn against nirsisig homes or
assisted living facilities, ehe limit on damages
*wosld remove the deterrent effect that nnonetary
penalues have hid on facility behavior. especially
oni facilities that are owised by multi-million dollar
corpsiratiois.

Itideed, the president of a health care insurer in
Colorado says lawsusits are having a positive effect
He told an insurance trade journal that the nurs-
sng hlsiie iiidtistsv is 'correcut ingclh'." condect-
ing more background checks on workers assd
improvisg nonse staffing became sisore insossance
carriers "snill not take on the risk usiless staffing
ratios iueer certain targets"

Most viceirss of neglect or abuse and their fatuilises
bring lassuits to prevent diose inijurics and indig-
sines fism bappenisig to otlier residents. In the
vords of one fansily member intervieved in the

course of this project, "I didn't ivant to file sat at
first. I had never sued anyosse before, But this
shosild aot have happessed to my dasi. I did it
because changes had to be nusde' Alother family

1 4
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member said, "I decided to puscue a lawsuit so

that nry miothers story could be told and so her
story could make a difference." Eliminaring sncat-
ingrfail access to civil justice removes one of the
last effectiwe ressedics il thie struggle to improve
care in Amencan nursing homes anid assisted hiV-
ing facilines.

The Story of Real People
What follosvs is not a statistical sampling or an
examin0tion of the breadth or depth of neglect uil
loing-teron care faciities. Radtcr. it is die story of -
real people who wcre neglected arid abused, sith
terrible, often ftaal, cnnscqenices. In response to

these experienci. these individuals. or their loved
ones, decided to exercise their constitutional right
to civil justice.We trust that 1deir stories will help

vou understajid why it is it the best intersts of all
Antericaiu to defend loong-term care facibry resi-

detts' access to cisid justice.

We hope to bring homc the fact that "refornns" i .
the tort systent would bar elderly and disabled

people it institutiors frolns being adequately comn-
pcnsatcd for neglect and abuse. Fioally, onrc goal is
co soiteday ebsiminate the necd tot lawsuits by
securing public poEscies that ensure adequate
staffing, cotprehensive person-directed care, and
rcdl quality of life in long-term care facihutins.

. . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Reidnt~ athcrinc, j*

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Katherine J. Facility assessment of.
Age: 72 Katherine J. upon admission:

* Life', occupation: Mother and homemaker * Stage II pressure sore on buttocks

: Esjoved cooking and seswing Type 11 diabetes

* Volunteered with several organizations Vitamin 312 deficiency
Congestive heart failurc*

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Katherine J. was neglected:
* Mrs.J.s was admitted to the nursing honie on June 22, 2001, following an episode of loss of

consciousness at her home, where she had been living independently and a subsequent four-
day hospitalization.

* She was not evaluated by either a registered nurse or physician at the nursing home until
Juise 25, 2001, her fourth day at the facility.

* The hospital discharge sunainary noted a small blister with a reddened area on Mrs.J.'s but-
tocks. Its the assessmient done June 25, the nursing hoise admission nurse noted a vastly dif-
ferent description ofthe sore on Mrs.J's buttocks. indicating it was a large, foul-ssmelling. 11
inch x 13 inch pressure sore coveting both buttocks.

* Physician orders for an egg crate mattress and, later, a pressure relief imasttress for Mrs.J., were
not followed.

* Mrs.J.2s son testified that he found his mother lying on her back whenever he visited, whach
was daily, even though she was ahniatted with a pressure sore on her buttocks.

* As a result, what was originally a Stage II pressure sore progressed to a massive Stage IV* pres-
sure sore measuring 5 cm isa diarmeter and 4.5 can deep with tunneling* from the wound.

* The hospital physician who treated the pressure sore testi6ed it was the worst pressure sor he
had ever seent.

Because of Mrs.J.'s weakiess, her dot ot ordered that her food be pureed; however, the facili-
- faided to follow this order until the very end of her stay. As: a result. Mrs.j. did not get the
nutrition'she needed to help her pressure sores heal.

.(Noe.: Olossaw serms used in the Case d-criptilon ae makded with an )
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* Although staff records indicated that Mrs.). ate well at almost all meals. Mrs.J.'s son testified that
this was not true based on has personal observaions during lengthy, daily visitr with her. He
often found his mother's dinner tray cold and untouched, far fiom her reach. Because of general
weakness, Mrs.J. needed help with eatinlg. Mrs.J.'s son never saw staff assist her wits eating.

Despite repeated nurses' notes documnenting that Mrs.]:.moaned. grimaced. and coed out in
pain, staff failed to address her pain. Records show that at the nursing home she was onily
given an occ.asionliTylenol for pain, and then tothing for three days June 25 -June 28,
2001). Jist before she was transferred to the hospital onJuly 1,2001, she received a few
Darvocet* pills. Upon her adosission to the hospital, hospital staff found that Mrs.J.'s pain
was so severe that she wos given Demecul* Injections.

- Nursing home staff also failed to adequately clean Mrs.J.'s urinary catheter*: Hospital
records noted that the catheter was dirty when she entered the hospital oni July 1, 2001.

* A nurse's note onJuly 1, 2001,when urs.j. was transferred to the hospital, undicates that tdie
reason for the transfer was the insistence ofvIrs. J.'s son: "Fanrily concerned about the patient's
'condition temperature of 100 F .- andjust not as responsive to son as before". Mrs.J.is tem-
perature upon adnuission to dhe hospital was 102.5 F. her heart rate wvas 130 per minute (adult
normial: = avg. 72 per minute), respirations were 30 per minute (normal firr an adult at rest = 8-
16 per minute), she was impacted, and liagnoses included sepsis and infected pressurelsores.

* The hospital physician testified that this was the worst case of neglect he had ever seen in his
practice.

* Mrs.J. died at the hospital on July 3, 2001, after undergoing dehridenient* ofher pressure :
sore. Uposi completion of the debridement, the sore measured 40 cm x 20 cm.

-The musing home administrators testified that the systems of care at rIe nursing honie were
in "coniplete meltdowni" and "osassively broken" during the time Mrs. J. was a resident.

The human- cost of neglect:
-i Massive infected Stage iV sacrai pressutre

ulcer, requiring debridemnent and flap suir-
gery*

* After debridement, Mrs.J. wvas left with a 40
Ciss X 20 cm gaping hole in her buttocks

v Fecal impaction

* Death due to infection caused by pressure
sores

The financial cost of neglect
* $27,869 (hospital expenses)

* Untreated, severe pain I

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facility for
this neglect? .............. ; No

e What was the amount of fine actually
paid? .............. . ... 50

e Did the survey agency deny payments
for adl new admissions of residents on
MedicareiMedicaid? ................. No

* Did the survev agency place the.
facility Osl state monitoring status? .... -No
Was die facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for this: :
neglect? ....... : : . No

* Was this neglect crissially.
prosecuted?.: No
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&-zResidient: Jessie T.
-Sta~te Arizona
T.,e of Facility: Nursing omrne -. -

.Residency 7/17196 11/14/02 :

* THE BEFORE PICTURE

An Introduction to Jessie T.
Age: 86

* Life's occupation: Homemaker

7 children

; Enjoyed sewving. baking, and gardening

Facility assessment of Jessie T. upon
admission:
* Alzheimer's Disease

* Diabetes

* No pressire sores*

* No end-stage disease

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Jessie T. was neglected:
Four Years after Mrs. T. entered the nursing home, in the fall of 2000, a nursc's note indicates
that Mrs.T. had developed "bilateral arm" contractures*. Although nursing stacfwerk aware
of the development, they failed to take measures to prevent the contractures fi-6hu worserung.

Nursing notes on November 7, 2000, indicate that Mrs.T. had developed a Stage II* pressure sore
on her coccvx*. A week later, the sore had progressed to Stage 111* and measured 2 cm x I cm.

After she developed both contractures and pressure sores in the fall of 2000, Mrs. T's care
platn* was not changed in any way until 2001.

Mrs.T.'s right tibia/fibula* wvas franturedand skin was torn when her leg was caught uisder-
neath her wheelchair in late September 2002.

* This incident and injury were not reported or docurnented. The leg fracture vent undiscov-
ered and untreated for over a month, leaving Mrs.T. in severe paii and unable to express her
pain because of her dementia.

* By October 2002, Mrs.T. had developed pressure sores on her right heel that measured 8 cm
x 6 cm with brown mucous and a foul odor with redness/inflammation around the site; on -

her right shin that measured 3 cm x 3.5 cm; on the side of her lower right leg that measured
9.5 cm x 2.5 cm; on the side of her left foot that measured I cm x 1.5 eni; and on her coc-
cyx that measured 1.6 cm x 1.8 cm.

In late October 2002, a wound care nuirse called in to exa mine Mrs.T.'s pressure sores found
Mri.T.'s leg to be swollen and tender. She asked for as x-ray and discovered that her
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tihia/fibula was fractured with offset of the fracture fragments, meanistg chat the fractures
sere unstable, and would cause great pain with nmosvemnent.

By the end of October 2002, Mrs T.Zwas admitted to the hospital for sepsis*, with multiple
pressure sores and "extesssive" contractures of her lower and upper extremities.

She %was discharged from the hospital to a hospice on Noverisber 14, 2002, and died from
pneumonia on November 20, 2002.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Pressure sore ..-

. on right heel.

The human cost of neglect:

* Multiple large, infected pressure sores -

* Exteinsive contractures*

* Untreated leg lracrure

* Severe pain for approximately one month
due to unstable fracture

The financial cost of neglect:
- Unknown

l ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency file the facility-for
this neglect? ............ No
What was the amount of fine actually:

. paid? .:.:.so

Did the survey agency deny payments for
all newadmissions of residents on'.
Medicare/Medicaid? ............. i No

* Did the survey agency place the facility on
state monitoring stanis? ................. No

- Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for this
neglect?....................N............... oNo

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted ...................... No

I .-7r
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* t -g~f~mR es}iwdsent^ilsabel G.-

W<; we, Hoinc , t ~~~~4-.~ -Y
Resdincy: ; 4/21/2003 - 6/24/2004

< '' :'' ' ' ' '^' ~ "' ' - A. A< " : - ' * f- . ; A& /

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Isabel G.

* Age: 70

* Lifes occupation: Homiemaker

* 5 children

* Before entering the facility, had lived at
home with assistance from her children

Facility assessment of
Isabel G. upon admission:
* End stage renal* disease

* Insulin dependent diabetes

* Osteomyelitis* of spine

* lheumatoid arthritis

* Lumbar disc disease

* Congestive heart failure*-

* Small superficial pressure sore* measuring
1 cmi on coccyx*

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Isabel G. was neglected:
* Although Mrs. C. was admitted to the nursing home on April 21, 2003, with a small pressure

sore, it healed within six weeks of her admission.

* Mrs. G. required little assistance with her basic care needs until she sufiered a mild stroke o,

November 19 ,2003.

* After her stroke, Mrs. G. became dependent on facilitv staff for her basic needs and could no

longer reposition herself in bed.

* Nursing home staff failed to take preventive measures, and Mrs. C. suffered recurrent problems

with the development of pressure sores on her coccyx* from November 2003 through April 2004.

* Within six weeks from late May to earlyJllne of 2004, Mrs. G. developed four new Stage II*

pressure sores on her hip, buttocks and lower back.

* Despite the development of these multiple sores, the facility did not turn aind reposition her

every two hours, and did not provide Mrs. G. visth an adequate pressure-relieving mattress

until just before her final discharge.

'-N
-4f-:.~
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* On June 21, 2004, the nursing home noted an inflamed area with dead tissue and redness
her lowser back. Instead of immediately seeking appropriate treatosent, nursing staff niade an
appointmens for Mrs G. to see'a doctor three days later.

* On June 24, 2004, the day Mrs. G. was to be taken to die doctor's nppssinitienit, Mrs. G.'s
daughter found her unresponsive in her nursing home bed. Mrs. C. was transported to the

local hospital or]y after her daughter insisted.

* Although Mrs. . wlas transported to the hospital at 1:3(1 p.m. on Jte 24, 2004, the nursing
home falsely documented tesng her blood sugar at 6:00 p.m. that evening.

* At the hospital, Mrs. G. was diagnosed with dehydrtion and sepsis. diabetic ketoacidosis*,
severely infected pressure sores, severe pam and ssusiliurrition.

* The pressure sore on her lowet back was found to be a deep Stage IV* pressure sore extend-
ing to the bone, measurisg 8 cmn x 5 cm, foul smelling, with green mucoid drainage.

* Cultures of the pressure sore on Mrs G.'s lower back revealed infection with MRSA*
(Methacillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus), aid, despite treatnent with intravenous
antibiotics, Mrs. G s condition continued to deteriorate, anid she died from the infection.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Pressure: sore , =.
on lower back.

I The human cost of neglect:
Multiple severely infected pressure sores

* Sepsiss -- I

* Death .

The financial cost of neglect:
* Unknown

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Vid the survey agency fine the fariltty
for this neglect? ............. i.:. No

* Wshat wvas the asirount of fine actually-'
paid? ................ :0

* Did the survey agency deny paymests,:
L for all new admissions of residents Ott

Medicare/Medicaidc ............... :.. Yes

Did the sursey agency place the facility
ott state monitoring status' ................. No

* agJ, the facility's license placed oil
-.probationary status or revoked for thas
neglect? ........ ; ; I ;No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? .......... :::.:._.No

--
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THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Leslie H. Facility assessment of
i: * Age: 82 " ' Leslie H upon admission:

*Parkinsosts Disease
Life's occupation: Store owner

* . * Three children " -' * Congestive heart failure*
-* Depression

* Extensively dependent on staff for help
with roileting. dressing/grooming, and
transferring*

* Utiable to walk

* One Stage Li* pressure sore* on left heel
measuring 1 cm x .6 cu

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Leslie H. was neglected .
* Over the period of Mr. H.'s three month stay at the nursing home beginning in iune 2001,

the facility failed to provide him with psychosocial* services and adequate pressure relief and
nutritional interventions to prevent-and treat thirteen pressure sores.

* On Jsne 12, 2001, four days after.he was admitted to the nursing home, Mr. H. was sent to
the hospital for treatment of bleeding caused when he pulled out his foley catheter*. Upon
.. readnlission us the nursing home. Mr. H. had a Stage 11 pressure sore on his coccyx*.

* The nursing home's assessment completed June 1S 2001, stated that Mr. H. weighed 150 ibs.
and that his appetite was good.: Over the next two months, the nursing home's meal con-
sumption records indicated that he was cating less and less.'

--As Mr. H. Iost weight over the sunmier. he developed nunemius pressure sores which were
not prevented by the facility.

* A pressure-relieving mattress was provided but no Apparent reassessment was completed vhen
additional pressure sores developed. No alternate mattress to provide iniproved pressiure'relief

- -was ordered when the first mattress proved ineffective:.

't
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* Although Mr. H.'s physician had ordered that he be offered nutritional supplements if fie ate
less than half of his meals, the nursing home's documentation shows that he was not consis-
tenlthl offered supplements vhen he ate less than half of his meals.

In mid-August, Mr. H.'s physician ordered that he be evaluated by a speech therapist. Mr. H.
was found to have moderate to severe difficulty swallowing and was placed on a pureed diet.

Mr. H. lost 33.5 lbs. in the two month period betsveen the end ofJune and the end ofAugust:

* Despite this steady wreight loss, no appetite stiniulauit svas ordered, nor vaas the option of
insertion of a feeding tube discusscds with Mi. H. or his family until late August 2001.

* The noising home's assessment cosispieted August 25 states: "Often resident does not want to
eat and does not finish his meal:' and that "resident seen by MD and states lie has 'given up.'"

* Despite Mr. H.'s alarmuig wcight loss Mr. H.'s wife and daughter often observed nursing hoine
staff leaving Mr. H.'s tray at his beside with6ut encouraguig him or assisting him vith eating.

- The facility also failed to monitor Mr. H's fluid intake anid provide him with sufficelit fluid:
-iisake. As a result. Mr. H. became severely dehydrated. Mr. H.'s care plan* called for his fluid'
intake to be recorded by nursing staff in cc's, but this svasi not done.

* A physician note on another occasion-stated that Mr. H. had a "strong desire to die which ne
have addressed with he and his x'ifii on repeated occasions." Despite this assessment by the
physician, no anti-depressant svas ordered or psychosocial services provided.

* As a result of the facility's failure to provide adequate pressure relief, Mr. H. developed thir-
teen pressure sores between the beginning ofJuie and die end of August 2001, including a
Stage 1V*-pressure sore on his coccyx.

* Mr. H. died in the hospital of acute renal* failure caused by utosepsis* on September 11.
2001, with thirteen pressure sores..

The human cost of neglect:
* 1 hirteen pressure sores

* Malostrition

* Dehydration

* Severe weight loss

- Death

The financial: cost of neglect:

* Unknown

i ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine diefcility *- Did the survey agency place the.
i. for this neglect?. .......... : : : No facility on state monitoring status' . No
What was the sanount of fSie actually Was the facility's license placed on
paid? ....... :. :. :.So probationary status or revoked'for'this:

* Did the survey agency deny payments . neglct'.No
* :for all new admissions of residents on * Was this neglect critninally-:.:
Medicare/Medicaid? ................. :..:Yes- prosecuted? ........ : ::. : ..::No
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Resden Huh -T:- :' - : - -0 *

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Hugh T. Facility assessment of
* Agt: 58 Hugh T upon admission:

.ffes oc.upation . aster e- .tri.i*n Central nervous system Vasculitis*.
*Life`s occupation: Master elecmrcian

Married with three children Muliple strokes
* No pressure sores

* No malnutrition

* Totally dependent osn staff for help with
cating, dressing/grooming. toileting. atid
transferring*

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Hugh T. was neglected:
* After being admitted to the nursing home in 1997, Mr.T began having diiculty swallowing in

spring of 2001. Mr.T.s physician ondered a swallow study onjJune 13.2001. Swallow studies
are used to diagnose patients who are having difiEcuity swallowing and who may be "aspirating"
food or fluid into the lungs, If aspiration* is detected, the consistency of a person's food may be
changed (e-g-, pureed) to faciitate swallowing. or tube feeding nmay be recommended.

* Nursing staff failed to arrange for the swallow study ordered by the physician. By September
13, 2001, i.T. was hospitalized with aspiration pneumonia*, which nmight have been
avoided if M.T's aspiration had been diagnosed and adjustments to his diet had been made
io June.

During his residency at dte facility, Ar T. repeatedly developed severe. urinary tract infections
because regular and thorough inconunence care wvas not provided.

* On one occasion, nursing staff failed to obtain a urine analysis that was ordered by his physi-

ciata. When M.T. was admitted to the hospital in Septeniber 2001, he was also diagnosed with

a severe urinary tract infection, acute renal failure and kodney inflamansation with sepsis*.

* Mr. T sustaised numiserous injuries while in the nursing home. He experienced skin tears* on

-October 21,2000, March Il,2001, March 17, 2001, and an injury oia October io,2000, that
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partially ripped his toenail from the nail bed. Mr. T. could not have caused these iijuries
himself because he was bed bound.and mimobile without assistance front staff,

As a result of Mr. T.'s toe injury his -toc had tO he debrided*. Additionally, Mr. T. suffered a
head injury on January 12. 2001, after a light fixture fell offthe wall and unto his head.

Nursing staff failed to provide Mr.T. with a proper mattress anid regular turning and reposi-
tioning to prevent the development of pressurv sores. Mr.T. developed multiple Stage 11
pressure sores* on his sacrum* betveenJune 2000 and September 20)1.

The human cost of neglect
* Multiple pressure sores

* Recurrent urinary tract infections

* Kidney inflamnnation leading to acute
renal* failure

* Aspiration pneuusonia*

* Sepsis

Head injury

* Skin tears*

The financial cost of neglctt:

* Unknown

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency fiae the facility
'for this neglect? ........... : No
What was the amount of fine actually
paid? . : , :.-.No
*Did the survey agency deny payments
-far all new admissions of residents tn
Medicare/Medicaid? .No.

* Did the survey agency place the facility'
on state monitoring status' ............ N...... No

* Was the facility's litense placed on
probationary status or revoked for
this neglect? ....... . , No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? .................. No

., /
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An intro 6 to_ inn Resident: Annaarie set ss n : f.
, .s 14State*:California . - ores*

fif s. occupat.ony . f Fa i it : ur gHot eer

2 child , Rsinren: 9 -r/5/000

F5 N

THE BEFORE PICTURE

- An introducton to Annamarie D. Facility assessment of

- Age: Annamarie D. upon admission:

* Life's occupation: Mother -. * No psresure sores*

numerou c instances -fviol e among the residents.* Alzheimer's disease

-e ofenatacedbydim vilet * Noma insulid dependent diabetes

February 9-200 a* At Mrsk for falls

; di: 'prx~ator'rvadents ,hile I was vorkog at die f* Pacoally depcldent on sta t for help with tot-

Mrs 1. had suffered abrokenarmobrknwristandsonleting, dressing/gooming, eaticg. and xeastlkng

A PROFILE IN NEGLEC T.

: aHow.Annamarie 0. was neglected: '

d* A ficihi nhrse stated under oathe".s a result of the serious underscaffing at the tcility there fare

numerous -instances of v iolenlce ansiong the resdents. Residents like Mrs. 11 in the Alzhcuner's

. unit were often attacked by the mores violent, comdbatve and uncontrollable reside ts"'

T* Mrs. 11 wts assauolted sev eral nies at the acsility by other residents. i iegabding an assault cha

, ebruary 9.2000,a facility nurse testicoeld' recall that Mrs. D. was attacked anot h heiten p by one

; of the 'predatosr' reajdensts ss-hsle I was workmg at the facility... .1I rec~all rhsar as a result of this attack.

Mrs.3.E. had suffered a broken arm or broiken ss'rist and sonme facial wotunds, which I treated"'

'* The assault on February 9. 2000, broke Mrs. D.'s wrist, terrified her, and led to a general

- decline us her abilities. Over the next few months, she becanse bed-bound. When staff failed

en t reposition her every thVO hours, she developed severe pressure sores on both of her heels.

* lar facilitv covered up Mrs. D's heel sores. When her sass inquitred about the cov-erings, a charge

*- nurse told lhim that Mrs. D. had some "bliters" but falsely stated that there ws silothang to worry

about. As a result, Mrs. D's son did not advocate for or monitor treatment of the sores.

- Meanwhile, staff failed to properly treat the pressure sores. The sore on the left heel devel-

:oped isto an untreatable Stage IV* wound measuring 10 cm x 7.9 cm and penetrating to the

bone, with osteomryelitis* and sepsis*.

* Mrs. D. was sent to a hospital for wounid care. on May 25, 2000. Hospital physicians tounid her-

sores to be so infected that they recommended amputation of her left leg in order to save her life.

t FRdtiiosatd asse sa respm the fmiNiys wsh n-t to ow the residms rel first n ame
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* Because Mrs. D. bad Alzbeinier's disease and was unable to make decisions for herself, her son
had to decide xvhether to pursue amputation. Mrs. D.'s son knew his mother would not want
that, so she was given conifort care until she died on A-agust 28, 2000.

* A facility nurse stated under oath, "Fron oim direct observations and work at the facility cor-
porate nanagement ignored and prevented correcting problems at the facility because it
would Iiot be cost effective and financially profitable."

THE AFTER PICTURE.

Bruises from assaalt
by another resident.

-The human cost of neglect:
* Bruises and pain from physical assaults by

other residents

* Fractured wrist

* Greatly decreased mobility follo-ing the
- February 2000 assault

* Stage IV* pressure sore on left le] anid
Stage I[I* pressure sore oi eight heel

* Severe infection of pressure sores

* D)eath

The financial cost of neglect:
* $105.071.29 (hospital expenses)

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the
facility for this neglect? .................. Yes

* What was the amount of fine
actually paid? ............ $ 7,500.

- Did the ior (reduced from $20,000)
* id the survey agency deny payments
for all new admissions of residents:
on Medicare/Medicaid? ............... :.Yes,

for 3 months
* Did the survey agency place the facility

i on state monitoring starus7..... . ... :-Yes

* Was the facility's license placed
on probahionary-status or revoked
for this neglect? . ........................... No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? .. ........................... No

* Was action taken by the nursi g home
adnunistrasor licensing board .............. No

* Was action taken by the physician
licensing board? ........................... .No

* Was action taken by the nurse
licensing board? .. .......... No:

('-'
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Rosient:Jeas M-

.St~~te:' California

s~~~~~~id en ' :2/s /2 Aid -S: :3 aV12/2004 AS :

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An Introduction to Jean M. Fadility assessment Of
Age: 75 Jean M. upon admission:

Lifes occupation(s): Parliament cigarette ad * Fractured right hip
model; nurse; attorney * Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease*

*Very independent; had lived alone in her Stage I* pressure sores on heels and but-
condo prior to breaking her hip tocks

* Enjoyed the warm California weather * Totally dependent on staff for help with
transferring* and bed mobility

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT:

How Jean M. was neglected:
* Ms. M. had been living independently in her own condomnliuin prior to the fall that broke

her hip. She was admitted to the nursing home for rehabilitation to allow her to return to
living independently inl her own home.

* Upon her admission to the nursing home, Ms. M.s doctor ordered treatment for Stage I pres-
sure sores on both of her heels and buttocks three times a day.

* During the first fifteen days of her resideniy, nursing staff failed to provide this prescribed
treatment on nurneroius occasions.

* Despite the presence of Stage I pressure sores on Ms. M.'s heels and buttocks, nursing staff
failed to perform regular skin status assessments and to utilize pressure relieving devices.

* Nursing staff also failed to develop and implement a turnung schedule for Ms. M. In fact,
according to nursing home recoids. there is no indication that Ms. M. was tisrised or reposi-
tioned at all during Tier stay.

* The Stage I pressure sores on Ms. M.s heels progressed to Stage 11* pressure sores. Nursing
staff failed to update Ms. M.s care plian* to address the worseising of the sores.

* On March 6, 2004, the pressure sore which existed at Stage I when Ms. M. was admitted was
noted on her left buttock. At the time it was noted and treatment began, it already measured
2 cm x 4 cm and had advanced to Stage III*.

* Uposs discovering this new pressure sore nursing staff failed to notify Ms. M's physician for
three days. By that tnme, the sore hadrincreased further in size and had an area of necrosis*.
It later became a Stage TV* pressure sore.

t Fitionalied name to r-spets the familys wih niot to -se tho -ldenis ril first name.
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* At rise time of her discharge from the facility four of Ms. M.'s sores measured as Follows: left heel. 4

cai x 6 cm: left buttock: 5 cm x 4 cmn; right posterior leg. 6 cm x 7 cni; right heel: 6 cm x 4 cru.

During her residency three additional prossure sores present on Ms. M.'s body were not doc-
umenced or treated by nursing staff. Those sores were discovered upon her discharge mnd
admission to another Facility :

* Nursing staff failed to treat Ms M. with dignity and respect. They placed her in diapers even though
she was not incontinent and alloned her to remain in soiled diapers for extended periods tt f time.

Due to the pain caused by the pressure sores, Ms. M xvas unable to complete the physical

therapy she needed following hip surgery, causing her to become debilitated and unable to

return to living independently.

* Ms. M.'s sores healed completely when she was dicliarged and wvas cared for at aIother faili-

ty. but she vwas not able to regain her independence due to the lack of post-operative physical
therapy and had to reanain in a mursing home for the rest of her life.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Presma e sore on
rght heel

The human cost of neglect:
* Four large, Stage I1 and IV pressure sores

* Three undetected, untreated pressure sores,

- Loss of independence due to joability to
pursue physical therapy

The financial cost of negiect-
5 6,000 (wound care expenses)

. . ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? ......... :-No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid? .. .:so..

* Did the survey agency deny payments
for all new admissions of residents
on Medicare/Medicaid? ................. :No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring status? ............. .. No

* Was the facility's liceise placed on
probationary status or revoked for
this neglecit? ...... .. _ :.No

* Was this neglect criminalv .
prosecuted?............................... .- No
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i,: i Resident:- AbS.
S'itate.v California
Tye f Facility: Nuri~ oe

t~ Res~dency8/27/02 2.125/03-1~

. _ _ .................................. . _

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Albert S. Facility assessment of
* Age: 79 Albert S. upon admission:

* Life's occupation: Structural engineer . * roken hip

* Four children, two grandchildren Transverse rnvelitis*

* Decorated veteran of WWII Totally dependent ott staff ftr help with.
Married for 55 YL-jrs dressing/grooming, wtalking, bathing, and
*. Married far 55 years transferring*

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

:How Albert S. was neglected:
* Although Mr. S. wans able to feed himiself when he was admitted to the facility is August

2002, nursing staff noted in their adnission assessment that he bad nutritional problems, leav-
ing 250% to 75% of his food uneaten at meals. Nursing staff therefore ininated a care plan to
address weight loss and dehydratiot. .

* Nursing staff failed to implement this care plan, resulting in weight loss and severe dehydration.

* Sometmne between January 16 and 20. 2(103, MT. S. aspirated food into his lungs while he
was eating.

Between January 20 and 25, Mr. S. became "difficult to arouse,' developed a tenmperature of
101 degrees, had a significant deterioration it blood pressure, developed slurred speech, and,
finally, developed a cough with "greenish yellow secretions,' a lugh fever and cloudy sritie.

* This problem was left untreated by facility staff for five days despite the onset of this succes-
sion of alarming symptoms.

* Staff failed to notify Mr. S.'s physician of his chanige in level of consciousness and other symp-
toMs and did not take his vital signs. The physician said, l would have sent him out to the
hospital for any change in his level of consciousness .... 1 had no idea this was going on."

* On January 25, 2003, nurses noted that Mr. S. was very pale, had twitching arens and milky
urine that contained blood, and was unable to respond verbally.

-- D
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* Even after these findings, facility staff took no action to help Mr. S. until his daughter repeat-
i edly requested that they send himi cto the hospital.

Upon his admission to the hospital on January 25. Mr. S. wis found to he suffering firom
aspiration pneumonia*, profouiidly dehydrated, and severely malnourished. Mr. S. died of
aspiration pneumisonia and renal* failure due to dehydration on January 28.

In the preceding two years, die facility had been cited seven times for similar violatons such
as failure to identify resident rare needs, failure io implement a care plans, aid fijlure to notiFy
pbysiciarsof a chasige in medical coiidition.

The Departnient of Health Services deteroiined that the nursing staffs failure to assess Mr.
S., update his care plan, and notify the physician of changes were a "direct proximate cause"
of his death.

The human cost of neglect- The fina
Aspiration pneumotuia* $59,26

* Renal failure* due to severe dehydration-

* Death

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facility.
for this sieglect? ........... :: Yes

* What was the amount of fine
actually paid? ..................... $10,000

(reduced from $78,000)
* Did the survey agency deny payments

M Ar. -e-eia' .s o.fre; ts N1
-M edicare/M edicaid? ........................ N '4

.ncial cost of neglect:-
4 (hospital expeinses)

* Did the survey agency place the faciityv
on staten monitoring status? ................... No

* Was the .ficility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for this
neglect? .No

* Was this neglect crisiinally
pts>.-.te?... . .. .. . N v . .. .. . .. . .
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,-e~idenc: 8/26/2000 214/2001

i-THE BEFORE PICTURE --

: An introduction to Virginia C . Faclity assessment of
..* Age: 76 Virginia C. upon admission:

.* Life's occupationl: Grocery checker: Slight dementia

' DEnjoyd walking her dog nightly andlinei Partially dependent on staff for help with

dancing ~~~~~~~~eating, dressing/groomning. and-walking

* Stage 1* pressure sore on coccyx

* At high risk for pressure sores

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Virginia C. was neglected:
* Mrs. C. was admitted to the nursing home onAugrst 26,2000, vith a reddened area on her coc-

cyx. Nursing staff failed to recognize that die; reddened area was, in fact, a Stage I pressure.sore.

* On August 29, 2000, only a few days after Mrs. C.'s admission, nursing staff noted-that the
reddened area on her coccyx had progressed to a Stage 11* pressure sore. Despite notng this
change, staff failed to notify Mrs. C.'s physician, and failed to initiate appropriate measures to
treat the pressure sore and prevent others from developing.

* On September 8, 2000, Mrs. C.'s pressure sore measured 6 cm x 5 cm with yellow-green
eschar*. Mrs. C.'s care plan was revised to require staff to turn her every hour. Nursing staff
failed to implement this care plan*, and by September 11, Mrs. C's pressure sore had pro-
gressed to a Stage III* sore.

* By September 16.2000, Mrs. C.'s pressuem sore measured 7 cns x 2 cm with 8 cm of redness around
the sore. Facility records show that Stage I pressure sores had also developed on Mrs. C.'s hips.

* On September 23, 2000 nursing staff noted that Mrs. C. had a "10 cm mushy area" around
the pressure sore on her coccyx, but failed to recognize that the "mushy area" was a sign of
deep tissue injury.

* On Septemiber 28, 2000, the facility wound care nurse ordered that Mrs. C.'s pressure sore be
"left-open to air at night" without recognizing that this action increased the risk for infection

:alld feral contamination, and alowed the sore to dry out completely.

_-6a
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* By November 12. 2000, Mrs. C.'s coccyx pressure sore had worsened to a Stage IV* pressure sore
exposing muscle and bone. She bad several Stage 11 pressure sores on her right hip as wvell.

* By Dleccinber 9, 2(0, Mrs. C. had a 3 cm pressure sore on her left hip. had three pressure
sores onl her right hip aid the Stage IV pressure sore on her coccyx had purple discoloration
on the outside edge.

* By January 6. 2001 the pressure sores on Mrs. Ci' r:ht and left hips had become open
wounds asid the facility wvound care nurse ordered that they be treated with wet to dry beta-
dine*t soaked gauze dressings a foms of swotsd treatnent detrimental to w ound healing.

By January 10. 200 1, the pressure sore oni Mrs. C.s left hip had more tihan doubled in surface area.

* Finally, by February 14. 2001. Mrs. C. had Stage IV pressure sores on her coccyx and both of
her hips. Mrs. C.'s husband had her transferred to another nursing horne, concluding that dhe
facility was not prosiding acceptable quality of care.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Pressure sore on
right hip.

The human cost of neglect: The financial cost of neglect:
Severe Stage IV pressure sores Oil her right Uniknosvn
arid left hips and coccyx exposing rssuscle
ansd bone

* Severe w-ound infections

* Extreme pain

:ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency ruie the facility
for this iseglect? ............. :.:. No

* What was the.aniouit of fine actually
paid? ............. $0

* Did-the survey agency deisy paymentc
for all new admnissions of residenrs on
Medicare/Medicaid? .............. :. No

* Did the survey igency place the facility
oni state monitoririg status?' ............... No..Nr

* Was the facility's license placed
oil probationary status or revoked
for this neglect'? . ......... :.No

* Was:this neglect criminally'
prosecuted? ... ;.No
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5. _ _e I - ,.- -- - -------

V .7 -, , S - --, ,,p--p - t- N H

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Frances R. Facility assessment of
Age: 86 Frances R. upon admission:

* Congestive heart failure*

I* rregular heartbeat

* Chronic airway obstruction

* Alert and oriented

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

Now Frances R. was neglected:
After a iionth at the facility, on February 3. 2001. Mrs. R- experienced a significant change
in condition precipitated by a viral flu.

* She experienced diarrhea, weakness, nausea and voiuting, and consumed very little food and
water.

* Prior to getting the flu, the facility's dietitian had assessed Mrs. R. as needing 1600 cc's of
fluid per day based on her height and weight.

* Between February 3 and February 7 2001, Mrs. R_ took in only aii average of 672 cc's per
day - less fluid than the amount her body required where healthy, and far less than she
needed given her additional need for fluids due to diarrhea and vomiting. Cosrunon inter-
ventions. such as a medical assessment, administration of intravenous fluids, or treatment for
diarrhea and vomiting were not taken to address this severe fluid deficit.

* Facility staff failed to notify Mr, R.s physician about her change in condition or to consult
with him about her tnedications, which included two high'dose diuretics*.The use of

diuretics is contraindicated for people who are dehydrated because they are designed to
increase the excretion of fluid liom the body. Even though Mrs. R. was losing fluids and
drinking poorly iiursing staff contiued to administer the diuretics when her physician

should have been consulted and the'diuretics should have been discontinued.

Nursing'staff also failed to notify Mrs. R.'s fanaily of her illness until just before her hospital-
ization, five days after her symptoms began.
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On February 8, 2001, Mrs. R. .vas admitted to the hospital ill critical couditious. She was
diagnosed with dehydration, hiih Spotassium, and renal* failure. Her maenital statis had
decreased, and she had difficulty walking. The admitting physician docunuented that she had
been "having diarrhea 4-5 tuines per day for the last 4-5 divs." Both her diuretics were
inaunediatelv discostinued.

- The human cost of neglect:
* Severe dehydration

The financial cost of neglect.
Unknowvn

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACiLITY'?

* Did the survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? ..... ..... No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid? ........................... $0

* Did the survey ageiscs deny payments
for all iew admissiois of residrnts ont
Medicare/Medicaid? ..................:: :No

* Did the survey agency place the facility.
on state monitoring statis?.* ......... No

* Was the facility's license placed on
pnrbationary status or revoked for this
neglect?................................................ No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? ............................. No

i'._
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.-~ ~ ~~ ' .^i- -.. Residet: Karen R. - 00>0;0-

Statep, 0Co - ra

-,Ty`PiRac Facility: NU45ing Home

Residency: mid 20)01-7 Skid 2605C

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Karen R.
: Age:78

Facility assessment of D
Karen R. upon admission:-.

* Alzheimer's Disease

* Very limited capacity to commrnunicarte

* D)iabetes

* Hypothyroidisms*

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Karen R. was neglected:
Mrs. R: was raped twice by one of her male caregivers while a resident at the rfacitir The
staff person who was the rapist had a felony conviction for stealing but had been certified as
a nursing assistant (CNA) by the State.

The facility claimed to have performned a background check on the CNA and found no evi-
dence of criminal history. However, readily available public records revealed judicial domestic
violence and divorce reports in which a former spouse alleged she was raped by him during
their marriage, and their female child reported to a psychologist that he had sexually osolest-
ed her.These records were tn the saane county as the nursing home

The caregiver first raped Mrs. R. in late 2)04. Mrs. R. suffered broken teeth. a severe lacera-
tion. and vaginal bleeding as a result of the assault. lii the nursing home chart, the rape was
reported as just a late evening "fall.

* A few hours after the rape, a nurse saw Mrs. R.'s vaginal bleeding when she prepared to
catheterize* her for a urinalysis. The nurse did not report the bleeding to Mrs. R.'s doctor.

Mrs. R. was seen by her doctor the next morning for her head injuries, however, her vaginal
bleeding was not reported.

* The doctor sent Mrs. R. to the hospital for testing related to her he-ad injuries. Because the
facility also falled to inform the hospital about her vaginal bleeding, no genitorectal evalua-
tion wvas performed. No rape kit was used.

II

II

I
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* The vaginal bleeding wsent unreported and un-assessed. There was no invesngation for sexual
assault.

* The saine caregiver raped Mrs. R. again about 6 months later.

* The bleeding from the second rape did not stop for three days. As iil the first rape, no rape kit
or investigation for sexual assault was used with regard to this highly traumatic second rape.

* The only reason these rapes were discovered is because after the second rape, the rapist con-
fessed to his uisister. The minister persuaded him to turn himself in to the police.

* As part of the confession, the rapist admitted that Mrs. Es head injuries occurred while he

was cleaning her up on the bed after he had "ejaculated" in her. She fell over, hit the floor,

and there was blood everywhere.

* The facility had been cited by state regulators for inadequate background checks just months

before the assaults occurred. After the rapist's confession, further investigation by the health

department led to serious citations for failure to adequately invesogate the first icident

where vaginal bleeding had been noted, but was not assessed.

* After the rapist's confession, Mrs. R. was moved to another facility.

* The rapist took a plea bargain and is expected to be sentenced to 15 vesrs to life on ai inde-

terisainate sentence.

- The human cost of neglect:
* Twso traumatic sexual assaults

. * Severe head injuries and broken teeth

The financial cost of neglect:

* No fin ancial cost bcauise no treatmnent
was given

* ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did tdie survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? . . ........... No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid? .. ................. None

* Did the survey agency deny payments
for all new admissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid? 

. .
......... No

Did the survey agency place the
facility ons state monitoring status?s .... No

* Was the facilitv's license placed ons
probationary status or revoked for
this neglect? ... ..................... No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted .. ........................ Yes.

Rapist took a plea bargain and
is expected to be sentenced

to 15 years to life on an
indeterminate sentence
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i ; 0 . - . : ;\Resid~ent: :Evel) n S. !-'
I . . - : ... St , d;C6lorado.

Type ' , Fa,'li;.Nursing Home

-: gR'eidencya/0 4/60

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An Introduction to Evelyn S.

Age: 84

Enjoyed ongoing familial closeness

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Evelyn S. was neglected:

Facility assessment of
Evelyn S. upon admission:
- Alzheimer's Disease

- Alert and oriented to her family

After living in the nursing home for more than one year, Mrs. S. developed severe periodon-
tal disease* The infecion caused her severe pain which forced her to stop eating. Prior to

her untreated mouth infection she had been eating and drinking.

Mrs. S.'s husband desperately attempted so get treatment for Mrs. S. He contacted her den-

dst, who prescribed antibiotics; however, when Mrs. S.'s husband brought the antibiotics to

die facility on April 4, 200J2, nursing staff failed to administer them until April 8, 2002.

Facility staff charted that M-rs. S. was consuissing no fluids and no food for 8 days but did
nothing about it.

No nursing niotes assessing her inability to eat or drink-and her decline appear in her record
until April 5, 2002, five days after she had stopped eating. Subsequent notes indicated a clear
avvAresness by staff of die decline but no effective interventions.

Although Mrs. S. had not eaten or had anything to drink for 8 days, the tacility did isot notify
her physician, have her evaluated by a dietitian, puree her food, discuss parenteral* support or
tube feeding with her family or hospitalize her.

e On April 8. 2002, Mrs. S.'s daughter arrived from out of town and found her mother unre-

sponsive. She insisted that Mrs. S.'s doctor and the facility's Medical Director be called.

The next day Mrs. S.'s doctor ordered the administration of intravenous fluids. However, even

.after the administration of intraveious fluids was ordered, nursing staff did not carrv out the
doctor's order until hours later.

The antibiotics ordered by Mrs. S.'s dennst were finally administered on April 8, 2002 - four

days after they were delivered to the facility by Mrs. S.'s husband.
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After Mrs. S. had not been eating or drinking for close to 10 days, the nursing home finally

discharged her to a hospital.

Upon admission to the hospital, Mrs. S. was unresponsive. Her'sodium level was astronomi-
cally high to the point of causing brain damage. This was the result of very severe delyvira-
tiol. She was also found to be severely' nalnriurished.

M-s. S. died on April 16, 2002. Mrs S.'s death certificate stated that she died of Acute Renal

Failure due to "Ihypernatremnia severe diud dehydratioii severe."

The facility was cited by regulators foi failing to appropriately assess and provide care to Mrs.
S. when her food anid fluid intake declined and failing to inform her physician of a significant
change in her conditioni.

-The human cost of neglect:
- Dehydration

- Malnutrinon

* Brain damage

- * Death

The financial cost of neglect:
* Unknown

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did die survey agency fine the facility.
for this neglect? ............... : :No

* What svas the amount of fine actually
paid? . . : ....So

* Did the survey agency deny paymnents

Medicare/Medicaid? . : No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring status?..a.............. No

Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for this
neglect? ............................ No

* U ris ihis negl-t criminallv
prosecuted? ..................... No

* \ 1-
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*'S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t',.,,.

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Emily A . Fad~ity assessment of
Age: 4 Emily A. upon admission:

- * ILife's occupation: Homemaker : * 'Recently suffered a stroke with right side
weakness

.' - :1 child. 2 grandchildreii - *At risk for pressure sores*

Deeply valued her relationships wvith
friends and family No open areas or skin breaks

Totally dependent on staff for help with
toileting, dressing/grooming. walking, and

: - j. -- - -. - transferring*

' Received nutrition via a feeding tube

* A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

- 4ow Emily A. was neglected:
Upon Ma.A.'s admission to the nursing home on December 5, 2001. she was assessed as

- being at risk for the development of pressure sores.

Despite this known risk, the nursing home failed to consistently and adequately turn and
position Mrs. A. and failed to properly use appropriate pressure relieving devices - two of
the most common and basic measures for preventing the development of prsssurc sores.

Nursing staff also faded to monitor, assess and accurately document Mrs. A's general skin condi-
tions. As a result, pressure sores were not detected until they had reached an advanced stage.

Bewteen December 5, 2001, aiid February 1, 2002, Mrs. A. developed pressure sores on her
sacram* and left heel that progressed to the point where skin tissue died and needed to be

debrided.*

* By February 18, 2002, Mrs. A. had seven pressure sores: one pressure sore on her sacrurn,
' three on her left foot, two on her left ankle and one on the left heel.

* Mrs. A. received out-patientr.teatment for her pressure sores at a specialized wound care cen-
ter until April 2002, when the' nursing homejisformed Mrs. A.'s family that her wound care
could be: provided by its "in-house 'wound temn.7 Unbeknownst to Mrs. A.'s family, this
"team" turned out to be only one physical therapy 'assistant.

jr 5
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Mrs. A.'s son soon noted that his mother was deteriorating vhile receiving care frum this one assis-
tart Despite reassuranices lions rife fsality. he insisted that she renurn to the wouid care cetiter.

On April 24, 2002, Mrs. A. wasseenC at the wound cairecenter and found to have numerous

pressure sores and to be su'ffering from fever, infetion and otalnutrition Her doctor isnune-

diately admitted her to the hospital.

The wvounds on Mrs.As left leg were so infected and gangrenous that her leg had to be anipi-
tated in order to save her life. She also had to undergo debridement of her sarral wound.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Pressure sore on left -
heel.

Pressure sore
.on sacrumis

The human cost of neglect- .
* Multiple pressure sores on left leg. including

a Stage 111* and Stage IV* pressure sore

* Severe pain fminn pressure sores

The financial cost of neglect:
* S43,083.49 (hospical expenses. wound care;

doctor fees)

*Gangrene anld ostroinyebnts* in left leg sorcs:

Ampiutation of left leg

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency fitle thefxaciiity
for this neglect? .......... : No

* Wfhat was the amoutint of fine aictually
: :paid?. .. ; : : s

Did, te siirvey ageiscy deny paymentsn
* for all new admissions of residenti on-
. Medicare/Medicaid?.No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring status? ............... No

* Was the facility's license platcd onij ::
probationary status or revoked for
this neglecti : ...... .... No:

* Was tiis neglect criminally
prosecuted? .................. ; -:.:No

.1 .
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State ~Florida,_
Type f Faaliity NurigHm

Reiency. I /2t/971/ /9

¢-¢S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . .......

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Sidney G. Facility assessment of

Age: 69 Sidney G. upon admission:

* Life~s occupation: Welder '* ementia

2 children, 3 grandchildren, 3 greatgnd- At high risk for as

children * History of wandering

* Loved che beach

* Hard wvorking family man

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Sidney G. was neglected:
* Staff assessed Mr. G. as being at "high risk" of falls throughout his stay, which began in

October 1997, yet failed to provide him with preventative fall useasures such is a bed alarm,
increased monitoring, or mats on the floor next to the bed.

* Mr. G. sustained 30 falls - a number the facility's Assistant Director of Nursing admitted was

"excessive."

* In addition to his falls, Mr. G. experienced 8 injuries, including a skull fracture and cuts, that
were not related to his documented fal1s and could not be explaiied by statf.

* OnJaausary 8, 1998, a nurse documented that Mr. G.'s shirt became "entangled in the bedside
curtain which was tangled around his neck:" Mr. G. could not dislodge hisself. His shirt
had to be cut off to release the tension around his neck.

* Following this incident, Mr. G.'s doctor wrote "will continue to observe patient closely to
prevent such episodes in future."

* The Assistant D)irectr of Nursig svho herself untangled Mr. G. twice, described what happened:
"He would ... grab the end of the certain and just start tvisting himself in it, tvisniig and twisting
and turning and turning turning, turning, turning until he was wrapped up in a curtain"'

* The Assistant Activities Coordinator stated that she had untangled Mr. G. at least 6 timles. She

said that his entanglement "could happen at ally time" and that it was a "dangerous or poten-
tially dangerous condition."

5_. - '. . --
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An aide testified that the fact that Mr. C. would get caught Lip is the bedside curtain was weil
known throughout the facility.

Despite clear. widespread awareness of this hazard to Mr. C. and at least 8 incidents of entan-
glernent, nursing staff failed to develop and carry.but a plan of care to address this problem.
They failed to implement even the most basic intersentions, such as removing the cubicle
curtail since Mr. C. was in a private roonn, moving Mr. G. to a rnorn without a cubicle cur-
tain, providing a safe, partition or providing a tear-away curtais.

Early in the morning on November 21, 998, Mr. G. was foulid on the floor of his room
with the "privacy curtain twisted in govn at the back of neck toward R [right] side.... The
nurse wrote,"l checked the carotid* artery and there was no pulse."

* The autopsy report frons the Broward Counrv Medical exanisser stated that the cause of
death was mechanical asphyxia* due to neck cospression.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Mr G. strangled by -
privacy curtain.

The human cost of neglect:

* Broken bones, including a fractured skull
and depressed nasal bone fracture.

* Multiple laceaftions requiring sutures,
bruises, skin tears, abrasions

* Death

The financia cost of neglect
* Unknown

* Strangulation .

* ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? ...No

* What was the amount of fine actually:
paid..........................I................o....:.$O

* Did the survey agency deny paymnents:,
for all new admissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid? . . ., :.:.No

* Did the survey agency place the facility :.
on state monitoring status? .................. No

* Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for this.
neglect?. .............. o

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted?.....................'.............. -. No
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State:, lo'rida

THE BEFORE PICTURE

* An introduction to Angelo M. Facility assessment of
! Age: 58 Angelo M. upon admission:

Strong fmli;'ly ties Deenti

Enjoyed drawing and singing Histor'y' of schizophrenia. controlled w:ith
medication

*Malnutrition

*partialy dependent on staff for help xvith
eating, toiletiig. dressing/gruoming, walk-

ing and ri-ansferring*

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

*How Angelo M. was, neglected:
The nursing hose to wich Mr. M. was admitted on July 1 o. 1997, had a history of trouble
with ito hot water tcsperature.

! According to testimoi-y Suitsdte facility's own maintenance director, die facility had experienced
proiblems with fluctuating hot water temrperature since 1990, temperaties had exceeded 140) degrees
Fahrenheit on several occasions, amad although he fixed the problem each tmiac, it kept recurring.

*The maintenance director repeatedly reported the problem with the hot water temperature
to both the Adnainistrator and the Administrator's superrisor.

MiNrsing staff were also aware of the hot water probleni and had brought the issue to the
* atreistion ofteAmnsrtr0nad srtaed under oath that water in the showsers w~as
* excessively hot and that she had burnt het hands many tinses. She stated that she had report-

ed the problem to tier supervisor.

*Despite these reports frons nursing home staff, facility management denied there was a prob-
lem anad failed to ffix the fluctuating hot watter tensperature.

HOn May 5 1998, Mr. M. was severely birned over his genital area and legs in a shower with

water that exceeded 140 degrees Fahrenheit.

* A investigation coinducted by the FloridaAgency for Health Care.Administration found that
* that nuraing home had violated regulations by having excessively hot aid dangerous water

temperatures.
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THE AFTER PICTURE

Severe burns resulting
from exposure
to water > 140'

The human cost of neglect:
S l'gree brnsc vc. M, MS Ws ggil

area and legs

* I'ain so severe thit niorphine was pre-
scribed for dressing changes

* According to Mr. M.s treating physician.
these second degree biirns svere more

painful tItan third degree burns because

the nerve ends were exposed

Decreased ability to wvalk resulinkg froits

the burns

T.he financial cost of neglect:
$8,200 (hospital expenses)

* ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency file die facility
for this neglect? ................:No

What was the amount of fine actually
paid? ............. :.:.S0

Did the survey agency deny payments.,
for all new admissions of residents on
Mcdicare/Mediaid? N.No

* Did the survey agency place the facility .
on state monitoring status? ................... No
W.5has the facility's license placed on
probationtary status or revoked for this
neglect7 ................... No

* Was this neglect criminially
'prosecuted? ................... No
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R-uth 0.X

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Ruth G.
* Age: 80

* Life's occupation: Homemaker

3 children

Facility assessment of
Ruth G. upon admission:
* At high risk for falls

* No pressure sorcs*

* D)ementia

* Rccyvering from fractured right wrist
from fall at home

* Anticipated return to home.,

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

i How Ruth G. was neglected:
Following her admission to the facility in April 1999, Mrs. G. sustained multiple falls that left
her bedridden and totally dependent-oln staff.

* Due to her lack of mobility, nursing staff assessed her in April 2001 as being at high risk of
developing pressure sores.

* In November 2001. nursing staiff dcumented that Mrs. G. was beginning to develop pres-
sures sores. A blister was noted on her right heel oii November 6. and a superficial open area
was found on her right buttock oil November 16,2001.

* The nursing staff failed to provide adequate care and treatment for these pressure sores. Staff
did not elevate Mrs. G.'s heels off the. muattress to reduce pressure nor turn her routuiely every
two hours on all shifts. Furthermore, there is no iidication that treatments ordered by the
doctor were even carried out because creatinsut records were missing fromi Mrs. G.'s nursing
home chart.

* Mrs. G.'s pressure sores worsened and became infected.

* Despite the development and progression of her sores, Mrs.G.'s care plan* was never changed
in anly way to include interventions or approaches to address this problem.

* The pressure sore on Mrs. G.'s right heel progressed to a Stage 1I1* pressure sore waids pus-

*J , .J
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fllled drainage by November 19,2001. The skin on her left heel broke down and became a

pressure sore by December 2001.,

* The open area on Mrs. G.'s right buttock also worsened until it because a Stage IV* pressure

sore which extended over the coccyx* with a large amrount of drainage, a foul odor and tun-

neling* in December 2001. The pressure sore measured 4.5 cam x 3.5 cisc rFith 2 can tunneling.

* In order to treat this pressure sore, Mrs. G. had to go undergo debridement* on December

20, 2001.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Pressure sore ons
right buttock.

y
The human cost of neglect:
* Stage IV pressure sore on buttocks/coccyx

* Stage Ill pressure sore on right heel

The financial cost of neglect.
* Approximately $20.000

* Pressure sore on left heel

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency file dte facility:
for this neglect? ............ .. : No

What was the amount of fine actually
paid? ..................- ; ; . . 5 0

Did the survey agency denyl paymentsi:
for all new admissions of residents oil
Medicare/Medicaid? . ......... No

Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring stats? ................... No

Was die faullity's license placed on
probationaly status or revoked for
this neglect? .......................... .:No

Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? ................... : : : :.No

/2>
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R _3',. ' ;___,1/01 - 3/26/02

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Margaret R.. Facility assessment of
j * Age: 74 . : Margaret R. upon admission:

* Life's occupation: Honsemaker * Severe dementia

* Cared for brothers and sisters At risk of dehydration
* Totally dependent on staff for help with

drinking

* No pressure sores*

* At moderate risk of pressure sores

* No contractures*

* No end stage disease or terissnal illness

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Margaret R. was neglected:
* Upon Mrs. R.'s admission to the nursing home on March 1, 2001.i it w/as determined that she

needed staff to help her drink. Facility documentation also indicated that when provided with this
assistance, Mrs. R. drank well. In fact, nursing staff stated in interviews wvith the Massachusetts
Departnient of Public Health that Mrs. R. would "drink like a fish" when offered liquids.

* Because Mrs. R. was at risk of dehydration, the nursing home dietician assessed the amount
of fluid that Mrs. R. needed to have each day. However, staff failed to provide her with the
daily amount of fluids she was supposed to teceive.

* Mrs. R. was hospitalized two tines for dehydratiori On September 13, 2001, she was admit-
ted with a diagnosis of dehydration aind had to be given two liters of intravenous fluid. Only
two weeks later, on September 27,2001, Mrs. R. was again hospitalized. this tine with acute
renal* failure related to dehydration.

At the same tulne that she was suffering front dehydrition, Mrs. R. began to develop pressure
sores, starting with a Stage II* pressure sore on her right heel in September 2001.

* Over the next six months, the facility failed to provide the care Mrs. R needed to prevent
and treat pressures sores.As a result, tse number and severity of her pressure sores grew.

* Nursing house records indicated pressure sores on both Mrs. R.'s heels in October 2001:
Stage II pressure sores on both her buttocks and continued pressure sores on her heels us
November 2001; and a new Stage It pressure sore on her coccyx* in December 2001.

* On December 25, 2001, a nurse documented that Mrs. RPs coccyx sore was getting worse
and that Mrs. R. needed to be seen by:a doctor for an evaluation.

J
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* Despite this documentation. nursing staff failed to have Mrs. R.'s physician examine the pres-
sur, sore until almost six weekslater on Febrtiary 3, 2002.

* By February the pressure sore onMrs. R.'s coccyx had progressed to a Stage IV* sore and
measured 10 cm x 10 cm x 4 cns with underminingi and a large amount of foul smelling
drainage. Mrs. R. also had a. 19 cmi x 6 cm x I cmn Stage I11* pressure sore on her right leg
and areas of eschar* ott both heels and the left foot.

* Mrs. R. was admijued to the hospital for evaluation of her pressure sores on March 7, 2002. She
was found to have a Stage IV pressure sore on her sacruni*/coccyx*; a Stage Ill pressure sore on
the right heel, and two areas of eschar oin her left heeL Site also had a Stage IV pressure sore on
her inner right leg that the physician said was caused by the left knee pressing into the right leg.

* A surgeon at the hospital documented that Mrs. R. had severe leg contractures. Not only had
the facility failed to prevent the formatiotn of these contractures, there was no documentation
in the nursing home records to show that statr even kniew that these contractures existed.

* A week later, Mrs. R. was sent to tde hospital again where the doctor indicated that her left
knee was so firmly pressed into the right leg that they could not be pried apart.

* Mrs. R. died of a stroke on March 26,2002. According to one of her physicians, her right
leg would have required asmputation if she had lived.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Pressure sore or
sacrum/coccyx.-

The human cost of neglect. I
* Dehydration requiring hospitalization

* Stage IV pressure sore on coccyx :

* Stage IV pressure sore on right leg.

* Pressure sores on both heels

* Severe leg contractures

The finandal cost of neglect:
* Approximately $287,000

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?:

* Did the survey ageincy fine the facilitv
for this neglect? ............. No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid? ............. :. _.:. $0.

* Did the survey agency. deny payments
for all new admissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid ? .No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
ot state monitoring status? ................. No

* Was the facility's license placed. on
probationary status or revoked for
this'neglect? ......... : ;No

* Was this iseglect crinminally
prosecuted? ......... :.:. No
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THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Sylvena S. Confused
* Age: 80 At high risk for tails

* Life's occupation: Homemaker Peripheral vascular disease*

Facility assessment of - 9 * Extensively dependent on staff for icilp
with eating, toslering, dressirng/grooming,

Sylvena S. upon admission: watcing, andtrasenng*

* Had suffered several strokes

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Sylvena S. was neglected:,:
* Nursing home staff failed to adequately protect Mrs. S. from accidents and injury duirng hes

stay at the facility.

* On Febriary 19, 2001, another resident ai Mrs. S.'s nursing homne was found lying it bed at S
a.n. with her feet resting oni the baseboard heater. The resident sustained burns to her toes.
A nurse who treated the burns that morning said that the baseboard heater was very hot and
" - she could not have kept her fingers oi. it for more than 60 seconds:' Whets checked atter
the incident, the temperature of the thernostat was found to be set at 90 degrees.

* Despite this incident, the nursing home failed to take adequate measures to prevent Mrs. S.
from st.ffering the same injury the very next day, as she did.

On February 20, 2001 at 7:30 a m., Mis. S.'s bed alarm sounded: Because Mrs. S. was at high risk of
falls, her doctor had ordered this alarnm to alert staffwhen she started to get out of bed unassisted.

* The nursing assistant who responded found Mrs. S. lying on her stomach, half out of the bed,
with the tops of her feet anud her shitns resting on the baseboard heater. According to an
expert physician, the nursitg assistant did not respond quickly enough to the alarm.

* Tsvo taurses stated to the Massachusett Department of Public Health that they touched the
baseboards and found themi to be very hot.The temperature of the thermostat was not deter-
mined after the incident.

* Although the faclity stated that it began rounds immsediately after the first burn incident on
February 19 to ensure that all beds were at a safe distance from the baseboard heaters, M-s. S.'s
bed was placed close enough to die heater oil February 20 for her to be buro-ed when she fell:
out of bed. In fact, Mrs. S.'s family measuaed the distance of their niother's bed fromn the heater
and detennined that the bed was closer than the distance required by state regulatioss
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* Mrs. S. received burns on the tops of both her feet and her left leg. She began to experience
pain iunniediately, and accorduig-to a'nurse who was called to the room by the nursing mssis-
taut, Mrs. S. complained of"burning" pain to both feet.

* Mrs. S. was not taken to the hospital for her bures until three months after the incident.The
Wound Care Clinic at the hospital assessed her as having second and third degree burns that
required debridement*.

* Even though Mrs. S.'s doctor ordered follow-up appoinuients at the Wound Care Clinic, the
nursing home failed to take her to the dirnic for two months.

* In the process sf liealing the burns oa sop of Mis. S.'s fe.et, nursing staff failed to regularly aid
sufficiently elevate Mrs. S.s heels. In addition. the facility did not provide osr arrange for Mrs:.
S.'s transportation to Wound Care Clinic appoiitineusts. As a result. Mrs. S. icveloped pressure
sores' on both her heels that were not properly treated.

* The pressure sore on Mrs. S.'s left foot became gangrenous*.

* Although her family moved her to anotheri nursitg home in September 2001 because they
-were concerned about care issses. it was coo late to reverse the harm Mrs. S. had experi-
enced. By November 13, 2001, the gangrette in her left foot had become so severe that the
leg had to be amputatcd.

* According to an expert physician, the failures of the nursing home staff"'were direct con-
tributing factors to the left above knee amiputatioi.i

THE AFTER PICTURE . .

Burn on leg.

The human cost of neglect: .
* Pain fromis the burns

* Reduced mobility

* Contractures of lower extrenuties

* Amputation of left leg

The financial cost of neglect:
* Approxunaitely $180,000

* Gangrense

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? ......... : No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid? ....... . . . .

* l)id the survey agency deny payments
. for all new admissions of reitlents tn
' Medicare/Medicaid? .............. ;.:No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring status? ................. No

* Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for
this neglect? ...... No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? ...... ......_-- No
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THE BEFORE PICTURE

An Introduction to Herbert H.
Age: 76

* Life's occupation: Supervisor. U.S. Postal
Service

* 2 children, 4 grandchildren

* Decoratcd U.S. Annv veteran

X,-.. ..
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Facility assessment of
Herbert H. upon admission:
* Parkinson's Disease

* )cDncntia

Swallowing difficulty

* Received nutritior via a feeding tube

* Loved to golf and bowl

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT:

How Herbert H. was neglected:
i From May 19, 2001 through June 16; 2001 nursing staff documented that Mr. H. either

: pulled out his feeding tube or pulled at, the tube and its dressing several times. Onl two occa-
'- .oss, the tube had to be reinserted at the hospital

* Although Mr. H. had repeatedly pulled out his feeding tube, the facility failed to address this

behavior or develop any interventions to prevent his removal of the feeding tube.

* At 4:30 p.m. on October 30, 2001, Mr. H. pulled out his feeding tube while iu the shower.

: There was bleeding from the insertion site.

* Despite the fact that bleeding had occurred and that on two previous occasions his tube had

required reinsertion at the hospital, the Director of Nursing reinserted the tube.The Director

of Nursing documented that the reisisertion was "traumatic" because Mr. H. "stiffened" dur-

: ing the process.

* According to a Pennsylvania Department of Public Health investigation, the Director of

Nursing did isot verify the positioning of the tube in accordance with facility policy. As a

result, she failed to recognize that she had in fact incorrectly placed the tube into the lining

of Mr. H.'s stomach.

* Mr. H. continued to be fed via the misplaced fecdihg tube.

* Nursing staff did no f1urther monitoring of Mr. H. until requested to do soar 8:00 p.m. by Mc

. �- :
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H.'s family According to the nmne's notes, Mr HI. was cold, moaning, crying out, grimacing asnd

in pain. A large amount of blood hld soaked thiough lis dressing at the feeding tube site.

* The nurse stopped the tube feeding and administeredTylenol for pais via the feeding tube.

There is no documneitation to show that she verified the placement of the feeding tube or

that she notified the doctor about Mr. H.i change in condition.

* Noisineg staff did not monitor or as~ess Mr. H. agail untl sunuoned tor the second nine by

the famaily. who stated that Mr. H4. was "all wet and chliay."

* The nurse observed that Mr. H. continued to cry our in pain and contacted the doctor, who

prescribed Darvocet* for severe psin.The Darvocet was administered to Mr. H. via the feed-

ing nibe-

By 10:30 p.m, Mr. H. was esperiencing increased pain, and his abdomen was "tight:'The

nprses called the doctor, who then ordered that Mr. Hi. be sent to the hospital for evaluation

of the feeding tube placement.

* Tests conducted at the hospital found that the Director of Nursing had reinserted the feedinlg-

tube incorrectly. As a result, dIue food and medications that nurses had given repeatedly via

the feeding tube had gone into Mr. H.'s peritoneum* rather than his stomach, cansing pen-

tonitis*.

* Mr. H. continued to suffer pain while at the hospital and died at 1:59 pam. on October 31

2001.The cause of death was listed as blood in the peritoneum due to perforation of the

feeding tube tract.

The human cost of neglect-
Ho* rrific pain and suffering for over 21

-:hours

* Deaitoiiis

,;* D.eath

The financial cost of neglact
- Unknown

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facility
foir this neglect? ................... : No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid? .. . $

* Did the survey agency deny payments
for all new admissions of residents oil
Medicare/Medicaid?. . . .. No

Did the survey agency place dhe facility
on state monitoring stauns. ................. No

* Was die facility's license placed
on probationary status or revoked
for this neglect' ........................... No
Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? ...................... No

* Was action taken by the nurse.
licensing board? .N .......... .: No
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THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Irene J. Facility assessment of
* Age: SI Irene J. upon admission:

Life'; occupation: Teacher * Dementia

*1 son, 1 grandson . - * Parkinson's Disease
* No contractmres*

* No pressure sores*

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How IrenewJ. was neglected:-
From September 27.1993. when Mrs:J. was adnitted to the nursing home, to 2002, Mrs.J.
lost-weight and had a feeding rube inserted; her ability to walk deteriorated, resulting in
immobility; and she became totally dependent on staff for all her nceds.

* Mrs.J. was at risk of contractures once she could no longer walk. However, the facility failed
to prevent the development and subsequent worsening of contractures of her knees and hips.

-v* By December 2001. Mrs.J.'s knees were severely contracted to an angle of 120 degrees.

* Beginning oii January 8, 2002. Mrs:J.'s doctor ordered nursing staff to apply a wedge cushion
behind Mrs.J.'s knees to prevent her legs from contracting further. The doctor also ordered
that the wedge be removed for 'hygiene and skil checks daily" and that nurses apply mois-
turizing cream to the back of Mrs.J.'s legs every day.

Although nursing staff were ordered.to examine and provide care to Mrs.J.'s legs every day,
no one reported or documented a pressure sore behind Mrs.J.'s left knee until May 8, 2002.
when it had become a Stage [V* pressure sure that wvas draining foul-smelling pus and so
deep it went down to the bone. The pressure sore was found by an aide wyho, on that partic-
ular day. happened to be helping get residents ready for dhe day instead of carrying out her
usual job of performing range of motion exei cises witl residents.

* The day the sore was discovered, Mrs.J. was sent to the hospital, where her pressure sore was
examined and determined to be life-threatening. Her left leg was amputated above the knee.

-I.._
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* Despite being fed by tube, Mrs.J. was also found to be suffering fromt malhutriion.

* Mrs.J. suffered complications, including sepsis*, that vere related to the pressure sore and
amputation. She had to be hospitalizcd two additional times.

* The nursing home administrator adistitted that the back of Mrs.J.'s knees had not been
inspected.

An expert physician stated, "In no fashion could acceptable bedside nursing care entail such
superficial bathiag, grooming aid dressing that a t,-the bone pressure sore would go unde-
tected until it was so severe as to necessitate amputation of the leg:'

THE AFTER PICTURE

Amputated left leg.

The human cost of neglect:
Concrac.t-u-es

* Stage IV infected pressure-sore

* Malnutrition

* Amputation of left leg

* Bleeding of stninp

* Sepsis

The finandal cost of neglect:.
* $l.741 (hospital expenses)

t ANY CONSEQUENCES.TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? ........................... No

* What wea the amnount of fine actually.
paid? .'............ . . SO

* Did the survey agency deny payments-
for all new admissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid ..................... No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring status? ................. No

* Was the facility's license placed _ .
on probationary status or revoked
for this neglecti ......... -No

* Was this neglect criniinally
prosecuted? ........:.._.:.No

* Was action taken against the license
of the nursing home administrator'. No

t, �
i --1 �-
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_ _ _ , - : ..- . A- M -. N --

.Res dent Ange itaT. -

.-.1 .v- at - State: Pennsylvania .-. hD

:T .1t Fiity: Assisted Living;

- .1.iResidency 12/21/01 1/5/02 D

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Angelita T.
* Age: 69

* Life's occupation: Homemaker

3 children, numerous grandchildren and
great grandchildren

Facility assessment of -
Angelita T. upon admission:
* Alzheimcr's Disease

* Confused and disoriented

* Able to walk with a cane

* Served as a foster mother

A PROFILE-IN NEGLECT..

How Angelita T. was neglected:
* Prior to her admission to the assisted living facility on December 21 2001 Mrs T. had a his-

tory of wandering from places where she lived, including her apartment aad a nursing home.

Mrs.T.'s daughter selected this particular facility because, in response to her concerns about

her mother's propensity to wander, staff had assured her that they could provide proper
supervision and care for her mother's nceds.

* Although Mrs. T's daughter stressed that her mother was at risk of waniderisg from the facili-
ty. it was not recorded in Mrs. T.'s chart.

* The facility staffperson who conducted Mrs.T.'s admission testified that residents had wan-
dered firm the facility in the past. Despite this problem, dte employee stated that she was
riot directed to condsict an assessment of elopemnent* risk with new residents.

* A door alarm had been installed at the exits to the facility so that staff would be notified if
residents left or attempted to leave tie building. However, a facility employee testified that
residents would disable the alarm from time to time aand that facility administration knew this

wvas happening.

* OnJanuary 5. 2002, MrsT's daughter arrived at the facility:shortly after noon to visit. Her
* mother could hot be found anywhere is the building. Staffhad not noticed that MrsT. had

wandered fromn the facility.

* A certified nursing assistant reported that she had seen Mrs.T. outside the facility. Although

i
t.
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die nursilg assistant observed that Mrs. T. wvas uinaccomipanied, the assistarit did nior redirect
Mrs.T. back to the facility, nor did she nonti other staff until latcer.

* The pohce, fire department, facilit;staff and Mrs.t's family members searched for hours on
January 5, but did riot fuid her.

* Searches continued for sveeks. Duriig this time, thfe wDeather was cold, and there was snow
on die gtound.

* About three weeks later, on January 27,2002, Mrs.T. was found dead, face dowsn in a canal
: that was less than two miles from the facility. Her body was terribly decomposed.

* The coroner deterinliled that Mrs.T died of"hypothernia* with or without drowvning."

* Because the decomiiposition of Mrs.ts body wvas so advanced. air open casket view ing could
* ot be held. This deeply upset Mrs.T's family and caused them addituonal pain.

The human: cost of neglect:
* Hypothermia

* Drosvning .

* Death

The financial cost of neglect:
* None

; ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did tire survey agency fine the facility -
-for this neglect? ............. No
What was the amount of fine actually . :
paid?.; .... :. 5O
Did the survey agency deny paymenns
for all new admissions of residents on

. Medicare/Medicaid? .......Not applicable:
* Did die survey agencs place the facility

on state monitoring status? ................. ;.No

* Was the faciliq's license placed -
on probationary staruas or revoked
for this neglect? .......... : No .

* Wis this neglect crimiill -:
prosecuted7 ...... ,.,,,,,,I,,,:,,,.,.,,,..u-.

* Was tbe certified irursing assistait listed
as having comnmiatted an act of leglect
on the state nurse aide iegistry? . No
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, EOf_ 5->¢t ........... Reestdent Germaine M -:-;.::-............:

i' , ...................... St ate Rhode Islrnil- ,- ' .........................

! _9ivO~~tnltsTypegofFolne. y: Nursing Hom

I - F '; :-: Re'sidencTr 9/14/00(--2/29/04 -.:'''

* THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Germaine M. Facility assessment of

*Age: 87 . Germaine M. upon admission:

.| Life's uccupation: Factory worker *At risk for malnutrition

* 2 children. 4 grandchildren 2 great grand- . .... *Needed miosutorinlg of food anid fluids to

: children ..... ensure adequate intake

-* Hosted square dance parties at her hou se ..... * Independent in eating, tuileriig, bathing.
S dressing/grooming and sransferring*

-......*Able Pod valic with a raise

HA PROFILE IN NEGLECT

- ' - How GrmGaine M. was neglected:

* In) late 2002, rxvo years after Mrs. M. entered the nursng home, she fractured her left hip and

i subsequently experienced ijifection of her hip replacement- She became less mobile, which

A placed her at nsk of pressure sores*.

** Mrs. M. developed a Suage 1* pressure sure on her left buttock in August 20103.

: * In December 2003 Rhode Island Department of Health surveyors observed that this sore

had deteriorated to a Stagc 11* pressure sore and discovered twin iiew Stage 11* pressure sores

- one ois Mrs. M'i coccvs;* anid one on her left lowser buttock. The facility had been

: unaware of both of these newe pressure sores.

*Nursing staff failed to follow doctor's orders for pressure relief of Mrs. M.'s heels and for a

cpillow to be placed under Mrs. Ms legs

*Mrs. M. was left lying in urine and-stool without dressings i in place on multipe occasions,

which probably caused or contributed to an usfecrion of the sores. On one occasion, nursing

.-- staff mqd the surveyors that they had been out of dressings for at least 3 days.

* By February 13, 2004, Mrs. M's left buttock pressurere had worsened to a Stage IV* sore.

- State surveyors docunyented that dressings foe Mrs M's pressure sores were not changed or:

-were inproperly changed. One of the state surveyors laterdescribed Mrs. M.s pressure sore,

saying. "Dt's going through layers of skin. It's torH centiueters long, five wide and three ceo-

Vi
I
I

I

i
I
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irmeters deep. Deep, and it had a bloody discharge and large area of redness:'The
Deparuonent of Health determtined that Mrs. M. was at inmiediace risk of serious isjisry or
harmi and ordered that she be moved to another unit that had less staff nirnover.

State surveyors found that uinrsang staff were not properly documenting Mrs. M.'s fluid intake
and output and not providing her with the fluids she required.

Based on a significant decline in Mrs. M.'s condition And care, the Rhode Island Department
of Health ordered that she be moved to another facility on February 28, 2004.

* The facility where Mrs. M. had lived since September 2000 had a long history of poor pres-
sure sore care. The Department of Health cited the nursing home for failure to prevent and
treat pressure sores in December 2000; November 2001; October 2002; and yet again in
November 2003.

* On Jucre 6. 2004, dhe facility closed. A special report called for by dhe Rhode Island Governor
states that the Department of Health (1)06 "should have taken snore aggressive action to
prevent further deterioration" of Mrs. M.'s condition after its survey on February 2, 2004.The
report also notes that the "DOH should have otoved more quickly to close admissions. to

-increase inspections, and based on the contisued non-compliance, to close the facility"

The human cost of neglect:
Stage IV pressure sore on buttocks

The financial cost of neglect
- Unknown.

* Stage IV pressure sore on coccyx with
ttiunelinge under the skin

Pressure sore on heel

* Pain associated with pressure sore dressing
changes

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency fine the facility feor
tins neglect?........................................ Yes
What was die amount of fine actually
paid? ...... SO as of 3/4/05

: ($85,250 fine imposed)
* Did the survev agency deny payments for

all new admissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicasi' ....................... :. Yes

* Did the survey agency place the facility on
state monitoring status . Yes

* Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for this
neglect? ........................... No

* Was this neglect criminally -
prosecuted? . . .......................... Ye3.

There were 11 counts of neglect
against the administrator.

* Was action taken by the nursing
hoaue administrator licensing board?.Yes.

The license was revoked.

I
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i:- Residnt: Johin SE'

.f$', ~ ~ ~ Reieny 8/1f'8/2-(2 3Y28:/03- . 0 .\

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to John M. Facility -assessment of
Age: 73 John M. upon admission:

* Life's occupation: M achine Service - * Recovering fromn a stroke, with left side
Engineer paralys

; - * 2 children. 5 grandchildrenl * MHad his larynx removed due to cancer of
the harnyx

Played professional soccer in Scotland, his;
native country Required occasional surnoing of tea-

cheostomy tube*
* Lifetiunie member of die Masons

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How John M. was neglected:
* As a result of the removal of his larynx more than a decade before his admission to the facib-

ty, Mr. M. breathed through a tracheoscormy tube and w-as unable to speak. When he entered
the nursing home on August I, 2002. Mr. M. wa.s using a voice enhancer, written messages
and hand gestures to communicate

Mr. M.s care plan* called for his tracheostomy tube to be auctioned as needed in. order to
clean awsay secretions that blocked is., airway. Only licensed nurses can perform this task.

* Nursing staff had docuimented that this tube was Mr. M 's "only method of breathing."

v On March 28, 2003, Nurse A., the registered nurse in charge of Mr. M.'s unit on the 3 p.m. -
I I p.m. shift, w6as a temporaty employee sent in from an agency to fill in for the nurse who
had originally been scheduled.

- Facility staff failed to properly orient Nurse A. to the needs of Mr. M. and his methods of
comnmunication.

* Shortly after going to bed on March 2S, Mr M. indicated to a nursing assistant that he need-
ed to have his tracheostomy tube suctioned.The nursing assistant informed Nurse A.

* Nurse A. went to Mr. M.'s moon and brought with hiiai sose tubing. Howesver, the tubing
was not the proper size, and Mr. M. refused to be suctioned with the wrong size tubing. -

Even though a suction machine with the proper size tibing was located beside Mr. M.'s bed,
Nurse. A. left the room without suctioning Mr. M.

-' '5
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* According to a nursing assistant in the room, Mr. M. gave her a note on which he had writ-
ten, "Man cable in to suction nie with wrong tube. The. place should be closed because the
help is no good."

* Over the course of the nieaxt tfe% hours, Mr. M. repeatedly tried to get help by banging on
the rails of his bed. Two nursing assistants entered his room to investigate. One nursing assis-
tant observed that Mr. M.'s trachirstosiy tube looked "nasty"

* The nursing assistants who checked on Mr. M. informed Nurse A. that Mr. M. needed to be
suctioned.

* Nurse A. repeatedly refused to suction Mr. M., stating, "He refused... What am I going to
do?" Nurse A. did not return to Mr. M.'s room for the rest of the shift.

* Despite the condituon ofMr. M.'s tracheostonmv tube and his need for help, no nursing staffsulnil
iitoned help for Mr. M. frini other facility isurses or frons emergency personnel outside the faculivt

* Nursing staff also failed to adequately monitor and supervise Mr M. throughout the evening
even though he was in clear distress. It was ottly on the 11 p.m. - 7 a.m. shift when nursing
Assistants were doing rounds that Mr. M. wvas found lying sideways across his bed with his legs
hanging off the side. Mr M. was cyaocic:*; his respirations were about 2-4 per minute; aiid
he had a large amount of blood tinged secretions coining from his tracheostomy site.

* A different nurse attempted to suction Mr. M;. but to no avail. Mr. M. died shortly thereafter.

* Although the facility was required to report this incident to the Rhode Island Department of
Health within 24 hours, it did not do so until seven days later.

Even though the medical director of the nursing home knew that the facility staff were con-
dsictinig an investigation of Mr. M.'sdeath, she reported on the death certificate that his death
was the result of a stroke. Furthermore, without knowing the results of the facility's inivesti-
gation, the nedical director also stated ott the death certificate that Mr. M's death was not
related to an accident. The fanuly only learned of the circuistasnces of Mr. M.'s death after
his remains had been cremsated.

The human cost of neglect:
* Death

The financial cost of neglect.
* None

i ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did die survey ageiscy fine the faciliry
for this neglect?.................. : ..No
What was the anount of fine actually
paid? ............... :.S0
Did the survey agency deny paymnents
for all new admissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid? . , . No

. Did the survey agency place die facility
on state mionitoring status? '. .. No

* Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for
this neglect? . ........ ,.::.,.. No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? .Y. ...... ::Yes.

The nurse was prosecuted,
pled no contest and received

3 years probation.
* Was actioi taken by the nurse licensing

board' . .... .. Yes.
The nurse was 'reprimanded,,

but the license was not
suspended or revoked.

k:. .
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------ ----- -- -7

$- f -- --.i 0 >Resident, Alm-ati K--,. :-:- ' et

-State: RhodeIs.land
Tp ' Faciity: Nnrsieig Hom. -

Residency: 7/25/97 5/30/01

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Alma R. Facility assessment of
* Age: 86 Alma R. upon admission:

* Life;s occupatIon: H~omrzemaker ' * Basal cell carcinoma* on face

* 2 children. 3 grandchildren Early-stage dementia

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Alma R. was neglected:
* In 1997, the same year that Mrs. R. was admitted to the nursing home, the facility hired

Nurse C., a registered nurse.

* The nursing home failed to adequately screess Nurse C. prior to hiriig her. Although a letter
from the local police departosenit indicated that the isurse's criminal background check
revealed "informatioi that would appear to disqualify this individual," neither the
Administrator nor the Director of Nursing followed up with the police departineit to see
what this disqualification useanit. Inistead the Director of Nursing merely questioned Nurse
C., who said she had had a problem with some bad checks, but that the matter had beei
resolved.The Director of Nursing docuniented. "I accepted this explanation.'

* In fact, Nurse C. had been convicted of stealing morphine pills from a terminally ill cancer
patient while working as a home health nurse and sentenced to 4 years probation. Her nurs-
ing license had been suspended for 9 months.

* Nurse C. was assigned to the night shift and was the only nurse on duty at night.

* Beginning in November 1998, memos written by the Director of Nursing stated that pain
medications had been disappearing and niarcotics in the emergency kit hati been tampered
with during the night shift. The memo indicated that this had been happening for a while.

* In 1999, a questionnaire completed by nursing staif noted medication discrepancies, including
missuig Demerol*, over the past year.:ln Noveniber 1999, the Director of Nursing docu-
mented that about 200 Darvocct* pills Were missing and "issues with the E-kit" (emergency
kit) were distressing her.

By March 2000, nursing staff were reporting specific concerns about Nurse C.'s perfonriance 0
the nigit shift to the I )lrector of Nursing. Reports iclhuded sncidents where staff had observed
Nurse C. walking unsteadily, sleepitig on the.diird shift, or appearing to be in "quesuionable con-
dition.": One member of the nursing stiff noted a time when Nurse C. got on the elevator and
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"the door just kept opening and. closing and she just seared off as if in a daze."The Director of
Nursing herself observed that Niiurse C. "appeared to be drngged" on one occasion.

* Despite multiple concerns raised by nursing staff and ongoing problema~s with nussing nar-
cotics, the facility continued to emlploy Nurse C.

* Beginning in December 2000, Mg.'RAs doctor ordered Oxyfast, a powerfLiI narcotic
painkiller that is effective in relieving severe pain-

* That same month, the Director of Nursing informed Nurse C. that she was suspicious that
Nurse C. had been stealing the Oxfast.

* The administrator anid the Director of Nursing conducted an investigation into Nurse LA
conduct. Their conclusion was: "documentation lacking - gross error in skills - too much-
can't tolerate can't risk," Despite these findings, Nurse C. was not fired; uistead, she was
placed on probation at the end of Decemiber for three mnonths.

* Even when the Director of Nursing learnedin January 2001 that Nurse C had been convicted
fior stealing drugs and had lied about her past, Nurse C. was permitted to remain on staff with flifl
privileges to run the tacility, access the narcotics locker and dispease pam medication to residents.

* Two months later, on March 12, the Director of Nursing told Nurse C. that she had discov-
ered Oxy'fast that had been diluted with an Uinknows'n substance. The Director of Nursing
reported the adulterated drug to the police, but still did not fire Nurse C.
Nurse C. resigned three days later. was arrested, a id pled no contest to three criminal counts
isftamperisg with a controlled substance.

* Nurse C. admitted to the police that she had stolen Mrs. R.'s Oxyfast for two months.

* During this tso-nsiotith period of tine, Mrs. R. did not receive her prescribed, necessary
painkiller for relief from the severe painicaused by her cancer that had ijivaded her sinuses
and eye orbits. Two experts in pain managirenit stated that as a result, Mrs. R1.. suffered
increased pain.

* In a statement written by a police officer investigatiag the stolen medication, the officer star-
-.eththeDr f. b nformed eha: she ha 3spcctcd that J-use C. wa, lbee

raking or tampering with patients Medications for about three years."

The human cost of neglect:
- Increased pain froin cancer

The financial cost of neglect:
* None

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? .............. No
*What was the amosust offine actually
paid . . . . . . . . .
Did the survey agency deny payments
for all nesv admissions of residents on
Medicare/Medacaid? ,.. . No
Did the survev agency place the facility
on state monitoring status? . No

* Was the facility's license placed.:
on probationary status or revoked
for this neglect? .......... ;:.:. : .:.No

e Was this neglect crininally
pmosecrited .Ye..... .. :.Ys.

The nurse's license. was suspended
indefinitely. No action was taken

against the Director of Nursing.
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: aXe: Texs 77,

,_ ?,,., p_ 0- *;e. i

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Martha Doe Facility assessment of

Age: 87 Martha Doe upon admission:
* Dementia

* Unable to communicate

* Unable to walk

* Totally dependent on staff for help with

eating, toileting, dressing/grooming. and
transferring*

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Martha Doe was neglected:'.

Staff D. a male certified nursing assistant, was hired by the facility on January3 1, 2000.

Over the course of the next two years, three allegations of abuse were made against Staff D.

.These allegations involved hitting a resident's colostomy bag* three aties and telling the resi-

denit to empty it; bruising a residenit's wrist after saying he -would 'take care" of this resident

when another staff person complained about the resident: and handling residents roughly and

yelling at thenm.

* The adasinistrator was aware of all three allegations, yet did not ensure. that they were thor-

oughly investigated and failed to report these alleganons tco the Texas Department of Health,

as required by law.

* Staff]1) was counseled" regarding the alleged abuse on March 3, 2000, Novesmber 22. 2000,

and again on August 1, 2002. However, he continued to have contact with residents.

On September 4. 2002, facility staff discovered that Mrs. Doe was experiencing vaginal

bleeding and had lacerations of her vaginal area.

* Mrs. Doe was admitted to the hospital and underwent a Sexual Abuse Forensic Examniasation

(SAFE) that found vaginal tearing; severe genital tratuma, sperm, multiple lacerations, avul-

sions*, and abrasions. The resrilts of the examination revealed that Mrs, Doe had been raped.

t Fisti-o4romwe because esfoti-ows. sken fhe aeT-es Dnpestmest 6sf Heailh iaspetesos ropon in S-kh Was r-ide-t z --ned-G
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* Mrs. Doe returned to the facility at 1:30 a.m. on September 5, 2002.

* Even though facility staff had b6eii informed that Mrs. Doe had injuries "indicative of sexual
assatlt:' they did not implement any protective nicasures to prevent Mrs. Doe or other resi-
dents from further sexual abuse.

Despite supicions that Staff I was Ithe perpetrator, the facility failed to prevent him from
contact with vubicrable residents during the course of its investigation of the allegaton.

* StaffD confessed to the police that he had conunitted the sexual assault.

* After investigating the rape, the Texas.Departnent of Healrh deternuined that the nursing
home had failed to develop a fiicility-iwide system to protect residents and that this failure
contributed to the sexual abuse.

- The human cost of neglect:
* Rape

The financial cost of neglect:
- Unknown

* Vaginal tearing

Severe genital trauma

* Avulsions*

* Abrasions

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did die survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? ...................... '.Yes
What was the amount of fine
actually paid? ...................... .Sf7500.

Federal fine also imposed-
amount paid unknown.

* Did the survey ageTcy deny payments
for all new adnsissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid? .................. : : Yes

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monntoring status? ................. No

* Was the facility's bcense placed
on probatnonary status or revoked
for this neglect? .......... ......... Unknown

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? .. ................... Unknown
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Redent MyrteG

Resi ency:9/7/9-1/21 . -98

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Myrtle G. Facility assessment of

;* Age: 9() Myrtle G. upon admission:

Life's occupation: Nursing home dietary Left hip fracture

.iI

.1

tI
J

* Diabetes

* Receiving food and fluids through a fecd-

ing tube

* No pressure sores*-

* No pain symptoms

* No cnd-stage disease

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Myrtle G. was neglected:
* Nursing staff persistently failed to give Mrs. C. the fluids she required via her feeding tnbe.

According to her attending physician, "Myirle became dehydrated due to the fact that the

nursing home provided less than one third of her fluid needs."

* Nursing staff also persistently failed to give Mrs. G. the nutrition she needed through tube

feeding as ordered. Mrs. G. lost 26 lbs over 4 months.

* Nursing statTfoutinely violated physiian's orders to turn anld reposition Mrs. G., resulting in

the formation of two severe pressure sores.

* Mrs. G. developed a Stage TV* pressure sore on her sacrum*. iseasuring 7.5 cm x 5 cm,

which was severely infected and necrotic*. This sore was not documented or treated by the

nursing home at all.

* Mrs. G. developed a Stage TV, infected, necrotic left heel pressure sore which penetrated to

the bone. encompassing the entire heel. The sore led co osteomiylitis*.

* Nursing stafl' repeatedly failed to notify Mrs. G.'s physician of significant changes in Mrs. G-'s

-skin, weight and hydration sutaus .

* Mrs. G.'s attending physician testified; "The nursing home never informed me of the detcri-

- employee

: __ N,
..t .
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oration of her wounds.t and "The facility never norified me that Myrtle was .septic* in
appearance."

Mrs. G. experienced excruciating pain as a result of her pressure sores, evcntually requiring
morphine to get relief Howvever, nursing sraffcontinually failed to provide Mrs. C. with the
medication she needed to relieve her suffering.

*Mrs. G. died on january 21, 1998 as a result of infection finnm her pressure sores.

THE AFTER PICTURE

sore.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a
sacra.l pressure mILi
Loft orI prcssurŽ sorc.

The human cost of neglect:

* TwV severe Stage IV pressure sores

* Malnutrition

* Dehydration

* Osteomyelitis

* Extreme pain frorr pressure sores

* Death

The financial cost of neglect:

* $ 13,058 (hospital expenses)

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency fine tise fucility
for this neglect ........................ No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid? .... S

* Did thessurvq agency decy paymnents
for all new admissions of residents on
Medicare,'Medicaid? ........................ No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring statusts ................. No

* Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for
this neglect? ....... ; . . No

* Was this neglect crininally
prosecuted' .................... :. No

.,__
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i.Resident: losc M.

1~eo ailty:.Nursinig Home-.

.-~Residency:'6/i7198 -11/27/,O1 ..............

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . .

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Jose M.
-- *Age: 74

I Life's occupation: Restaurant worker

Facility assessment of
Jose M. upon admission:
* Both legs amputated above the knee

* Diabetes

* Paralyzed on left side due to a stroke

* No pressure sores*

* No malnutrition

* No end-stage disease

C A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Jose M. was neglected:
* Nursing staff repeatedly faded to assess and monitor the condition of Mr. M's skin to wsatch

for the appearance of pressure sores. Nuosing staff also failed to turn and reposition him to
prevent the formation of pressure sores.

* As a result, Mr. M. developed an infected Stage IV* pressure sore on his tailbone measuring
12 cm in diameter arid 2 4 cinl deep, with exposed bone as well as multiple Stage 11* and
Stage III* pressure sores.

* As these sores developed., nursing staff ailed to followv Mr. M.'s physician's orders for pressure

sore treaument and for pain meidication to alleviate the pain he suffered trom the sores.

* In addition to their failure to provide Mr. M. with appropriate care for pressure sores, nursing

staff also failed to monitor Mr. M's:fluid iitake and output. Mr. M. was hospitalized four

timnes for dehydration. During one of the hospitalizations, the hospital discovered that Mr.

M. had a 10-liter fluid deficit upon admission.

* Finally, despite his losing a significant amount of weight and having to have a feeding tube

inserted, nursing staff repeatedly failed to monitor Mr. M.'s weight. Oil two occasions he lost

19 lbs. in I month.

t

f L L 2 :--
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THE AFTER PICTURE

Pressure . .s

Pressure sore- an ', |
coccyx. --

The human cost of neglect.
* Severe pressure sores, including a Stage IV

sore with exposed bone

* Malnutrition

* Dehydration

* Extreme pain from pressure sores

The finandcal cost of neglece
* $53,151 (hospital expei'es)

''ANY CONSEQUENCES TO-THE FACILITY?;

* Did the survey agency fine the facility Did the survey agency pace the facility
i, for this neglect? ............................ No on state monitoring status? ................... No

What was the amount of fine actiaily W'as thne taciitys icense placed
paid ? .SO on probationary status or revoked

* Did the survey agency deny payments f or this neglect7 .................................... No
for all new admissions of residents on * Was this neglect criminally
Medicare/Medicaid? .No prosecuted? ......'.,,.,.No
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e n Enid C2

THE BEFORE PICTURE

Ant introduction to Enid C. Facility assessment of:
* Age: 91 Enid C. upon admission:

Life's occupation: Homemaker - Unable to speak or swallow following a
.: . --' -: stroke

* *Married for 60+ years
- M'rried for 60- years * Little or no ability to move
* Enjoyed snowshoeing, traveling, playing

'cards and s vinrming * ~Totally dependent oil staff [o help'with
- .ard, and swim-ng nutrition, dressing/grooming, trasssferring*

* Had been very healthy - had not received and moving
'any medical treatment for ten years prior
to stroke

A PROFILE IN-NEGLECT
How Enid:C..was neglected:

- * Mrs. C. was admitted to the facility February 25; 2(!00. after a stroke. In the first four montis
after admission to the &cilitvy she improved mentally and physically. She was able to converse

coherendy and had beers weaned off her feeding tube.

* In June 2000; Mrs. C. suffered a spiral (twisting) left femur fracture and subsequently a corn-
pounding/displacernent of that fracture that broke through her skin above the knee and

resulted in amputation of her leg above the knee.

* At the trial, an orthopedic expert testified that Mrs. C.'s spiral femur fracture %vas due to a
twisting or rotational mechaisinr and that it would not be possible for Mrs. C.'s leg to frac-

ture spirally by simply sneezing or rolling over in bed. He testified that the only two ways a
spiral fracture of the kind sustained by.Mrs. C. could have occurred would have been for
someone to catch her legs in the bed rails and jerk her very hard, or drop her on the floor
with Mrs. C. landing on her left leg meaning that abuse or mistreatment was the likely cause.

* AWaishingtoss State Department of Social ind Health Services (ILSHS) investigation conclud-
ed that the facility did not conduct a thorough investigation into how the spiral fracture of.
Mrs. C.s left femur occurred. No interviews of pertinent caregiver% or witlnesses were. con-.
diucted by the facility in order to rule out abuse.
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* In September 2000, while Mrs. C. vas recovering froim her.leg amputation, one of her care-
givers placed her in a wheelchair but left the arnirest oT. As a result Mrs. C. fell out of her
wheelchair and broke her neck. Due to her compromised condition, her physician ruled out
surgery to repair her neck and she vwas'fitted with a cervical'collar to stabilize her neck.

The use of the cervical collar caused mnultiple skin breakdowns on the back of her neck and
son her chin. The ulcerations were so-significant that they wvent to the bone on Mrs. Cs chin.

* Due to the restrictive nature of the collar. Mrs. C. aspirated* and developed pneumonia.

Mrs. C.'s faiily transferred her-to another nursing home in January 2001, after concluding
that die multiple problems of the past steveis months raised too nsany concerns about the
facility's competence.

Mrs. C. died of pneumonia on April 23 23 1, after suffering many moloths of excruciating
pain from her injuries.

* THE AFTER PICTURE

Amputated left leg.

The- human cost of noolect:

Broken femur

* Amputation

* Pressure sores*

* Broken neck -

* Excruciating pain: a pathologist testified that

the pain resuiltint Liro Mrs. C.'s displice-.
mentconmpounding of the femur facture,
which resulted in the bone poking through

-.her skin above the knee, ws"top floor"

-* Death-

The financial cost of neglect:

* Approximately $43.400 (hospital expenses)

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? ................. :.No

* What was the amount offine actually .
* paid? ................................................ $.

* Did the survey agency deny payments
for all new admissions of residents on.'

'Medicare/Medicaid? ........ ...... Yes

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring stanus?'................. Yes

* Was the facility's license placed:
on probatinnary seams or evoked '
for this neglect- . ........ No.......... : Noa

* Was this neglect crimnaully.
prosecuted? .N.............o..'

- J.

a
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st~ete WahJgo

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Dayl J. Facility assessment of

i Age: 83 Dayl J. upon admission:

. E Life's occupation: Home builder - - * Brain damiagc due to lack of oxygen

* Married for 60 Pears * 0 ^ Short-term memory problems

- Enjoyed attending Bible nseenngs and
church

Master gardener

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Dayl J. was neglected:

* During the final three weeks ofMr.J.1 life, he suffered three very serious choking incidents,
the last of which ended his life.

On April 15,1997, Mr.J. choked and was saved by staff who adminiistered the Heinrlich
* maneuver to dislodge food blocking Mr.J.s airway.

* After this incident,"alert charting" was ordered for Mr.J., meaning that nursing staff were to
maintain acute, ongoing assessments and chart accordingly. Staffalso identified Mr j. as a res-
ident with a "choking hazard while eating."

* Contrary to this order, nursing staff failed to chart anything in the progress notes for nearly
two faifl days after this first incident.

* * Less than 72 hours later, Mr.j. suffered another very serious choking incident while eating.
Staffcalled 911 for paramedic assistance.

* After the second episode, staff were instructed to monitor Mr.J. at all meals and snacks,:
observe him for choking episodes, anid easure that Mr.j. had his deitures in while e&aing.

-* speech therapist who performed-a swallow evaluation on:Mr.J. on April 21,.1997, indicat-
ed that Mr. James must be supervised at all meals, that staff should ensure dentures arc in for
al meals, and that his "poor fitting dentures be realigned ASAPR"

* A iusrs concluded that public assistances would not pay for denture realignment again foe
another 18 months, so the realignment would not be done.
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On the evening of May 10, 1,997, Mr.J. asked a nursing assistant for a snack and was given a
peanut butter sandwich. Eatng peanut butter sandwichesis very dangerous for people with
swallowing difficultics. Mr.J. was nor wearing his dentures.

Failing to follow the doctor's orders that MrJ. be monitored while eating, the nursing assis-
tant left his room and walked downl the hall. Meanwhile, Mr.j. choked on the sandwich, was
unable to summon anyone to help: hinm, and died.

The human cost of neglect
* Suffocation by choking

* Death

. . The financial cost of neglect::
* None

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?.

* Didithe survey agency fne the facility
for this neglect? ......... Yes,
What was the antouuit of fine acually.-
paid.. .. :$3,000

* Did the survey agency deny payments -
for all new adnsissions of residents on:.
Medicare/Medicaid?............. Informatiou

unavailable

* Did the survey agency place the facilit.on
state msonitoring status?..' ..... Informnation

unavailable
* Was the. fcility's license placed

on probationary status or revoked
for this neglect? . lnformation

unavailable
* Was this neglect crinsinally

prosecuted?.....'..................................No
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.0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
State: -Wkshuigton',

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Sandra S. Cognitive impairment

Age: S * No contractures*

Life's occupation Registered nurse Teeth in "good" condition - no cavities or
Two daughters gum disease

- ' * Played the piano at her church * Totally dependent on staff for help with
toiletitg, dressing/grooming, eating and

Facility assessment of transferring*
Sandra S. upon admission:

Left side paralysis following a stroke

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Sandra S. was neglected::
The hospital physician attending to Mrs. S: when she suffered her stroke declared:"When
Mrs. S. was discharged to the nursing home in September 1998, she was at risk for develop-
- ig contractures. She should have received daily skilled physical therapy to prevent the onset
of contractures."

* M-rs. S. was adnitted to the nursing home in September 1998 because of her extensive need
for assistance after being partially paralyzed by a stroke.The facility did not provide Mrs. S.
with physical therapy or range of motion exercises. As a result, Mrs. S. developed painful
contractures in her left arni/band, left eg and right leg.

* Because the facility continued to fail to provide Mrs. S. with range of motion* exercises to
prevent contrctures throughout her'four year stall the coitractures were allowed to progress.

* Eventually, Mrs. S.'s untrimmed fingernrals grew into the palm of her left hand. Her left ann
i slowly contorted until it irreversibly twisted like a pretzel to her chest. Mrs. S.'s left leg

painfully contracted over time until her foot ended Lip fixed underneath her knee. As a

result, her knee developed a Stage IN* pressure sore.

.'Mrs. S. was admitted to the hospital in May 2000. The hospital physician stated:-" have cared
fior about 600 stroke patients in the past ten years ..... If was horrified and disturbed by her

condition. I have never seen such severe contractures is my practice of medicne"

* In June 2000, Mrs. S's left arn had to be amputated at the shoulder because it had beconie

so painfully contracted.
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* After die amnputation of her arm, Mrs. S. returned to the nursing home and the neglect continued.

* Mrs. S.'s oral hygiene was neglected so comnpltely that in November 2001, all of her teeth
had to be pulled as a result of rampant rot.

* Its August 2002, Mrs. S.'s left leg had to be amputated above the knee because it had become
painfully contracted and was causing a severe pressure sore. Her right hanistring was surgical-
ly cut to release tle tension.

* Regarding conditions at the facility, a facility nurse testified: "the physical condition of the
building was in disrepair and it stank of urine and feces.. . Most residents had food stack on
their teeth, their breath smelled like their teeth had not been brushed in a long tine, their
bodies stank because they had not been bathed, and incontinent residents were wearing or
lying on soiled pads:' She also testified that the restorative care* program was "non-existent:'

* Another nurse testified: "To be blunt, andIl am not overstating this, the facility was in chaos
from the top down. I found a pervasive and long-standing pattern of deliverisg substandard
care to its residents.'

The facility received over 100 citations frorn the state for violations of dte minimum stan-
dards of care during Mrs. S.'s nearly four year stay.

THE AFTER PICTURE

The human cost of neglect:
*Excruciating pain from contractures

* Severe pressure sore

* Amputation of left arm

* Amputation of left leg,

-il Lsofateh-due to rut - 0E . ; l I

The finand'al cost of negleft:
* Unknown

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?-

* Did the survey agency fine the facility
for this neglect? .......... ,.,.. ,Yes

* What was the amount of fine actually,
paid? '.. ,,. .... $3,000

- Did the survey agency deny payments,,
fborall new admissions of residents on

. MedicarelMedicaid? .:Yes

* Did die survey agency place the facility
s nistate monitoring stanus? . No

* Was the facility's license pliced , -
on probationary status or revoked
for this neglect? ................. : No'

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? ............... ... : :.:No

* Was action taken by the nursing honse
administrator licensing board? . No

* Was action taken by the physician
licensing board? . .......... No0.

: ...... .. ,_:
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Rsident._: M e. _ ..

..

THE BEFORE. PICTURE:
An introduction to Margaret D. Facility assessment of
* Age: 78 - . . Margaret D. upon admission:

* Life's occupation: Homemaker

* 2 children * Had had a stroke

* Enjoyed sewing

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Margaret D. was neglected:.
* Because of her Alzheimer's Disease and increased wandering away from home. Mrs. Ii's fanmi-

ly felt that they could no longer rare for her safely at home and admitted her to the facility
on August 24, 1998. Mrs. D.'s family discussed her wandering with facility staff, and they
assured Mrs. D.'s family that they were equipped to care for her and keep her safe.

* Subsequent to her admission. Mrs. D.'s cognitive and physical abilities deteriorated. Mrs. D's.
wandering and elopement* behaviors and frequent falls pitt her at high risk.

* From the time of her admission until the nose of her death, Mrs. I. left the facility without
notice by facility staff on 15 occasions. On one occasion, Mrs. 1). was shocked by an electric
fence while wandering from the facility.

* During her stay at the facility. Mrs. 1). also experienced more than 22 falls. Several of the falls
resulted in injury, including skin tears, bruises; scratches, and displacenesit of teeth.

* Despite these ongoing risks to her safety, the facility failed to effectively implement care and
treatment plans to address Mrs. D.'s behaviors and condiiuons, such as bed or chair sensors. a
Wandcrguard bracelet, involvement in planned group activities, or relocation to a onom
where visual supervision was readily available.

* The facility also failed to determine that it could not effectively care for Mrs. D. asid seek
alternative placement to a facility with a contained living unit for residents for whom elope-
msent is a risk.

* Unsupervised by stilff Mrs. D wandered front the facility again on September 30, 1999. At
6:45 p.m., she was found outside of the facility on the roadway, unresponsive, and with head
injuries. She died of lier injuries a few hours later at the hospital.
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The human cost of neglect:
* Multiple injurics from falls

* Death

The financial cost of neglect:
* Uokcnown,

* ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facility .- Did the survey agency place the facility
for this neglect? .......... No.. o. . state moir.toring status? .No

* What was the anount of fine actually Was the tacilitys license placed on
paid? .. : SO probationary status or revoked for this

* Did the survey agency deny payments neglect?..............................................:No
for all new admissions of residents on * Was this neglect criminally
Medicare/Medicaid? ....... Not applicable prosecuted? . .......... No
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THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Jackie Lee H.
Age: 60 years old

Life's occupation: Security guard

2 children

rt skie LdqeH.

m 0'qf Fdit' Nsi Hos

mnlcy 1/119-0/20)02 ;

Facility assessment of
Jackie Lee H. upon admission:

Paralysis on onc side of his body following
a stroke

No contracrures*

* No pressure sores*

* Peripheral vascular disease*

* Totally dependent on staff for help with
eating, toilering, dressing/groosiung, and
moving

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT
How Jackie Lee H. was neglected:

During his stay at the facility, Mr. H. developed tels pressure sores because facility staff failed
to turn and reposition him every tmo hours.

* Mr. H. began to develop a pressure sore on his sacrurm* on January 13, 2002.

* Upon his admission to the hospital on August 8, 2002, the pressure sore on Mr. Rv1.'s sacrum
had progressed to a Stage IV* sore mneasuring 6 cm in diameter and 2 cm deep.

The facility failed to provide Mr. H. with rnge of motion* exercises, despite standing physi-
cian orders for restorative care as needed. As a result, Mr. H. developed contractures in both

his arms and legs.

A medical expert testified: "The facility had a duty to provide adequate treatment and serv-

ices to maintain Mr. H.'s range of motion and to prevent-fiirther loss of range of motion, but
this was not done. The loss of range of motion experienced by Mr. H. resulted from a breach

in the standard of care for the prevention and treatment of contractares.'

: Mr. H.'s contractures contributed to the development of additional pressure sores and to the

imputatios of both of his legs above the knee.
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* The facility also failed to adequately manage Mr. H.'s pain. He regularly experienced
extremie pain in his lower extremities. He frequently wais Ieard calling out in pain.

Mr. H.'s pressure sores becmene infected. The infection developed into septicemia*. He was
transferred to the hospital for treatment on August 20, 2002, but the infection caused his
death on August 21, 2002.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Prmssuo sore enlr
;g9ht heel.

Pressure sare
on loet heel.

The human cost of neglect:
P Stv c. prpreore on the .n.^uw

* At least nine other pressure sores

* Severe contractures of arms anid legs

* Osteonsyelius*

* Anputation of both legs -

* Extreme pain in lower extremities

- Septifrnsia*

* Death

The financial cost of neglect:
* Approtximately $25,000 (hospital expenses)

ANY CONSEQUENCES-TO THE FACILITY?- -

* Did the survey agency fine the facility:
for this neglect?,.................................. No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid?. ....... , .;.;$0

* Did the iurvey agency deny payments
for a0l new admissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid? ...... ,............... No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring status?'............No

e Was the ficility's.license placed on
probationary status or revoked for
tlsis neglect? '...... ... . . .......... ;:,No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? .................... ...:. .No
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dnc: 5/5/1 - 2/20, 02

THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to George RI. Fadlit assessment of
Age: 72 George R. upon admission:

Life's occupation: Construction worker * Dementia

* 9 childien - * Previous history of seizure disorder
At high risk for pressure, sores

Able to walk

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How George R.v was neglected:-
* Mr. R was admitted to the nursing home in May 2001.

Between May and August 2001, Mr.R suftered severe weight loss 8.9% of his body
weight. Alternate methods of nutrition were not discussed with Mr. R 's daughter until
September 28. 2001, at which nime she gave permission for insertion of a feeding tube pend-
ing approval of the physician.

The nursing home did not discuss insertion of the feeding tube with the physician until April
* 30, 2002 - seven months after his farnily gase permission for tube insertion.

* After a brief hospitalization in September 2001, Mr. R. returned to the facility

* Upon return to the nursing home, Mr. R.: was totally dependent on nursing home staff for all
basic care needs, and had blasters ois both heels and a red area oss his roccyx*.

Despite noting these changes in his skin condition, nursing staffdid riot contact the doctor to
obtain orders for wound treatments or pressure relieving devices for Mr. R.'s bed or chair.

* In October 2001, a pressure relieving mattress for Mr. R. wvas ordered but never placed on his bed.

* Between October 2001 and December 2002, Mr. R. developed at least 21 serious pressures
sores*, progressing to Stage 111* and IV*. Most of the sores became infected, and souie sores
resulted in osteomyvetis*.

* Although Mr. R. was continent of bladder and bowel upon admission, the facility did nothing
to help hin maintain his continence, such as assisting hinm with using the bathroom or ianple-

* meting a toilering schedule for himn. An assessment conducted on August 6, 2001, noted
that Mr. R. ias continent, yet he was put in diapers (%vhich discourages residents orom isain-
taining continence).

i
iI
i
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Records reveal that Mr. R. needed some direction with toileting, hut there was no incdicatioji
that proper direction or a roileting schedule was provided. As a result, Mr. R. became totally
incontinent of bowel.

When Mr. R. had a foley catieter* interted, nursing hone staff often failed to provide basic
cleaning of the catheter. As a resuilt.:Mr. R. suffered froi multiple urinary tract infections
during his stay at the facility.

* Mr. R. was often left sitting or lying in his own feces. This lack of hygiene contributed to
the severe infection of his pressure sores,. -As shown by positive cultures of the: wounds, most
of the pressure sore infections resulted fom cross contanaination with urine and feces.

When Mr. R. was diagnosed with a Methacillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA)*
* infection in his pressure sores. nutsing stafffiiiled to ianplemenit MRSA precautions, which

are required to prevent the spread of infection through the resident's body and to prevent
. staff from infecting other residents..

* Mr. R's mobility declined due to the pain caused by his pressure sores.

* Nursing home staff then faded to provide Mr. R. with range of motion* exercises tonmaiin-
tain muscle tone and finction. causing severe muscle wasting and joint contractures* to both-
his upper and lower extrenuties.

* By May 2,2002, Mr. R.s weight had plumnmeted to 118 lbs., a weight loss of 38% in one year.

* Mr. R: died inl December 2002 while sugaering extreme pain fromnnumerous infected pres-
sure sores and disfiguring and painful joint contractures.

THE AFTER PICTURE

Pressure sore on *:- _
heel and feet.

The human cost of neglect:
* 21 severe pressure sores

* Osteonivelitis*

* Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus
Aureus (MRSA) infection

* Multiple urinary tract infections

Pressure screa-_-
iton heel. ,Gl

* Dofigaring contractures of all extremities

-Extreme pain from pressure sores and con-
tracoires

The finandal cost of neglect*
* S105,224 (hospital expensei)

ANY CONSEQUENCES-TO THE; FACILITY? .*, -

Did the survey agency fine the ficility
for this neglect? ........... .. . No

* What was the amount of fine actually
paid?... ;........,;_0o

* Did the survey agency deny payments
: for all new admissions of residents

on Medicare/Medicaid? . Unknown

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring status?...'..Unknownm

* Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or revoked for
this neglect? .......... No

* Was this neglect criminally
prosecuted? -.......... -- ....... No,
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THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Ralph B. Facility assessment of
* Age: 68 Ralph B. upon admission:
: Life's occupation: Machinist, security: Degenerative joint disease

guard, mechanic Wheelchair bound

* 3 children, 2 grandchildren * Partially dependent on staff for help with
bathing and dressing/grooming

* Able to feed himself

* Alert and oriented

* Continent

* No end-stage disease or terminal illness

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Ralph 8. was neglected:
* After his admission to the facility Oil May 19; 2000, Mr. B: showed signs and .symptoms of an

upper respiratory infection in December 2000. He was immediately taken to see his doctor,
who prescribed antibiotics. Mr. B. recovered.

* Several months later, on July 20. 2001. nursing staff documented that Mr. B. was again
exhibiting the signs and symptoniss of an upper respiratory infection. This time, however,
they did not contact his doctor right away as they had done before.

Nursing staff did not provide Mr. B. with extra fluids which the body needs when suffering
from upper respiratory ailments.

* Mr. B.'s conditioi worsened over, the. next five to six days. Nurses documented that lie
became weaker, was not feediug himself, had a temperature of 100.6 degrees and could nor
hold himself up straight.

* By July 25, 2001, Mr. B.'s health had deteriorated so significantly that the nurse contacted his
attending physician for new orders: Mr. B's physician was not available, but the on-call doc-
tor ordered staff to do all insusediate urine analysis, push 'fluids and have Mr. B. see his owis
doctor the very next morning.

* The results of the urine analysis taken on July 25 showed that Mr. B. was dehydrated.

* Contrary to the on-call doctor's order, Mr B. was not takencto see his attending physician on
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the morning of July 26.

e Over the next eight days, nuosing staff did not push fluids as the doctor had ordered, anid
both Mr. B's dehydration and apper respiratory infection worsened. Later at the hospital it
would be determined that Mr. B. had developed pneumoma that went untreated.

* Nurses documented a dramatic change in Mr. B.'s condition. He went From sitting up in his
wheelchair and being continent, alert, oriented and able to feed himself, to being inconti-
nent, exhibiting increased wveakness to- the point where he was 'lying over the side of the
wheelchair all the time" 'and "havilag trouble even sucking liquids through a straw."

* Despite charting symptoms indicating a decline during this eight-day period, mirsing staff failed
to contact Mr B.'s doctor. Staff also failed to call the doctor when Mr. B.'s farmily requested on
two separate occasions that the doctor see hin and wvhen Mr. B. himself asked to be senit to the
hospital. Nursing home records on July 27 and July 30 also shoed that the physical therapist
"spoke with a director of nursing about the 'general apparent.decine in the patient:"

* By August 2, Mr. B. was in a semni-conscious state. unable to talk. bleeding from the rectum,
spiking a temperature and aspirating*. At: that point, staff contacted Mr. B.'s attending physi-
can, who ordered inissediate tests.

* Lab tests obtained that day revealed that Mr. B.'s sodium level was so high that it was life-threaten-
ing. Upon seeing these results, Mr. B.'s doctor ordered that he be sent to the hospital imnmediately

i At the hospital, Mr. B. vsas foutld to be severely dehydrated'and to have pneunmonLa.

* Six experts testified at trial that Mr. B. had one of the highest sodium levels they had ever seen

* By the time Mr. B. was treated for dehydration, it was too lare.The severe dehydration asid
high sodium levels Mr. B. experienced had created such all imbalance in Mr. B.'s electrolytes
that his brain was poisoned.

* Mr. 13. was not able to recover. He was placed in hospice care and was unconscious most of
the next month. However, shortly before his death, he opened his eyes and began talking to

: his relatives. He spoke his last words to his six-year-old granddaughter to whom he said,
"Don't forget me." He died on September 3,2001 of brain poisoning, diagnosed as toxic
.metabolic encephalopathy*.

The human cost of neglect: * Toxic metabolic encephalopathy

* Severe delsydratiot* Death

*Scvurs hypernlatrrntiat
The financial cost of neglect:

*Pnleumonia
i .s'um*nsa $132,157.17

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

Did the survey agency fine the facility Did the survey agency place the facility
for this isglegct .......... :.:.:No on state moniolringstatsi ..........s .No

* What was the amount of fine actually, Was the faciity's license placed on
paid? . . , so pnobationary status or revoked for

* Did the survey agency deny payments this neglect? ....... . :. ;.No
for all new admissions of residents oil Was thisineglect crinsitally
Medicare/Medicaid? ............ ; No prosecuted? ....... :No
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4 THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Eloise K.
* Age: 79

* Life's occupation: Antque business owner

* 1 daughter, 2 granddaughters, 2 great
grandchildren

Was her daughter's best friend

Great sense of humor

tt:8/4/99- 3/21/t00

Facility assessment of.
Eloise K. upon admissHon:

*Recovering from abrain aneurystri*

H -ad a urinary catheter*

No Urinary tract infection

*Received nutrition via a feeding tube

*Had a tracheostorm, tibe*

FTotally dependent on staff for help with
bathing, dressing/grooming, and transfer-
ring*

* No end-stage disease

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT
How Eloise K. was neglected:
- After being admitted to the facility onAugurst 4,1999, Mrs. K. had recurrent urinary tract

infections during her nursing home stay.

In April 2000, upon her development of another urinary tract infection, Mrs. K.'s doctor
ordered a seven-day course of antibiouics, which she began on April 24, 2000. T1he doctor
also ordered a urine culture to be taken two days after completion of the antibiotics to
recheck for infection.

* After the antibiotic treatment was finished, nursing staff failed to carry out the doctor's order
for the follow-up urine culture.

* According to expert testimony from a physician, Mrs. K. continued to have an infection
"which would have been identified if they would have done the follow-up urine culture."

On May 19, 2000, Mrs. K, vomited three times. She was also noted to have problems with
impaction of her bovels on that -day, ind nursing staff removed a large amount of stool.
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* On May 20, nurses documented that Mrs. K.'s catheter w;as plugged and that, after it was
removed, there were green; cloudy, thick secretionsswitl foul-ssnelling pus toted at the opening
to the bladder. Later that same mnoriing Mrs. K. experienced projectile voniting and developed
respiratory problems. She was sent to the emergency room where vomit had to bc suctioned
from her throat before a tube could be inserted into her trachea to help her breathe.

* Mrs. K. died on May 21, 2000 of aspiration pneusmonia* as a consequence of urosepsis*.

* A physician experc testified tha if a follow-up urine cultire had showed iifectiol and Mts.-:
K. had been treated with antibiotics; she "wouldn't have developed the urosepsis, wouldn't
have developed the ileus*. wouldn't have developed-the aspiration*." In other words, Mrs. K.
would not have died.

- The human iost of negiect:
* * Usosepss*.

* Aspiration pneumomia

The finanrial cost of neglect: . :
* S18,621.28 (hospital expenses, ambulance

fees)

* Death

ANY.CONSEQUENCES TO THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facilty
for this neglect? .............................. Nc- O

* What wads the amount of fisse actuallv
paid? .. ............................. S

; * lid the survey agency deny payments
for all new admassions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid? .......................... No

* Did the survey agency place the facility
on state monitoring statusz .......... No

* Was the facility's license placed on
probationary status or resvoked for this
neglect7 ........................... : No

* Was this negiect crisiuially
prosecuted? ........................... No

,
'-f~o
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THE BEFORE PICTURE

An introduction to Glen M.
* Age: 82

* Life's occupation: Manager, life insurance
company

* 5 children, 17 grandchildren. 3 great
grandchildren

* Devoted family man

* Active volunteer in the community

* Loved flower gardening and working in
the yard

Facility assessment of
Glen M. upon admission:
* Admitted for rehabilitation following sur-

gery for rupture of left quadriceps tendon

* Right arm amputated belov elbow from
childhood accident

Parkinsson's Disease

* Diabetes

* At nisk for malnutrition

* Depression

A PROFILE IN NEGLECT

How Glen M. was neglected:
Upon his admission to the nursing home on September 12,2000, Mr. M.'s orthopedic sur-
geois issued written orders to dte nursing staff that Mr. M. was to wear a brace on his left leg
at all times, except when bathing; and that a dry dressing should be applied to the surgical
site, which was located in the area around Mr. M.'s left knee.

Both die facility Administrator and Director of Nursing testified that the surgical site of a resi-
dent such as Mr. M. needs to be observed and monitored for signs of infecton at least daily.

* A nurse noted that Mr. M.'s surgical site was slightly red on September 12.

* According to the nursing home records, nursing staff failed to inspect or assess Mr. M.'s surgi-

cal site from September 13 until the mrning of September 18.

* At a physical therapy session on Septenber 18, a physical therapy aide removed Mr. M.'s brace
in order to reposition it because die brace was not properly in place. She observed drainage on

the bandage underneath and, upon taking it off, noted drainage around the surgical site, red-
ness and warmth from above the knee to the hip/gmnin area, and seepage along the groin and
side of the knee. A nurse contacted the office of the orthopedic surgeon, but did not talk to

the surgeon. Mr. M.'s routine orthopedic appointment was moved to the next day. -
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On September 19, the orthopedic. surgeon found that Mr, M.'s leg was red and ssvslIlen from
rud-thigh to his calf with foul-smelling pus draining from: the- surgical site. According to Mr.
M's daughter, who was present during the examnination. .is-like substance sprayed across the
room when the doctor applied pressure to the knee in order to extract pus fminn the wound
The nurse wvhn was present was so distressed that she began crying.

The surgeon immediately admitted Mr: M. to the hospital where he performed emergency
surgery on Mr. Ms leg. Mr. M's infection was so severe that he was iii septic shock* his
niental status was altered, and he Was barely alert.

Treatment of Mr. M.'s knee required hospitalization to irrigate* the wound and to surgically
debride* it three times.

Mr. M. svas discharged to a different nursing home onl October 3, 2000, where he continued
to suffer severe left leg pain. In order to try to save MIr. M.'s leg and prevent him from losing
yet another limb, nursing staff repeatedly extracted pus from the wound. Oise of the nurses
testified that Mr. M.'s pain during these procedures was "excruciating."

Although Mr. M.'s potential for rehabilitation was assessed as good upon his admission to the
first nursitg home and the plan wavsefor' h1im to return home, the severity of the infection of-
his surgical site set offa series of events which resulted in Mr. M.'s increased disability. Mr.
M.s tendon wvas destroyed, his knee could not be reconnected, and he could no longer inse
his lefi leg. Hais doctor told hin in Decemiber 2000 that there would be ongoing chronic
pain. continued swelling and possibly a continued infection.

* In addition to daily pain, Mr. M. suffered emononally as well. Mr- M. was keenly aware of
his loss of iudependenice, and this loss increased his depression. He told his doctor, "The only
thing I look forward to are visits from nay faniily"

The human cost of neglectt . .
* Infectios and septic shock

* Total disability

* Severe emotional pain and increased
depression

nGe fnancial cost Ot neglect:
* $197,566.33 (hospital expenses, subsequent

nursing home care)

ANY CONSEQUENCES TO: THE FACILITY?

* Did the survey agency fine the facilims
for this neglect?..................................Yea

' What was the amount of fins actually
paid? ....................... =..3... 8.

(reduced from$5,720)

* Did the survey agency deny paynments
for ai new aduissions of residents on
Medicare/Medicaid?. :.No

* Did the survey agency place the fricilry
oln state smonitoring status? ................... No

* Was the facility's license placed ons
probationary status or revoked foir
this neglect? ............ ............ No

* Was this neglect criininaUy
prosecuted? ................... : . No
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Resources.

Abuse & Neglect
The Timc-Picayune. Louisina. Special Reprt State of Neql. April 17-21, 2005.

hltp:/W/v%' nola.con/speced/nursinghones/

Overview: Ihis powerful fiv-part series closely examines te failures of many Louisiana nursing
homes to provide adequate care for teiar residents.The series emphasizes Louisiana's minimal penalties
and lack of enforement for nursig hounes that endanger residents' health and safety. It further high-
lighos wmckttesses in the survy process, inadequate staffing as a precutsor to inadequate care; and the
nursing home induury's financial and politieal clout in tho Louisiana Statehouse that have defiatee.
efftbrts to reformn the system,

Administratiost on Aging. 2004 Neotteitl Ornbisdsmn Rqeorting Systerta (pORS) V)atn tlhks!:
hattp//wwu-aos.aoa e/pnf/auanro/ieder rinhrs/LlConibhdsntalt/National arnd Stare Data/2 r4nNors/:
204onrs.asp

Overv'iew: This report prsvides 2(04 data teens the lotig-term care otudsntan progranm - a federally
mandated program that advocates on behalfofresideirs of long term care facilities. In 2004. onebuds-
men handled more than 220.000 complaints, many of thern related to resident care arsd resident rights.

U.S. Congress. Senate. Finance Cnmnnirtee. Nitnit Honte QSo<dley eraited: 7he Cesed, t/e Pled and the Ugly:
iHersna hitb e the Cotmmittee a,, itFtance. 108th Cong.. 1st sess.,Jnly 17.2003.

Overview: This hearing -mamined the cIuality of nutsintg home csre nraion-vide.Atn fifmois dasrghtec res-
saifed that her mssother died after four days it a nutting home from a dirtv clogged tracheotony tube and
the nursing home's failure to addminiter prescribed inedicatioiss.A WestVirginia daughter testifcd that her.
isother. who suffered [mmumAlhheirer's deise, was fosisid dead m her nursing home vith a shower hose
around her neck. 

B
oth dlaughters stated that subseequent treestigations yielded no action against the f.ciui-

ti-sThe actiutg hlspector Geise-; sifthe Deptltamnet of licalth and Hunman Services testified tiata fedetld
isspertors scho condutcted comparative surveys of nurstng homes in 2002 consistently foutld mure defi-
cietcies and more serious deficiencies thant states found when surveying the same fueilitcis.

St. Lsuis Post-Dispatch. Missouri. Special Repes. Ne\lected to Da.th October 12-19. 2002.
http://-wsv.stlroday conrn/stltoda/n=ewss spenii/nweglectedntf/fme .4 counA20t=2000tl#

Overview: ltis seeck-long special report hig ilighted the prevalence of neglecr in Missouri nursing
hnuses; described how inadequate staffing leads to poor care; showed hov ricoms of abuse and neglect
rarely rectvrd justicc: ti~ustared the challenges and fhutsatiois of reeulators as they ty t roenforce quality
standanrds; recctgttined attemnpts by legislators so seek legisLatrie solutionis; e~x anuited ismnosasive approaches
to nursing home care; and desceibed the plight of one faumly trying to care for thesr ailing mother. fle
re'ncport tncluded optiion pieces astd reacriosti fnoor govenunent officials, advocacy geaps, and more.

:~~~~~~~~~~ - ~
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U.S Congress. Senate. Special Committee on Aging. Safcgiardsng 0 Saoris. Proreting rihe EldaiyJirm,

Physic! cnr Senxa JIlbase in Nisrsiss Boms: IHIeariog before rise Speri.1 Committe oo Aging. 107rh Cong.,

2nd sess.. Mauch 4, 2002. http//a/tina senartmtov/public/vnuts/0
3

0402.html

Overview: This powerful hearing featuretd the tastiatony of two family members and an attorney about

the horrifying btasing-rlated dcaths of two Frail elderly women; the rape and resulting pregnancy of a

younger woman; and the failure of stace health departrents and law enforcement offitals to address the

crunes.

U.S General Accounting Officc (GAO). More Con be Done to Phrtret lerideisr trom, Abue. GAO-02-312.

March 2002. hrp//ww feo govhrnwiterns/dO"
3 12

nil!

Ovenrview: This report found that ovv 30 petcent of tbre nation's nursing homes had received citations

for causing actual hatn tu residents or placing thrn in immediate jeopardy.The report fu.rtler fond

that abuse allegations are not reported quickly; few abuse allegations are prosecuted; and safeguards to

protect residents fium abusive itdividuals are ituidequatc.

Assisted Uving

Namional Senior Citizens' Las Center. Critia issuers in A.ssited Ltieing: ;i'lw' In, o '0 Out, and Who!a

* . hmeiding tre Car. May 2005. htto://wwwmcleoeg/news/0S/05/At report htm

OvrivieW'. This report is based on a esrewv of the laws and regulations of all 50 stases and the District

of Columbia applying to assisted living fatilines. It cxmrines the balance berwcen ptovidcr llexibility

and resident protection. The report highlights how state assisted liviug laws are. or are not, addressing

critical issues in assisted living such as definitions of levels of ear. protectiom lor iivoluntary discharges.

-and stafftsaraing and makeup.The report discusses the pros, cons. and implications of various state

approaches.

USA Today. Asusted Lrvini: gWhems Caregivers Fail. May. 26-June 1, 2004.

Overview: This week-long series, based on an investigation of inspection recomds of more than 5,000)

assisted livitag facilitics, found "a pattern of mistakes and violations that lend to scores of mnjuries and

occasional deaths among the estisated I nullion eldedy residents of assaistd living facilities." The series

emphasized the failure of state government to effectively regulate assisted livinag facilities and stressed the

minimal trainig required for assisted living nursc aides.

The Washington Post.Virginia. Special RPeport. A Dangerma Pal. May 23-27. 2004.

http//wsvn .washingtopnjst ero /wp-dn/smnetrf/va/homne/

Overview:This 18-mouth investigation found'a troubled and worseniig record of care" inVirginia's

assisted living facilities. "including avoidable injuries and deaths, and a systeis of state oversight that

often failed to identify or correct problems." he inrestigation concluded that ar least 51 deaths were

attributable to neglect and that in more than 135 other cases "residents suffered sexual assaults, physical

abuse or scrinots injuries including head wounds, broken bones, burns and lifr-threatening medication

errors:' In fact, in an eight-year period. about 4.400 residents had been 'victims of abuse, neglect or

' exploitatiuon.-

0-
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Enforcement
US. Governmient Accountability Office (GAO). Report to Congressional Requesters. Aorng i.t H-res.

Despite tscrcs'scd Orerssghr. ChidleeigciRrnamiais iEsonunIc High-Qucirfiy Creari~d Resident .Safety.
GAO-06-117. December. 2005. htrp://w iAo.los/new~itentsdo61I7 pdf

Overview: . This report found that the decline in the proportieon of nursing homes witi scrious quality
problems in the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Scrvices' (CIs1S's) nursing home survey data masks
tvo unportait, problems: inconsistency amon g state surveyors in conducting surveys and understate-
sent by state surveyors of deficiencies that caused harm or imsmediate jeopardy to residents. In five

large states with significant declines or serious deficiencies, federal surveyors concluded that state survey-
ors had mnsed serious deici-ncies in 8 percent to 3.3 percent of fadiutiecs here federal inspectors con-
du-ied coparatie surveys. This oalyuis is uomiseent eisth GAO's finding in July 2003 diat theme -as
considerable undeesratement of qialiry of-care prolcilns, such as scriou. avoidable prcrsue sores.

Moraiii Dan. "Nursing Houe Scrutnuy Lagging. Enforcement of tough laws is on the wrane despite
increasc ms comoplaintc about care. Sture budget cuts hav left oo fevw inspectors.' LA Timres.
July 31; 2003.

Overview. Thik article highlights the failures of California's state health deparunent to enforce state
nusing hoer lavs.Thc article contends that state inspectors focus on enforeing Icn stringent federal
stasndairds rather than rougher state laws in's rder to protect federal fianding.Adnocates point out that
that federal sanctions are rarely carried our and therefore California nursing homes often go unpamished
for noncompliance.

U.S. Office of inspector Generai (OlG). Departoient of Health and Hunisan Services (HHS), NeeisBestiront
Enskrrenrai' Colledion e/Ciril Moncy Ienalties. O6E140 3-00420.July 2005.

, Isteji//oie lths.eov/oei/repneis/oei 06-,0304M20 pdt

Overview: usnig data from nursing home renorceinrit cates imitiated in 2002 this report enatnined
the estent to which the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services collected civil nonetary penalties
(CMPs) ant followed up with required collection procedures T1e report found dtat, as of March 21104.
four pcent of the CMPs inposed in 2002 wee not fuUy collected. An additional eight percent were
past aue by monr than 30 days btsfon- thcy were collecued.The report 6irrhet shoswd that in 94 pecnent
-ofpast-due CM Ps, CMS did nor take all the required action to ensure pay ent. Furtherore, respon-
sibihiy for CMP collection is unclear within the agency, and the database used to track CMP collec-
tions ri fraught with errors and incomplete niformation.

US. Office of Inspector Genseral (OI[(). Departuent of Health and Human Services (I IHS). Noursing AInne
Enfjrenemt: ohe Use of 0C,4 Money Penaltie. OE1416-052-00720. April 2005.

.: rtp://osgIsls gov/orilreponresoei-Oti-02-00720 rsdf

Overview: This report found that in 2000-2001 the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services used
civil monetary penalties (CMPi) im 51 percent of their enforceicat carses. However, the report shows
that 70 percent of those cases had their fete reduced prior to their request for paynment. Facilities receive
a 35 percent reduction simply fur -siving these right to appealAs of Deceniber 2002;,14 percent of
uisposed CMPs remained uncollected and eight-percenit weere not yet due because of appealk and/or
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bankrnptcics.Thc report fou1d that'cases with a n appeal tke over six months to collect viiltc2ppealed

cases take sigsifcantly longer. Accordsirsg to the report. CMS also tends to irnpns the lower end of

allowed fines rather than the maxinum amount.

US. Gcncral Accouosing Office (GAO). Report to Congresional Requesters. Nursing Home Quatily:

P ttence of Serdou fsoleffs. 14W7ile Decrlinin, Renfres )rsprtce fEnhaoced Oversghlt. GAO-03-561.

July 15,2003.http//wwwrooogov/newttemidlt
3

561.rdf

Over-view: This report found an unacceptably high number of niursing hontes with serious quality

problems and identified weaknesses in state survey, complaint .sd enforcement processes.

ltecommendatons included strengtheniop, the asursing home survey process. ensuring that state-survm y<

and complaiot investigations sufficiently assess qftality of .cae problems. and improvisig CNiS oversight

of statc survey activities.

U.S. Office of Inspector General (OIG): Departmnent of Hralith and Human Services (HHS),.VM.,rini Home

Defideiry Trends and Srrney aid Certfiafiorn Ptoerss Cotuisrtesry. March 2003.

ht*: i/oig hhbs eo /rsea/repoers/oei-0
2
-Oi -00'600 pdf

Overviuw: This report described trends in nursing home deficiencies and exantned the inconsistencies

among statess in itplenenting the federialy required survey and certification process. Important fhndings

include an increase in the number of nursing hotne deficiencies front 1998-2001 and discrepancies in

how states determine the number suid typt of deficicnccsThe OIG, concluded that the rise in the

nunber of deficiencies -as cause for concert.

UR. General Accounting Office (GAO). Repor to Congressional BRequesters.Namsing fHlesse:Additiodl

Steps Nwrctd so Strensghen Inforreesit 4Feieral Qs.dsiy Srtndadsi GAO/HElS-99-16. March 18, 1999.

hstrp:/ /vweo ov/aroclvh/l999/he99046.uidf

Overview: This report showed that nursng homes nationwide wzereconsistently rnot held accountable

for noncompliance with federal quality standardsZThe report identified four obstacles to effectve

enforcement: (t) backlog of civil usonetar. penalties; (2) weaknesacs in deterrent effect of withholding

federal funds; (3) failure to require states co, report deficiencies that contributed to a rsidentk death; amd

(4) the wveak infonsation managenient systemn of the Health Care Fsitancng Administration (HCFA),

now known as CMS.

US, Geneal Acco-i'nting Office'(GAOY.-Report to the Special Comimittee on Aging. Caifomnia .Vutsirg

Heiste: Citare A.Wl.rlr diisirn Derire ediral arid Strr, Otrrsiqht GAOH5-IS-98-202.July 28.1998

htnpi/snvr.vsaosgov/srehive/t998/he98202,ped

overview: This report found weak fcderala:nd statre ovcrsight of California nursing homes. According

to the study. one in threr Califnensa nursing homes was cited for serious or potentially life-thretening

deficiencies.The severity of cae problostis was often understated; fatlities could predict whenlther.

annual survey svould occur; facility dncrtsen taion was often incomplete or inaccurate; and state sur- -

vqoeys frequently uissed serious deficiencies, such as significant wveight lou or failerc to prevent bed-

sores. Finally, the report showed that when the ustie did identify a serious care probleen, the Ibederal

overseeing agency did not ersure that the deticieticy was corrected and remained corrected.

0~ --- .I
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Staffing
Harinngton. C., Carrillo, H., Crawfond, C. Nursing radoiet SSaffifg Residenrts and Fauily Dcfrieudes, 1998

thre ugh 2004. Depaitment of Social and Behavioral Sciences. University of California. SAn Francisco.
CAAugust 2005. huLZLw.ncdnhr.orr/nsblic/245 1267 11874rcfin

Overview: This book presents calendar year data from 1998 through 2004 on nursing facilities, staffing.
resident charactenstics, and surveyor reports of quality deficiencies by state. Data in the report sholm chat
dte average ntunbcr of registered nurse hoses per rsident dry declined by 25 percent (from 0.18 hours
to 0.6 hous), although there was an increase rn nursing assntan hours. In addition. the data reveal that
the averge number of deficiencies increased by 43 percenr, and quality of care is the second most corn-
rnoot violation of federal regulation, increasing fines 17 percent to 26 percent of al U.S. nursing humts.

American Health Care Association. Health Scnices Research and Evaluanon. Resulrs af r1se 2002 A. fCA
Surrey qof Nuirng Staffl-raray and Trmorirvrr in Nursing Homes. February 12,20t13.

Overview: This report presents trhe resxlts of a survey completed by airiost 40 pecenrt of US. nuroing
homes.The data collected as ofnJne 30,2002 found that nursing staff rurnover %sas cortsistently high
across the country. Aruiaal turnover for staff'registered nurses, licensed practical nurses and directors of
nursing stood at abouit 50 percent, hile turiover for certified nursing assistanrs was estimated at an
average nf7l percent, with many srates criceiding that rate.

U.S. Oflice of Inspector General (OIG). Departn ent of Health & Human Services (HHS). Nuaing Home
-. .rdir Dierors Sunry. February 2003. htp-l/Oi hlss. ov/oei/reports/ni-06-99-00300.pdf

Overview This goventuttenr survey of nursing:home medical directors reported that R6 percent of doc-
ton charged wwith overseeing medical crce to nursing homes spend eight hours a week or less in the faci-
ty. Seny-twvo percent onthe medical directors reported rdut dicy visited dhe faciliry once a week or Irss.

U.S. Departmnent of Health & Human Services. Centers flr Medicarte & Medicaid Services (CM S).
Appopyrarerrness ofrnriimm, Nnurse ztoff nsg xRaios in vsinrg 5 tames artae ni Phiii Rrpon rtccember otri.
httnp// sww.cmsshl *s.gov/medicaid/reporrs/enl 01 home.are

Overview: This report to Congress concided that below nurse stafing Iesels identified by researchers,
"thetse appears to ber nicit f-ilities can do tenitipgate quality problems;" and moreover, that sno than
90 percent of nursing hooses do not have enough licensed nurses and nourse aides to avoid serious
health and safety problems or to provide bisic cate services.

US. Congrnss Senate. Special Ctonsittee on Aging. Nasr'enii Home Residents: Short-changed by' Staff
Shiotagt, Part 1: Hearing refore the Spaii Committee cmnqing. 106th Cong., 

2
rrd sess.aJuly 27, 2000.

hemp//ainne serrate pov/niihlie/es-enn/hei5.tn .,t

Overviewv This hearsng discussed the fidings of a study condluctedl by the Health Care Financing.
Administration (HCFA) that concluded that there is a stoong connection be'tsen staffing levels and the
quality of care provided in nursing homaes.The administrator ofHCFA testified that 56 percent of all
nursing honses were below the preferred miunimur level for total licensed staff One rericachler who
participated in die study concluded dtht cheea: ideitifiable stallng levels belowv wliich resident crare is
comptntised; and another researcher concluded that 2.0 hours of nurse aide time per resideti per day
is too little to pisride adequate care.
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Hareisagton C .Kovncr C, Mcecy M., K ayscr-Jones J;. l3urger S.. Mohler M., BLrke R., and Zinmmerrosu -

D. 'Experts recommend mininum nurse traffng stand listr nursing facilities in dic United Staes.:'

The Cerointologist. 2000.Vol. 40. Issue 1, pp. 5-16.

Overview: This article strongly encourages legislators aud/or regulators to adopt a fedcrl mtinium

staffing standard for nuusitg homes nationwide. Recornisendatons' included in the article closely

resemble the national staffing standanrds proposed by NCCNHR in 1998. Specriially. the experts call for

a mnoinimum of 4.13 hours of direct nursing care per resident ptr day. On the day shift, I Licensed

Practical Norse or Registered Nune (LPN/RN) for cvcry 15 residents and 1 nursing assistant (NA) for

every ; residents. On die eening shiti. 1 LPN/RN for everv 20 residents and I NA for every 10 csi-

dents. And. on the night shift. 1 LPN/RN for every 30 residents and I NA for every IS rcsid..its

U.S. Cotgtess. Senat. Sp.-cia dComiittec on Aging uiusing Hle Residents: Shori-clehnged by Staf

Shortages: Hearing liefre the Special Cismeitire on Aging. 106ds Cong.. 1st ess., Noveisber 13 1999

htp://agin gsenate pgv/puhblic/e-entsifrtI ,hint

Overview: This hearing exaniined the relationship bctsveeti staff levels and quality care in nursing

homes. One mother of a nursing honte resident emphasized the terioummses of understaffing by high-

lighttag severel instances. oftcn dangerous.s when her daughters call light went unanswered. One cerni-

6ed noising assistrnt (CNA) desribed her unrealistic work load caring for I residents on her 3:00

p.m. - 11:00 pm. ihift. A state orribudsoan' tirged Congress to require and adequately enforce national

-tnitmim standards for nursitg homnerstaff: Industry representatives testified that "epuanrty is tot qial-

ry" and opposed a national minnnum staffing standard

State Specific Reports

U.S. Congress. House of Representatives. Committee on Government Refrnmi. Minoritv Staff. Specald

Investigations Division. Niiniii HB e Conditions it, Aekainas.: Mitny Ninring Hotes Fail to neet Fedenal
StandanisfriAdeqialte Care. November 6,2003.

htap: /wsvw densocrats ret'oins house eoi/D ocumrents /
2
Ol

1 4
4

6 2 4
l 12120-f6634. pdf

Overview: More than 90 percent ofArknsas's 245 ntrsing homes that accepted federal flinding wcne

-m violation of fbderal health stniadrds. OVer one-thid of these facilities had deficiencies vwhich caused

actual harm to residents or put dhem at ruik of death or serious injury.The report fiuethee shossd that

most Arkansas nursing homes do not pravide adequrte staffing.

U.S. Congress. Holuse ofRepresentatives. Comnainee on Goveritmeni Reform. Minority Staff. Special'

Investigations Division. N.sning HRote Cieditioms in Los Angelet Coutry:, Meny Nening Hnies FWIl so Meet

Fedeiml Standards fin Adequate Cam: February 4.2003.

htrc:// vwLdemoctaseforto house gov/Documents/2(104
0
6

2
411

4 5
5-o0

4 3
pdf

Overview Ninery-one pcrcent of fedenry fumded nusing homes in Los Angeles County. Califor nia.

iulates fedieral health standueds.The 2003 report seas a foLlow-up'to a sitoilan 1999 report thatishved

most facilities in Liis Angeles County failed to meet federsi health anid safety sundanhs.Tie. report cosn-

cluded that most fcilities in Los Angeles Couny continued to proide ohbsutndait care.

U.S. Congesi. House of Representaties. Committee o Governotenit Reform. Minority Staff. Special

livestigations Division .Naning Heme Cendifinus in tt 'as: A fay isuning Homts Fail to ieet Frderal.

StandaidsforAdequate Care. Octolser 2, 2002.
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hitp/f/crwsy deemoerars. reforaL hpsse. cov/flosortunew s/2( 10401301 1"1?i 34-57472. red

Overview: Eighty-six pcrcent of fedenrahy fuhided Tcxcas nunsing houimes violited national health anid
safeiy sarudads, and over ono-third of il facilities had deficiesacies that caused actual harm to residents
or put tiem tr ick of death or serious injury. Finalhy thc report found that over 90 percent of nursing
homes did not mleet recoinmended stafling levels.

U.S. Congress. House of Represesadcss Coiunuctte on Goertnment Refinem. Minority Saff. Special
Investigatnonis Division. Nursinpg Hotne Conidirisom in the 1

3
ti Cosigeaissssol Distnict of Prsoylorinia: Many

- Hs'ara mrslismes Fail to meet Frdeml Standa jorAdeqiiate C'ncJuly 23.2001
http: / /vsisvw dessoeats .efcusoa .h ousc. eov- euaents/)00t408301t4240-99423.pdi:

Overview: More thau 70 percent of federilly funded nursing hoistcs in rhe 13th district of
Pennsylvania violated federsl bealh and safery standards in btspections. Additonaily, more than holf of
thore facilities lud deficiencies that caused actul] harm to residents or put them at risk of death or seri-
ous iljusry.

Medical Malpractice and Nursing Homes
Stevenson. David G.. Ph.D.Testinony before the U.S. Senate Special Cormnitmee on Aging,

Medical Liability in Lon ermn Ce: Is Esxalariqiifs i A Thsrat to Qaelity asnd Aaxns? 108th Cong. July
15 2004. hupi//aging-secime- ov/isblic/ flies/hrt27ds.pdh

Overview: Stevenson urged lauvisakers to fake into consideration 'the distinct features of nursing
home litigation" when conisidering tort refonr.tiScliding the fact that siice "few elderly hove ongoing
sources of incrini that would be diminished by physical innjury,' noniecottonuc danages account for
abour s0 percent of stiming hose resideond' coipensatiou. "Insuifficleo seiuitiviry" to the speial dis-
tincisnss sf nursing home casrs. he testified, includiig the fact that half of such cases involve deaths.
would mean that the ability of neghigerdy-injired residents and their fhmiliCs to "obhtin neasonable
compensation for worthy claims would be inappropriately blocked."

Studdert, David Mi. Lli. SCa, MPH, Stevenson David G., PliD. Nusing Home Litigatios and Ton:
Reform:A Case for Exceptionoahim." The Ceneitologist.Vol. 44. No. 5 (2004): 588-595.

Overview: 'This artorle cautions legislators agaias a one-size-fits-ali policy hIx to address die alleged lit-
igation crtis in nuirsig homes and acute care settings.The authols emphasizc the intrinsic differences
*in nursing home lirigation such as the increased significance of noin-econolluc damages, she pervasive-
ness of pundtive damages, and the unique nattiue of injuries in the long-term care sCtting.

Edeluian.Tbby S., Esq., Center for Mediate Advocacy. Inc. Tont Rlefisn atid mInS g HomesApril 2003.
-btlp//mcdicareadvoca voeMedia PR TortReform.hun

Overview: This smtdy concluded that nursing homne ialpractice lawsuits or nor ot hialous; nuilprticsae
cases occur when residents have been seriously injured or died.Major finldings of the rcport include
evidence that: (1) tort litigation is not the cause of increasing insurance premilunms; (2) then has tint
beren a dramatic increase in tori litiganton; and (3) actual pay-oun or settlements rarely equal the large
jury verdicte reported in the tncdia. Edehnin concludes that limiting tioni-econonisic. damags in tort
refirm litigatoio to 5250,000 svould allow the multi-billion dollar nursing home industry to provide
substandard care with no fear of significant financal nesibtion.

- : , - , - - _~~~~~~~___ __ __ _ __ __ __ _
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i Glossary

Clottary tensn ad i,, hte dease sipisem ate twi sith an *

This gtosoy uitt help the resdr tttta t dnstaw) the esperuencs a'the isidmnts .4sisc storiet cre told in fhis dxcusnse

ACIDOSIS: As, abnornal condition of the blood caused by an accuoulation of acid or a decrease iu the

alkaline reserse content in the blood and the body tiacsc

ACUTE RENAL FAILURE: A sudden craittiom of kdncy function.

ANEURYSM: A sac formed by the dilasaion. or stretching, of the wall of in artery or vein.

ASPIRATE: To suck in or inhale into the lungs manter each as foud, liquid or gastric conents. vt -rated.

ASPIRATION: Th. inhalation into the lungs offoud. liqvid, or gpsaic contents.

ASPIRATION PNEUMONIA: A pneumosnia resulting from the aspiration, or inhalation, into the

lungs of food. lquid. or gastric contents. Some causal or contributing factors to aspiration, pneumonia arc

duordens intrrfering wcith swalowving such as a suroke, unconscious orsesni-conscioui inidudal, old age.

and dental problemss.

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION: Very rapid irregular conmrctions of the upper chambers of the heart. Atrial

fibrillation increases dramancally the incidence'of blood clots and stokcs. especially in the elderly

AVULSIONS: -A tearing away of a body part iccidenrally.ot surgically.

BETADINE: A preparation of povridonc-sodinc that destusys or delays new nessu grawth when applied

to heling wounds.

CARCINOMA: A Aagsant msmor. Cooionly referred to as ranter.

CARE PLAN: A written plan for meeting the medical. physical, psychosocial, emotional, and spintual

needs of a nursing home resident. This crac plan is prepared by an inusalisciplinary teai of staff metnbers

working with the resident (sehen possible), the residents family (or representative), and the resident's doc-

tor. The care plan must be updated when tvhee is any change of condition. at least every quarterm and

annually.

CAROTID: The two main arteries situated on each side of the front of the neck that supply blood to

the head.

CATHETERIZE: The insertion ora catheter. or tube 'into a bodyipart such as the heart or bladder.

The most common catheterization is die insertion of a catheter into the bladder for the remrtosa of arie.

I
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CHRONIC OBSTRUCTIVE PULMONARY DrSEASE:. C.O.PD. refers co a group of chronic,
irreversible disorders that damage the lungs and over time cause increasing breathiig difficulty.
Emphysemna and chronic bronchitis are the tO. mote common firms of C.O.P.D. Cigarette smoking is
implicated in 8(0 of all cases.

COCCYX: A group of four small fiused bones coming to a point at the end of the spine. The coccyx is.
also called the tailbone.

COLOSTOMY BAG: A bag that is kept iU posinon next to the abdomen to collect feces when the
intestine is connected sorgically to the abdominal wall to form an artificial aMts.

CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE: -Heart failure in '.hiel the heart is inble to maintain an ade-
quarte circulation of blood to the uissucs of the body or to pump out die blood that the veins ae retturning-
to the heart by the venous circulation. Congestive heart aitlure is a chronic condition that can lead to
death.

CONTRACTIJRESt A permaneot shortening ofa nuassle or a tendon which produces a defornisty or
distortion of the arn or leg. Coutractures are ustal1y preventable if nuscles am diligently stretched and
exercised.

CYANOTIC: A bluish or purplisl discoloration of tIe skin and msuc s membrsnes die to a Lack of
oxygen in the blood.

DARVOCET: As analgesic used for mild to moderate pain relief that coesbines propmxyphene
hydrochloride and acetaminophen

DEBRIDEMENT: The surgical or chemical renoval of ilmaaged or diseased tissue that may be imped-
ing healing. Debridemrnt is one of the treatments for severe pressure sores. -debride vt - brided,
briding.

DEMEROL: A nareotic analgesic used for modesate to severe pain relief.

DIABETIC KETOACIDOSIS: Occurs chear insulin leves are far lower than die level die body needs
and causes die blood to become acidic and the body uo be dangerously dehydratd. lhiS is a poteontally
fital complication unless treated promnpdy.

DIURIETIC: A medication ghiei to increase the excretios of vare, from the body wMen thts is a need
to rid the body of excess fluids.

ELECTROLYTE IMBALANCE: Au inappropriate level of blood electrolytes isch as sodium, potassi-
usu, or chloride, it the bloodstream. Abnormal levels of electrolytes affect the flow of ntrients into cells
and wste producs out of cells.

ELOPEMENT: The leaving-of a facility by a resident wiithout the knovledge of the staff. Elopement is
of special conceer when the resident ha dementia and lerving the facility puts the resident at high risk for
harm.

ESCHAR. P scab-like black crust coverng sonic presure sores.
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FIBULA: Thc sanaller of the two leg bones below the Imnce.

FLAP SlJRGERY: Surgery in which a piece of tissue Ls partly teered ftomnits origin in order to usc

the skin for a surgical graft. By leavwng part of tIe, skin attached to its origin, the blood supply is musas-

tamed, and the possibility of * successful graft is increased. Flap surgery can be tsed for the atnempted

repair ot sever pressure Sores.

GANGRENOUS: The death of dissue, in an area such as the foot or a pnessue sore. which bus bern

deprived of an adequate oxygen supply.

HYPERNATREMIA: AD abnormal elevation ofthe blood sodiam conceutration. Normul blood sodi-

amn should be 136 to 142 milliequivalennrper liter. Excessively high blood sodiunm cran nsarifest as a

decreased level of conscioUsriess or a change in uisntal statas.

HYPOTHERMIA: A below normal body tempeenture (<94 degrees) that leads to the elder uscually

being in critical condition.The mortality rate for hyporhermia in the elderly is approsimately 50%.

HYPOTHYROIDISM: A condition caused by the failure of the thyroid gland to produce adequate

hormones.

iLEUS: An obstruction of the intestine. A condition that is cosmsonly accompanied by a painlsi dis-

tended abdomen, dehydration. toxcrnia. and romniting of dark vomitas or fecal matter which results when

intestinal contents back up because peristalsis, the muscular inovements that move food tiroughi the lutes-

ines, fails.

IRRIGATION: To wash or cleanse an area or robe with a streais of fluid in order tn resisove debris.

MECHANICAL ASPHYXIA: Suffocation, or a lack of oxygeA. not caused by a biological or chemical

probletit.

METABOLIC ACIDOSIS: A istabolic derangement of the acid-bise balance where the blood Ph is

abnormally low

MRSA: Methacillin Resistant Staphylococcus Auteus. Includes several strains of Staphylococcus Aureuss

that are nor killed by the usual antibiotics and can cause very severe infections in socuuds or sragical

sites.

MYELrTIS: tiflnunation of thc .spinl cord or ofthbc binc mrrno..

NECROSIS: The death of Irving tissue The death of the tissue is frcquendly caused by pressure on the

skin, especially at bony pronsinences whichr ain cause the loss of blood supply and oxygen to rhat area.

NECROTIC TISSUE: Dead tissme.

OSTEOMYELITIS: An inftectionus maintsssoy disease ofthe-bone that is often bacteriat in origin.

O:teomyrlitis is marked by the local death of and the separation of tissue.

PARENTERA1: The administration of a drug or-a soluton by a route olier than the intestines, such as'

u a vein muscle. or under the skin.

PERIODONTAL DISEASE: A disease of the tissue surrounding a tooth.
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PERIPHERAL VASCULAR DISEASE: A disease of die blood esiels affecting especially the blood
,essels of ihe extremities (arms and legs).

PERITONEUM: The lining of thc abdom inal caiy thit sarrounds the organs in the abdonen.

PERITONITIS: 'Inollaxasmtion of the peritoneum. -

PNEUMONIA: A diseasc of the hangs ual ly caused by inf cison, which can iuvolve a fcvcr. chills, dtf-
ficuly breathig, and a cough.

PRESSURE SORE: A red arra, sore. or ulceration:on an area of skin that has bern deprived of an ade-'
quiate blood supply by prolonged pressure on that area. Usually occurs over a bony pronminence. Other
contributing factors to a presure sonr are Iying in: aet enitonnnent repeated irritatoss of the skin'
caused by traction or friction, and inadequate nuttition and hydration. The prcssunc sore is "staged" beed'
on tche amount of darnage to the tissue. Charting ofa pressume sore in a facility should indude the stage,
size in cenisneters. a description of any drainage, if there is an odor, any treatment of the area, and any.
inuipivsrernt or deterioration of the pressure sore The stages of pressure sores are:

Stage 1: Skin reddened or purplish Skin not broken.

* Stage 11: Blister or tkin broken. Dermis (top layer) and epidernis (second laver) of skin inbolved.

* Stage Ill: Deep crater in skin. Sore has dainaged the fatty tissue or thidl layer of skin.

Stage IV: Deep wouand dowvn to the mnusce or borie.

A glosed hand can be n easy Vway to estimate the tize of the pressar sore bebnr a definitive measurement.
is made. The finger at the first joiat is approxititely 2 centimeters ii an average person. Tvo "fingers"
would be four cm., three fingers vould be six cm., etc.

PSYCHOt IAOrt tvltig bo-h 1-l -a-d :^ci J '---oa p=.c.i- ife. cusC as age, eduCa-
tion, marital statu, and related aspects of a perion' history.

PULMONARY DISEASE: Any disease of ihe huigs.

RANGE OF MOTION: The movement of the arms and legs through their normal range of movement
in order to keep the muscles healthy.

RENAL: Pertaining tam the kidneys.

RESTORATIVE CARE: Treamient provided in order to enable an individual to regaiu, as much as
possible, their normal or hoalthy former state or lifestyle. Rcstorative care may inivole walking. assisrtance
with cating. talking, transferring from bed to chair, and other activitics to attain unaadmum medical
improvement.

SACRAL: Of, or in the region of, he haceun:-.

SACRIJM: The large fiat bone, consisting of five fised verteerac, svinch is ncar the end of die spine. The
sacrcru is direcdy connected wvith and forms a part of the pelvis.

SEPSIS: A to'ie condition that results from the spread of bacteria, or their bc.-products, from the initial
site of an infection.

I .3
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SEP'TICEMI'A Thc in-asion of the bloodstramn by visuleit miscroorgamisms fomm die iniial point of an

infectioO. Septice-ia is acconpanied by chills. fevnr and inoabiity to get out of bed and often by the 6or-

maori or secondary abscesscs us ,arios oegans. Alo called blood poisoling.

SEPTIC SHOCK: Usually the result of a seere isfecion whmre bactens and toxins ii the blood sream

cauei a lose blood pressue.This bypoteosion causes reduced blood anid oxygen to tissues and orgtns and

frequently causcs then to malfinction. Septic shock is .a life-threatening condition.

SKIN TEAR: A vound, rsually on the airms tr legs. vhere the skin has tnn apart. Skin tears can be

caused by fricoon, rough handling. falls, etc, and istseels isnost fecuently in the frail elderly due to the

fragile nature o die sirin as thc fat layer under the skin decreases sith age.

STAGE L Hi MI OR IV: See "PPESSURE SORE'"

TIBIA: The shinbone. lhe tibia is the ai'gee of the two bones belo w the kere..

TOXIC METABOLIC ENCEPHALOPATHY: A disease where the brain is poisoned This condi-

tinon tmay be doe to acidosis. liver failure. or rensia.Trensors that onav accompany this condition ir chas-i

acterized by irregular flapping ntovneents of the outstretched hands (as described in TIe Merek Manuel

of GerutricsThini Edition).

TRACHEOSTOMY: The suirgical formation of an opening intn the trachea throtgh the seick. especial-

ly to allow he passage of air into the lungs when in individual cannuot breathe ormally on~ his or he,

TRACHEOSTOMY TUBE: The tube irmeted, at the fiont of the neck, into she reaches so allow a

person to breathe. Periodical suctioing or deanisg f'f th tube is esential iu otder te naintain an unob-

structed airwy.

TRANSFERRING: The mooseieot of a penson foom one area to another such as froes the bed to a

wheelchair or finnn the wheelchair to a conunode.

TUNNEliNG: The extemsion of a pressure sore under she edges of the skin.

UNDERMINING: The erorion or deterotion of the tissue ndre the edge of she skis of th pressur

son

UREMIA: A severe toic condition causd e the accsnunlanion in the blood of parides dhat are nor

nially ehuniatod in the urine. This conditon usually occur when there n sev kidney disease.

URINARY CATHETERs A small ntibeonie-ted into dte uredira, the opening to the bldder, for the

drainage of -rine. The catheter is secured mi place in the bladder by a small filled balloon.

UROSEPSIS: A toajc condition wbich stems fimnn . urinary tract infecoon. that causes the pausing of

uruie by infilttion or effussioi floe i proper essel or damne into surrounding tinsues of the body

VASCULAR DISEASE: A discase of the blood or lymph vetels of the body.

VASCUUTIS: Infltiunation of a blood or lymph vessel.
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